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Preface 

This dictionary is intended primarily for students and teachers of 
linguistics, though I hope it may also prove useful to others who 
sometimes want to look up unfamiliar or half-remembered grammati
cal terms. Unlike other dictionaries of linguistics, this one concen
trates exclusively on the terminology of grammar - mainly on syntax 
(sentence structure), but also to some extent on morphology (word 
structure) . 

N aturaUy. to keep this book down to a manageable size, I have had 
to make a selection from the thousands of terms which make an 
appearance somewhere in the grammatical literature. However, the 
1,500 or so terms which are defined here should include virtually 
every term you are likely to encounter outside of highly specialized 
monographs. 

Aware of the typically short lifespan of the terms coined by the 
proponents of particular theoretical frameworks, I have chosen to 
devote the larger part of this dictionary to purely descriptive terms 
which have been and are widely used by grammarians of varying 
theoretical persuasions. and which seem likely to remain current for 
some time, such as antipassive. Bach-Peters sentence. ergative, gap
ping. gender. inalieripble possession. infix. island constraint, pied 
piping and subcategorization. 

With terms denoting theoretical constructs. I have been a little 
more selective. but terms which are used in at least two major 
theories of grammar arc normally included: binding. c-command, 
Head Feature Convention. LP rule. specifier, unaccusative, X-bar 
system. 

The specific terminology of particular theories of grammar is 
treated as follows. Given the dominant position of Govemment
Binding Theory. the terminology of that framework is covered in 
some considerable detail: A-bar binding. barrier. Burz.io·s generaliz
ation. exceptional case marking. m-command. proper government, 
theta role. Rather more limited coverage is provided for four other 
frameworks: Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar, Lexical
Functional Grammar, Relational Grammar and Role-and-Reference 
Grammar. The specific terminology of other frameworks is. regret
tably. not covered, though every theory of grammar known to me 
receives an entry under its name. 



Preface ix 

There is considerable coverage of tenns associated with mathe
matical linguistics and more limited coverage of computational 
linguistics: chan parser, context-free grammar. counting grammar, 
Earley algorithm. indexed grammar. linear bounded automaton, 
Peters-Ritchie resullS. 

Finally. the tenninology of traditiofial ~ra..llmar. including a few 
rhetorical tenns of grammatical rekvance. is also included: ana
coluthon. bahuvrihi. common noun. conjugation. indirect object, 
relative clause. zeugma. 

Competing and conflicting usages are noted and described. and 
recommendations are often provided; examples of troublesome 
tenns are anaphor. aorist. intransitive. middle and small clause. As far 
as possible. I have tried to identify the original sources of the terms, 
and for many of the more important tenns I have suggested further 
reading. 

The alphabetical order used is one which ignores both hyphens and 
spaces between words. Thus. for example. aorist precedes A-over-A 
Constraint. while command domain precedes commander, which pre
cedes command relation. 

The pronunciation given is that typical of the south of England. 
Speakers of other varieties of English will. I hope. find little difficulty 
in making any necessary adjustments. though there are admittedly a 
few words whose pronunciations are unpredictably different in North 
American English. such as theta. 

In an enterprise of this kind. it is no doubt inevitable that there will 
prove to be a few errors and omissions. If you find any. I win be 

'pleased to hear about them. You can write to me at the School of 
Cognitive and Computing Sciences. University of Sussex. Falmer. 
Brighton BNI 9QH. UK. or e-mail meatlarryt@uk.ac.susx.cogs 
(from within the UK) or at larryt@cogs.susx.ac.uk (from elsewhere). 

R. L. Trask 
Brighton. England 
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Guide to pronunciation 

The pronunciation represented is that of the south of England. 

Ipl pop Izl zoos 13:1 bird 
It I lOt 131 measure Ic;)1 bare 
Ikl cook Iml mum I;JI btuuuuJ 
fbI bib In! nun Izi bat 
Idl did lUI sillg 10:1 bard 
Igi gag III lull IDI pot 
ItII church Irl ray lall bite 
Id31 judge /wI way loul bout 
If! fife Ijl you Iy.l bawd 
tel think li:1 beat 1:)(1 boy 
lsI sauce III bit I~I boat 
III shush Iii cilJ IAI but 
/hI hay h;J1 beard luI put 
Ivl verve lell bayed lu:1 boot 
101 eilher leI bet IU;J/ poor 

Diacritics 

Raised bar primary stress: Igr;J'mleukl/ 
Lowered bar secondary stress: IS;J,b:>:dl'neIIr;tI 
Bar below syllabic consonant: /k;Jn'dIIJ;l1 
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A I. See adjective. 2. See under SAP. 

A-bar l'el,ba:1 n. The one-bar projection of the lexical category 
Adjective, posited to provide suitable structures for adjective 
phrases like very proud of Lisa, analysed as [AP[Degvery] 
[A'[AProud)[ppOf Lisa]]]. 

A-bar binding l'elba:,bamdll)l n. (also DOn-argument bind
ing) In GB, binding by a category which is not in argument position, 
such as a fronted WH-item: Who j did you see ej? A-bar binding 
applies to variables (WH-traces); such a trace must be bound by a 
suitable WH-item which c-commands it. Cf. A-binding. 

A-bar position I'elba: p~,zlII)I n. In GB, an NP-position which 
is not an A-position, particularly the Comp position. 

abbreviatory convention 1:I'bri:vi~tri k~n'venInI n. Any con
ventional notation which allows two or more distinct rules with 
elements in common to be written as a single rule schema. Common 
conventions include parentheses, braces, vertical bars and the 
Kleene star. 

abbreviatory variable n. A variable whose possible values are 
restricted to a specified set. Cf. essential variable. 

abessive 13!b'eslvl n. or adj. A case fonn typically expressing the 
meaning of 'without': Finnish rahana 'without money' (raha 
'money'). 

A-binding I'el ,bamdll)l n. (also argument binding) In GB, 
binding by a category which is in argument position, such as a 
subject or a (direct) object. A-binding applies to anapbon (reBell
ives, reciprocals and NP-traces): each of these must be bound in its 
governing category; that is, it must be coindexed with a c
commanding category within this domain. A category so bound is 
'A-bound': otherwise, it is 'A-free'. Cf. A-bar binding. 
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ablative i ~bl~Uvl n. or adj. A case form which typically indicates 
~::'? source of a movement: Turkish evden 'from the house' (ev 
'house'). 

Ablaut l'a:ploutl n. (also vowel altenWIoo) Grammatical inflec
tion by variation in the vowel of a root, as in English sing, sang, 
sung. Cf. Umlaut, and see the remarks there. Grimm (1819). 

absolute comparative l'z~lu:tI n. A construction involving a 
comparative form with no overt standard: the younger generation; 
Whiuo washes whiter. 

absolute construction n. A constituent linked semantically and 
intonationaUy to the rest of its sentence. but lacking any overt 
expression of a syntactic linkage: [The doy being cloudy,] we decided 
10 stay home; The two women, [their business completed,] retired to 
the bar. Often the term is extended to sentence adverbs like 
however. 

absolute exception n. In some analyses, a label applied to certain 
lexical items which obligatorily undergo. or fail to undergo, a 
process which is usually optional. Thus, for example, while passives 
like She is considered 10 be clever are nonnally related to corres
ponding actives like They consider her to be clever, the verb say is 
exceptional: it can only appear in the passive fonn She is said 10 be 
clever, the active forpl -They say her to be cle:!t..er being non-emlent. 
Hence say is a 'positive absolute exception' to passivization. The 
tenn is also sometimes used in morphology: while verbs in -ilion 
(like prohibition) are often derived from related verbs (like pro
hibit), perdin'on has no such corresponding verb, at least superfi
cially, and some analysts would- posit an underlying verb stem 
perrJj/- which is a positive absolute exception to noun formation. 

absolute possessive n. A possessive form of a penonal pronoun 
which functions as a pronoun, rather than as a determiner, such as 
English mine or yours: Mine is bigger than yours. NOTE: The term 
'possessive pronoun' would seem more appropriate, but unfortunately that term 
has long been in use to la~1 the possessive detenninen like my and yold. 

absolute-relative tense n. A tense form which takes as its intrinsic 
point of reference a point in time other than the present moment, 
such as the past anterior (/ had already seen him) or tbe future-in
the-past (I was going to see him), both of which take some past 
moment as their poinl of rcferenci!. ct. ~bsoIote tense, relative 
tt"L8P Set> ('omrip (I Q~5a I for tliscussi('n 
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absolute tense n. A tense form which takes the present moment as 
its point of reference, such as the simple past, present and future 
tenses found in many languages. The te~ is traditional. but regret
table, since the so-called absolute-relative teoses have just as much 
claim to being considered 'absolute'. Cf. relative tense, absolute
relative tense. See Comrie (1985a) for discussion. 

absolute transitive n. A construction in which an intrinsicaUy 
transitive verb occurs with no overt direct object, the subject of the 
verb being interpreted as an agent and the construction being 
interpreted as active: Janel smokes; Lisa is ealing. The term is also 
applied to the distinctive subclass with a reftexive interpretation: 
Lisa undressed; John is shaving. See also UDBpedfied object de
letion. pseudo-intransitive. Jespersen (1961, III: 320). 

absolute universal n. A universal which holds for every single 
natural language without exception. Some linguists would argue, for 
example, that the structure-dependence of grammatical rules is just 
such a universal. Cf. relative universal. 

absolutive f'zbs~lu:tlVf n. or adj. 1. In an ergative Iaopage, the 
case form which marks both the subject of an intransitive verb and 
the direct object of a transitive verb, and which contrasts with the 
ergative (sense 1). For example, in the ergative language Basque 
the NPs gi~ofUl 'the man' and mutua 'the boy' take the absolutive 
case suffix zero in such examples as Gi~OfUl Ireldu dJl 'The man 
arrived', Gizonak mutUa ikusi du 'The man saw the boy' and 
Mutilak gizona ikusi du 'The boy saw the man', while the transitive 
subjects bear the ergative case suffix -k. 2. By extension, the cat
egory consisting of intransitive subjects and transitive direct objects. 

abstract f'zbstnektl adj. Denoting an analysis of a structure or 
phenomenon which is significantly different from its surface rep
resentation; sometimes more specificaUy denoting an element which 
is postulated as being present even though it has no overt phonetic 
realization. For example. some analyses of the sentence I enjoy 
bridge would postulate an abstract node caUed AUX or INFL in the 
tree which serves as a locus for tense marking but which bas no 
overt realization in the sentence, and some analyses of Lisa seems 
to be happy would posit an abstract underlying structure along the 
lines of seems [Usa 10 be happy]. Abslr. n. abstractness 
i:rb' .. tr::ektn l!o/. 
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abstract noun n. A noun whose meaning is an abstract concept 
(,~:;:h, bfQUty, magnitude, consequence) or a noun denoting an 
event (a"ival, explosion). Cf. concrete nODD. 

acceptability /;)ksept;)'bllnil n. The degree to which a proposed 
sentence or utterance is adjudged permissible and interpretable by 
native speakers. A sentence which is well-formed according to the 
requirements of the grammar may be considered unacceptable be
cause of processing difficulties or pragmatic factors: Flounder 
flounder badger badger flounder; The book the professor the students 
who are doing well like recommended is good; Arabic is learning 
John. Adj. acceptable /;)k'sept;)bV. 

accessible subject /;)k'ses;)bll n. In GB, a particular structural 
relation which may hold between nodes in a sentence. A node A is 
an accessible subject for another node B if the coindexation of A 
and B does not violate any grammatical principles. The notion of an 
accessible subject is important in the definition of a govem~ 
category. Chomsky (1981). 

accidence l'zksJd;)ns/ n. A traditional term for what is now usually 
called in8ediooaI morpbology. 

ACC-ing /zk'JI)/ n. The construction in which a gerund has a 
subject NP in the objective (accusative) case:-l don't like him doing 
that. Cf. POSS-ing. 

accusative /;)'kjU:Z;)tIVI n. or adj. 1. A case form typically marking 
the direct object of a transitive verb: Latin puellam (from puella 
'girl') in Puellam vidi 'I saw the girl'. 2. Another term for objectin, 
particularly in GB, where Accusative is the conventional name of 
the abstract Case assigned to an NP by a governing verb or 
preposition. 

accusative and infinitive n. A traditional name for a construction 
found in certain languages, including Latin and English. involving 
an infinitival VP with an overt subject in the accusative (objective) 
case: I would like him to come. 

accusative language n. (more fully. DominatiVe--acc:usative lan
guage) A language in which subjects of intransitive verbs and sub
jects of transitive verbs are usually treated identically for 
grammatical purposes, while direct objects of transitive verbs are 
trc-3ted differently. Most familiar European languages, including 
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English, are accusative. Abstr. n. accusativity I:»,kju:za'uvltil. 
a. ergative language. 

acronym I'zkr:»mml n. A word formed by combining the initial 
letters of the principal words in a phrase: laser, from lighl amplifi
cation by the stimulated emission of radiation; NATO, from North 
Allanlic Treaty Organizalion. 

across-the-board I:»,kros ~ 'b~:dl adj. (ATB) Denoting certain 
extraction phenomena in which the extracted constituent is simul
taneously related to a gap in every conjunct of a coordination: Thai 
book you were reading e and Lisa wanled 10 buy e is oUi in 
paperback; ThaI's the player Janel was la/king aboUi e and wanlS e 10 

win. In English and some other languages. A TB phenomena consti
tute a systematic class of exceptions to the Coordinate Structure 
CoostrBiot. Ross (1967); revived by Williams (1978). 

active I'zkuv/ adj. l. (of a clause) Denoting a construction, usually 
involving a transitive verb, in which the grammatical subject of the 
verb typically (though not exceptionlessly) represents the agent 
performing the action, and the direct object represents the patient: 
Altila invaded Europe; I've washed Ihe car; Lisa wanlS a BMW; She 
has beautiful eyes. In many (not all) languages. the active construc
tion contrasts with an overt passive construction, and sometimes 
with additional voices. In the vast majority of languages, the active 
construction is the unmarked construction for transitive verbs. in
volving the least marked form of the verb and the simplest possible 
case marking on the argument NPs. 2. (of a verb) Denoting that 
form of a (usually transitive) verb which occurs in active construc
tions (where these contrast with passives or other voices); the active 
form is usually the morphologically simplest (unmarked) form of all 
those participating in voice contrasts. Cf. passive, middle (sense 1), 
circumstantial, applicative. and see voice. 3. An occasional syno
nym for dynamic; this usage should be avoided, because of the 
obvious potential confusion with the more usual senses of 'active'. 

active language n. (also agentive language) A language in which 
subjects of both transitive and intransitive verbs which are semanti
cally agents are treated identically for grammatical purposes, while 
non-agent subjects and direct objects are treated differently. 
Among languages exhibiting this pattern are Sumerian, Batsbi (NE 
Caucasian), Crow (Siouxan) and Eastern Porno (Hokan). The 
following examples from Eastern Porno show the use of the two 
subject pronouns hd: 'I' (agent) and w{ 'I' (non-agent): Hd: m{:pal 
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fti:ka 'I killed him': Hti: wtidu:kiya 'I'm going': Wi ?ickiya 'I 
sneezed'. The correlation is rarely perfect; usually there are a few 
verbs or predicates which appear 10 be exceptional. In some .active 
languages. lexical verbs are rigidly divided into those taking agent 
subjects and those taking non-agent subjects; in others some lexical 
verbs can take either to denote, for example. differing degrees of 
control over the action. Sec Merlan (1985) for discussion. Cf. 
ergative language, accusative language, and see also split intransi
tive, fluid-intransitive. Sapir (1917). 

actor /'a!kt;>/ II. 1. An extension of the semantic notion of agent to 
include certain other argument NPs which are not strictly agents but 
which pattern like agents for grammatical purposes. For example, 
the subject NP Lisa would usually be considered an actor in each of 
the following examples: Lisa bought a skirt; Lisa noticed the inci
dellt; Lisa received a letter; Lisa slept sOlllldly. Roughly. then. an 
actor is that argument NP exercising the highest degree of indepen
dent action in the clause. The label is not necessarily restricted to 
animate NPs: Halliday (1976), for example. regards as actors the 
subject NPs in the examples The sun is shining and His popularity 
declined. This category is important in most fundionaJ grammars 
(sense 2), particularly in RRG. ,Cf. undergoer. 2. An overtly 
marked case form found in certain languages (notably Philippine 
languages) which covers approximately the senianlic range just 
described. See Schachter (1976) for discussion. 

adequacy, levels of 1'a!dlkw~iJ n. Any of various sets of criteria 
for evaluating formal grammars. The best-known criteria are tbose 
of Chomsky (1964): a grammar achieves observational adequaq if 
it correctly generates the observed data; it achieves descriptive 
adequacy if it also expresses all HnguisticaUy significant generaliz
atioM; it achie\o'es explanatory adequacy if it provides a principled 
basis for choosing among competing grammars all of which achieve 
descriptive adequacy. An independent characterization, proposed 
in Chomsky (1957). is that in terms of external and internal 
adequacy: a grammar is externaUy adequate if it correctly accounts 
for the data; it is internaUy adequate if it exhibits such character
istics as generality, economy and simplicity. Yet a third set of 
criteria distinguishes weak and strong adequacy: a grammar is 
weakly adequate if it generates the right set of slrings, and strongly 
adequate if il does this and also assigns to each string the correct 
structure. 
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adessive I~'eslvl n. or adj. A case form found in certain 
languages, typically expressing the notion of adjacency. correspond
ing to English tit. on or near: Finnish poydiil/ii 'on the table' (poylii 
·table·). Cf. locative. inessive. 

Adj See adjective. 

adjacency 1~'d3elsQsll n. The linear relation holding between two 
elements in a sentence which are not separated by any other ele
ment. In frameworks utilizing empty categories, an empty category 
is often sufficient to prevent adjacency between the elements on 
either side of it. Adj. adjacent 1~ld3els.,tI. 

Adjacency Parameter n. In GB, the putative parameter by wnich 
a language does or does nol exhibit the Adjacency Principle. 

Adjacency Principle n. In GB, the requirement that a comple
ment which can be Case-marked must occur adjacent to the head of 
its phrase and cannot be separated from it by other malerial. Thus. 
for example. a transitive verb in English must not be separated from 
its direct object, to which it assigns Case: *John saw yesterday a 
film. The putative universal nature of this principle is caJIed into 
question by such languages' as Spanish, in which Juan yio ayer una 
pelicula. literally 'John saw yesterday a film', represents the 
unmarked word order. . 

adjectival passive n. The passive participle of a (typically transi
tive) verb functioning as an adjective: a newly discovered tossi/, 
well-taught children. a rumed city. He is happily married, Thai island 
is ullinhabiJed; intransitive examples include their Iong-depar.ed 
spirits and Johnny is almost grown-up. The existenoc of adjectival 
passives provides some of the strongest evidence in favour of a 
purely lexical analysis of passive constructions, as proposed, for 
example, in LFG and HPSG. See also unpassive. 

adjective /'red3lkuvl n. (Adj or A) A ledall category, or a lexical 
item belonging to this category. found in many, though not all. 
languages. inflectionally and distributionally distiDct from the 
categories Noun and Verb. with which it typically shares the charac
teristic of being an open class whose members have real semantic 
content. Canonical adjectives typically have meanings expressing 
permanent or temporary attributes, such as big, old. green, happy 
and dry, and indeed in some languages adjectives constitute a dosed 
class containing only a dozen or so such items (Dixon 1'n7a), b'\Jt 
more fypically the class contains a large number of items with 
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meanings that may be more noun-like or verb-like, such as stony, 
shiny, dead, astonishing and musical. Among the grammatical 
characteristics often displayed by adjectives are attributive position 
(a big house), predicate position (That house is big), comparison 
(bigger, biggest) and inftection for gender, number and case as 
required by agreement with, or government by, a head noun (nol in 
English, but consider French un vieux livre 'an old book'. une vieille 
maison 'an old house'. des vieilles maisons 'old houses', etc.) Adj. 
adjectival/~3Ik'tarvV· 

adjective phrase n. (AdjP or AP) A phrase exhibiting a distri
bution similar to that of a lexical adjective and semantically acting as 
a modifier of a noun or a noun phrase: very big, proud of her 
achievements, more expensive than that one. An adjective phrase 
usually has an adjective as its lexical head and in the X-bar syslem is 
regarded as the maximal projection of the lexical category 
Adjective, A-double-bar. 

adjoined relative clause 1;)'d3:lrndl n. A type of relative clause 
which is not contained within the clause in which its head is located. 
and which is therefore typically separated from ils head. The pat
tern occurs in English, where it is an optional variant of the more 
usual pattern: That man has arrived [who you've been waiting for]. 
In some other languages, however. the adjoined relative is the only 
possibility, as in the Australian language Warlpiri. Cf. correlatin 
claWJe. Hale (1976). 

AdJP See adjective phrase. 

adjunct l'a!d3AIJkti n. A category which is a modifier of a lexical 
head without being subcategorized for by that lexical head and 
which could in principle be removed wjthout affecting well
formedness; e.g., in the sentence I saw Lisa in the park yesterday. 
the phrases in the park and yesterday are adjuncts of the verb. In 
some versions of the X-bar system, an adjunct is formally defined as 
a category which is a sister of a one-bar projection and a daughter of 
another one-bar projection; some definitions add the (English
specific) requirement that it follow its one-bar sister. Adj. adjunc
tiTal/~3AlJk'talvV. Cf. complement. attribute. 

adjunction 1;)'d3AlJkJ:ml n. Any of various procedures for 
incorporating material into a tree. such as sister-adjunction, 
daughter-adjunction. Cbomsky-adjDDCtion or t:ree-adjunction. [n 
some frameworks the 'term is used without qualification to label the 
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only type of adjunction recognized, such as for Chomsky-adjunction 
in GB or for tree-adjunction in tree-adjoining grammars. V. adjoin 
1~'d3:>lnI. 

Adjunct-Island ·Condition n. The requirement that a WH
dependency cannot cross the boundary of an :tdjunct: • Who did he 
see the boss [before talking 10 ej? Th,. cUlIstraint runs into difficulties 
with apparent counterexamples like Who did you go to Paris to visit 
e? 

adjutative /~'d3U:t;JtIV/ n. or adj. An inflected form of the verb 
which indicates that the subject helps someone else to do some
thing: Tigrinya ':Iaqqatiile 'he helped to kill' (qliliile 'he killed'). The 
adjutative forms part of the voice system in languages in which it 
occurs. 

adnominal /crd'nomrnll adj. Denoting any constituent which 
occurs inside a noun phrase and which modifies or specifies the head 
noun. An adnominal constituent may be variously a determiner, an 
adjective, a prepositional phrase or a relative clause, all of these 
being illustrated by the example the yOflllg girl in tIu! blue dress who 
you were talking 10. 

adposition /crdp~'zlfr;ll n. A superordinate label including the cat
egories preposition and postpositioD, required because the tradi
tional term preposition, both etymologically and in practice, is 
restricted to adpositions which precede their objects. Adj. adpost
tioDal/crdp;J'zlf ;In!l. 

Adv I. See adverb. 2. See adverbial. 

advancement /;KI'va:nsm~nt/ n. In RG, the process by which the 
logical or canonical form of a clause is restructured 80 as to move 
some NP into a higher-ranking position on the Relatloaal 
Hierarchy: e.g., passivization, in which an underlying object is 
advanced to subject. V. advance /~'va:nsl. 

adverb /'crdv3:b/ n. A lexkal category, or a member of this cat
egory, whose members are usually grammatical adjuncts of a verb 
and most typically express such semantic notions as time, manner, 
place, instrument or circumstance: yesterday, slowly, here. Adverbs 
rarel), exhibit distinctive inflectional morphology, though many lan
guages allow manner adverbs to be compared (slowly. more slowly, 
most slowly) and to take degree modifiers (very slowly, rather 
slowly). Some languages, including English, exhibit a subclass of 
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adverbs with rather distinctive properties. known as sentence 
adve~. Adj. adverbial. NOTE: traditionaJ grammar. with its paucity of 
lexical categories. conventionaJly assigns to the category Adverb the degree 
modifiers like very. the prepositional specifiers like just and a rather miscella
neous collection of other items of doubtful class. like nOl, IlOwever. ye.f. pletJSt' 

aDd the first as of as big as a house: such use of the category Adverb as a 
grammatical dustbin can hardly be justified. but many reputable dictionaries 
and textbooks continue this practice. 

adverbial /:xJ'v:fbi:Jl/ 1. n. Any category with a distribution and 
function similar to that of a lexical adverb, such as tomorrow lIiglll. 
in the garden, when she arrives or in order to find uw. regardless of 
its surface syntactic realization, which may be that of a lexical 
adverb, an adverb phrase, a noun phrase. a prepositionaJ phrase. an 
adverbial clause or a non-finite VP. The term 'adverbial' i!> thus a 
functional one. A detailed classification of adverbials. using a 
somewhat idiosyncratic terminology. is given in Quirk et al. (J985). 
2. adj. Pertaining to adverbs or to adverbials. 

adverbial clause n. (also obUque clause) A subordinate clause 
which bears to its main clause any of a range of semantic relations 
similar to those borne by adverbs, such as time. manner, p'lace. 
instrument, circumstance. concession, purpose, result, cause or 
condition. Adverbial clauses in English are typicaDymarked by the 
presence of subordinators such as after. whell. whenever, while. as. 
although, because and if. See Thompson and Longacre (1985) for 
discussion. 

adverbial pv1iciple n. An adverbial headed by a participle: 
[Arriving a little early,] I decided to take a stroll and [Encouraged by 
her success,] she persevered. See small clause (sense 1). 

adverb phrase n. (AdvP) A phrase who.se lexical head is an 
adverh: very quietly. right here. 

adverb prepdsing n. The construction in which an adverb that 
more typically occurs inside a VP occurs instead at the beginning of 
the sentence: Carefully she decanted the wine. 

adversative passive /xI'V3:S~tlvl n. A distinctive construction 
found in certain languages, notably Japanese. which typically 
expresses a (usually unfavourable) effect on some person. For 
example. the Japanese active sentence loclwu ga yamemashila 'The 
maid quit' has the corresponding passive 10chuu ni yamerore
mashiuz, literally 'To the maid it was quit'. which means roughly 
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'The maid quit on me'. i.e .. 'The maid quit and I (or somebody) was 
adversely affected by it'. 

AdvP See adverb phrase. 

affective construction /;:,'fektlvl See dative subject construction. 

affectum I~'fekt;:,ml fl. A traci:i,mal !.:lA.; for a direct object NP 
which exists before the a(;lion lkr: ... llCd in its clause and is affected in 
~umc way by thaI action. c.g .. tilt labJe in the example John ruined 
the table. Cf. efTeclum. 

affirmative /;,'f3:m;,tlv/ adj. Denoting a sentence or form in which 
no syntactic negative element is present: negative clements which 
are derivationally bound within single words and which are invisible 
to the syntax. such as WI- in IInhappy. do not count. 

affix /'.rflks/ n. A bound morphcme which can only occur attached 
to a word or stem. Affixes may be derivational. like -ness and pre-, 
or inftectional, like plural -s and past-tense oed. Affixes are divided 
into prefixes.' suffixes. circumfixes. infixes and superfixes. Adj. 
affixal /'.rflksV. 

affixation /3!flk'scIJt:I/ n. The process of attaching an affix to a 
base. as in the derivation of unhappy or happiness from happy. 

afterthought construction /'o:ft~:l:tl See right dislocation. 

agent l'eld3;:,ntJ n. The semantic role borne by an NP which is 
perccived as thc consciou~ instigator of an action, such as Lisa in 
Lisa finished her Ihesis. Lisa made me I\'ash Ihe car and This picture 
was painted by Lisa. Agent is one of the deep cases recognized in 
Case Grammar. and one of the theta roles recognized in GB. Cf. 
actor. 

agentive language /;:,'d3entlvl See active language. 

agentless passive /'eld3~n(l;,s/ n. (also short passive) A passive 
construction containing no overt expression of the agent: My wallet 
has been slolen. 

agent phrase n. In a passive construction. the oblique phrase 
expressing the agent. such as by the police in Janet was arrested by 
the police. 

agglutinating language /;,'glu:tmeuIIJ/ rI. A language whose 
morphology is predominantly characteriz\!d by agglutination. 
Examples are Turkish. Basqut!. Japanese. Swahili and Hungarian. 
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Cf. isolating Iaoguage, iD8ecthIa ......... WiIbdJD YOD Humboldt; see 
Home (1966) for discussion. 

agglutination /;1,glu:U'neIJI)I n. A type of morphological struc
ture in which words can be readily divided into a linear sequence of 
distinct morphemes, each of which typically has a fairly consistent 
shape and a single consistent meaning or function. An example is 
provided by Swahili alikuona 'he saw you', oonsisting of 0- 'he' + -li
Past + -ku- 'you' + -on- 'see' + -0 Indicative; compare otakuona 'he 
will see you', nilikuona 'I saw you', oJiniona 'he saw me', and so on. 

AGR /'zg';l/ n, In some analyses, a feature or an abstract category 
posited as a locus of agreement features. In GPSG, for example, 
AGR is a feature which takes such values as [PERSO~l and 
[NUMBER]. In GB, AGR is variously regarded as a feature or as 
an abstract node. 

agreement /';l'gri:m';lntl n. (also coacord) The grammatical 
phenomenon by which the appearance of one item in a sentence irl a 
particular form requires a second item which is grammatically 
linked with it to appear in a particular form. Agreement takes place 
within the range of choices offered within one or more grammatical 
categories which are morphologically marked on certain classes of 
words, such as number, gender, case, person or tense. The English 
sentence These books are expensive illustrates agreement in number 
between the plural noun books and the determiner this (of which 
these is the plural) and also between the plural noun phrase these 
books and the verb be (of which are is a plural form). See Barlow 
and Ferguson (1988) for a discussion of agreement phenomena. 
NOTE: strictly speaking, 'agreement' for gender or person is not agreement. but 
aovernment. For example, in the French phrase une vieille mDison 'an old 
house', the adjective vieille takes its feminine form because mDison is feminine. 
but maisOfl has no form which is not feminine: it is the presence of mDison, and 
not its form, which requires the feminine adjective. Nevenheless. it is tradi· 
tional to refer to such cases as instances of agreement, though some writers use 
some label such 85 'governmental concord' for instances of this kind. 

Aktionsart (pI. Aktionsarten) /zk'tj:wnzo:t, -f),/ n. 1. A distinction 
of upec:t which is expressed lexically, rather than grammatically: 
eat, nibble, devour. 2. (especially among Siavicists) A distinction of 
aspect which is expressed by derivational morphology: Russian 
pisot' 'write', popisat' 'do a bit of writing', spisot' ·copy'. vypisat' 
'write out, excerpt', zapisal' 'write down, record'. 
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algorithm /'lelgan~QlI n. Any explicit mechanical procedure con
sisting of a specified series of steps which. if executed in order. will 
guarantee a solution to anyone of a specified class of problems. 
Efficient algorithms are essential in the construction of parsers. A dj. 
algorithmic /;elga'nOmlk/. See Harel (1987). 

alienable possession /'ellianabJI n. A type of possessive construc
tion In which the possessed item could in principle be separated 
from the possessor: Janet's cigarenes, my car. In some languages, 
alienable possession is distinguished grammatically from inalienable 
possession; see examples under that entry. 

aUative I'lelatIV/ n. or adj. A case form which typically indicates the 
goal of motion: Basque eexera 'to the house' (eexe 'house'). 

aUomorph I'lelimJ:fI n. (also altemant) One of two or more sur
face forms which are assumed by a single morpheme in varying 
circumstances. The negative prefix in-, for example, exhibits several 
allomorphs in such words as indecent, impossible, irrational and 
ignoble. Abstr. n. aUomollJby /'lelamJ:fl/. Nida (1948). 

Alpha Movement /'zlfa ,mu:vmant/ n. (also Move-alpha or 
Move-«) The single transformational rule occurring in most ver
sions of GB. Usually expressed as 'Move-alpha', it can be stated 
more fully as 'Move any category to a different position'. The 
massive overgeneration which this rule would produce in isolation is 
heavily constrained by the other components of the grammar. 
Chomsky (1980). 

altemant I'~:ltanantl See aJIomorph. 

alternation /J:lta'neIJQI n. A synonym for aUomorpby, but one 
often preferred for instances in which the variation in form is 
systematic in nature, such as the [s)l[z)l[iz] alternation in the English 
plural morpheme (cats/dogs/foxes), .or in which it is confined to a 
single segment, as in the [k]J[s] alternation observed in electric/ 
electricity . 

ambiguity /zmbl'gju:ni/ n. The phenomenon in which a siJl8le 
string of words receives two or more sharply distinct meanings. AD 
ambiguity may be purely lexical, as in This lovely port is mentioned 
in Captain Cook's diaries, or it may be structural, as in Young boys 
and girls are easil.v frightened, Visiting relatives CIUI be a nui.stula and 
AnTle Ilkel' horses more than Mark. Complex examples cf ambiguity 
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exist, such as the classic Janel mode lhe robot fasl, which is multiply 
ambi~ous, involving both lexical and structural ambiguities. An 
ambiguous string is loosely referred to as an 'ambiguous sentence" 
more precisely, such a string corresponds to two or more distin~ 
sentences. Ambiguity is pervasive in natural languages, and its 
presence is commonly assumed to mean that adequate formal gram
mars must be ambiguous grammars. Ambiguity constitutes a major 
headache for parsers; see also local ambiguity, global ambiguity. 
Adj. ambiguo~. 

ambiguity test n. Any criterion proposed for distinguishing true 
ambiguity from instances of mere vagueness. An example is the 
contradiction test, by which the putatively acceptable example That 
'dog isn'l a dog - iI's a bileh supposedly demonstrates the lexical 
ambiguity of dog. See Zwicky and Sadock (1975) for discussion. 

ambiguous grammar /:em'bigju~s/ n. A formal grammar for a 
particular language which assigns at least two different structural 
descriptions (parses) to at least one string of words. It is usually 
assumed that natural languages are inherently ambiguous. and that 
any plausible grammar for a natural language must therefore be an 
ambiguous grammar, but see Pullum (1984a) for some discussion. 

ambiposition I':emblp~,zlfn/ n. 1. An adposition'Which can func
tion either as a preposition or as a postposition, such as English 
notwithstanding: notwithstanding this result; this result notwirh'itund
ing. 2. An occasional synonym for clrcumposition. Non: this second 
usage is not recommended. 

American structuralism /a'menkn/ See structuralism (sense 2). 

amphibious verb /:em'flbi3s/ See labile verb. 

anacoluthon (pI. anacolutba) /:en3ka'lu:9:m. -&/ n. An abrupt 
change from ORe grammatical construction to another in the middle 
of an utterance. leaving the original construction incomplete: I think 
you ought 10 - well, do it your OW" way. Ab.uT. n. anacoluthia 
/znak3'1u:9ia/. Cf. zeugma. aposiopesis. syntactic blend. 

analogy /3'n:elad3i/ n. The process by which a grammatical form or 
pattern is altered so as to conform to another form or pattern 
existing in the language. Examples include the historical replace
ment of tlte Fngli!'h plural forms ky and kine t-~. ,''1''.·S "1t' i"'r,·'" . 
tion of the verbal pattern dive/dow' into AmeflCIn Eng!, .. h I'il .~:,~ 
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model of drive/drove. and the use by children of such regularized 
fonns as sheeps and goed. Adj . ........,..,/2D;)'1Dd3Ikl/. 

analytic Izn;)'htlkl IIdj. Denoting a coll5truction in which 
grammatical distinctions are expreue<l by the usc of separate auxili
ary words. rather than by variadoD in the forma of words: more 
beautiful. will have been eIIIDI. a .• , ...... 

analytic language n. A language cbaracterized by a pRdominBDCe 
of analytic constructions; an ...... ......... a. I)DdIede 
language. ScbIqeI (1818); ICe Home (1966) for diai> '. 

analysable I'IED~lalz;)bV IIdj. Denoting • strudure which is 
capable of serving as input to a transformational rule; the structure 
is said to be 'analysable' by the rule. Abstr. n . .....,...,.., 
l.zn~lalz~'bIlrtiJ. . 

anaphor /'a!n~b:1 n. 1. (also Pl'CM:OnStitueat, ,..torm) An item 
with little or no intrinsic meaning or reference which takes its 
interpretation from another item in the same sentence or discourse, 
its antecedent. For example. in I asked Lisa 10 check 1M proofs, and 
she did ii, the items she and did it are anaphors, taking their 
interpretations from their antecedents Lisa and check the proofs, 
respectively. Pronouns (more precisely, pro-NPs) are the most 
familiar anaphors. hUi pro-N-bars. pro-VPs and pro-sentences also 
exist. :'110110 some traditional grammarians restrict the tenn 'anaphor' to an 
item which follows its antecedent. preferring cataphor for a similar item which 
precedes its antecedent. but the distinction seems to be without significance. 
and is not normally made today. 2. In GB. one of a specified subclass 
of anaphors in sense I. consisting of reflexive and reciprocal items 
such as herself and each olher, and also NP·traces, which in that 
framework are analysed as having different properties from the 
other traditional anaphors. called pronominals. Adj. anaphoric 
lren~'fortk/; Abslr. fl. anapbora I~'nref~ra/. 

anapboric binding II. The LFG tenn for the bindioK of overt 
anaphors (sense I). as in Lisa, acquiued herself, well and Lisa; asked 
me 10 help IIer,. Cf. anaphoric: control. 

anaphoric control fl. In LFG. the domain of those instances of 
control which arc non-obligatory (optional or arbitrary). as in Lisa 
rpolized if I\·(I.~ nece.HIlr\' 10 "'(lrk hard. Cf. flln,.tional rontrol. ana
tJhf)ri(' hindin!;!. 
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anaphoric island n. A category no proper constituent of which can 
serve as the antecedent of an anapbor (sense 1). Most familiarly, 
words.serve as anaphoric islands, as illustrated by the ill-formed 
example ·Janet has been imprisoned, and I want to visit her there, in 
which the anaphor there is unable to refer to the noun prison when 
this is an element of the word imprisoned; cf. Janet has been put into 
prison, and I want to visit her there. Postal (1969). 

anastrophe /;)'mestr;)fi/ n. The use of an abnormal word order for 
rhetorical effect: She walked in pastures green; I've travelled the 
world around. 

ancestor /'rensest;)/ n. A particular relation that may hold between 
two nodes in a tree. A node A is an ancestor of a distinct node B iff 
A dominates B. Cf. mother, descendant. 

animacy hierarchy I'remm;)sil n. A hierarchy. or rather a set of 
hierarchies, which is grammatically significant in many languages. 
In this hierarchy, first and second person outrank tillrd person, 
pronouns outrank common nouns (with proper nouns sometimes 
occupying an intermediate position) and human nouns outrank non
human animate nouns, which in tum outrank inanimate nouns. 
(The last of these is sometimes called the cbain-or-being bierarchy.) 
The animacy hierarchy is important in determining the order of NPs 
in some languages; in others, split ergativity operates in terms of it. 
Silverstein (1976). 

animate /'reDlm;)t/ adj. Denoting a noun or noun phrase which is 
perceived as referring to a wnscious, volitional entity, a human or 
higher animal. Animate noun phrases exhibit distinctive grammati
cal behaviour in some languages, such as in Basque, in which 
animate NPs form their local cases in a different manner from 
inanimate NPs, or in Navaho, in'which an animate subject or object 
must always precede an inanimate one. Abstr. n. animacy 
l'amIm;)sl/. Cf. InAnimate. 

annotated I'lm;),teltull adj. (of a tree structure) Containing 
information or structure beyond the node labels and the represen
tation of domination and precedence relations, such as feature 
specifications on the nodes or additional arcs linking nodes. Trees 
containing empty categories are sometimes also regarded as 
annotated. 

antecedent /rentl'si:d;)nt/ n. l. The item from which an anaphor 
derives its meaning or reference. In the example After sl/(' !'aft/t' i1l. 
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Lisa poured herself a drink, the NP Lisa is the antecedent of both 
!ihe (in the more obvious reading) and herself. 2. See protasis. 

antec:edent government n. In GB, one of the two instances or 
proper government. See under that entry. 

antiaccusative lrentia'kju:z:mvl adj. Denoting a case-marking 
system, found in a minority of accusative languages, in which there 
is an overt case marking on subjects, but no overt case marking on 
direct objects. Jacobsen (1979). 

antiergative Irenti'3:g~lIvl adj. Denoting a system in which a single 
case form is used to mark all subjects, and also direct objects when 
no overt subject is present, but in which a distinct case form marks 
the direct object when an overt subject is present. Finnish and 
Welsh are among the languages reported as exhibiting this pattern. 
Comrie (1975), 

antipassive /renll'preslv/ fl. or adj. A superficially intransitive con
struction whose subject is an agent and which contains an oblique 
NP representing an underlying direct object, particularly one which 
contrasts with a canonical transitive construction. An example from 
Yup'ik Eskimo: Qimugta ner'uq neq-mek dog-Abs eat:3Sg fish-Abl 
The dog ate some fish', contrasting with the canonical transitive 
Qimugte-m neraa neqa dog-Erg eat:3Sg:3Sg fish-Abs 'The dog ate 
the fish'. Antipass\vcs are frequent in ergative languages; often, 
though not necessarily, they serve to indicate a direct object which is 
indefinite or only partially affected. A parallel can be drawn with 
English contrasts like John struck at Bill vs. John struck Bill, in 
which the intransitive construction indicates a partially affected 
object. Conslruclion. KUf)'lo""'icz (1946): lerm. Silverslein (1976). 

aorist /'eI~rrst/ n. or adj, I. A verb form marked for past tense but 
unmarked ror aspect. 2. A verb form marked for both past tense 
and perfective aspect. 3. A vcrb form marked for perfective aspect. 
4. A conventional lancl used in a highly variable manner among 
specialists in particular languages to denote some particular verb 
form or sct of verb forms. For example, Lewis (1967) uses the term 
to label those Turkish verb forms marked for durativelhabitual 
aspect. while the aorist of Ancient Greek represents a set of 
morphologically related rorms exhibiting complex tense/aspect be
haviour, ~on in \'ie"" .. t Ihl~ !!-reat lerminological confu.\ion, Comrie (1976) 

rccommc.:nd~ Ihc a\oidancc of Ihe Icrm 'aorist' in Iinguislic theory. Adj. 
aoristic lel~'I"I!>lIki, .-\n(lcnl (ired I!rammar: 'unbounded', 
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A-over-A Constraint I,elavar'ell II. A proposed constraint 
upun Lite application of grammatical rules, particularly transforma
tional rules, by which, in any case in which a category A is embed
ded within a larger example of the same category A, a rule which 
refers to the category A may only apply to the larger (higher) 
instance of A. The A-over-A Constraint, proposed in Chomsky 
(1964), represented the first attempt at combining the island con
straints of Ross (1967) into a single more general principle; it was 
not successful. and. in spite of an attempt by Bresn;m (1976) to 
rescue it with a modified form called the Relativized A-over-A 
Principle. it has generally been discarded in more recent work in 
favour of other approaches, notably the Subjacency Condition. 

AP lei 'pi:1 See adjective phrase. 

apodosis la'podaslsl n. (also consequent) In a conditional sen
tence. the clause which expresses the consequence of the fulfilment 
of the conditional clause. e.g., I'll tell her in the sentence If I see 
Lisa. 1'/1 tell her. Cf. protasis. 

apo koinou construction lo:p:JU 'blOu:1 n. Any construction in 
which a single element must apparently be simultaneously assigned 
to two different constituents, as in the archaic I have an unde is a 
mighty earl. 

aposiopesis 1,lq):JUsala'pi:slsl n. The act of leaving an utterance 
unfinished for rhetorical effect: If I can't raise the money . .. 

A-position l'elpa,zlJ~1 n. (also argument position) In GB, a 
position occupied by an argument NP in its canonical place. specifi
cally a subject. (direct) object or object of a preposition. Cf. A-bar 
position. 

appeUative la'pelalIvl See common noun. 

Applicational Grammar Ileph'kelJanJl n. A theory of grammar 
developed by Sebastian Saumjan, consisting essentially of a formali
zation of Case Grammar in which (possibly universal) underlying 
semantic structures are mapped directly onto surface syntactic struc
tures by the application of operators. The system employs a formid
able algebraic notation which is both typographically awkward and 
hard to read; it is presented in Saumjan (1977). 

applicative la'phkalIvl n. or adj. I. A construction found in 
certain languages. notably Bantu languages, in which an underlying 
indirect or oblique object is realized as a surface direct object. the 
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verb usually bearing a distinctive inflection expressing the semantic 
relation borne by the surface direct object. Some languages exhibit 
a range of such constructions, one for each of the semantic roles 
which can be realized as a direct object (Recipient, Benefactive, 
Instrument, etc.). Consider the foUowing examples from Chi
Mwi:ni, the tint being a canonical transitive, the second an instru
mental applicative (Kisseberth and Abasheikb 1977): 

Nu:ru ~tilanzile: nama ka: chisu 
Nuru Subj-cut meat with knife 
'Nuru cut the meat with a knife.' 

Nu:ru ~tilangilile: nama chisu 
Subj-cut-APPL 

'Nuru cut the meat with a knife.' 

In the second example, though not in the tint, chisu 'knife' caD be 
the subject of a corresponding passive, showing clearly its status as a 
direct object: 

Cbisu sh-tilangiJila: nama na Nu:ru 
knife Subj-was cut-APPL meat by Nuru 
'The knife was used to cut the meat by Nuru.' 

The applicative forms part of the voice system in such languages. 
Cf. drcumstantial. 2. (also applied nrb, preposltioul verb) A verb 
form used in such a construction. 

appositive 1~lpOZItIVI n. A noun phrase which immediately foUoM 
another noun phrase of identical reference, the whole sequence 
behaving like a single noun phrase with respect to the rest of the 
sentence. Appositives are most typically DOD-resta IdIn: the refer
ence of the first noun phrase is clear, and the appositive serves only 
to provide additional information. The phrases set off by commas in 
the foUowing examples are appositives: Paris, the greatest city in 
France, is changing iJs face; His newest book, the last one in the 
trilogy, concludes the saga. Some appositives, howevet, are restrIc· 
tlve (required for identification of the reference of the tint noun 
phrase), such as Shelley in the example I'm writing a biography of 
the poet Shelley. An appositive is said to be In appositioa to the 
preceding NP. 

appositive clause n. Another Dame for a DOD-restrictive relative 
clause. 
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approximative !;,'pmkslm;,tlv! n. or adj. A case form occurring in 
.;<;:nalO languages which typically serves to express such notions as 
'as far' as', 'up to' or 'until': Basque etxera;no 'as far as the house' 
(etxe 'house'). 

arc la:k! n. 1. In a tree diagram, anyone of the lines connecting a 
node to its mother. 2. In RG and Arc Pair Grammar, an arrow 
connecting an clement to the rest of its syntactic structure and 
labelled to show the grammatical relation that e1emen~ bears at each 
stage of reorganization of the sentence. 3. In a transition network, 
anyone of the lines connecting two nodes, or states. 4. A line 
serving a similar linking function in any of various other types of 
graphical representation. 

Arc Pair Grammar !a:k 'PC;}! n. A theory of grammar which 
views syntactic structure primarily in terms of grammatical relations 
and which is essentially a formalized version of Relational 
Grammar. Arc Pair Grammar represents the syntactic structure of a 
sentence by a kind of relational network of arcs called a 'pair 
network'. The framework has enjoyed little popularity. perhaps 
partly because its graphical representations are both typographically 
awkward and hard to read, and partly because of its flamboyant 
terminology. Arc Pair Grammar was proposed by David Johnson 
and Paul Postal (1980); a convenient introduction is Postal (1982). 

argument !'o:gjum;}ntl n. 1. A noun phrase bearing a specific 
grammatical or semantic relation to a verb and whose overt or 
implied presence is required for well-formedness in structures con
taining that verb. Arguments may be identified either in terms of 
grammatical relations (Subject. Direct Object, etc.) or in terms of 
semantic roles (Agent. Patient, etc.). Some frameworks distmguish 
Internal arguments and external arguments: the former occur inside 
the verb phrase and are subcategorized for by the verb (direct 
objects, indirect objects), while the latter occur outside the VP 
(SUbjects). The term is borrowed from formal logic. 2. (with refer
ence to a function) An object to which the function can be applied 
and for which it returns a value. 

argument binding See A-binding. 

IIrgument position 'p;}'zIfJ:lI See A-position. 

argument structure n. The specification. for a verb or predicatt!. 
of the number and types of arguments which it requires for well
formednes:-
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article l'O:tlk!l n. A determiner which lacks independent meaning 
but serves to indicate the degree of definiteness or specificity of the 
noun phrase in which it occurs, e.g., the English 'definite article' the 
and 'indefinite article' a. 

ascension 1~'senJfJ.1 n. Another name for raising, preferred in RG. 

ascriptive sentence 1~'skflptIvl n. A sentence in which some 
property is ascribed to the subject NP: Lisa is a translalor; She is 
very clever. An ascriptive sentence differs from an equational seD
tence in that it cannot be reve~d: • A translalor is Lisa. The term is 
normally confined to copular sentences with non-verbal predicates; 
hence She is a smoker is an ascriptive sentence, but the semantically 
similar She smokes is not. Cf. equational sentence. 

aspect /'a:spektl fl. A grammatical category which relates to the 
internal temporal structure of a situation. Aspect is most commonly 
reflected in the form of the verb. and in many languages the 
expression of aspect is intimately bound up with the expression of 
tense, from which, however, aspect must be distinguished. In 
English. for example, the forms I did it, I was doing il and I used to 
do il are all past tense, but they express different aspects. Among 
the aspectual categories often expressed in languages are perfective, 
imperfective. perfect. progressive. habitual, durative, punctual and 
iterative. Adj. aspectual. See Comrie (1976) and Dahl (1985) for 
discussion. 

Aspects model I'a:spekts ,mod\! n. Another name for the 
Standard Theory of TG. used because that theory was fin>t pre
sented in Chomsky's 1965 book Aspects of the Theory of Syntax. 

aspectual verb Iz'spcktJual1 n. A lexical verb or auxiliary which 
primarily expresses a distinction of aspect, such as start, finish, 
continue, last. progressive be or perfect have. 

assignment /~'saInm~ntl n. Any process by which some rule, 
principle or component of a grammar introduces some element into 
a representation of structure. One may speak. for example, of the 
assignment of accusative case to a noun phrase, or of the assignment 
of an asterisk to a structure which fails to meet the requirements of a 
component of the grammar. 

associative network /~'~Ji~tIV/ See semantic network. 

asterisk l'a:st~f1skl n. 1. A symbol conventionally indicating that 
the material following it is grammatically ill-formed, e.g., ·She 
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smiled me. Cf. question mark, per cent sign, hash mark. N<lle this 
convenient and universally used notation has apparently been independently 
invent~d several times as an extension of its long-establisbed use in historical 
linguistics to mark unattested forms; it was used by Sweet (1898), but its modem 
use dates from Hill (1958). (In contrast, the citation of ill-formed strings, 
without distinctive marking, goes back at least to the Greek grammarian 
Apollonius Dyscolus; see Housebolder (1973).) 2. See KIeeoe star. 

asyndeton Iz'slDdrlQ/ n. Coordination between sentences without 
the use of a coordinating conjunction: It was the best of times; it was 
the worst of times. Adj. asyndetic Izsm'detrk/. 

asyntactic lersrn'tzkUkl adj. Lacking a syntactic structure. 

A TB See acroa-tbe-board. 

atelic lel'ti:hkl adj. 1. Denoting an activity which has no recogniz
able goal the achievement of which would necessarily bring the 
activity to an end, as in the examples Janet is sleeping and Lisa 
speaks good French. 2. Denoting a verb or predicate which, intnnsi
cally or in a particular instance, exhibits this semantic property, 
such as the verbs in the preceding examples. Cf. teIk. See Comrie 
(1976) for discussion. Garey (1957). 

ATN leI ti: 'enl See augmented transition network. 

attraction 1~'trzkJ:ml n. The phenomenon in which a verb agrees, 
not with its subject, but with another NP which is closer to it: The 
posture of your blows are yet unknown (Shakespeare); I wonder 
whether the right kind of supplies are being sent. 

attribute I'retrrbju:tl n. 1. An item which occurs in attributive 
(sense 1) position. In some versions of the X-bar system, an attri
bute is formally defined as a category which is the sister of an N-bar 
and the daughter of another N-bar; some definitions add the 
(English-specific) requirement that it precede its N-bar sister. a. 
adjunct. Bloomfield (1933). 2. More generally, any constituent, 
regardless of its syntactic position, which serves to express a prop
erty of some entity, such as the predicate in an ascriptive sentence. 
3. The property expressed by such a constituent. 4. In LFG, a 
feature occurring as an argument of a function in f-structun. An 
attribute may take as its value either an atomic symbol, a semantic 
form or another f-structure. See the examples under f-structure. 
Adj. attributive. 
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attribute grammar n. In computational linguistics, a type of 
context-free grammar augmented by properties ('attributes') 
assigned to its categories. 

attributive /;;!'tnbjutIv/ adj. 1. (of a word) Denoting an item which 
occurs inside a noun phrase and serves to qualify or restrict the 
meaning of the head noun of that NP. Examples include red in lhe 
red book, in the garden in the people in lhe garden, Lisa's in Lisa's 
essay and newspaper in this newspaper headline. Cf. predicative. 
NOTE: traditional accounts often apply the label 'adjective' to nouns in attribu
tive position, such as newspaper in the last example; this usage should be 

avoided. 2. (of a sentence) A less usual synonym for ascriptive. NOTE: 

this second use of 'attributive', while reasonable in itself, leads to an unfortu
nate potential confusion, since ascriptive sentences are precisely those which 
involve items which are pndIcadve (Le., not 'attributive' in sense I). 

augmentative /:):g'ment;;!trv/ n. or adj. 1. A derivational affix 
which can be added to a word to express a notion of large size, 
sometimes with additional overtones of excess, awkwardness or 
unpleasantness: Spanish -on, -a,o, -ole. 2. A word derived by the 
use of such an affix: Spanish ricacMn 'stinking rich' (rico 'rich'). 
ginebrazo 'bloody great shot of gin' (ginebra 'gin'), !allorzote 'heck 
of a favour' (favor 'favour'). Cf. diminutive. 

augmented transition network /:>:g'menud/ n. (ATN) An ex
tension of a recursive transition network which has been enriched 
by the presence of a memory and by the ability to augment arcs wit~ 
actions and conditions that make reference to that memory, thus 
enabling it to handle dependencies such as agreement and displace
ment. The memory is usually represented as a set of local variables 
called 'registers'. AlNs were until recently widely used in natural
language processing, but they have now been largely supplanted by 
chart parsers. 

Autolexical Syntax /,:>:t::IU'leksIIq/ n. A theory of grammar 
characterized by the presence of three autonomous modules (mor
phology. syntax, semantics), each having the form of a context-free 
phrase structure grammar, plus an additional subsystem. the 'inter
face', which includes the lexicon. A sentence is represented by a 
single tree structure in each of the three modules, the match-up 
among the three representations being mediated by the interface. 
Autolexical Syntax draws heavily upon the machinery of GPSG, but 
it is unusual among theories of grammar in that its structure is 
strongly motivated by data from languages which are very different 
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from English, particularly by cases of morphosyntactic mismatch 
such as ditics and incorporation. The framework was proposed by 
Jerrold Sadock (1985); the most accessible presentation is Sadock 
(1991). See Gazdar and Pullum (1985) for some comments on the 
mathematical and computational properties o! the framework. 

automaton (pI. automata) /:>:'tomatan, -a/ n. An abstract math
ematical device which is capable of perfonning certain compu
tations. An automaton is essentially an implementation of a 
transition network to perfonn some particular task, frequentlv that 
of recognition. It consists of a number of states, each accompanied 
by a set of instructions telling it which other state to move to on 
encountering anyone of the possible input characters. It accepts 
input, one character at a time, moving from state to state in re
sponse. Eventually it either accepts the input as valid and halts. 
rejects the input as invalid and halts or, in some cases, fails to halt 
and goes on computing forever. Automata can be defined which are 
equivalent to many classes of formal grammars. Three types which 
are of linguistic interest are finite aotomata. pusbdown automata 
and linear bounded automata. The most powerful type of automa
ton is the Turing machine. 

autonomy of syntax /:>:'tonami/ n. The doctrine that syntax can 
and should be studied in isolation from other branches of linguistics 
and most particularly from semantics. This doctrine has been widely 
held for decades, in spite of the vigorous attack upon it by the 
proponents of ~nerative Semantics, but more recently linguists 
have often been willing to accept that syntactic analyses must, at 
least sometimes, take note of semantic facts. 

AUX /:>:ks/ n. 1. See auxiliary. 2. In some theories of grammar. an 
abstract category which is postulated as being universally present in 
sentences and which serves as the locus for certain grammatical 
categories, notably tense. AUX was postulated by Chomsky (1957) 
and was found in most versions of TG; in GB. it has been replaced 
by the category INFL, which serves some of the same functions. 3. 
In certain languages, such as the Australian language Warlpiri. an 
overt, non-verbal constituent of the sentence which serves as the 
locus of tense and agreement, often regarded as a realization of 
AUX in sense 2. 

auxiliary /:>:g'zlliari/ n. 1. In English. one of a small set of lexical 
items having certain properties in common with verbs but also 
exhibiting a number of other distinct properties. The English auxi-
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liaries are usually divided into the modal auxiliaries and the DOD

modal auxiliaries. See Palmer (1987) for a detailed account of the 
properties of auxiliaries. There has long been a \-igorous debate on 
the issue of whether the English auxiliaries should be regarded as 
verbs or as members of a distinct lexical category; Pullum and 
Wilson (1977) provided the classic case for adopting the former 
position. one which is accepted b!, the majority of frameworks 
today. though GB clings firmly to the latter. 2. More generally, any 
item in a language. whether verbal or not, which serves as a locus of 
expression for such categories as tense, aspect, mood or agreement. 

aversive la'V3:srvl n. or adj. An overt case form found in many 
Australian languages which typically expresses the meaning 'for fear 
of': Yidiny bamayida 'for fear of the people' (bama 'people'). Dixon 
(l977b). 
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~ IeIltence /,ba:k 'pi:t~zI n. A sentence containing 
two u· ...... (sense I), each of which has as its antecedent a noun 
phrase containing the other: [The woman who was sitting next to 
himt1 smikd til [the man who offered herj a light]i. Such sentences 
provide insuperable difficulties for theories of anaphora which de
rive pronouns from the reduction of full noun phrases. Bach (1970). 

Bacb's geDenllzation Iba:ksl n. The observation that an object 
NP which controls an empty subject in a complement clause must be 
overtly present. Hence Lisa persuatkd us 10 go is well formed. but 
• Lisa persuatkd to go is not, because of the absence of an overt NP 
controlling the empty suhject of to go. In contrast, Lisa promised to 
go is well-formed, since the verb promise exerts subject control. 
There are also more complex cases in which the empty subject binds 
an .Mphnr (sense 2) in the complement clause: The evidence led 
one/·W·w to conclude for oneself that she was guilty. Cf . ., To 
conclude for oneself thai she is guilty would be rash. Bach (1979). 

be&:k-formatloD /'bek f:):,meIIQI n. 1. A word formed by the 
removal from another word of a morph.which resembles a familiar 
affix, e.g., edit from editor, sculpt from sculptor. and peddle from 
pedlor, all by removal of a morph resembling the agent suffix -er, as 
in wriJer. 2. A word formed by the reanalysis of a compound word 
md the IUbsequent removal of an affix which was not originally an 
iml1'lf!diate constituent, such as sky-dive from sky-diving (originally 
[sky]+[divu.g]. but reanalysed as [sky-dive] + [-ing], or pied-pipe 
from p~d piper, originally [pied) + [piper], but reanalysed as [pied
plpe)+(~). 3. The process of forming a word in either of these 
ways. 

badr ............. Ibaek,grauD<hlJ/ n. 1. The discourse phenom
enon by which some element of an utterance is marked to indicate 
that it is to be interpreted as part of the context in which the rest of 
the u«erance is made. Some languages provide explicit grammatical 
means for this, such as the Japanese topic marker wa. which indi
cates tba1 the preceding phrase is to be taken as a context for what 
follows. 2. The disat\U1e phenomenon by which informatiort is 
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presented which merely carries a narrative along, without introduc
ing new entities or events, sometimes associated with intransitive 
clause structure and with stative and durative aspect and non
volitional verbs. Hopper and Thompson (1980). 3. Any of various syn
tactic processes by which a syntactic pivot (most often a subject) is 
demoted to a non-pivot position or TPYlioved entirely from the 
clause. Passive and antipassive conlll.uctions are frequently used for 
this purpose. Backgrounding mayor may not be accompanied by 
the foregrounding of some other element: the English passive con
struction always foregrounds another element, while impersonal 
passives typically involve backgrounding without fore grounding. 
Foley and Van Valin (1984). Cf. foregrounding. 

backtracking /'brek,tnekll)/ n. The action of a parser which, on 
encountering an element which cannot be accommodated within 
the structure it has provisionally constructed, reverses its most 
recent steps in order to try a different analysis. The minimalization 
of such backtracking is a major goal in the construction of efficient 
parsers. 

backward pronominalization I'brekw:xJ pr:KJnDmlD~lal'zeIJrY 
n. (also catapbora) A construction in which a pronC?un precedes its 
antecedent, as in After shej came in, Janetj sat down. See also 
preade-and-command condition. 

bahuvrihi Ibo:hu:'vri:hil n. (also exocentric: compound) A type of 
compound word in which one element modifies or restricts the other 
and the whole denotes an entity which is a hyponym of an un
expressed semantic head: highbrow, bluebell, hatchback, redskin, 
heavy-handed, pickpocket, scarecrow. The verb+object type is rare 
in English, but highly productive in Romance languages: Spanish 
tocadiscos 'record player' (toca- 'play' + discos 'records'). Sanskrit 
grammar. 

bar 1bo:1 n. In the X-bar system, the conventional name for the 
feature attached to a lexical category to indicate a projection of that 
category. For example, the category Noun (N) is usually assumed to 
have the one-bar projection N-bar (notated as N,~' or N I

) and the 
two-bar projection N-double-bar (represented as fi'l, N" or N2). 

bare infinitive Ibc~1 n. (also base, base form) I.n English, the stem 
of a verb functioning as a non-finite form, such as do in You must do 
it. Cf. to-infinitive. 
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bare-NP adverbiallbca~r en 'pi:/ n. An adverbial which consists of 
a noun phrase unaccompanied by a preposition. Only a small num
ber of English nouns can function as the heads of such adverbials, 
including way, place, time and temporal nouns like day and minUle: 
/ did it that way/the same way/the way she did it: Do itlhis minute/lire 
minule she arrives; I've seen Ihal every place I've been; ct. */ did illhe 
same manner; ""I've seen that e"'ery counlry I've been. 

barrier I'ba:rial n. In GB, a category which blocks government 
across its boundary. For example. the German verb schreiben 
'write' can assign Accusative Case to an NP which it governs (as in 
Er schreibt einen Roman 'He is writing a novel'. where einen Roman 
is Accusative), but it must not do so to an NP in a following PP (as 
in Er schreiht mil einem Bleisrift 'He is writing with a pencil', where 
einem Bleistifr is Dative). We say that the PP node is a barrier to 
government, and hence to Case assignment. Broadly speaking, 
maximal projections are barriers. but the facts are considerably 
more complicated than this. In recent work in GB. the notion of a 
barrier has been developed so as to subsume the notion of "a 
boundiDg node; the idea is that one barrier blocks government. 
while two barriers block movement. Chomsky (1986). 

base /belsl n. t. (also base fOnD) In morphology. a morpho variously 
consisting of a root. a stem or a word. which serves. upon the 
addition of a single further morpheme. as the immediate source of 
some particular formation: thus, for example. happy is the base for 
the formation of both unhappy and happily, while unhappy is the 
base for the formation of both unhappily and unhappiness. This usage 

is recommended by Manhews (1974). 2. (also base form) See stem. 3. 
(also hue form) See bare infinitive. 4. In some derivational theories 
of grammar. notably TG and GB. that part of a grammar which is 
responsible for generating underlying representations of sentences, 
which are then modified by other components of the grammar 
(notably the transformational rules) to produce surface structures. 
Typically the base is regarded as consisting of a set of categorial 
rules and the lexicon. 

base-generated I'bels ,d3enarellld/ adj. In a derivational theory 
of grammar, denoting a structure provided by the base (sense 4), 
before or without the subsequent application of rules from other 
components of the grammar, notably the transformational rules. 

basic word order I,belslk 'w3:d :l:'lfaJ n. The normal. unmarked 
or most frequent order of elements in the sentences of a language. 
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usually expressed in terms of the order of Subject, Object and Verb. 
Most languages have a readily recognizable basic word order, such 
as SVO for English. VSO for Welsh and SOY for Japanese. In some 
languages, however. a basic word order is difficult or impossible to 
discern. either because the order of elements appears to be com
pletely free. because different word orders are used for different 
grammatical purposes (say. with different verbal aspects) or be
cause subjects cannot be unambiguously identified. All six possible 
orderings of S, 0 and V are attested as basic word orders. though 
the frequencies vary enormously. Reliable statistics arc difficult to 
come by, but it appears that SOY is the most frequent basic word 
order. followed by SVO, with VSO considerably less common, and 
VOS, OVS and OSV being success;vely rarer. At least some basic 
word orders correlate strongly with typological characteristics, as 
first pointed out by Greenberg (1963). See VSO language and so 00; 

see also object-initial language. 

benefactive /,beOl'fa!kuv/ n. or adj. 1. A case form typicaUy 
indicating the individual for whose benefit something is done: 
Basque gizonarentzal 'for the man' (gizona 'the man'). 2. (also 
beneficiary) This semantic relation. regardless of its surface ex
pression. particularly when regarded as a semantic or grammatical 
primitive. Beneficiary is one of the deep cases recognized in Case 
Grammar, though it is sometimes cooftated with Recipient or with 
Goal or with both. 

big PRO /blg/ See PRO. 

binary branching /,bam~ri 'bro:ntfIIJ/ n. I. The structure 
shown by a node with exactly two daughters. 2. The requirement, 
advocated by some linguists, that no node in a tree should ever be 
allowed to have more than two daughters; this requirement places 
an attractive constraint on possible tree structures, but certain 
constructions, notably ditransitive verbs and coordinate construc
tions like Tom, Dick ancl Harry, pose severe difficulties for such a 
constraint. 

binding /'bamdll]/ n. I. A relation between two NPs in a sentence 
(one of them possibly an empty category) by which the interpret
ation of one of them (the one which is bound) is determined by the 
interpretation of the other (the one which binds it); i.e., they must 
be corefereotial. For example. in Janel hales herself. the item herself 
must be bound by Janel; in Fred asked Bill 10 see him. him cannot be 
bound by Bill but may be bound by Fred; in Who did you lVantto see 
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e?, the empty category must be bound by who. The notion of 
binding is particularly associated with the GB framework, in which 
it is fundamental, as the name of that framework suggests. Within 
GB, the range of coreference phenomena analysed as instances of 
binding is somewhat more restricted than might have been antici
pated, since certain examples involving empty categories are 
regarded as instances of a distinct relation called control. See 
BiDdiag 1beory, A-binding and A-bar binding. Chomsky (1980). 2. 
The degree of influence exercised by a main-clause agent over an 
agent in its complement clause, with binding types supposedly 
ranked as follows, from weakest to strongest: direct speech < 
incHrect speech < verbs of belief, knowledge and doubt < emotive 
verbs < verbs of attempt or manipulation (including commands and 
requests) < causatives and successful outcome verbs like finish and 
succeed. Giv6n (1980). 

Binding Theory l'balOdn) ,9i~riI n. In GB, the moduk which 
deals with most coreference phenomena among NPs, incluoing 
empty categories. Both overt NPs and empty categories are divided 
into types by the two binary features [anaphoric] and [pronominal], 
as follows: 

Features 
[-a, -p] 
[-a, +p] 
[+a, -p] 
[+a, +p] 

Overt 
R-expression 
Pronominal 
Anaphor 

Empty 
WH-trace ('variable') 
pro 
NP-trace 
PRO 

These classes are subject to the following Binding Principles: 

1 An anaphor [+a] is bound in its governing category. 
2 A pronominal [+p] is free in its governing category. 
3 An R-expression is free everywhere. 

Binding Theory applies only to A-binding; WH-traces are subject to 
the independent requirement of A-bar binding. An NP is bound if it 
is coindexed with another NP which c-commands it; otherwise it is 
free. The governing category of an NP is a specified local domain. 
The conflicting requirements of Principles 1 and 2 mean that 
a [+a, +p] category can only exist if it has no governing category and 
is hence ungoverned; an overt NP in this position would fall foul of 
the Case Filter of Case Theory and hence cannot exist. PRO is never 
bound, but is subject to the independent requirement of control. See 
Sells (1985) or Haegeman (1991) for discussion. Chomsky (1981). 
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binyan (pI. binyanim) /'b,"j~n, -1m/ n. In Semitic languages, one 
of the systematic set of derived fonns of a verbal root typically 
expressing distinctions of voice or Aktionsarten. Some examples 
from Arabic: kalab 'write', kauab 'cause to write', kaatab 'corre
spond·. "aktab 'cause to write'. taktllltab 'write to each other', 
nkatab ·subscribe'. Hebrew grammar. 

blend !blend} n. 1. (also portmanteau word) A word fonned by 
bleDding. 2. See syntactic blend. 

blending /'blendll)/ n. The process of word fonnation by the 
combination of arbitrary parts of existing words: smog (smoke plus 
fog). brunch (breakfast plus lunch), Oxbridge (Oxford plus 
Cambridge), chunnel (channel plus tunnel). See Bauer (1983) for 
discussion. 

blocking /'blokll)/ n. The phenomenon by which the existence of a 
regular derived fonn is apparently prevented by the prior existence 
of a distinct word with the identical meaning. Thus, for example, 
while purchase yields purchaser. steal does Dot yield ·stealer, which 
is blocked by thief. Similarly. while curious yields curiosity, furious 
does not yield *furiosity, which is blocked by fury. 

bonded ness I'bondldn~s/ n. The putative degree to which speci
fiers and modifiers are bound to a head noun within a noun phrase. 
The behaviour of ligatures in Austronesian languages suggests the 
following hierarchy of bondedness. from tightest to loosest: article 
> deictic > interrogative> quantifier> adjective> relative clause. 
Foley (1980). 

Boolean conditions on analysability /'bu:li~n k~n'dlf~ n. In a 
fonnal system. the property of having no connectives other than 
those equivalent to and. or and not. After the mathematician George 
Boole. 

bottom-up !bot~m'Ap/ adj. Denoting an approach to parsing sen
tences which begins with the individual words and combines them 
step-by-step into larger constituents until the whole sequence can be 
legitimately recognized as a sentence. Cf. top-dOWD. 

bound !bound/ adj. The participle of bind, as in binding. See 
Binding Theory. Norlo do not confuse the related terms bind, bouod. 

blndlnx. Binding Theory with the entirely distinct group of terms bouodIaa. 
bounded. boundedoes1i. bounding node. Bounding 1beory. 
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bound _ anaphora n. A synonym for anapbora, the longer fonn 
occasionally being preferred to indicate that eJ:opboric items are 
excluded. 

boundary I'boundril n. Either extremity of any constituent. One 
may speak, for example, of a 'morpheme boundary', a 'word 
boundary', a 'clause boundary', an 'NP-boundary', and so on. The 
two boundaries of a constituent are conventionally marked by 
brackets in a (labelled) bracketiDg. 

bounded I'boundldl adj. (of a particular dependency or rule) 
Constrained to hold or apply within a specified domain; local. Cf. 
unbounded. AbstT. n. boundedness l'bounduin;)S/. 

bound form n. Any morph which cannot stand alone as a word 
form, but which must be accompanied in all its occurrences by one 
or more additional morphs to produce a well-fonned word. Bound 
forms are quite various in their nature; some examples are the 
English derivational affixes re- (as in rewrite) and -er (as in writer), 
the inflectional affixes plural -s (as in dogs) and -ing (as in writing). 
the clitics -'11 (as in He'll do il) and possessive - 's (as in John's book), 
the combining forms step- (as in slepmother) , eco- (as in ecosystem) 
and -phobia (as in arachnophobill), the Latin verbal root am- 'love' 
and the present and perfect sterns ama- and ama~'- of the same verb 
(as in amat'he loves' and amavi 'I have loved'), the Turkish passive 
inflection -n- (as in yenmek 'to be eaten ') and the Arabic verbal root 
klb 'write' (as in lcataba 'he wrote' and maktu:b 'written'). As 
illustrated here, it is conventional, when citing a bound fonn in 
isolation, to use one or more'hyphens to indicate its bound nature. 

bounding node l'boundllJl n. In GB, a node which limits the 
distance over which some grammatical rule or process is allowed to 
apply. The bounding nodes usually recognized are NP and S, or NP 
and S-bar, the difference possibly depending on the particular 
language. In recent work, the notion of a bounding node has been 
subsumed under the notion of a barrier. See Subjac:ency Condition. 

Bounding Theory l'boundllJ ,9i~ril n. In GB, that module 
which deals with constraints upon the permissible degree of separ
ation in a structure of two elements which are both involved in the 
statement of a single grammatical rule. The principal such con
straint is the SubJacency CondJtion. 

bound morpheme n. A morpheme which can never stand al"nr. [(' 
make a word but which must always he combined wi,,, :l! "'asl ork 
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other morpheme, such as the derivational affixes re- and -er 
(in rewrite and writer), the inflectional affixes plural -s and past oed 
(in cats and lived) and the Latin verbal roots am- 'love' and scrib
'write' (in amal 'she loves' and scribebam 'I was writing'). Cf. free 
morpheme. 

braces /'brelSlzl n. (also curly brackets) 1. A notational convention 
used to combine in a single rule schema two or more rules which are 
identical except for the presence of different elements at one point; 
the alternative elements are listed within a pair of braces. For 
example, the two rules VP -+ V NP PP and VP -+ V NP AdvP could 
be abbreviated by the schema VP -+ V NP {PP, AdvP}. Braces 
were extensively used in the early days of generative grammar, but 
are rarely seen today. 2. A similar notational convention used to 
combine, for expository convenience, two or more examples which 
differ at only a single point. as illustrated by the example 

I want {:er } to do it 
*herself 

3. A conventional notation for representing morphemes: for 
example. CQts can be represented as {cal} + {Plural}, and took as 
{lIlke} + {Past}. 

bracketing /'br3!kltIlJ/ n. A linear representation of constituent 
structure which conventionally employs (square) brackets to indi
cate constituents. An example is [[[Your] [[young] [man]]] [[is] 
[here]]]. Such a bracketing is exactly equivalent to an unlabelled 
tree structure. If, in addition, each bracketed constituent is labelled 
for its syntactic category, the result is a labelled bracketing. Wells 

(1947). 

bracketing paradox /'bT3!k1tllJ ,p3!r;xioksl n. 1. A pheno
menon in which the constituent structure required by the syntax is 
inconsistent with the grouping manifested by the morphology. A 
simple example is the English He'll do iI, in which the sequence 
['II do il] is arguably a constituent, but the overlapping sequence 
[he'll] constitutes a morphological unit. More elaborate examples 
occur in West Greenlandic Eskimo, in which Ammassannik mar/un
nik nerivunga 'I ate two sardines', literally 'sardine-Instr two-Instr 
ate-!', can be optionally realized as Marlunnik ammassaltorpunga, 
literally 'two-Instr sardine-ate-!'. with the noun phrase being partly 
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realized as a bound form inside the verb. 2. A similar phenomenon 
in which the morphological structure of a phrase is inconsist~nt with 
the grouping manifested by the phonological words of which it is 
composed: rransfomwtiofUll gra17ll7UJrian, which morphologicaJJy 
appears to consist of transformatiofUll gra17ll7UJr plus own. 

branching node I'bra:ntJIg/ n. 1. A node in a tree which has two 
or more daughters. 2. (rare) A category for w~ich the rules in the 
grammar provide at least one expansion with two or more 
daughters. 

brother-in-law agreement I'brA6~rJnb:/ n. Agreement with a 
constituent which has been displaced from its normal position by a 
dummy; an example is There are two people at the door, in whiah the 
verb. instead of agreeing with the apparent surface subject there. 
agrees with the NP which has been displaced from subject positiou 
by the dummy. Perlmutter (19838). 

Burzio's generalization /'bu:rtsi:xJ/ n. In GB, a generalization 
embracing passive verbs, raising verbs and unaccusative verb!i, as 
foUows: (a) a verb which lacks an external argument fails to as:sign 
Accusative Case; and (b) a verb which fails to assign Accusative 
Case fails to theta-mark an external argument. Its function is to 
force a non-subject NP into an empty subject position. Burzio (1986). 



c 
C In GB, a common abbreviation for COMP in the sense of COMP 

node. 

canonicallka'nomk!1 adj. Denoting a pattern or structure which is 
the most typical, most frequent or least marked among competing 
possibilities. For example, the canonical structure of English transi
tive sentences may be represented as Subject-Verb-Object
(Adjuncts), as illustrated by the example Lisa buys her dresses in 
Paris. 

CAP lsi: el 'pi:1 See Control Agreement Principle. 

case /kelsl n. I. A distinctive, overtly marked form which can be 
assumed by an NP to indicate that that NP bears some identifiable 
grammatical or semantic relation to the rest of the sentence. In 
English, overt case marking is confined to a few pronouns (lIme; 
theylthem) , but some other languages. such as German. Russian. 
Latin. Basque and Finnish, exhibit elaborate case systems typically 
involving about three to six distinct forms, but sometimes a dozen 
or more. Among the most frequently distinguished cases are the 
nominative, accusative, absolutive. ergative. dative, genitive. 
instrumental. comitative. locative. aIlative and ablative, but many 
others exist. 2. (usually capitalized) In GB, a putatively universal 
abstract property of noun phrases which is an extension of 'case' in 
sense I. Every overt NP. in this view. must be marked by the 
grammar as bearing exactly one of a set of abstract 'Cases', the 
names and natures of which are reminiscent of some of the tradi
tional cases in sense I: Nominative. Accusative. Genitive, etc. 
When it is necessary to distinguish Case in the GB sense from case 
in sense 1. one speaks of 'abstract Case' and 'morphological case'. 
respectively. See Caw Theory. 3. See deep case. 

Case Filter n. In GB. the principal requirement imposed by 
the module called Case Tbeory. It stipulates that every overt 
(non-empty) NP must be assigned exactly one (abstract) Case. Its 
function is to ensure that NP-Movement is obligatory in passive 
structures and in structures involving raising verbs and unaccusative 
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verbs; it also guarantees that only PRO is possible as the subject of 
cerlam non-finite verbs. 

Case Grammar n. A theory of grammar which regards deep cases 
as the grammatical primitives in terms of which sentences are 
constructed. Case Grammar was proposed by Charles Fillmore 
(1968). and was developed particularly by Wallace Chafe (1970) and 
John Anderson (1971). Its ideas have greatly influenced certain 
contemporary theories of grammar. notably GB and uxicase. 

Case Theory I'kels ,9i~ril n. In GB. one of the principal modules 
of the framework. consisting of various Case-marking conventions 
and the Case Filter. The module is responsible for ensuring that 
every overt NP in a sentence is marked as possessing exactly one of 
a set of abstract properties called 'Cases'. such as Nominative:, 
Accusative or Genitive. as required by the Case Filter. Essentially, 
this Case marking is a device for ensuring that every such NP 
occupies a position which is in certain respects well-formed; it is 
largely concerned with preventing NPs from appearing in arbitrary 
positions in which they cannot be suitably interpreted. Though 
there is only one set of Cases, Case Theory recognizes two types of 
Case assignment: 'inherent' case is assigned at D-structure. while 
'structural' case is assigned at S-structure, the difference reflecting 
roughly the difference between cases assigned by particular lexical 
items and those assigned in particular syntactic configurations. 
Chomsky (1980). 

cataphor I'kret;JfJ:1 n. A traditional name for an anaphor (sense I) 
which precedes its antecedent, now rarely used. Adj. cataphoric 
l,kcrt;J'funk/; abstr. n. catapbora !k;J'tzf;Jr;J/. 

Categorial Grammar Ikret;J'gJ:ri;J1I n. A particular theory of 
grammar which is formulated in terms of a small number of basic 
syntactic categories, a larger number of derived categories whicl1 
are defined in terms of the basic ones and a set of operations (rules) 
for combining these categories into syntactic structures. In the 
conventional notation, a derived category X is represented as a 
fraction whose denominator shows another category which X can 
combine with and whose numerator shows the category that results. 
Thus. if S (sentence) and N (noun) are taken as the basic categories. 
an intransitive verb may be represented as (SIN), meaning that it 
combines with a noun to produce a sentence. a transitive verb may 
be represented as «SIN)IN). meaning that it combines with a noun 
to produce an intransitive verb. and a determiner may be repre-
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scnted as (NIN). meaning that it combines with a noun to produce a 
noun. Most versions add a directional element. specifying whether a 
category combines with another to its left or to its right. Categorial 
Grammar was originally developed by logicians. notably LeSniewski 
(1929) and Ajdukiewicz (1935). but it WaS first brought to the 
attention of linguists by Bar-Hillel (1953). who coined the term 
(1964). Though similar ideas had been expressed less rigorously by 
Jespersen and Hjelmslev. Categorial Grammar was still largely 
ignored by linguists until its use by the logician Montague (1970) 
attracted the attention of Bach. whose 1979 paper brought the 
framework into the linguistic mainstream. and since then it has been 
the subject of vigorous research; the rather sparse machinery of 
earlier Categorial Grammar has been elaborated in a number of 
linguistically interesting ways. and it has been shown that the un
elaborated framework is weakly equivalent to context-free gram
mars. See Oehrle et al. (1988) for a comprehensive summary of 
recent work. 

categorial rule n. A rule which expands some category into a string 
of daughters: a pbrase structure rule or an immediate dominance 
rule. 

category /'ka:t;)gri/ n. 1. A labelled node in a tree. This is the sense 
employed in sueh GB locutions as 'governing category' and 'Move 
alpha. where alpha is a category'. 2. In a theory of syntactic fea
tures. any matrix of such features which is permitted by the system 
and which is hence available to serve as a node in a tree. This is the 
sense in which the term is used in GPSG. 3. A term of very wide and 
diverse application. variously denoting any of several classes of 
formal objects. Usage of the term is so varied that no general 
definition is possible: in practice. a category is simply any class of 
related grammatical objects which someone wants to consider. 
Certain classes of categories are widely recognized and have estab
lished names. such- as syntactic category and grammatical category. 
but it is entirely unremarkable to encounter the term 'category' 
applied to such diverse notions as ·Subject'. 'c1itic' 'topic' and 
'transitive verb'. Adj. categorial. 

category-neutral rule /,ka:t;)gri 'nju:tr;)1/ 11. A phrase structure 
rule or immediate dominance rule which makes no refercnce to 
specific categories like NP and VP; an example is the rule X' ~ X, 
yp* . which says that a one-bar category can consist of a lexical head 
and any number of maximal projections. Such rules are the primary 
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source of constituent structure in HPSG and in recent versions of 
GB. 

category-valued feature /'kret;)gri ,vrelju:d/ n. A feature whose 
value is a syntactic category. An example is the GPSG feature 
[SLASH], which indicates the presence of a gap, and whose value is 
a syntactic category representing the nature of the gap, as in the 
example [SLASH NP]. 

catenative verb I'kretln;)tlv/ See control verb. 

causal /'b:z!/ adj. Denoting an adverbial clause or phrase which 
expresses the notion 'because (of)': Because of the fog, we had 10 
land in Luton; I'm late because J missed my Irain. Some langu[.ges 
have an overt case form for this purpose: Basque -engatik, as in 
euriarengatik 'because of the rain' (euria 'the rain'). 

causative /'b:z;)tlv/ n. or adj. 1. A transitive construction, related 
to a second, simpler. transitive or intransitive construction, from 
which it differs by the additional presence of an agent NP perceived 
as the direct instigator of the action expressed in the simpler con
struction. Causatives in this sense are susceptible of a variety of 
surface syntactic expressions in English and other languages. Here 
are some English examples illustrating the most frequent patterns; 
in each case, the second sentence is the causative of the first, and the 
NP Lisa is the agent in the causative: Tim smiles a 101/Lisa makes 
Tim smile a 101; J washed Ihe carl Lisa made me wash Ihe car or Lisa 
had me· wash the car or Lisa gOI me to wash Ihe car. Sometimes, but 
more controversially, the label 'causative' is extended to less obvi
ous cases such as the following: The pOlatoes boiled! Lisa boiled Ihe 
potatoes; He decided 10 go/ Lisa persuaded him 10 go; The corkscrew 
gOl lostl Lisa lost the corkscrew; The celery fell on the floor/ Lisa 
dropped the celery on the floor. In this extended sense, the term is 
being used in a purely semantic way, and many linguists would 
prefer to restrict the use of the term to syntactically productive 
examples such as the earlier group. 2. A verb form, of the type 
found in certain languages, used to express overtly such a causative 
construction. Turkish, for example, has a productive causative for
mation, illustrated in the following examples: Yumurta p~iyor 'The 
egg is cooking'/Ali yumurtayi p~iriyor 'Ali is cooking the egg'; 
Mehmet oldu .'Mehmet died'/Ali Mehmedi oldurdu 'Ali killed 
Mehmet'/Hasan Aliye Mehmedi oldurttU 'Hasan made Ali kill 
Mehmet'. Such verb forms form part of the voice system in lan
guages exhibiting them. See Shibatani (1976); Comrie (1985b). 
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c-command I'si:kamo:ndl n. The most important of the command 
relations. The name has been applied to several distinct relations in 
the literature, but the classical formulation is 'A node A c
commands another node B iff the lowest branching node which 
properly dominates A also properly dominates B', and it seems best 
to retain this usage. resorting to different names. where necessary, 
to pick out slightly different relations. C-command has proved to be 
a fundamental notion in analysing tree structures. on a par with 
mother, daughter and sister. It is particularly important in GB, in 
which it is the primary source of locality and in which it plays a 
crucial role in defining government, one of the fundamental ideas of 
that framework, The inverse of c-command was first identified by Klima 

(1964) under the name 'in-construction-with'; the relation itself was fir.;t defined 
by Reinhart (1974), who called it 'superiority'. The name 'c-command' was 

reportedly suggested by G.N. Oements and was originally a shortening of 
'constituenH:ommand'. a name whicb is not normally used. NOTE: for a few 

years in tbe 1980s, the name 'c-command' was ohen applied to the relation now 
called m-commaod. but the original usage seems now to have been restored, 

though one also finds the label 'strict c-command' applied to the original 
definition: m-command is also sometimes called 'c-command in the sense of 
Aoun and Sportiche·. 

centrality lsen'trzlatil n. The requirement that the initial symbol of 
a generative grammar should be the maximal projection of a lexical 
category. Centrality is obeyed in GPSG, in which the initial symbol 
S is regarded as the maximal projection of the lexical category Verb, 
and in GB, in which the initial symbol S-bar (= CP) is regarded as 
the maximal projection of the lexical category Comp, but it is not 
obeyed in LFG, in which the initial symbol S is not regarded as a 
projection of any lexical category. Komai and Pullum (1990). 

centre-embedding I'sentar Im,bedlljl n. A type of construction 
in which the material contained in one clause is interrupted by a 
second clause: The book the professor recommended is good, in 
which the relative clause the professor recommended is centre
embedded in the matrix clause The book is good. Multiple centre
embeddings are notoriously difficult for speakers to process: The 
book the professor the students who are doing weI/like recommended 
is good. Nevertheless, they are very common in some languages; the 
following example from the central Sudanic language Moru illus
trates the normal and only way of expressing possession (Hagege 
1976): 
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kokyE [toko [odrupi [rna ro] roJ ri] drate 
dog wife brother me of of of is-dead 
'My brother's wife's dog is dead: 

Valimited centre-embeddings cannot be evell weakly generated by 
....... p1lI1lIIUlI'S (finite-state grammars), and they fonn the basis 
of the proof that natural languages cannot be regular languages. 
Adj. a!nUe-embedded hm'bedld/. Chomsky (1957). 

d. 1. In scholarly work, the conventional abbreviation for 'compare', 
from Latin confer 'bring together'. 2. By confusion. but very com
monly, an abbreviation for 'see' or 'refer to', for which the co~ven
tional abbreviation is v. (Latin vide 'see'). Non this second usage is 

simply illiterate, but it is nearly universal in the contemporary lingwstic 

literature. 

CFG See context-free grammar. 

CFL See context-free language. 

CF·PSG See context-free grammar. 

CF-PS-rule See context-free rule. 

CF-rule See context-free rule. 

chain /tfeml See path (sense 2). 

cbain-of-being hierarchy /,t:em;)v'bi:II)/ n. A hierarchy of 
noun phrases, ranked according to semantic features such as 
humanness and animacy, which is grammatically important in some 
languages, especially in those exhibiting inverse person marking. 
An example is the hierarchy found in Navaho. which is essentially 
Human> Animal> Inanimate; in a Navaho senten.:.e. a lower
ranking NP may not precede a higher-ranking one. and the verb is 
inflected to indicate the grammatical relation borne by each NP; see 
examples under inverse person marking. 

chart parser Itfo:tl n. A parser that uses a particular data structure. 
a 'chart', to record the current state of the parse, including particu
larly its successful attempts at parsing subconstituents of the string it 
is working on. This can greatly reduce the time spent in backtrack
ing, Chart parsers are at present the most .... idely employed type of 
parser in natural-language processing. 

checking I'tfeklI)/ n. Any procedure for detennining whether 
some category is legal, in particular. for determining whether it is 
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identical to, or at least consistent with, another category. Checking 
procedures are essential in frameworks employing unification; that 
used in LFG is particularly powerful, and is responsible for much of 
the formal and computational complexity of that framework (Ber
wick 1984). 

Chinese box l,tJalOi:z 'boksl n. A r~re!y used graphical device for 
representing the constituent "tructure of a sentence, equivalent to 
an unlabelled bracketing. Example: 

cbomeur IJ;KJ'm3:1 n. In RG and Arc Pair Grammar, a noun phrase 
which represents an underlying subject or object but which appears 
on the surface as an oblique NP in a peripheral position, such as the 
agent phrase in a passive construction. An NP which is a ch6meur is 
said to be en cbomage lo:n J;KJ'mo:31 (French: 'unemployed per
son'). Perlmutter and Postal (unpublished work); Chung (1976). 

Chomsky-adjunction l'tJomskil n. In TG, a type of movement 
rule in which the moving category is attached under a node which 
was apparently not present before the movement and which is 
identical to another node, previously present, which now becomes 
its daughter. Here is an abstract example, in which the moving node 
E is Chomsky-adjoined to the node C: 

A A 

~ ~ 
B C B c 
~ I ~ 

D E D C E 

Chomsky-adjunction is the only type of adjunction recognized in 
GB, where it is usually called simply 'adjunction'. 

Chomsky Hierarchy n. A hierarchy of classes of formal grammars 
ranked according to their weak generative capacity (i.e., according 
to the sets of strings which they can characterize). Chomsky'S 
original formulation (Chomsky 1959) included four classes; from 
weakest Lo most powerful. these are regqlar granunars, context-free 
grammars, context-sensitive grammars and unrestric:ted grammars. 
Other classes of grammars have sometimes been defined which faU 
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into intervening positions in this hierarchy, such as indexed gram. 
mars. Mathematical linguists have often been interested in deter
mining the positions occupied in the hierarchy by well-articulated 
theories of grammar such as TG, GB, LFG and GPSG; see Partee el 
al. (1990) for some discussion. See also Peters-Ritchie results. Non:: 

no comparable hierarchy is available. or even possible. for grammars con
sidered in tenns of Iheir strong generative cap8dty (Manasler-Ramer 1987b). 

Chomsky normal form Itfomski n:>:m:»1 'f:>:ml n. The form of a 
context·free grammar in which every rule is either of the form A __ 
BC or of the form A -- a, where A, Band C are non-terminals and 
a is a terminal. For every context-free grammar there is a weakly 
equivalent grammar in this form. Chomsky (1959). 

Church's thesis l'tf3:tflz ,9i:srs/ n. (also Church-Turing Thesis) 
The conjecture that every possible algorithm is equivalent to some 
Turing machine. The linguistic version of this is that thl! class of 
unrestricted grammars is weakly equivalent to the class of Turing 
machines. This conjecture, proposed by the logician Alonzo Church 
and the mathematician Alan Turing, has never been proved, and 
indeed cannot be proved until a fully explicit characterization of the 
notion of an algorithm is obtained, but it is universally believed to 
be true. 

circumfix /'s3:k:»mflksl n. An affix which is realiLed as a C".ombi
nation of a prefix and a suffix, such as Tigrinya b;- ... -g;ze 'at the 
time when' or the Chukchi 'recessive' e- ... -ke, the latter illus
trated in e-lejkev-ke ;t-ek 'not to fight"; cr. tejkev-ek 'to fight". 

circumposition l,s3:k:»mp:»'zlf~ n. A combination of a preposi
tion and a postposition functioning together as a single adposition, 
such as Mandarin dim . .. Ii 'into', illustrated in WO bd shu; dilO dilO 
guOn 111 Ace water pour to can in 'I pour water into the can'. 

circumstantial/,s3:k;)m'st~nfll n. or adj. 1. A construction found 
in certain languages in which an underlying indirect or oblique 
object appears as the surface subject, the verb often being overtly 
marked to show the underlying semantic role of its subject. 
Languages with circumstantials may have several different ones, 
one for each underlying role which can appear as surface subject. 
Circumstantials form part of the voice system in such languages~ 
essentially, they represent an extension of the familiar passive 
construction, in which an underlying direct object appears as surface 
subject, Here is an example from the VOS language Malagasy, 
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illustrating a canonical transitive and a corresponding circumstantial 
with an instrument as subject (Keenan 1976b): 

manasa lamba amin'ity savony ity Rasoa 
wash clothes with-this soap this Rasoa 
'Rasoa is washing clothes with this soa~.' 

anasan-dRasoa lamba ity ~avony ity 
wash-hy-Rasoa dottlcs this soap this 
'This soap is being used to wash clothes with by Rasoa.' 

2. One of the distinctively inflected verb forms used in such a 
construction. Cf. passive, applicative, and see voice. 

citation form Isal'tclJJ:I f::I:ml n. That particular form of a lexical 
item which is used to name it when talking about it as a linguistic 
object or when entering it in a dictionary. When a lexical item has 
only a single form, like English under or beautiful, or when it has 
one form that shows no overt inflection, like dog, big or take, the 
choice of citation form is obvious (at least to linguists and lexicogra
phers. though native speakers may prefer an inflected form). When 
a lexical item exists only as a set of overtly inflected forms, however, 
one of these must be somewhat arbitrarily chosen as the citation 
form: linguists and lexicographers (and native speakers) may vary in 
their choices. One criterion is to choose the form which occurs most 
frequently or in the widest variety of constructions: another is to 
choose the morphologically simplest form: a third is to choose the 
form which is most useful for predicting the remaining forms. These 
criteria may conflict. Thus. for example, in citing Latin nouns, it is 
conventional to usc the nominative singular. which is always used in 
suhject position. even though the grammatically more specialized 
genitive singular is generally a better guide to the remaining forms 
of the noun. as illustrated hy rex 'king', genitive singular regis, 
whose remaining forms arc all constructed on the base reg-. 
Similarly. in citing verhs in Polynesian languages, it is conventional 
to usc the morphologically simpler intransitive form, from which the 
transitive form is generally impossible to predict. even though from 
the transitive form the intransitive form can almost always be 
predicted: sec examples under subtraction. 

CKY algorithm Isi:kcl'wall n. A standard algorithm for parsing 
context-free grammars. y.'hich runs in cubic time. 
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classical Transformational Grammar /'klreslkl/ n. A name 
sometimes given to the Standard Theory of Transformational 
Grammar proposed in Chomsky (1%5) and to the work of the 
following few years which took this book as its basis. 

classifier /'klreslfal~/ n. One of a set of specialized grammatical 
words which, in certain languages. typically or obligatorily form 
constituents of certain types of noun phrases. especially those con
taining numerals, the choice of classifier being determined by the 
semantic characteristics of the head noun. Most often. each lexical 
noun obligatorily selects a particular classifier. though in some 
classifier languages a single noun can appear with any of several 
classifiers, depending on the meaning of the whole noun phrase. 
Classifiers usually form a closed class with anywhere from about 
twenty members (as in Malay) to over a hundred (as in 
Vietnamese), though Tzeltal is reported to have about four hun
dred. In some cases classifiers can also function as ordinary nouns in 
the language, taking classifiers of their own when serving as heads of 
NPs; in other cases the classifiers are entirely specialized grammati
cal words. The semantic range of a classifier can be very general. 
like that of Malay ekor 'tail', used with all names of non-human 
animals (as in dua ekor tikus 'two rats', literally 'two tail r:\f). or it 
can be highly specific, like that of Malay kaki (no independent 
meaning), reportedly used only for counting long-stemmed flowers. 
See DOUD dasification. 

clause Ikb:zI n. Any constituent dominated by the initial symbol S, 
particularly one which forms part of a larger structure. Gauses are 
conventionally divided into main clauses and subordinate clauses. 
NOTE: in traditional grammar. a clause is regarded as excluding any ~ubordinatc 
clauses embedded in it; in all contemporary work. however. such embedded 
clauses are considered to form part of the matrix clause. 

clause chaining /'tfernllJ/ n. A type of sentence structure. ob
served in certain languages, in which only a single clause (usually 
the last one) contains an ordinary finite verb, all the other clauses 
containing instead specialized subordinate verb forms (called 
'medial' or 'dependent' forms) usually marked to indicate whether 
they have the same argument NPs and tense as the finite verb or 
different ones. Gause chaining is particularly frequent in the 
Papuan languages of New Guinea; here is an example from Iatmul 
(Foley 1986): 
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nk~y-~t yi-k~ waal~ kl:rlaa y:rnt-~y-an nti nht 
house-to go-and dog get-and-then come-he-Unreal-if him him-to 
vi-kip .. win 
see-Unreal-I 
'If he comes after he has gone to the house and got the dog, I'll see 
him..' 

Here the last verb alone is finite: the penultimate verb is marked to 
show a different subject, while the first two verbs consist of bare 
stems with relational elements appended and are interpreted as 
having the same subject as the immediately following verb.. See 
Foley (1986) for discussion .. 

clausemate /'kb:zmen/ n.. Either of two constituents in a tree 
structure related by the property that every S-node that dominates 
one of them also dominates the other one .. Oausemates are thus 
items which appear in the same simple clause; equivalently, they are 
items each of which S-commands the other.. See mate relatioD .. 

c1ausemate condition /k~n'dlfr:t/ n .. Any condition which requires 
that two items involved in the statement of some grammatical rule 
must be c1ausemates .. In English. for example. a reflexive pronoun 
and its antecedent must normally be c1ausemates .. 

clause union /'ju:nj~nI n .. The apparent realization on the surface as a 
single clause of what consists undedyingly of two separate clauses, one 
of them a verb-complement clause.. The following examples from 
Spanish illustrate this phenomenon. the first showing two clauses on 
the surface, the second (arguably) the union of the two clauses: 

Quiero mostrartelos .. 
I-want show-you-them 
'I want to show you them .. ' 

Te los quiero mostrar.. 
you them I-want show 
'I want to show you them .. ' 

The term is particularly associated with RG and Arc Pair Grammar, 
though similar analyses have been advocated by linguists working in 
other frameworks .. See also clitic climbing .. Aissen (1977) .. 

clear-cases principle /'kll~,kelslzl n.. The principle that, in 
cases in which the weU-formedness or lack of it of certain examples 
is not obvious to native speakers. the procedure should be to write 
the simplest possible grammar for other, clear, cases, and to let the 
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resulting grammar decide on the status of the questionable 
examples. This principle was often seen as fundamental in the early 
days. of generative grammar, but it has proved to be less helpful than 
once hoped, and it is now invoked only infrequently. 

cleft sentence /kleftJ n. A marked structure in which a focused 
constituent is extracted from its logical position and often set off 
with some additional material, including an extra verb. The 
unmarked sentence John bought a car yesterday is related to several 
possible cleft sentences, such as It was John who bought a car 
yesterday, It was a car that John bought yesterday and It was yester
day that John bought a car. Cf. pseudo-cleft sentence. Jespersen 
(1937:83). 

cUne /klaIn/ n. A one-dimensional grammatical continuum resem
bling a hierarchy except that, instead of consisting of a small finite 
number of discrete elements, it permits unlimited differentiation. 
·For example, the category agent might be regarded as a cJne, since 
some NPs are more obviously agents than others, and the dividing 
line between agents and non-agents is by no means obvious. The 
term was coined by Michael Halliday, and is particularly associated 
with Systemic Grammar and its antecedents; most other theories 
of grammar insist upon rigid either/or membership Qr non
membership of categories, which is highly convenient if not always 
realistic. The term squkb expresses a similar notion. 

cUpping /'kllpIlJ/ n. The process by which a word is derived from a 
longer word of identical meaning by the arbitrary removal of some 
part of the longer word, illustrated by bus from omnibus, phone 
from telephone, gym from gymnasium, porn from pornography, 
mike from microphone, mimeo from mimeograph and bi from 
bisexual. Sometimes the term is extended to cases like Havana 
(from Havana cigar) and ClJlJQry (from canary bird). 

clitic /'klltlk/ n. An item which exhibits behaviour intermediate 
between that of a word and that of an affix. Typically, a clitic has the 
phonological form of a separate word, but cannot be stressed and is 
obliged to occupy a particular position in the sentence in which it is 
phonologically bound to an adjoining word, its host. Examples of 
clities include the English negative -n't, as in couldn't, the French 
subject pronouns je, IU, etc., which are bound to a following finite 
verb (as inje vais 'I'm going'), and Basque be and Turkish de, both 
meaning 'also', which are bound to the preceding word (as in zu be, 
siz de 'you too'). Qjtics are sometimes divided into proclitics. which 
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are bound to a following host (like je), and enclitics, which are 
bound to a preceding host (like -n'I, be and de). Clitics may form 
clusters, as in French je Ie vois 'I see you', in which both the subject 
pronoun je 'I' and the object pronoun Ie 'you' are bound to the 
following verb. There is a widespread tendency for clitics to occur 
obligatorily in the second position in a sentence, known as 
Wackernagel's position; the statement that clitics tend to do this is 
known as Wackemagel's Law (after Wackemagel (1892), who first 
made the observation). See Sadock (1991) for an excellent brief 
review of the properties of clitics and of the analytical problems they 
give rise to. Nida (1946); Ancient Greek: ·Ieaning'. 

clitic climbing l'klalmll)l n. The phenomenon in which a clitic 
appears overtly in a higher clause, even though it is logically a 
constituent of a lower clause. The use of the tenn 'clitic climbing' 
implies an analysis in which the clauses in question are regarded as 
remaining distinct, with one being embedded under the other. Cf. 
the. discussion under clause union, and see the Spanish example 
there. Aissen (1977). 

clitic doubling l'dAbhl)1 n. The phenomenon in which a sentence 
contains a clitic whose reference is identical to that of a full noun 
phrase in the same sentence. Clitic doubling is frequent and even 
obligatory in some languages, such as Spanish: Le di un anillo a 
Maria '1 gave Maria a ring', literally 'to-her I-gave a ring to Maria'; 
£So no me 10 negards 'You won't deny me that', literally 'that not 
me it you-will-deny'; Te 10 daran a Ii 'They'll give it to you', literally 
'you it they-will-give to you'. 

closed class I'kl;)Uzd klo:sl n. A lexical category, typically with a 
small membership, to which new members are added only rarely 
and with difficulty. In English. such categories as Preposition, 
Detenniner, Conjunction and Degree Modifier are closed classes; in 
some other languages, Adjective is also a closed class (Dixon 
1977a). Cf. open class. 

closed function I'fAl)kIt:\1 n. In LFG. a complement or adjunct 
which requires no control by an NP outside it: [With three regulars 
i"jured, I Su"ey are underdogs; She announced [that dinner was 
ready]. Cf. open function. 

closure I'kl~3~1 n. A particular property which may be exhibited by 
a formal system with respect to some operation. The system is said 
to be closed under that operation if the application of the operation 
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to any objects in the set defined by the system always results in 
another object in the set. See Partee et al. (1990) for a summary of 
the closure properties of classes of formal languages. See also finite 
closure. 

CNPC See Complex NP Constraint. 

cognate object I'kogneltl n. A direct object whose semantic con
tent is more or less identical to that of the verb which governs it. 
The direct objects in the following examples are cognate objects: I 
dreamed a dream last night; She sang a song; I'm thinking terrible 
thoughts. 

cognitive grammar I'kognulvl n. Any approach to grammatical 
description which is based on, or purports to be based on. our 
understanding of cognitive processing in the human brain. The best
known such proposal is that of Langacker (1987. 1991). Langacker's 
approach is based upon conceptual classification and particularly 
upon imagery; it maintains that syntax and semantics arc insepar
able, and seeks an integrated theory of linguistic structure. rejecting 
the conventional separation of linguistic description into different 
components; it also rejects a good deal of the formalization typical 
of most other approaches. An overview of the framework is pre
sented in Langacker (1988). 

coindexing 1k~'IndeksllJl n. 1. A notational device for indicating 
that two NPs have the same referent. The most usual convention is 
the use of identical subscripts. chosen from the set ;, j. k • ••• , on 
the NPs in question. In the example After she; came in. Lisa; sat 
down, she and Lisa arc coindexed to show that they refer to the 
same individual. 2. In some theories of grammar. notably GB, a 
formal procedure for attaching such indices, which in these frame
works are regarded as part of the syntactic structure of the sentence. 

collapsing lka'Izps11J1 n. The combining of two or more rules into 
a single rule schema by the use of some abbreviatory convention. V. 
collapse lka'lzps/. 

collective noun lka'lektlvl n. A noun whose meaning is a group of 
individuals: comminee. government. class. Collective nouns in 
British English are notable for their ability when singular to take 
either singular or plural verb agreement: The committee has made a 
decision or The commiltee have made a decision. In some other 
languages, collective nouns exhibit a distinctive morphology. 
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coUocationai restriction /kol:J'keII.ml rI,stnkIIV n. A selee
tionaI restriction, particularly one which is unusually idiosyncratic 
or language-specific: grill (lTS broil) collocates with meat but not 
with bread, while the reverse is true for toast. Futh (1951). 

combining form !k:Jm'balDll) b:ml n. 1. A bound form of a 
lexical stem which is used in word formation; e.g., Basque gizon 
'man' has the combining form giza- in such formations as gizajo 
'poor fellow' (suffix -jo) and giza-sorgin 'sorcerer' (sorgin 'witch'). 
2. A bound form, usually of Greek or Latin origin, which in word 
formation behaves as an affix in some respects but not in others: 
astro-, bio-, electro-, -crat, -phile and -phobia. The difficulty with 
regarding such forms strictly as affixes is that words can be formed 
consisting entirely of such combining forms, such as biocrat and 
e1ectrophile; if these forms are affixes, then such words contain no 
root. See Bauer (1983) for discussion. 

comitative l'komtt:JtIvl n. or adj. 1. A case form typically indi
cating an individual in whose company something is done: Basque 
gizonarekin 'with the man' (gizona 'the man'). 2. A derived form of 
an intrinsically intransitive verb in which an underlying comitative 
(sense 1) relation is added to the valency of that verb, which then 
functions as a transitive: Dyirbal ninay ·sit'. ninama/'sit with'. 

command /k:J'mo:ndl n. 1. The original and still widely used name 
for S-command. 2. A generic term for any command relation. 3. 
One of the sentence types of traditional grammar, most typically 
expressing an order: Put that vase down! See imperative. 

command domain n. (of a node A) The set of all the nodes in the 
tree to which A bears one of the command relations. 

commander !k:J'mo:nd:J1 n. A node which bears a command 
relation to another node. 

command relation Irr'lelIr:t1 n. Any of various relations which 
may hold between two nodes in a tree. A command relation has the 
general form' A node A X-commands another node B iff the lowest 
node of category X which properly dominates A also properly 
dominates B', with the different values of X determining the various 
command relations which can be defined; some versions add the 
further requirement 'and neither A nor B dominates the other', but 
this is rarely, if ever, LTUcial. The earliest command relation to be 
defined was S-command; others include c-command. m-command, 
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k-rommand and IDC-commaod. See Barker and Pullum (1990) for 
a detailed account of command relations. See also f-command. 

comment I'komentl n. (also rbeme) In some analyses. that part of a 
sentence which is separate from the topic and which typically con
tains new information. The topic/comment distinction is uvertly 
marked in some languages. 

common gender I'kpm;)nl n. 1. In a language wit~ geoder. the 
property of a noun which can be assigned to more than one gender. 
with an appropriate and predictable difference of meaning. For 
example, the French nouns enfant ·child'. collegue 'colleague'. prof 
'teac~er' and hypocrite 'hypocrite' take the masculine gender when 
referring to males but the feminine gender when referring to· fe
males. Cf. epicene. 2. A conventional label for a gender c1a."5 in 
certain European languages representing the merger of earlier dis
tinct masculine and feminine genders and contrasting with the 
historical neuler. 

common noun n. (also appeDath·e) A noun which is Dot a proper 
ooan: dog. beqmy. arrival. 

Comp /kompl 1. See c"omplemeotizer. 2. See complemeot.l. See 
COMP node. 4. See comparative. 

comparitive Jk;)m'pa=r;)tivl n. or adj. I. A construction in which 
some entity is characterized as possessing some property to a 
greater or lesser degree than some other entity. Examples are Janet 

. is taller than Lisa and This book is less interesting than that one, the 
second example illustrating the 'comparative of inferiority'. 2. In a 
language exhibiting three degrees of comparison for adjectives and! 
or adverbs, an inflected or analytic form of one of these represent
ing the second degree ~f comparison: bigger, more beautiful, more 
slowly. Cf. positive. superlative, excessive. elative (sense 2). 

comparative deletion n. The phenomenon in which, in a compara
tive construction. a gap appears in a position in which a repetition of 
the compared item might logica!iy have been expected: Lisa has 
more teddy bears than I have e; Fred is taller than Bill is e. Compare 
the a~nce of a gap in examples like Lisa has more teddy bears than 
1 have socks. Cf. subdeletioo. 

comparative subdeletion Sec subdeletloo. 

competence I'kompu;)nsl n. An abstract idealization of a native 
speaker",,; knnwledge <'f the grammar of ht:'rlhis language. The term 
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is specifically defined to exclude such factors as memory IimitatiODS, 
slips of the tongue, interruptions and processing difficulties resulting 
from multiple recursion, ambiguity, sheer length or pragmatic 
implausibility. The descriptions constructed by generative gram
marians are usually intended as grammars of competence. O. per
fOl'llWlCle, I-language. Chomsky (1965). 

complement I'komphm:mtl n. 1. Any constituent which forms part 
of the nucleus (sense 1) of a category with a lexical head and which 
is subcategorized for by that lexical head. In the example Lisa put 
the book on the table, the NP the book and the locative phrase on the 
table are complements of the verb put, and the NP the table is a 
complement of the preposition on. In some versions of the X-bar 
system, a complement is formally defined as a category which is a 
sister of a lexical category X and a daughter of its onc-bar projection 
X-bar. O. adjUDd, sped&er. 2. (also ~ complement) A 
traditional label for a category occurring in a predicate which is 
interpreted as describing or referring to another NP in the sentence. 
For example, in Lisa is a translator, a translator is a complement of 
the subject Lisa (a 'subject-complement'), while in He called me a 
fool, a fool is a complement of the object me (an 'object
complement'). 

complement clause n. A finite or non-finite clause which serves as 
a complement (sense 1) to some lexical item. In the NP the report 
that war has broken out, the clause that war has broken out is a 
complement of the noun report (it is a 'noun-complement clause'); 
in Lisa told me she would come, the clause she would come is a 
complement of the verb told (it is a 'verb-complement clause'). See 
Noonan (1985). 

complementizer l'kDmphm::m,talz~1 n. A grammatical forma
tive which serves to mark a complement clause, such as English that 
and whether in Lisa said that she would come and I don't know 
whether she smokes. Rosenbaum (1967). 

Complementizer~ap Constraint n. The constraint, applying in 
English but not in some other languages, by which an overt comple
mentizer may not immediately precede a gap, as illustrated by 
• Who do you think that e is coming? as contrasted with Who do you 
think e is coming? The phenomena covered by this constraint are 
also known as tJuu-trace effects. 
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complexity theory /kam'plekslti 91aril n. A branch of computa
tioil~ mathematics which investigates the degree of difficulty of 
classes of problems as expressed in tenns of the computational 
resources required to apply the most efficient algorithms available, 
and hence the time and space required to solve such problems on a 
computer. Complexity theory is important in the construction of 
efficient parsers. See Barton et al. (1987). 

complex NP /'kompleks en'pi:/ n. A noun phrase containing both 
a lexical head and .a clause attached to that head. The two main 
types are NPs containing relative clauses, such as the man who came 
to dinner, and those containing noun-complement clauses, such as 
the rumour that she's about to resign. Ross (1967). 

Complex NP Constraint n. (CNPC) An island constraint which 
states that a complex NP is an island: The guy Gina is going out with 
is French, but • Who is the guy e is going out with French? Ross (1967). 

complex object n. A label occasionally applied to the combination 
of a direct object with a following object complement, as in They 
called their son Jason and Lisa made me happy. Cf. smaU clause 
(sense 2). Jespem:n (1961. 11:10). 

complex preposition n. An item which behaves syntactically just 
like an ordinary preposition but which has an internal structure 
consisting of two or more words: out of, ill spiJe of, up till. 

complex sentence n. A traditional name for a sentence containing 
one or more subordinate clauses. Cf. compound sentence. 

complex symbol /'slmbll n. A syntactic category which consists of 
a matrix of syntactic features, e.g., [NOUN][BAR 2][PERSON 3] 
[PLURAL -] (a third-person singular noun phrase). Virtwdly all 
contemporary theories of grammar regard syntactic categories as 
complex symbols, largely as a means of dealing with the phenom
enon of cross-categorization. Cf. monad. Complex symbols were first 
used by Hannan (1963). though Harris (1951) had earlier proposed the idea 
somewhat inexplicitJy; the term was coined by Chomsky (1965). 

complex verb See compound verb. 

COMP node n. A node in a tree whose daughter is most usually a 
complementizer. The COMP node is usually regarded as ttte 
daughter of an 5-bar and the sister of an S. In GB. this node is 
considered to have certain special properties and to playa funda
mental role in syntax; it is regarded as a lexical category whose 
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maximal projection CP is identified with the category S-bar, and it 
serves as a landing site for WH-Movement. 

component /k~m'p:XJn:mtl n. Anyone of the more-or-Iess auton
omous subsystems postulated in various theories of grammar; a 
module. 

composition l,knmp~'zlIQI See compounding. 

compound I'kompoundl n. A word formed by compounding. 

compounding l'kompoundllJl n. The process of forming a word 
by combining two or more existing words: newspaper, paper-thill, 
babysit, video game. See bahuvrihi, endocentric: compound. 

compound sentence n. A traditional name for a sentence consist
ing of two or more main clauses, either combined in an overt 
coordinate construction with a conjunction, or juxtaposed asyndeti
cally. Cf. comple!: sentence. 

compound verb n. (also complex verb) A -verb formed from two 
elements, one being a simple lexical verb and the other being 
another lexical item such as a noun or a preposition. Examples: 
English phrasal verbs like take off, make up; Latin prepositional 
compounds like abire 'go away' (ab 'away from' plus ire 'go'); 
Basque nominal compounds like amets egin 'dream' (amets 'dream' 
plus egin 'do'). Certain English sequences that might not appear to 
be constituents behave like compound verbs under passivization, 
such as speak of: We spoke of her in admiring terms; She was spoken 
of in admiring terms. 

computational complexity l,kompju'telI~nll n. Of a problem or 
a class of problems, the degree of difficulty involved in obtaining a 
solution, as expressed in terms of demand on computational re
sources (time', memory space, etc.). Cf. formal complexity. 

computational linguistics n. 1. (formerly, and still occasionally) A 
very broad label covering virtually any activity involving computers 
and natural language, such as machine translation of natural
language texts, computer searching of texts or the preparation of 
concordances for literary works by computer. Now usually called 
'literary and linguistic computing'. 2. (more usually today) A syno
nym for natural-language processing. 

concatenation /k~n,k3!t~'neIIQI n. In certain approaches to 
grammatical description in which sentences are regarded primarily 
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as strings, the formal operation by which two strings are linked 
together in linear sequence to form a longer string. 

conceptual distance Ik:m,septlu~l 'dlst~nsl n. A very general 
abstract conception of the degree of 'tightness' holding between two 
elements which are bound in a form or construction. For example, 
inalienable P08llUSkMI is held to express a smaller degree of concep
tual distance than aUeoabIe possession, and aspect is often held (0 

be conceptually closer to a verb or proposition than tense. See also 
iconici~. Haiman (1985). 

concessive clause Ik~n'seslvl n. A type of adverbial clause which 
carries the implication that the proposition it contains might have 
been expected to exclude the proposition expressed in the LOain 
clause but in fact does not. Concessive clauses in English .are 
typically introduced by such subordinators as although, though. 
even though: Although it had been raining heavily for days, the 
cricket pitch was in good condition. 

conclusive Ik:m'klu!srvl n. or adj. (also egressive) An aspectua1 
form, explicitly marked in some languages, expressing the notion 'to 
finish doing'. An example is the Japanese -Ie shimau construction, 
illustrated in Ikeda-san wa sono hon 0 yonde shinillUD Ikl!da-Mr 
Topic that book Ace read-Ie shimau-Past 'Mr Ikeda has finished 
reading that book'. Dahl (1985). 

concord I'koOk:):dI See agreement. 

concrete DOUD lkoa'kri:tI n. A noun whose meaning is perceived 
as a physical entity: dog, tree, elbow, wine, mountain. Cf. abstract 
DOUD. 

conditionallk~n'dII:mJl n. or adj. A conventional name for certain 
verb forms occurring in some languages, notably Romance lan
guages, which typically express some notion of remoteness, supposi
tion, approximation or implied condition. Semantically. the 
conditional is really a mood, but formally it behaves more like part 
of the tense system. The conditional is usually formally distinct from 
the subjunctive in languages in which the label is used. though the 
uses of the two sets of forms may overlap. Here are some examples 
from Spanish, in each of which the verb form ending in -fa is a 
conditional: Serfa interesante ·It would be interesting'; Tendr{a mros 
treinlll aiios 'He must have been about thirty'; Dijo que 10 haria 
luego 'He said he'd do it later'. 
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cooditiooal clause n. A type of adverbial dause which expresses a 
condition upon whose fulfilment the proposition expressed in the 
main clause depends. Conditional clauses in English are usually 
marked by the subordinator if. An example is the first clause in If it 
rains, we'll have 10 postpone the match. 

CODditlooal sentence n. A sentence consisting of two clauses, one 
of which (the protasis or IUltecedent) expresses a condition whose 
fulfilment or non-fulfilment is relevant to the degree of reality 
assigned to the other (tbe apodosls or c:oasequent). Conditional 
sentences are often divided into two types: 'open' conditionals, in 
which the fulfilment of the condition is seen as a realistic possibility. 
and 'remote' or 'counterfactual' conditionals. in which the fulfil
ment of the condition is seen as impossible. contrary to fact or at 
least unlikely. Examples of open conditionals: If you buy tM wine, 
I'll make dinner; If SM caught the 8:00 train, she must have been in 
London before noon. Examples of countedactual conditionals: If I 
spoke bener French, I could get a job in Paris; If Grant had been pllt 
in command earlier, the Civil War might have ended sooner. See 
Palmer (1986) for discussion. 

conditioning /k:m'dlf;)Dlu/ n. The phenomenon in which the 
variation in form of a morpbeme exhibiting aIIomorpby is deter
mined in a more or less regular manner by its environment. For 
example. the English plural morpheme has tbree regular alternants 
[s]/[z}/[iz). the choice being conditioned by the nature of the preced
ing segment: caU Is], dogs [z), foxes liz]; the Spanish word for 'and' 
has the form y in most circumstances (Miguel y Pedro), but the form 
e if the following word begins with the vowel Ii] (Miguel e Ignacio); 
the Basque first-pe~n singular agreement marker in verbs has the 
form -da if anything foUows it in the same word, but -, otherwise 
(dakit 'I know', dakidan 'which I know'). 

configurational language /k;)n,ugju'relf;)nll n. A language in 
which sentences typically have a configurational structure; such 
languages are usually characterized by fairly rigid word order and by 
the infrequency of discontinuous constituents. English is usually 
considered a paracligm case of a configurational language. Cf. nOD

configurational language. 

configurational structure n. A hierarchical syntactic structure of 
the familiar kind, in which each constituent typicaUy consists 
of !>Ome smaUer constituents, and the tree structure exhibits 
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considerable downward branching. Abstr. n. configurationality 
lk~n,flgjureII~'na:hti/. Cf. DOn-configurational. 

conjoioiJig lk~n'd3JlnrlJl n. The phenomenon by which two or 
more constituents are combined in a coordinate structure. V. COD

join lk~n'd3Jrn/. Cf. embedding. 

conjugation /kond3u'gelIr:t1 n. 1. The inflection of (particularly 
finite) verbs. 2. (of a particular lexical verb) The complete paradigm 
of inflected fonns which the verb can assume. 3. (of a particular 
language) One of the several classes into which verbs may be 
divided by their inflectional behaviour, such as the traditional four 
conjugations of Latin verbs. 

conjunct l'kond3AIJkti n. Anyone of the constituents which are 
conjoined in a coordinate strncture: in the coordinate NP Chomsky 
and his students, both Chomsky and his students are conjuncts. 

conjunct doubling l'dAbhlJ1 n. The phenomenon by which one 
conjunct of a coordinate structure is expressed twice. once by itself 
and again within another conjunct. An example is Basque Lisa ta 
biok joan gara 'Lisa and I went'. literally 'Lisa and both-of-us we
went'. Cf. COnjUDct union. R. L. Trask (unpublished work). 

conjunction lk~n'd3AlJkIr:t1 n. 1. A closed lexical category, or a 
lexical item belonging to this category, whose member.; serve to 
construct coordinate structures, such as and. or and but in English. 
2. In traditional grammar, a much larger category consisting of the 
modern categories Conjunction. Complementizer and Subordina
tor. This traditional category is no longer recognized in linguistics, 
but it is still used in many reputable dictionaries and textbooKS. 3. 
See coordinate structure. 

conjunction reduction Irt'dAkIr:t1 n. In some derivational theories 
of grammar. the putative process by which conjoined sentences 
which are identical apart from one constituent in each are reduced 
to a coordination of the two constituents which distinguish them. In 
such a view, an example like Tom washed and dried the dishes is 
derived from an underlying Tom washed the dishes and Tom dried 
the dishes. while Tom washed the dishes and mopped the floor is 
derived from Tom washed the dishes and Tom mopped the floor. 
This once-popular analysis cannot cope with such coordinations as 
Tom and Bill are brothers, and it enjoys little support. today. 
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coujunct union I'ju:nj:ml n. The phenomenon by which one con
junct of an underlying coordinate structure is suppressed on the 
surface. being realized only by an agreement morpho An example is 
Turkish Hasanlll gittik Hasan-with we-went 'Hasan and I went'. Cf. 
coojunct doubllDa. Ai:ssen (1987). 

consequent fkonslkwenti See qMMiOlDi. 

coostant growth property I,konst;)nt 'gr;)lJ6 pmp;)til n. The 
property of a formal language in which. if all the sentences of the 
language are listed in order of increasing length. no two successive 
sentences differ in length by more than a constant k. Natural 
languages appear to have this property. Joshi (1983). 

constituency test Ibn'strtIu~nsiJ n. Any of various criteria which 
have been proposed for identifying constituents in sentences. 
Among the criteria often advanced are ~ following: only a con
stituent can be a conjunct in a coordinate structure; onJy a constitu
ent can be fronted; only a constituent can undergo certain types of 
ellipsis; only a constituent can serve as a fragment; only a constitu
ent can serve as the antecedent of a pro-form; only a constituent can 
be defted; a constituent cannot be interrupted by a parenthetical. 
No such test is infallible, but their combined weight often at least 
serves to rule out some analyses. See Radford (1988) or Trask 
(1991) for discussion and illustration of some of these tests. 

constituent /k;)n'stJtIu;)nti n. Any part of a sentence which is 
regarded as forming a distinct syntactic unit within the overall 
structure of the sentence. on the ground that it behaves as a unit 
with respect to certain criteria, such as displacement. coordination. 
ellipsis and the possibility of its serving as antecedent to a pro-form. 
In a tree diagram, a constituent is represented as a branch domi
nated by a single node. Usually only a continuous sequence can 
qualify as a constituent, but some approaches permit the recog
nition at discontinuous constituents. Abstr. n. constituency. 

constituent structure n. (also phrase structure) A type of hierar
chical structure which, in most theories of grammar. is posited for 
most or all sentences in most or all languages. In a constituent 
structure analysis. a sentence is assumed to consist of a small 
number of units (each a continuous sequence) called its (immediate) 
constituents. each of which also consists of a few still smaller 
constituents. each of which in tum also consists of even smaller 
constituents. and so on. until the minimal syntactic units (words or 
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morphemes) are reached. This kind of structure is most readily 
displayed in a tree of the familiar sort. The notion of syntactic 
structure as constituent structure was first explicitly proposed by 
Blooinfield (1933); it has been one of the central ideas in American 
linguistics ever since, and it is arguably the principal respect in 
which the grammatical analyses of the American structuralists were 
taken over more or less intact by Chomsky and the generativists 
who followed him. The putative universality of constituent structure 
has. however. been denied in at least two importan{ ways. First. 
some linguists. while accepting the reality of constituent structure in 
general, maintain that certain languages (the ~alled DOn
conftgurationallanguages or W-star languages) are distinguished by 
the complete (or nearly compleLe) absence of constituent structure; 
some would further hold that certain constructions may tw. non
configurational even in languages in which configurationality (cen
stituent structure) is the norm. Second. and more radically. certair. 
theories of gTammar. notably those characterized as dependency 
grammars, decline to recognize the existence of constituent struc
ture at all, preferring instearl to posit a quite different kind of 
syntactic organization. See immediate coastIlnenl analysis. tree. 

constraint lk~n'strelDtI n. Any formal limitation on the range of 
application of some grammatical rule or rules. particulaily one 
which refers crucially to the possible inputs to such rules. Many 
proposed constraints are more or less overtly la~lIed as such. like 
the Island CUlliltndnts of Ross (1967) or the SnbJacency Condition of 
GB. but many other grammatical principles not so obviously named 
are really constraints on rules as well, such as the Head Feature 
Convention. The formulation of constraints on rules has been 
increasingly regarded as important in recent years; within GB. it is 
typically seen as more important than the formulation of the rules 
themselves. Cf. flIter. 

construal, rule of Ik~n'stru:~l/ n. In GB. any rule which relates an 
anapbor (sense 2) to its antecedent. Ken Hale (unpublished work). 

construction /k;ln'strAkIQI II. Any grammatical structure which 
occurs systematically in some language. or any particular in!>tance of 
it. See Zwicky (1987) for a discussion of constructions in recent 
grammatical theory. 

constructional alternation lk~n'strhkI;lnll II. The usc of two 
different constructions for the same grammatical purpose. An 
example is the use of two competing possessive constructions in 
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Amharic: bet-e 'house-my' and yii-na bet 'of-me house', both mean
ing 'my house'. 

Constructional Grammar n. An approach to grammatical charac
terization proposed by Hockett (1%1). essentially an elaboration of 
immediate coostituent analysis. 

constructional hornonymity /hom;)'mmlli/ See structural 
ambiguity. 

constructive grammar /k;)n'strAkuv/ n. Any grammar which can 
be represented in the fonn of an algorithm capable of determining 
which sentences are in the language defined by the grammar; a 
generative grammar (sense 1). 

construct state /'kOnSlrAkt stelt/ n. In certain languages, notably 
Semitic languages. an overtly inflected form which is assumed by a 
noun to indicate that it is possessed or modified by another noun or 
NP which itself may exhibit no overt inflection. For example, in 
Hebrew, 'the seaIf' is ha-tsa'if and 'the girl' is ha-yalda. but 'the 
girl's scatf' is ts~'if ha-yalda. in which tsa'if'scatf' appears in its 
construct state ts:J'ifto indicate that it is possessed. Cf. izafet. 

construe /k;)n'stru:1 vt. I. To analyse the grammatical structure of; 
to parse. 2. to be construed with: To form part of a grammatical 
structure with. For example. in both She turned on the light and She 
nlmed the light on. the particle on must be construed with the verb 
turned. 

consuetudinal /konswl'tju:dm\/ See habitual. 

context /'kontekstl n. 1. The immediate linguistic environment of 
some item. often the immediately preceding andlor following items 
in the linear order of elements within a sentence. but sometimes 
including other items which are further away. when these are 
regarded as being in some way linked with it. 2. The linguistic or 
extralinguistic situation in which an utterance is made. 

context-free grammar /kontekst'fri:1 n. (CFG) (more fully, 
context-free phrase structure grammar, or CF-PSG) (also type 2 
grammar) A formal grammar in which all of the rules which directly 
license local suhtrees are context-free rules. Among current theor
ies of grammar. GPSG represents the principal attempt at con
structing context-free grammars which are adequate for the 
characterization of the grammars of natural languages. 
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context-free language n. (eFL) 1. A formal language generated 
by a context-free grammar. If nun productions are uniformly 
exc\ud.ed or permitted, the set of context-free languages is a proper 
subset of the context-sensitive languages. 2. A natural language 
whose grammar can be adequately represented by such a formal 
grammar. At present it appear.; that most, but not a1J, natural 
languages are so representable, at least in terms of weak pnuative 
capacity, the ones which are not being those few exhibiting certain 
types of cross-serial dependencies or of reduplication. 

context-freeness IkDntekst'fri:n~1 n. The property of a natural 
language whose grammar can be adequately represented as a 
context-free grammar. There has long been a debate over whether 
natural languages exhibit context-freeness; given the difficulty of 
obtaining results about strong generative capacity, this debate has 
inevitably centred on weak generative capacity. Dismissals of CFGs 
in the early days of generative grammar were too hasty, a fact 
brought out particularly by Harman (1963). Postal (l964a) pre
sented a famous argument that Mohawk was not CF, and the next 
two decades saw further arguments published; however, Pullum and 
Gazdar (1982) successfully demolished all arguments ior non
context-freeness published up to that date, and Pullum (!984b) 
demolished two further arguments. Bresnan el al. (1982) succeeded 
in showing that the cross-serial dependencies in Dutch apparently 
precluded any linguistically satisfying CF-analysis, but the Dutch 
data could still be weakly generated by a CFG. Soon after, how
ever, things changed: Huybregts (1984) converted the Dutch argu
ment into an apparently valid form; Culy (1985) presented an 
apparently valid demonstration that the African language Bambara 
was not even weakly CF; and Shieber (1985) published hi,:; cele
brated account of the cross-serial dependencies of Swiss German, 
which is now regarded as the definitive case of a language which 
cannot be even weakly generated by a CFG (Shieber's argument 
contains a minor flaw, noted and repaired by Manaster-Ramer 
(1988) ). A handful of languages are now known which are not even 
weakly CF, but, as Gazdar and Pullum (1985) stress. the over
whelming majority of constructions in al1 natural languages can be 
elegantly and efficiently analysed in terms of CFGs. See Pullum 
(1986a, 1987) for an account of the history of this issue. 

context-free phrase structure grammar See contu-t-free 
grammar. 
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context-free rule n. (CF-nIIe) (more fully, context-free phrase 
structure nile, or CF-PS-ruJe) 1. A rewrite rule which expands 
exactly one category into an ordered string of 'zero or more cat
egories and for tbe application of which no environment is specified. 
Examples are the rules NP - Pron. S -+ NP VP, VP -+ V NP NP 
and NP - e. 2. In the writings of Noam Chomsky and his associates, 
a rewrite nile which expands exactly one category into an ordered 
string of one or more categories and for the application of which no 
environment is specified. This definition differs from the previous 
one in excluding null productions like the rule NP -+ e. Cf. context
sensitive rule. immediate-dominance rule. Non: Chomsky'S definition 
has the benefit of historical priority. but it is clear that the practice of the 
American structuralists which Chomsky was proposing to formalize actually 
requires the first definition; in any case. the first_ definition is now almost 
univer.;ally preferred by those linguists who take phrase structure rules ser· 
iously. following Bar-Hillel tr al. (1961). See M3.Qaster-Ramer and Kac (1990) 
for discussion. 

context-sensitive grammar I,kontekst 'sensltlvl n. (CSG) 
(more fully. context-sensitive phrase structure grammar, or CS
PSG) (also type 1 grammar) A formal grammar in which all of the 
rules which directly license local subtrees have the form of either 
cootext-sensitive or context-free rules. In some conceptions, no 
CSG is allowed to contain any null productions. 

coatext-sensitive language n. (CSL) 1. A formal language gener
ated by a context-sensitive grammar. 2. A natural language whose 
grammar can be adequately represented by such a grammar. At 
present it appears that the grammars of natural languages do not 
require anything like the full power of context-sensitive grammars, 
at least as far as weak generative capacity is concerned. However, 
since at least some natural languages are clearly not context-free, 
there is some interest in defining classes of languages which are 
'mildly context-sensitive'. that is. which are generated by grammars 
with only a smaU amount of context-sensitivity. Two attempts at this 
are represented by indexed grammars and tree-adjoining grammars. 

context-sensitive rule n. (CS-rule) (more fuIJy, context-sensitive 
phrase structure rule. or CS-PS-rule) A rewrite rule which expands 
exactly one category into an ordered string of one or more cat
egories and for the application of which some environment is speci
fied. An abstract example is the rule A -+ B C 1 __ D. meaning 
that a category A which is immediately followed by the category D 
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can be expanded into the string B C; this rule cannot be applied to 
instances of A not immediately followed by D. Such rules are little 
used in syntax, but the mechanism typically used for lexical inser
tion in TG and GB is equivalent to the use of CS-rules: for example. 
the 5ubcategorization frame for the verb give in these frameworks 
could be represented as V -+ give/ __ NP NP. meaning that gh'f' 
can be inserted into a V node immediately followed by two NPs. 
The ban on null productions is relaxed in some conceptions. The 
interpretation of CS-rules as local subtrees requires some care: see 
node IIdmissibillty condition. and see the discussion in Partee el al. 
(1990). Cf. coaleD-free rule. 

continuous /k:m'tmju~1 1. n. or adj. A synonym for progressin 
(but see the comments under that entry). 2. adj. Denoting a con
stituent or other grouJ5ing which is realized on the surface as a single 
uninterrupted sequence. 

contraction Ik:m'trzkf.,/ n. A single phonological v.ord rep
resenting a sequence of two or more separate word forms: WOI/ 'I for 
will nOI. she's for she is or she has and he'd've for he would ha~'f'. 

control /k;)n'tr:Kl1/ n. 1. The phenomenon by which a VP comp
lement with no overt subject is interpreted semantically as having 
some NP as subject. either another NP appearing overtly in the 
sentence or an arbitrary (unspecified) NP. Control phenomena are 
particularly important in GB. in which a separate module (Control 
Theory) is posited to deal wilh them, and in which the non-overt 
subject is conventionally represented by a distinct empty category 
called PRO. Examples: John promised Mary [PRO 10 go]. in which 
PRO is controlled by the subject John ('subject-control'). John 
persuaded Mary [PRO 10 go], in which PRO is controllecl by the 
object Mary ('object-control') and [PRO Smokingl causes canct'r. in 
which PRO exbibits arbitrary control. The first two examples 
exhibit 'obligatory control', called fu.ndionaI control in LFG: arbi
trary control and 'optional control' (as in She Ihinks [PRO going 
toplus] isfun) are called .... pbork control in LFG. 2. The phenom
eaon by which one category in a sentence requires agreement on 
IlIIOther category. 

Coatrol Agreement PrIncIple n. (CAP) A proposed universal 
principle governing the distribution of agreement phenomena in 
ICDtences. The principle may be briefly and informally stated as 
foDows: functors may agree with nominal arguments. The notion Ili 
a 'functor' required here is somewhat technical: sec Gazd,lT t'f al. 
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(11J85) for a formalization within the GPSG framework. Keenan 
(1974). 

controUer Ibn'tr~I;}1 n 1. The NP which is interpreted as the 
subject of a non-finite verb phrase in a control stractan. See the 
discussion under control (sense 1). 2. See governor (sense 3). 

control structure n. A structure involving a non-finite VP and a 
control verb. such as I want Lisa to do it or Lisa promised to come. 

Control Theory n. The module in GB which deals with c:onr:.-ol 
(sense I) phenomena. At present this is the least well-articulated 
module in the framework. 

control verb n. (also Equi verb, catenative verb) A verb which 
takes a following VP complement. such as want. promise or per
made. In GB, the VP complement is assumed to have a non-overt 
suhjeC( NP called PRO, whose interpretation is determined by the 
principles of Control Theory. Control verbs are conventionally 
divided into 'subject-control verbs' like promis,e. whose subject is 
interpreted as tbe subject of the following VP, and 'object-control 
verbs' like persllade. whose object is interpreted as the subject of the 
following VP. 

conversion !k;m'v3:3J:t1 See zero-derivation. 

cooccurrence restriction !k~;}'kAT;}ns rI,stnkfQI n. A very gen
eral label for any kind of limitation on tbe simultaneous occurrence 
in a syntactic structure of two elements, with reference either to 
their presence or absence or to their forms. Some of the principal 
classes of cooccurrence restrictions are subcategorizatioa, IIgI'ft

ment and gonmment. 

coordinate structure lk;}u'::>:dlD~tI n. (also conjunction) A syntac
tic structure in which two or more constituents are joined ('con
joined') in such a way that each of them bas an equal claim to be 
considered a head of that structure. In a typical coordinate struc
ture, all of the conjoined constituents (the conJunds) are of the 
same category. and the whole structure is an instanCe of the same 
category; often a conJUDc:tion (such as and or or) is present as an 
overt expression of the coordination. Examples: MIllUUIiI and his 
followers are angry (conjoined NPs); In rugby, you CtulTIUI with 1M 
ball. kick it or pass it (conjoined VPs); Napoleon s~ and 
the war was m'er (conjoined Ss); Lisa is very grtM:JefIIl _ an 
accomplished skater (AP exceptionally conjoined with NP), 
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Coordinate structures are unusual among syntactic structures in a 
number of respects; many theories ·of grammar posit special machb
ery to Cope with them. See Payne (1985b). 

CoonIInate Structure Constraint n. (esC) The phenomenon by 
which a coordinate structure is an 1sIaDd. More precisely, a depen
dency of certain sorts may not have one end inside one conjunct of a 
coordinate structure and the other end outside the coorrunate struc
ture. For example, a WH-dependency may not do so: ·What did 
Li.JQ ortkr e and Larry ordered chicken Kashmir? Acro&s-tlae-board 
phenomena constitute a systematic class of exceptions to the esc. 
Ross (1967). 

coordIaatIaI COnjUDCtiOD 1k:xJ'J:dmeItIIJ/ n. The traditional 
term for what is now usually called simply a coojuoctioa (sense 1). 

coon:IIatioIl 1k:MJ,:l:dl'nelfr:tl n. The linking of two or more 
elements as conjuncts in a coordinate structure. 

copula /'kopjul~/ n. 1. A semanticaUy empty formative. most often a 
verb, whicb in some languages serves to link a subject NP to a 
predicate which either is identified with the subject or characterizes 
the subject; an example is English be in Lisa is a translator and She is 
my closest friend. 2. Sometimes, by extension, a quasi-copuia. Adj. 
copuIar or copuJadve. 

copuIar senteDce I'kDpjul~/ n. A senten~ consisting of a noun 
pbrase combined with a predicate by means of a copula, such as 
Li..stl is a translator. 

copulative compound /'kopjul~tlV/ See dvBDdva. 

copJing laagnage I'kopillJ/ n. A formal language all of whose 
sentences have the form. WW. where W is any string. Copying 
languages cannot, in general, be weakly generated by context-free' 
grammars, a fact which has significant consequences for the analysis 
of naplkadoD; see, for example, Culy (1985). 

core IkJ:/ n. 1. In some functional analyses of clause structure, that 
part of a clause represented by the arguments required by the 
valency of the verb, the subcategorized arguments plus the subject. 
See layerlDa (sense 1). 2. See core grammar. 

corefereoce Ik~'refr~ns/ n. The relation which obtains between 
two NPs (usually two NPs in a single sentence) both of which 
arc iDterpreted as referring to the same extralinguistic enlity. In 
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linguistic representations, coreference is conventionally denoted 
by coindexing: Lisaj said she; would come. Adj. coreferential 
I, k:xJref~'renIV. 

core grammar n. In GB, an area of the theory of grammar, or a 
part of a particular grammar, delimited by some specific universal 
principles The conception of core grammar has changed over the 
years; most recently, the term has been appliecf to those aspects of 
grammar regarded as being innate combined with the values 
assigned to parameters in particular languages. cr. marked peri
phery. Chomsky (19na). 

Corepresentational Grammar l,k:xJrepnzen'telf~nll n. A 
theory of grammar proposed by Michael Kac (1975). Much as in 
LFG, the system provides two distinct and specialized represen
tations of the syntactic structure of a sentence, one showing the 
ordinary constituent structure, the other showing various types of 
non-constituent information such as grammatical relations. A brief 
introduction is given in Kac (1980). 

corpus (pI. corpora) I'k:>:p~s, 'k:>:p~r~1 n. A body of linguistic data 
from a particular language, in the form of recorded utterances or 
written texts, which is available for analysis. 

correlative 1k~'rel~tIvl n. I. One of a pair of items expressing an 
equative construction. such as English as . .. as. as many . .. as. 2. 
In traditional grammar, a generic tenI) for demonstratives, inter
rogatives and indefinites, such as this, here, whence. whoever, every
where, whenever and something. This second sense is now obsolete. 

correlative clause n. A relative clause construction in which the 
relative clause precedes the main clause and both are overtly 
marked, the relative clause by a WH-item and the main clause by a 
demonstrative, the whple thus being characterized by a structure 
along the lines of 'which one ... that one'. An example from 
Gujerati: 

[je dhobii maarii saathe aavyo] Ie DaakTasno bhaaii che 
which washerman me with came that doctor's brother is 
'The washerman who came with me is the doctor's brother.' 

Cf. adjoined relative clause. Modification of 'eo-relative', Avery Andrews 
(unpublished work); Downing (1974). 

cosubordination l,k:xJ~b;:):dl'neIfQl n. Any of various ways of 
combining clauses which appear to be syntactically intermediate 
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between coordination and subordination. Examples include clause 
chain .... verb serialization (see serial verb construction) and the 
use of switch-reference systems. Olson (1981): Foley and Van V?lin 
(1984): 

counter-agent /'kount:Jr,eld3:Jnt/ n. One of the deep cases recog
nized in some versions of Case Grammar, representing the force or 
agency against which an action is carried out, such as the current in 
She swam against the current. 

counterexample /'kount:JrJ9,zo:mpl/ n. Any datum which. 
superficially at least. appears to be inconsistent with some proposed 
grammatical rule or principle, and which might therefore he inter
preted as casting doubt on its validity. Chomsky has repeatedly 
stressed that the mere existence of such a datum does not in itself 
constitute a counterexample. but rather tha,t only some panicular 
proposed anaJysis of it can be regarded as a counterexample: this 
argument is reasonable enough in principle. but many linguists 
would claim that at least some data are so blatantly problematic that 
it is Dot unreasonable to regard them as prima facie counterexam
ples. It should also be pointed out that the dividing line between 
counterexamples and exceptions (irregularities) is far from clear: no 
one doubts the vaJidity of the rule which says that English nouns 
form their pluraJ by adding os, in spite of the existence of a number 
of exceptions like man, sheep and radius; th~se arc not regarded as 
counterexamples. Most linguists arc comparatively reluctant. how
ever. to admit the existence of mere exceptions to purely syntactic 
rules or principles. 

counterfactual /,kount:J'fa!ktJu:J1/ fl. or adj. Sec the dis~ussion 
under conditional sentence. 

counting grammar /'kountll)/ n. A formal grammar which per
mits the statement of rules and principles invoh,;ng explicit refer
ence to some number of categories or boundaries greater than 
one. For example. a statement that some dependency can hold 
over a maximum of two clause boundaries, or a rule referring to 
tbe third daughter of some node, could only be formulated in a 
counting grammar. The grammars of natural languages seem 
never to require such statements. and no contemporary theory or 
grammar explicitly permits them, See Berwick (1987) for some 
discussion. 
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count noun Ikountl fl. A noun whose meaning is perceived to be a 
countable entity and which can be freely pluralized: book, day, 
mistake. Cf. mass noun. 

CP Isi:'pi:1 fl. In GB. the usual abbreviation for the maximal projec
tion of thc lexical category Complementizer. identified in that 
framework with the category S-bar. If the GB framework were ever 
to be formalized as a generative grammar using the rewrite rule 
format. CP would presumably be the initial symbol. Cf. IP. 

cranberry morpheme I'krrenbril n. 1. An apparent morpbeme of 
no discernible intrinsic meaning which serves, sometimes in a 
unique instance. to distinguish meaning; the classic example is the 
cran- of cranberry. 2. By extension. a morpho usually of Latin 
origin, which occurs in a number of apparently related words and 
appears to be a morpheme but which has no identifiable meaning, 
such as the -fer of refer. prefer. confer. defer. transfer. 

cross-categorial generalization l,krnskret;}'g:>:ri;}11 n. A gener
alization which applies to more than one lexicai category or to one
bar or maximal projections of more than one lexical category. For 
example. both verbs and prepositions in English. but not nouns and 
adjectives. permit following NP complements which must stand in 
the objective casco Many versions of the X-bar system attempt to 
provide for this by decomposing lexical categories into more primi
tive elements, the most usual such elements being called 'substan
tive' (or 'nominal') and ·predicative·. represented as binary features 
[NI and [VI. respectively (the Platonistic reatures). This decomposi
tion. first proposed by Chomsky in unpublished work in 1974, 
effectively reduces all syntactic categories to mere subcategories of 
a single category. It has. however. proved to be one of the less 
successful aspects of the X-bar system. Cf. cross-categorization. 

cross-categorization I,krnskretlg;}ral'zellt:ll n. (also cross-
classification) The phenomenon by which the syntactic categories 
which can appear as nodes in trees are simultaneously subject to 
generalizations which independently cut across them in such a way 
as to pick out different subclasses. For example. the verb washing in 
Lisa ;s washing her car is simultaneously a transitive verb and an 
-ing participle; it is therefore subject to all generalizations about 
transitive verbs. whether or not they are -;ng participles, and also to 
all generalizations about -;ng participles, whether or not they are 
transitive verbs. Cross-categorization phenomena are pervasive in 
syntax and are the principal motivation for the use of syntactic 
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features and for the representation of syntactic categories as com. 
plex loymbols. The importance of cross-categorization was first expli
citly noted by Bloomfield (1933). 

crossed· dependency Ikrostl See cross-serial dependency. 

crossover phenomena I'~a b,nommal n. pl. A superficially 
diverse set of phenomena of which the following are examples. when 
these are regarded as constituting a unified set of facts. Observe that I 
cUI myself is well-formed, while the corresponding passive */ was CUI 

by myself is (according to some) ill-formed. Observe also that Who; 
said Lisa kissed him;? is well-formed, while ·Who; did he; say Lisa 
kissed? is ill-formed. Postal (1971) proposed that these and other facts 
were examples of a general constraint which·he called the CrOiiiOfti 
Constraint. by which no NP can cross a coreferential NP dwing the 
derivation of a sentence (he was, of course, working within the 
framework of TG. in which just such crossovers would have been 
involved in the derivation of the ill-formed examples). In GB. most 
crossover violations (including those above) are excluded automati
cally by the principles of Binding Theory, though some are not. See 
strong crossover. weak crossover. 

cross-serial dependency l,krns'sl~riaU n. A dependency involv
ing pairs of items exhibiting the following general pattern: 

Al BI CI A2 B2 C2 

An example is the pattern exhibited in subordinate clauses in Swiss 
German, in which a sequence of object NPs is followed by a 
sequence of the verbs governing those NPs in matching order, each 
NP assuming the case form required by its verb (Shieber 1985): 

Jan sl:i.it das mer d'chind em Hans es huus 
Jan says that we the-children-Ace the Hans-Dat the-hause-Ace 
ll:)nd halfe aastriiche 
let help paint 
'Jan says that we let the children help Hans paint the house.' 

Such dependencies are interesting, because it can be proved that 
unlimited cross-serial dependencies cannot be even weakly gener, 
ated by a context-free grammar; hence they provide the most 
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striking evidence available that at least some natural languages are 
not context-free. See Shieber (1985) for discussion. Cf. nested 
dependency. 

esc See Coordinate Structure Constraint. 

CSG See context-sensitive grammar. 

CSL See context-sensitive language. 

CS-PSG See context-sensitive grammar. 

CS-PS-rule See context-sensitive rule. 

CS-rule See context-sensitive rule. 

c-structure /'si:,stTAktf~/ n. In LFG, one of the two structures 
which together constitute the syntactic representation of a sentence. 
C-structure is represented as a constituent structure tree of the 
familiar sort. Cf. f-structure. 

cumulative exponence /'kju:mjul~tIv/ n. In morphology, the sys
tematic realization of two or more grammatical categories by single 
unanalysable morphs. For example, in the inflection of nouns in 
Latin and in Russian. the categories case and number are regularly 
expressed by such morphs, so that the genitive plural, for instance, 
bears no resemblance either to the genitive singular or to the dative 
plural. Cf. overlapping exponence, fused exponeDCe. Matthews 
(1974). 

curly brackets /,k3:li 'brrekIts/ See braces. 

cycle /'saIkll n. 1. See transformational cycle. 2. Any particular 
single application of the transformational cycle to a cyclic domain. 

cyclic domain /'sIkhk/ n. Any subtree which is regarded as form
ing the domain for a single application of the transformational cycle. 
A cyclic domain is always dominated by a cyclic node. 

cyclic node n. Any node in a tree which belongs to one of certain 
categories whose domains are designated as cyclic domains for the 
application of the transformational cycle. Most usuaUy, the nodes S 
and NP are designated as cyclic nodes, though other suggestions 
have been made. 
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D See determiner. 

DAG /dzg/ See directed ecyclk graph. 

dangling participle /'dzJJghlJ/ n. A participle which lacks an NP 
to which it can refer or which is separated from that NP by other 
material. Examples are [Having said that,] there's another interyrel
ation and [Driving down the highway,] a dog leapt out in front of me. 
Dangling participles are vigorously condemned by prescriptivisl!i, 
and are usually regarded as ill-formed by linguists, but they are far 
from rare in speech. 

data /'delt~/, rarely /'dzt~/ or /'da:t~/ n. pl. or n. 1. Traditionally, 
and still for most linguists, a corpus of utterances or written texts 
produced by native speake~, with respect to which a proposed 
grammatical description should be evaluated. 2. In the ·.'iew of 
Noam Chomsky and his associates, the intuitions which native 
speake~ have about their language, particularly about which strings 
do or do not correspond to well-formed sentences; in this view, 
accounting for these intuitions is a primary goal of linguistic investi
gation. The use of such intuitions as data has been severely criti
cized by many linguists on a number of grounds, most notably on 
the ground that the intuitions reported by speake~ do not always 
correspond to their observed usage; see Labov (1975) for dis
cussion. NOTE: traditionally, the form data is plural. with singular datum, but 
in much contemporary usage, data is an invariable mass noun (as in 'Th:S data is 

interesting'), and the convenient singular datum must be replaced by some 
circumlocution such as 'piece of data'. 

dative /'deItrv/ n. or adj. 1. A case form typically indicating the 
individual who is the recipient of an action: Basque neskari 'to the 
girl' (neska 'the girl') in Neskari eman diot 'I gave it to the girl'. 
Dative forms are frequently also used in a wider sense; see ethic 
construction. 2. Denoting a grammatical pattern in which direct 
objects are distinguished from indirect objects, as opposed to pri
mary objects from secondary objects. Cf. dechticaetiative. Sense 2: 
Blansitt (1984). 
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dative shift If 1ft} n. (also dative movement) The phenomenon by 
which an underlying dative (indirect object) is realized as a direct 
object, the underlying direct object being realized as some kind of 
peripheral element. Dative shift is common in English, as illustrated 
by the pair / sent the books 10 Lisa// sent Lisa the books, the second 
form showing dative shift. In languages with richer morphology, 
dative shift is often explicitly marked by an applk:atlve verb form 
and/or by altered case marking on the two NPs. Occasionally the 
term 'dative shift' is extended to applicatlve constructions generally. 

dative subject coostruction n. (also affedive COIIItrudioo) A ~
struction occurring in some languages in which an animate NP, usually 
an Experiencer, appears overtly in the dative (or another oblique) 
case, while another NP appears in the form usually associated with 
sUbjects. An example is the Basque Joni liburud aJuwu z.aio 'John has 
forgonen the book', literally 'The book has forgotten to John', where 
Jon 'John' stands in the dative case and liburua 'the book' stands in the 
ordinary subject case. Dative subjects in some languages may exhibit 
at least some of the typical properties of subjects listed in Keenan 
(1976a) in spite of their overt oblique marking. 

daughter l'd:J:t~1 n. A particular relationship which may hold be
tween two nodes in a tree. If a node A immediately dominates a 
distinct node B, then B is a daughter of A. Cf. mother, cIesc.w".dant. 

daughter-adjunction n. A type of adjUDdion in which the moving 
category becomes the daughter of an existing node without becom
ing the sister of any node. The following abstract example shows the 
node 0 being daughter-adjoined to the node C:. 

A A 
~ ~ 

C => B C 
I I 

B 
~ 

D E E D 

Daughter-adjunction has rarely been used in generative grammar. 

Daughter-Dependency Grammar n. (DOG) A.theory of gram
mar combi'ling conventional constituent structure with dependency 
relations. Nodes are complex symbols bearing both categorial and 
dependency features; representations are monostratal, with vertical 
arcs expressing constituent relations and horizontal arcs expressing 
dependency relations. DOG was proposed by Richard Hudson 
(1976); in spite of its obvious appeal, the framework has been little 
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developed, and its author has abandoned it in favour of the purely 
dependency-based approach Word Grammar. See Schachter (l98u) 
for im introduction. 

DeFL See deterministic context-free language. 

DeG See definite clause grammar. 

DOG See Daughter-Dependency Grammar. 

decbticaetiative Idektl'si:ti;Jtlvl adj. Denoting a grammatical 
pattern in which primary objects are distinguished from secondary 
objects, rather than direct objects from indirect objects. Cf. dativo: 
(sense 2). Blansitt (1984). 

decidability Idlsald;J'bIlltil n. 1. A property of a formal grammar 
for which a mechanical procedure exists that will d~termine in every 
case whether an arbitrary string is or is not a member of the 
language defined by the grammar. Almost all c1asse!". of formal 
languages are decidable in this sense, though the recunively 
enumerable languages are not. 2. Any similar property of a formal 
grammar, or of a class of formal grammars, involving the answer to 
some question about the language(s) defined by the grammar(s). 
See Partee el al. (1990) for a summary of the decidability properties 
of formal grammars. 

decision procedure Idl'SI3I:1 pr;JU,si:d3;J1 n. An explicit mechan
ical procedure for deciding whether some proposed grammar for a 
corpus of data is in fact the best possible grammar. Cf. discovery 
procedure, evalnation procedure. Chomsky (1957). 

declarative Idl'klrer;Juvl adj. (also indicative) The mood category 
associated with the uttering of a statement which the speaker be
lieves to be true. The declarative is the least marked of all the mood 
categories, and in most languages it is expressed by constructions 
and verb forms which carry no overt marking of mood, all other 
distinctions of mood being overtly marked in some way. See Palmer 
(1986) for discussion. 

declension Idl'klenfQl n. 1. The inflection of a noun, pronoun, 
adjective or noun phrase for case, in languages exhibiting case 
distinctioos. Such an item is said to decline (i.e., inflect for case). 2. 
A complete set of the case forms of such an item, representing the 
inftectional behaviour of the class it belongs to. A case language 
may have only one such class, as in Basque. in which virtually all 
NPs are inflected identically, or it may have several distinct such 
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classes. as in Latin or Russian. 3. One of the declensional classes of 
nouns in languages exhibiting several such classes, such as the 
traditional five declensions of Latin nouns. 

deep case Idi:pl n. In Case Grammar. anyone of a set of semantic 
roles which are taken as the fundamental grammatical primitives in 
tenns of which sentences :Ire l:Ons~!"'.,;.:ted. The list of deep cases 
recognized varies considerably from one presentation to another, as 
do the labels used; a fairly comprehensive list might include Agent, 
Patient. Theme, Experiencer. Goal, Recipient, Counter-Agent, 
Source, Path. Instrument, Result, Place, Time and Event. The 
assignment of particular NPs to particular deep cases is a matter of 
considerable controversy. and can often seem somewhat arbitrary: 
in an example like Lisa filled the bucket with water, the NP the 
bucket might be variously analysed as a Patient, a Place or a Goal, 
or perhaps even an Instrument, and similar uncertainty surrounds 
water. Deep cases also playa part in various contemporary theories 
of grammar, such as in Lexicase, and also in GB, where they are 
known as tbeta roles. 

deep structure Idi:pl n. In most versions of Transformational 
Grammar. that representation of the structure of a sentence which 
is most remote from the surface and which is the structure directly 
generated by the rules of the base (sense 4), the pbrase structure 
rules or categorial rules. with lexical items inserted. Deep structures 
serve as input to all the other components of the framework, 
particularly to the transformations. In GB, the equivalent structure 
is called D-structure. In TG. GB and various other derivational 
theories, the same or a similar level of structure is also variously 
called the base structure. the initial structure, the remote structure 
or the underlying structure. 

default Id,'b:ltl n. In a fonnal grammar employing features, a 
value which is automatically assigned to some feature by the frame
work whenever no other value is required by some statement in the 
grammar. The default value of a feature typically represents that 
value which is most frequent or least marked in the language. For 
example. t~e feature [PERSON] is often assigned the default value 
[31. since the vast majority of noun phrases in all languages are third 
person; doing this means that only the minority of non-third-person 
categories need be specifically marked. The use of such default 
values can greatly reduce the number of specific individual state
ments which have to be made in the grammar. 
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defective Idl'fektrvl adj. Denoting a lexical item which lacks some 
of the grammatical fonns typically exhibited by members of its class. 
In English, for example, the verb beware has no finite fonns and the 
modal mwt has no past tense; in Russian, certain verbs lack a first
person singular fonn; in Basque, the verb -;0- 'say' has no non-finite 
forms; in Latin, the noun vis 'force' has no genitive or dati,'e case 
forms, and the noun natu 'by birth' has no fonns at all apart from 
the ablative singular. 

definite l'defImti adj. Denoting a noun phrase which refers to 
some particular entity or entities and whose reference is seen as 
clearly established, or clearly establishable from the linguistic or 
extralinguistic context. Definite NPs are often divided into proper 
names, such as Lisa or Paris, and definite descriptions, such as the 
new teacher, my mother, that dog and the girl you wert·. talking to. Cf. 
indefinite. 

deftnJte article n. A conventional label for a detenniDer most 
typically (though not necessarily exclusively) used in a noun phraS'! 
whose referent is assumed to be readily identifiable by the addres
see, such as English the. Cf. indefinite article: 

definite clause grammar n. (DCG) In computational linguistics. 
an implementation of a context-free grammar within a declarative 
system, such as PROLOG. Pereira and Warren (1980). 

degree /dl'gri:/ n. (also grade) The grammatical category by which 
adjectives and adverbs vary in fonn to express the presence of their 
associated characteristics to a greater or lesser extent, as illustrated 
by big/bigger/biggest and slowly/more slowly/most slowly. Further 
distinctions along the same dimension may be expressed lexically by 
degree modifien, as in very big and rather slowly. 

degree modifier n. (also intensifier) A lexical category, or a mem
ber of this category, whose members typically function as modifiers 
of an adjective or adverb and express the degree to which the 
quality expressed by that item is present. Examples include very, 
100, so, ralher, quite, fairly and extremely, as in very slow. too slow. 
etc. NOTl!.: degree modifien were assigned by traditional grammarians to the 
catcaory Adverb, but they are now normally regarded by linguists as constitUI

ins. diIciIa~, tbouab ma.ny reputable dictionaries and tenbooks retain 
the older label. 
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deictie "dalktdu n. (also indeldc:al) Any lexical or grammatical 
item which serves to express a distinction within a dek:dc c.teaorY, 
such as a personal pronoun, a demonstrative, a tense marking or an 
adverb like here and then. 

deictie category n. Any gramDlAtic.aJ M!tcgory which serves to 
express distinctions in terms of "rieutation within the immediate 
context of an utterance. Deictic categories are those which make 
crucial reference to such factors as the time or place of speaking or 
the identity or location of the speaker, the addressee or other 
entities. Among the most frequent deictic categories are person, 
tease and deictic position. 

deietie position n. A grammatical category occurring in perhaps 
all languages which serves to express distinctions of reference, 
particularly with respect to location. Deictic systems are almost 
always egocentric - that is, they express location primarily with 
reference to the speaker, though they may secondarily include 
reference to the addressee or to other entities. Deictic systems 
always include reference to distance, though they may also involve 
reference to other dimensions, such as direction, visibility, size, 
motion or previous mention. English has a simple two-way con
trast between the notions 'near the speaker' (here, this) and 'away 
from the speaker' (there, rhat). Spanish exhibits a three-way con
trast between 'near the speaker' (aqui 'here', este 'this'), 'a little 
way from the speaker' (ahf 'Uust) there', ese 'that Uust there)') 
and 'far from the speaker' (a/If '(over) there', aque/ 'that (over 
there),). In contrast, the three Japanese demonstratives /cono,
sono and ana have the respective meanings 'this (near the 
speaker)', 'that (near the addressee)' and 'that (away from both)'. 
Malagasy has a remarkable seven-term system which exclusively 
expresses differing degrees of distance from the speaker, plus ela
borations involving visibility and other factors. The Australian lan
guage Dyirbal shows a rich deictic system involving such terms as 
day; 'short distance upward', daya 'medium distance upward', 
dayu 'long distance upward', ba/bala 'medium distance down
river', balba/u 'long distance downriver' and guya 'across the 
river', am0ng others. The most elaborate deictic systems known 
arc those of Eskimo and Aleut, which include dozens of tenns 
expressing such specific notions as 'that large or moving one way 
up there', 'that one outside, only partly visible' and 'that sma1l one 
going away from the speaker'. 
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deixis l'daIksIsi n. Reference by a term forming part of a system 
expressing a deictic category: you. now, 'here. 'his or a past-tense 
marker. Adj. deictk. See Anderson and Keenan (1985). 

deletion Idl'li:JJ:l1 n. 1. Any putative process which. in a deriv8-
tioaal theory of grammar. removes some overt -material from a 
sentence. Deletion processes were widely invoked in the Standard 
Theory of TG, and were the principal cause of the enO,1DOUS power 
of that framework, as demonstrated by the Peters-Ritchie results. 
In the more recent descendants of that framework. deletion oper
ations have been increasingly constrained. but are still present. In 
current versions of GB. certain deletion processes are permitted to 
apply between S-structure and LF. 2. By extension. a conventi\lnal 
label for any construction in which some material required for 
semantic interpretation is not overtly present. even in analyses and 
frameworks in which no deletion operation is proposed or permit
ted, as in comparative deletion or unspecified object deletion. V. 
delete IdI'li:tI. 

deletion under identity IAnd;)r al'denutil n. A name sometimes 
given to instances of ellipsis in which the elided material is identical 
to other overt material in the sentence. as in Lisa doesn', want 10 go. 
bUl Janet does. where the continuation ... want 10 go is said to be 
deleted under identity. See also sloppy identity. 

demonstrative Idl'monstr;)Uvl n. A determiner with a clear deic
tic function. such as 'his or tha, in English. 

demotion Idl'm;)UJJ:l1 n. In RG. any process in which a clause is 
restructured so as to move some NP into a lower-ranking position 
on the ReiatioD8l Hierarchy. such as the demotion of an underlying 
subject to an oblique NP in passivization. The term is also some
times used in a loose descriptive sense in frameworks in which it has 
DO theoretical status. 

deaominal Idl'nomlnll adj. In word formation. denoting a lexical 
item of another class derived from a noun or a nominal stem. For 
example. mountainow is a denominal adjective derived from the 
noun mountain. 

deoIIdc modality Idi'onukl n. The area of mood concerned with 
peIIIIiIIioa, obligation and prohibition. Ct. epmemic modality. 
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dependency /dl'pend;msi/ n. 1. Any relation between two ele
ments or positions in a sentence by which the presence, absence or 
form of an element in one position is correlated with the presence, 
absence or form of another element in another position. Typical 
examples include agreement. government and fiJler-gap dependen
cies such as lopicalization and WH-Movement. Dependencies are 
conveniently divided into local dependencies and unbounded 
dependencies, distinguished by the domain within which the depen
dency holds. The existence of dependencies in natural languages is 
one of the two principal reasons that very simple theories of gram
mar. such as regular grammars or unelaborated versions of context
free grammars. are inadequate for the characterization of natural 
languages. the other reason being the existence of inter-sentence 
relations. 2. In dependency grammars. a particular sort of relation 
between two words in a sentence, by which one of them is linked to 
the syntactic structure of the sentence as a whole solely by its 
connection with the other one: the first is said to be dependent on 
the second. In these frameworks. the syntactic structure of a sen
tence is seen as consisting primarily of such dependencies. 

dependency grammar n. An approach to grammatical description 
which is based. not on constituent structure, but on relations be
tween individual words. Dependency grammars typically function in 
terms of the subcategorization requirements of words, and often 
attach considerable importance to grammatical relations; the exist
ence of constituent structure is usually denied in favour of principles 
of linearization applying to words. Sentence structure is usually 
represented in terms of dependency trees. The first fully articulated 
such framework was that of Tesniere (1959); the most recent pro
posal to use the name 'dependency grammar' is that of Mel'cuk 
(1988). Certain other current theories of grammar are also versions 
of dependenLJ' grammar. such as Word Grammar and Lexicase. 

dependency tree fl. In a dependency grammar. the graphical 
device which is the usual means of representing syntactic structure. 
A dependency tree consists of a set of nodes (usually individual 
words) connected by arcs. each node being connected directly 
upward to the node on which it is immediately dependent. At the 
top of the tree is a unique node. the governor (or controDer) on 
which all other nodes ultimately depend: this is usually the verb. 
Here is a dependency tree for the sentence The police rrapP£'d the 
frightened hurg/ar hehind the house: 
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police burglar behind 

I ~ I 
the the frightened bouse 

I 
the 

Tcsnierc (1959). 

dependent marking Idl'pend:mt ,mo:kllJl n. The grammatical 
pattern in which the relation between a head and a dependent of the 
head is morphologically marked on the dependent rather than on 
the head. Examples include the marking of a possessive relation 011 

the possessor, rather than on the possessed, and the marking of 
grammatical relations by case forms on argument NPs, rather than 
hy marking on the verb. Dependent marking is sometimes regarded 
as a typological characteristic of languages exhibiting it. Cf. bead 
marking, and see Nichols (1986) for discussion. Van Vali!! (1985). 

dependent verb See medial verb. 

deponent verb Idl'p;Jun;Jntl n. 1. In the grammar of Latin, a verb 
which exhibits exclusively passive morphology but which functions 
as an active verb, such as uti 'use',/oqui 'speak' or partiri 'divide', 2, 
A label occasionally used to denote any class of verbs in some 
language whose morphology is at odds with their syntactic behav
iour, such as for the subclass of Basque intransitive verbs exhibiting 
transitive morphology. 

derivation l,den'velIQI n. I. In word formation, the process of 
obtaining new words by adding affixes to existing words or !:tems, as 
illustrated by the formation of happiness and unhappy from Iulppy 
or of rewrite and writer from write. Along with compounding, 
derivation is one of the two principal means of word formation in 
English and most other languages. 2. In a derivatiooa1 theory of 
grammar, the process of obtaining a given surface structure from its 
deep (underlying, initial) structure, or a representation of the stages 
involved in doing this, Adj. derivational. 

derivational l,den'veII;Jn!1 adj. I. Pertaining to derivation (sense 
1) or to derivations (sense 2). 2. Denoting a theory of grammar in 
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which the syntactic structure of a sentence is represented as an 
ordered sequence of formaJ objects (typically trees) related by the 
rules of the grammar. Typically in such a framework, two of the 
objects in the sequence are distinguished as being of special signifi
cance: the deep (initial, underlying) structure, which is the most 
abstract level of representation, and the surface structure, which is 
the least abstract level of representation; there mayor may not be 
additional levels of representation, ~nd some of these mayor may 
not be distinguished as specially significant. The best-known deriva
tional theories of grammar are Transformational Grammar and 
Government-Binding Theory, though others exist. 

derivational constraint n. (also global constraint, global rule) In a 
derivational theory of grammar, a constraint that links two non
successive levels of representation. Absent from the Standard 
Theory of TG, derivational constraints were introduced by Lakoff 
(1970): while Lakoff's original formulation of them did not survive, 
certain aspects of them were reconstructed within the Revised 
Extended Standard Theory in the form of traces. Traces, which 
continue to be important in the GB framework, effectively permit a 
syntactic representation to 'remember' what has happened at earlier 
stages of a derivation, and hence derivational constraints are in 
some sense a part of GB. 

derivational morphology n. (also lexical morphology) That 
branch of morphology dealing with word formation, particularly 
(but not exclusively) with derivation (sense 1). Cf. inflectional 
morphology . 

descendant Id,'send;mtl n. A relation which may hold between 
two nodes in a tree. If a node A dominates a distinct node B, then B 
is a descendant of A. Cf. aoc:estor, daughter. 

descriptive IdJ'sknptJvl adj. 1. Denoting a class of (usually 
intransitive) verbs or predicates which express states, qualities or 
relations, and sometimes also perceptions, rather than actions or 
events, particularly in languages in which such verbs and predicates 
show distinctive grammatical behaviour. Typical descriptive predi
cates are those with such meanings as 'be old', 'be fat', 'be black', 
'be cousins' and 'hear'. A grammatically distinctive class of descrip
tive predicates is found in many North American languages, par
ticularly Iroquoian languages. 'Descriptive' means about the same 
as stame. but is often preferred for labelling a formally distinct 
class, while the latter term is often preferred for denoting a semantic 
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class of predicates, regardless of formal distinctions. Chafe (1967). 2. 
See deac:riptivism. 

descriptive adequacy See under adequacy. 

descriptivism Idl'sknptlVlzrp/ n. The approach to grammatical 
characterization which holds that linguistic facts should be described 
as they are observed to exist. All serious linguistic approaches to 
grammar in this century have been descriptivist. Cf. prescriptivism. 
Adj. descripdvist IdI'sknptIVIstl or descriptive. 

desiderative Idl'sld;)r;)Uvl adj. 1. A mood category expressing the 
sense of 'wanting' or 'desiring'. In most European languages this 
notion is expressed by purely lexical means, but in some languaJtes it 
is expressed grammatically. particularly by inflection of the verb. 
An example is the Japanese affix -rai, which derives adjectives from 
verb stems (iku 'go', ikitd 'wanting to go'); this is the ordinary 
means of expressing such meanings in Japanese. Latin has cl class of 
desiderative verbs formed from simple verbs with the suffix -urire: 
esurire 'want to eat', from edere 'eat'. 2. A mood category express
ing an unrealizable wish, as in the somewhat archaic English Would 
that our leader still lived. Sense 2: Jespersen (1924). 

desinence l'deslD;)ns/ n. An inflectional ending of a word. 

destinative l'destJn;)tlvl n. or adj. A distinctive case form found in 
certain languages which typically expresses an inanimate destina
tion: Basque koaerako 'for the car' (koue 'car') in Kouerako erosi 
dut hau 'I've bought this for the car'. 

Det IdetJ See determiDer. 

determiner IdI't3:mlD;)1 n. (Det or D) A lexical category, or a 
member of this category, whose members typically occur within 
noun phrases and indicate the range of applicability of the noun 
phrases containing them. English determiners include the articles 
the and a, the demonstratives this and lhar, possessives like my and 
your, quantifiers like many, few, no and stressed some, and various 
other items like either. which, both and unstressed some. In most 
versions of the X-bar system, determiners are regarded as specifiers 
of nouns, but several analysts (such as Hudson 1984) have recently 
proposed that determiners might be better regarded as the heads of 
noun phrases, which would then be renamed 'determiner phrases'. 
N01'E: many analysts regard the quantifiers as fonning a distinct Icltical category 
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from detenniners. but lhis view. which is based chiefly on semantic criteria. is 

difficult to derend syntactically. 

determiner phrase n. (DetP or DP) 1. The maximal projection of 
the lexical category Detenniner. in frameworks in which such a 
projection is assumed to exist. 2. The preferred label for a noun 
phrase in analyses in which the detenniner is regarded as the head 
of such a phrase. While still non-standard. this analysis has fre
quently been suggested as advantageous for a number of reasons 
(for example. by Hudson (1984». 

deterministic Idl,t3:ml'nrsukl adj. Denoting a type of auto
maton or transition network in which. at every point, the path 
chosen is entirely detennined by the current state and the next input 
character. Cr. DOn-detenninistic. and see also pushdown automaton 
and linear bounded automaton. 

deterministic context-free language n. (DeFL) Anyone of the 
proper subset of context-free languages which are accepted by some 
detenninimc pushdown automaton. Such languages have linear 
time recognition. The relevance of the DCFLs to natural languages 
has been little discussed; see Gazdar and Pullum (1985) for some 
comments. 

DetP See determiner phrase. 

deverbal/dl'v3:b;)U adj. In word fonnation. denoting a lexical item 
of another class derived from a verb or a verbal stem. For example. 
realization is a deverbal noun derived from the verb realize. 

deviant /,di:vi;)nt/ adj. I. See ill-formed. 2. Denoting a string which 
is either syntactically iII-fonned or semantically uninterpretable, 
particularly in cases in which the decision as to which it is is difficult 
or controversial. 

diachronic Idal;)'kmnrkl adj. Pertaining to linguistic change across 
time. Abstr. n. diachrony Idal'cekr;)ni/. Cf. synchronic. 

diacritic feature Idal;)'knukl n. In some analyses. a morphologi
cal or syntactic feature attached to a particular lexical item or small 
group of lexical items and serving to denote that such items behave 
exceptionally with respect to some regular grammatical process. For 
example, the transitive verb fit might be marked with a diacritic 
feature to show that it fails to undergo passivization: That suit fits 
you but * You are fitted by that suit. 
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die! .... t I'dal~lektl n. 1. A distinctive variety of a language used by 
speak~rs in a particular geographical region or in a particular social 
group. 2. See idiolect. Non:: this second usage, though wi~pread, is not 
recommended. Adj. diaIectaI/dal~'lektl/. 

diathesis Idal'a~EhSISI n. The relation between the 5elD8Dtic roles 
(deep cases. theta roles) subcategorized for by a lexical verb or 
predicate and the surface expression of those roles as grammatkaI 
relations. Thus, for example, the verb assaull requires an agent and 
a patient which, in the unmarked (active) case, are realized as 
subject and direct object, respectively. The term 'diathesis' 
expresses much the same notion as voice. but is typically used with 
reference to particular lexical items, while 'voice' is more commvnly 
used in connection with the grammatical patterns involved in relat
ing grammatical relations to participant roles. In LFG, the same 
relation is called the lexical form of the verb or predicate. 

diminutive ldJ'mlnjutlvl n. 1. A derivational affix which may be 
added to a word to express a notion of small size, often additionally 
(or even instead) a notion of warmth or affection: Spanish -il-, -i1/-. 
2. A word formed by the use of such an affix: Spanish garilo 'kitten' 
(galo 'cat'), palillo 'toothpick' (palo 'stick'), hijito 'son' (affection
ate) (hijo 'son', unmarked), Juanita 'Janey' (Juana ·Jane'). 

directed acyclic graph Idal,rekud elSlkhk 'gro:fI n. (DAG) 
A graphical representation of structure consisting of nodes linked 
by arcs in which every arc linking two nodes is directional and there 
are no loops. The conventional tree structures for sentences dIe 
DAGs, as are the feature matrices which constitute syntactic cat
egories in GPSG. Graph theory. 

direct object Ida.'rektl n. (DO) The grammatkal reIatioD borne by 
an NP which occurs inside a verb phrase and which is the !'econd 
obligatory argument of a transitive verb, most typically expressing a 
patient which undergoes the action of the verb. The presence of a 
direct object is what distinguishes a transitive verb from an intransit
ive one. Direct objects are typically distinguished from indirect and 
oblique objects. which also occur inside the VP. by such criteria as 
obligatory subcategorization by the verb. distinctive case marking in 
case languages (usually accusative in accusative languages and abso
lutive in ergative languages) and the ability to become the subject of 
a corresponding passive. There has been considerable controversy 
as to which NP should be regarded as the direct object in double
object constructions like Lisa tent me this book; at present there is 
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perhaps something of a consensus in favour of the first NP (me in 
the example). though the issue cannot be regarded as settled. In 
GB. a direct object is referred to simply as an 'object', since indirect 
objects are not recognized in that framework. Cf. subject. indirect 
object, primary object. secondary object. 

direct person marking See under inverse person marking. 

direct speech Ispi:tJI n. The reporting of what someone has said by 
quoting herlhis exact words. as in 'What time is it?', she asked and 
'There's a wasp on your back', she said quietly. Cf. indirect speec:h. 

disagreement IdJs~lgri:m~ntl n. Any of various phenomena in 
which an agreement morph assumes a form apparently inconsistent 
with the category it is supposed to be agreeing with. An example is 
the Spanish Los noneamericanos somos sus amigos the North
Americans we-are your friends 'We North Americans are your 
friends', in which the verb shows first person plural agreement even 
though the subject NP is third person plural. 

disambiguation l,dJ~mbJgju'eJJ~1 n. Any procedure for select
ing one of the meanings of an ambiguous string. This may be done 
in various ways. such as by adding extra words or paraphrasing or, 
in some cases, by adding referential indices. For example, the 
ambiguous string Visiting relatives can be a nuisance can be dis
ambiguated by adding a second clause which is consistent with only 
one of the readings: Visiting relatives can be a nuisance, especially 
when they drop in unexpectedly. V. disambiguate IdI~m'bJgjueJt/. 

discontinuous constituent l,dJsbn'tJOju~/ n. A constituent. or 
apparent constituent. which appears on the surface in two or more 
parts separated by material which is not part of the constituent, 
posing severe problems in drawing a tree structure. In the sentence 
A student who'c/ actually done the reading turned up this morning, 
the sequence a stlldent who'd actllally done the reading appears to be 
uncontroversially a constituent. but in the alternative form A stu
dent turned up this morning who'd actually done the reading. the 
same sequence is discontinuous. There is considerable evidence that 
discontinuous constituents need to be recognized in syntax, but at 
present no consensus exists as to how such sequences should be 
analysed: see Huck and Ojeda (1987) for some proposals in various 
frameworks. The c:l:istence of discontinuous constituents was implicitly recog

nized by the Amcrican structuralists; the first explicil treatment was proposed 
hy Yngvc (19011) 
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discourse /'dISk.:>:sJ fl. A connected series of utterances by one or 
more speakers. Certain types of grammatical. lexical and phonolo
gical elements can be identified which typically serve to relate one 
utterance to another in some fashion. but, on the whole. attempts at 
extending the methods of grammatical analysis tC' the stl!dy of 
discourse, in the hope of constructing 'discourse grammars', have 
not been outstandingly successful. 

discourse item n. Any lexical item or grammatical form which 
typically serves to relate one utterance to another in a discourse, or 
to relate the utterance in a particular way to the discourse as a 
whole. English has a number of such items, including well. yes, 
.mreiy. however. on the cOfllrary. so and nevertheless. Mandarin 
Chinese is reported as using a grammaticalized set of sentence-final 
particles for discourse purposes, including Ie 'currently relevant 
state'. nl' 'response to question'. ba 'soliciting agreement". ou 
'friendly warning', a or yo 'reduced forcefulness' and rna ·question·. 

discovery procedure IdJs'kAv~ri pr;KJ,si:d3~1 n. An explicit 
mechanical procedure for extracting a grammar from a corpus of 
data. The attainment of such a procedure was, in princi?le at least, a 
major goal of the American structuralists. Cf. decision procedure. 
evaluation procedure. Chomsky (1957). 

disjunct l'dJsd3AI)ktl n. One of the alternative elements corr.bined 
in a disjunction. 

disjunction IdIS'd3Al)kJJ:l1 n. A coordinate structure which 
expresses a choice among alternati .... es. such as coffee or tea. 

dislocation IdJsl~u'keJJJ:lI n. A construction in which an element is 
displaced from its normal position in the sentence, that position 
being occupied by a pro-form. English exhibits both left-dislocation, 
as in This wine, I really like it, and right-dislocation, as in I really like 
it, this wine. Right-dislocations are sometimes called 'afterthought 
constructions'. In spoken French. utterances involving dislocations 
in both directions are exceedingly common, as in Jean, if 1'0 achelt, 
fa voiture, literally 'John, he's boUght it. the car'. Cf. topica1ization. 
Ross (1967). 

cIislJlacement Idls'pleJsm~ntl n. The occurrence of an element in a 
s :nknce in other than its canonical position, as in preposing and 
dislocation. 
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distal/'dlstll adj. In a system of deictic positions. denoting that term 
expressing the greatest distance from the reference point. such as 
English that or there. Cf. proximate. 

distribution Idlstn'bju:ilJ1 II. The full range of environmcnts in 
which a lexkal or grammatical form can occur. 

distributive Idl'stnbjutJv/n. I. A lexical item. particularly a deter
miner. which is interpreted as referring separately and exhaustively 
to every single member of a group. such as each. every, both and 
lIolle. 2. A phrase or inflected form involving a numeral' and 
expressing a similar notion. such as 11110 each. tlllO apiece. Some 
languages have an inflected form for this purpose .. such as Basque 
-110: billa 'two each'. 'two apiece'. 'two at a time' (hi 'two'). 

ditransitive verb Idal'tr~nsJlJvl II. A verb which subcategorizes 
for two objects, such as give: She gave me a kiss. 

DO See direct object. 

domain Id;)O'melnl II. 1. (of a rule) The range of applicability of 
that rule. 2. (of a node in a tree) The complete subtree dominated 
by that node. See also command domain. 

dominance ,'domln;)nsl n. A relation which may hold between 
nodes in a tree. If a continuous downward path' of whatever length 
can be traced from a node A to a node B. then A dominates B. and 
A bears the relation of dominance to B. By convention. a node 
dominates itself. The represcnlatiun of dominance relations is one 
of the fundamental purposes of a tree diagram. Cf. immediate 
dominance and proper dominance, and see also domain. ancestor 
and descendanl. 

donkey sentence I'dol)kil II. A sentence containing an anaphor 
whose antecedent is an indefinite NP whosc reference is constrained 
by a quantifier ebewhere in the sentence: the classic example is Any 
mall who OWIIS a donkey; beats it;. Such sentences pose unusually 
severe problems for most accounts of anaphora. 

double-ing constraint l,dAb;)I'11)1 II. A constraint in English by 
which a verb which takes a complemenl VP in the -ing form may not 
itself appear in the -ing form: II started 10 rain. It "'us slWlillg 10 raill. 
It started raining. hut *11 was startillg rainillg. ROS5 (1972a). 

double negative I'dl\bJl 11. A construction in which one overt 
negative clement appears within the scope of another without any 
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independent function, such as I didn'l do nOlhing. Long condemned 
by prescriptivist grammarians as 'illogical', such double negatives 
are regarded as non-standard in English but are very common in 
vernacular speech. In many other languages, however, double nega
tives (negative concord) are normal and obligatory, such as in 
Spanish: No dice nada 'He says nothing', literally 'he doesn't say 
nothing'; Nunca veia a nadie en ninguna de las habilaciones 'I never 
saw anybody in any of the rooms'. literally 'I never saw nobody in 
none of the rooms'. 

double-object construction n. A construction involving a 
ditransitive verb like give or lell. such as Lisa gave me a kiss. Sec the 
remarks under direct object. 

double passive n. The construction in which passivization applies 
both in a matrix clause and in a complement clause, sometimes 
resulting in iII-formedness: The city was allowed 10 be caplured; 
*The Duke was allempled 10 be killed. 

double perfect n. The construction, often regarded as ill-formed, in 
which both a matrix verb and its infinitival complement are marked 
for perfect aspect: ?She would have liked 10 have gone. 

down arrow /'daun ,a:r':}u/ n. In LFG, the symbol! , attached to a 
node in a tree to represent the functional structure (see f-structure) 
of that node. See the examples under functional schema, and d. up 
arrow. 

DP See determiner phrase. 

D-structure /'di:,strAktf':}/ n. In GB. the usual label for the initial 
(base-generated) level of the structure of a sentence, essentially 
what was formerly called deep structure. 

dual I'dju:;)\1 n. or adj. One of a set of contrasting number forms 
which serves to express exactly two of some entity. In English. the 
dual is a marginal phenomenon, illustrated by dual bOlh contrasting 
with plural all, but in some languages nouns and/or pronouns are 
systematically inHected for singular, dual and plural numbers, as 
illustrated by Oassical Arabic: malikun 'a king'. malikani 'two 
kings', malikuna '(three or more) kings'. 

dubltative /'dju:blt;)tJv/ adj. A mood distinction, grammatically 
expressed in some languages, expressing the modal meaning 'per 
haps it is so· or, in questions, 'can it be soT For example, consider 
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the behaviour of the Basque dubitative particle ote. one of a set of 
modal particles in that language: 

Palik dago. 'She is happy.' 
POlik ate dago. 'She might be happy.' 
Pozik al dago? 'Is she happy?' 
Palik ate dago? 'Can she possibly be happy?' 

dummy I'dAmil n. (also expletive) A semantically empty element. 
most often a noun phrase. which is required for well-fonnedness in 
certain positions in certain structures. English makes extensive use 
of two such dummies, the it of It's raining and It's nice to see you, 
and the existential there. as in There's a wasp on your back. The 
infinitival 10 is also occasionally regarded as a kind of dummy. as in 
You ought 10 go (compare You must go), as is sometimes the 
complementizer that. as in Lisa said thaI she would come, though 
the label 'dummy' is not standard in these cases. See Bolinger 
(1977). however, for arguments that no so-called 'dummy' is ever 
truly devoid of meaning. Jespersen (1937: 1(2). 

duratiYe I'dju;)r;)uvl adj. An aspect fonn which expresses an action 
or state which is perceived as lasting for a certain length of time. 
The durative aspect is a subdivision of imperfective aspect, and it 
appears that few languages have a distinct fonn for representing 
durative aspect explicitly: often it is expressed 'only by a general 
imperfective fonn which is also used to express habitual or pr0gress

ive aspect. though in English it is most usually expressed by the 
simple past or present fonns. as in I waited for an hour. Durative 
contrasts most obviously with punctual aspect. 

dvandva I'dva:ndv;)/ n. (also copulative compound) A type of 
compound word in which each element has an equal claim to be 
considered the head. as though the elements were joined by the 
word 'and': AusrrUl-Hungary. tragicomic, freeze-dry. 

dynamic Idar'nzmllcl adj. Denoting a sentence. predicate, verb 
fonn or lexical verb expressing an action, movement or change: 
Lisa peeled the potatoes, Lisa left the room, Lisa turned bright red. 
The tenn 'dynamic' is a superordinate aspectual lanel contrasting 
with stalive. 
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e /i:/ The conventional symbol for a gap. particularly an empty 
category: Who did you say you saw e in town? 

Earley algorithm /'3:li/ n. A particularly powerful and efficient 
parsing algorithm for context-free grammars; it always produces a 
result within time Kn3 and space Kn2• where K is a constant 
depending on the grammar and n is the length of the input string; if 
ambiguous grammars are excluded. it produces a result within time 
Kn2

• Earley (1970). 

echo question /'ek";}u/ n. A response to an utterance which takes the 
form of a question seeking confirmation of some part of that utter
ance and which, as far as possible. simply repeats that utterance. 
Echo questions in English are grammatically distinctive in that they 
do not undergo WH-fronting or inversion; if a WH-item i~ used. it 
must be stressed. For example. to the utterance I saw Ignatz this 
morning, a responding echo question might be You saw Ignatz this 
morning? or You saw who? 

echo response n. Any response to an utterance which largely 
consists of repeating that utterance. For example. to the utterance I 
saw Ignatz this morning. a possible echo response would be You saw 
Ignatz this morning. 

ECP Ii: si: 'pi:/ See Empty Category Principle. 

ECPO lI'ekp";}u/ See exhaustive constant partial ordering. 

effector lI'fekt";}/ n. In some versions of functional grammar (sense 
2), especially RRG, any NP which is in principle eligible to be an 
actor, whether or not it actually appears as the actor in a particular 
clause (it may be outranked by another NP which is present). 

effectum lI'fekt";}m/ n. A traditional label for a direct object NP 
which only comes into existence as a result of the action denoted in 
its clause. such as the table in John built the table. Cf. affectum. 

egressive lI'gresIv/ See conclusive. 
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E-language l'i:lccl)gwld31 n. (also externalized language) A lan
guage seen as a set of sentences. Cf. I-language. Chomsky (1986). 

elative l'i:l;)lIvl n. or adj. I. A case form, occurring in certain 
languages. typically used to express the notion '(motion) out of': 
Finnish ta/osta 'out of the house' (talo 'house'). 2. In languages with 
only two degrees of comparison for adjectives. the form expressing 
the greater degree: Arahic ")akhar 'very great. greatest', from posi
tive kabir ·great'). 

elision fI'h3I:\1 n. A very general term for the omission from an 
utterance of material which is required to complete the structure. 
For example, the utterance Seems we have a problem illustrates 
elision of the initial it. V. elide 1I'lald/. 

ellipsis lI'hpslsl n. Any construction in which some material which 
is required for semantic interpretation and which could have been 
overtly present is absent but immediately recoverable from the 
linguistic context. particularly when that material is overtly present 
elsewhere in the sentence. For example. the sentence Siobhan can't 
speak Spanish. but Lisa can illustrates ellipsis of the repeated VP 
speak Spanish in the second clause. Adj. elliptical fI'hptlkl/; V. 
ellipse fI'lIps/. See also deletion under identity, sloppy identity. 

Elsewhere Principle l'elsw£;)1 n. (also Elsewhere Condition) 
Another name for the Proper Inelusion Principle, used more in 
phonology than in syntax. 

embedded question IIm'bedldl See indirect question. 

embedding IIm'bedll)/ n. A structure in which one constituent is 
contained within another constituent, especially another constituent 
of the same category. The example That book you lent me is very 
interesting illustrates the embedding of the clause you lent me within 
a larger clause. Cf. conjoining. and see recursion. 

emphasis I'emf;)sls/ n. A very general term for any phenomenon 
which serves to draw particular attention to some clement in a 
sentence or utterance. either to place that element in focus or to 
contrast it with some other element. Emphasis in spoken English is 
often achieved merely by stressing the emphasized element, but 
English and other languages also exhibit a range of grammatical 
means for expressing emphasis, such as particles. distinctive word 
order and elefted constructions. 
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empty category I'emptil n. In GB, any of several abstract elements 
which have no overt phonetic realization but which are posited as 
occupying certain NP positions in sentences. Four types are cur
rently recognized: NP-trace, WH-trace, PRO ('big PRO') and pro 
('little pro'). These four types occur in distinct circumstances and 
have distinct properties. Several of the modules of GB make crucial 
reference to these empty categories, notably Binding Theory, 
Government Theory and Control Theory. See the individual entries 
for further information, and see under Binding Th~ry for a 
classification. 

Empty Category Principle n. (ECP) In GB. one of the funda
mental requirements of Government Theory. It states: a trace must 
be properly governed. Note that. in spite of ·its name. the ECP 
applies to only two of the four types of empty category. The chief 
function of the ECP is to place constraints on the movement of 
categories by the rule of alpha movement; it effectively alJows a tree 
structure to 'remember' what has happened at earlier stages of a 
derivation. and it can be seen as GB's version of the older deriva
tional constraints. See proper government. 

empty morph n. In morphology. a morph which cannot be assigned 
to any morpheme. For example. in Basque mendietan 'in the moun
tains', mendi is the noun 'mountain', -e- is the usual form of the 
plural morpheme in oblique cases and -n is the usual form of the 
locative case. leaving -ta- unassigned as an empty morpho 

empty node n. A node in a tree which, in some particular analysis, 
is postulated as being present even though no overt phonetic ma
terial is present to represent it. The empty categories of GB are 
examples of empty nodes, but the term is of wider applicability. 
For example, some analyses of such a sentence as Usa said she 
would come postulate an empty COMP node in the compJe,nent 
clause: Lisa said [s'[coMJ>C] lsShe would comeJl. An empty node is 
a syntactic null element; it must be distinguished from the case in 
which an item is posited as being syntactically present even though 
it is phonetically null. For example. some analyses of French wine 
is expensive would recognize the presence in the noun phrase of a 
lexical determiner which is an actual lexical item wi"th zero phone
tic realization; in such an analysis. the Det node in the NP is not 
empty. 

empty word See grammatical word. 
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enclitic len'khtrkl n. A clitic which is phonologically bound to a 
preceding host. such as -n·t in couldn't. Cf. proclitic. Ancient Gm:k 

grammar. 

endocentric l,end;){J'sentTlkl adj. 1. Denoting a r.onstituent which 
has a head. In many contemporary frameworks, every constituent 
must have a head, and this endocrhtricitl ;:; often regarded as the 
central requirement of the X-bar sj":;tem. 2. In older usage, denoting 
a constitul!nt whose distribution is, in principle at least, similar to 
that of its lexical head standing alone as a constituent. Thus, for 
example. the NP these new books is endocentric, since its lexical 
head books can form an NP with similar distribution: These MW 

books are interesting vs. Books are interesting. Similarly, the AP 
l'ery big is endocentric, since its distribution is similar to that of big 
standing alone. Abstr. n. endocentricity l,end;){Jsen'tTlsniJ. Cf. 
exocentric. Bloomfield (1933). 

endocentric compound n. A compound which is a hyponym of the 
grammatical head: armchair, airman, logbook, sky-blue, ice-cold, 
nosedive. spray-paint or tie-dyed. Cf. babuvribi. 

epicene /'eplsi:nl adj. In a language with a gender system showing a 
correlation with sex, denoting a noun which has an invariable 
gender but which can take referents of either sex. In French, for 
example, ecrivain 'writer', temoin 'witness' and contralto 'contralto' 
are always masculine. even when referring to a woman, while 
victime 'victim', personne 'person' and sentinelle 'sentry' are always 
feminine. even when referring to a man. Cf. common geader 
(sense 1). 

epiphenomenon (pI. epipMnomena) I'eprfa,nomman, -:II 11. 1. 
A superficially unified phenomenon which is actually the accidental 
result of the interaction of several independent principles. For 
example, Chomsky has often suggested that natural languages are 
epiphenomena, being little more than the more-or-Iess directly 
perceptible by-products of the underlying reality, the principles of 
universal grammar. 2. A surface generalization in a language which, 
in some proposed grammatical description, is regarded as an acci
dental consequence of the interaction of other independently 
required principles and hence as not deserving of its own formu
lation in the grammar. For example. in current versions of GB, the 
observation that a passive verb always has an underlying object as 
its subject is regarded as an epiphenomenon, since it reaults 
automatically from the interaction of the requirements of two 
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modules, Case Theory and Theta Theory. Adj. epiphenomenal 
/'eplf;),nomrn!l. 

epistemic modality /ep,'sti:mlk/ n. The area of mood concerned 
with knowledge and belief, including at least the expression of 
possibility, probability and certainty (as perceived by the speaker). 
and, in some views, also the expression of the speaker's degree of 
commitment to what shelhe says, as, for example. by the use of 
evideotials. Cf. deontic modality. 

Equational Grammar n. An algebraic approach to grammatical 
characterization proposed by Gerald Sanders (1972). A brief intro
duction is provided in Sanders (1980). 

equational sentence /J'kwe'3~n!lll. (also equatin) A sentence in 
which one noun phrase is identified with another one: Washington 
was the first American President. An equational sentence can be 
turned round without infelicity: The first American President was 
Washington. Cf. ascriptive sentence. 

equative /'ekw;)Uv/ n. or adj. 1. A construction in which one entity 
is characterized as having some property to the same extent as 
another entity, as in Lisa's French is as good as Pierre's, which 
illustrates the usual English equative construction. 2. See equational 
sentence. 

Equi-NP Deletion /'ekwi, 'i:kwi/ n. (also Equi) An older name 
for a control construction. The name derives from the observation 
that, in a control construction, the second of two identical NPs 
required for semantic interpretation is absent, as though it hac! been 
deleted. 

Equi-verb See control verb. 

ergative 1'3:g;)trvl n. or adj. 1. The distinctive case form marking 
the subject of a transitive verb in morphologically ergative lan
guages and contrasting there with the absoIutive, used for intransi
tive subjects and direct objects. Various other names for this case 
are found in the literature, including 'agentive', 'active', 'transitive', 
'operative', 'energetic', 'instructive', 'narrative' and 'relative'; these 
names should be regarded as obsolete, though some of them con
tinue in use among specialists in particular ergative languages. 
Usually credited to Dirr (1912), but Alexis Manaster-Ramer has uncovered 
earlier uses by Sidney Ray, Johannes Schmidt and Alfredo Trombetti. Ray's 
unrelated locative use is from Latin erga 'next to, towards'; Ihe modem sense 
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is presumably from Greek ergon 'work'. 2. (more fully, ergative-
absolutive) Denoting a grammatical pattern in which subjects of 
intransitive verbs and direct objects of transitive verbs are treated 
identically for grammatical purposes, while subjects of transitive 
verbs are treated differently. Ergativity can be manifested morpho
logically (most typically. in the case marking of argument NPs and 
in verbal agreement) or syntactically (e.g., in the control of pro
nominalization or in the coordination of VPs). See Comrie (1978) or 
Dixon (1979). NOTE: this is now the established sense of the term 'ergative'; 
the following quite different senses are idiosyncratic at best, and should be 

avoided. 3. A label sometimes given to a canonical transitive clause 
whose subject is an agent, such as John read the book, as opposed to 
the non-ergative John knew the truth, or to the subject NP in such a 
clause. Anderson (1971).4. A name sometimes given to the transitive 
pattern exemplified by the sentence She opened the door, as com
pared with the intransitive The door opened, or to the subject NP in 
the transitive construction, reflecting the observation that the 
patient NP the door functions indifferently as intransitive subject or 
as transitive object, with no change in the morphology of the verb or 
of the NP, much as happens regularly in morphologically ergative 
languages. This usage effectively equates ergatives with (a subclass 
of?) causatives; its utility is debatable, since the pattern is far from 
being fully productive in English: while a number of verbs partici
pate in it (dry, col/apse, fly, drown), some others show lexical 
suppletion (die/kill, fall/drop, recover/cure) and still others require 
various complex expressions (get lost/lose, be bom/bear, blush/make 
... blush, exist/bring . .. into existence). Halliday (1967). 5. In GB, a 
label sometimes applied to those unaccusative verbs which can 
function both transitively and intransitively, such as melt in The ice 
melted and John melted the ice. Burzio (1981); Keyser and Roeper (1984). 
NOTE: the term 'ergative' has sometimes been misunderstood and applied in 
ways that are simply erroneous, particularly before 1970. A detailed account of 
the history of the term 'ergative' is given in Seely (1977). Abstr. n. ergativity 
/3:g.J'tlvnil. 

ergative language n. A language in which ergative (sense 2) mor
phology or syntax is prominent or predominant. In most ergative 
languages, as in Basque, ergativity is confined to the morphology, 
bur some ergative languages exhibit extensive syntactic ergativity. 
In a few Australian languages, the best known of which is Dyirbal, 
the syntax operates almost exclusively on an ergative basis (Dixon 
1972). Nevertheless. there are few if any languages which are 
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exclusively ergative in their morphology and syntax. Ergative lan
guages are much less common than accusative languages, but are far 
from "rare. See Dixon (1979). Cf. active language, accusative lan
guage, and see split ergativity. 

essential variable lJ'sentfll n. A variable whose value may be any 
arbitrary string. Cf. abbreviatory variable. 

essive I'eslvl n. or adj. A case form typically expressing the tempor
ary state or character of some entity: Finnish poikallG 'as a boy' 
(poika 'boy'). It may also be used as a complement of the verb 'be': 
Finnish [sani on pappino 'My father is a priest' (pappi ·priest'). 

EST Ii: es 'ti:1 See Extended Standard Tbeory. 

ethic construction l'e91kl n. A construction indicating that an 
individual is affected in some way by an action. such as on me in the 
English The dog died on me. It is very common for languages to use 
a dative form for this purJ>OSe; the construction is then called an 
ethic dative. An example is Basque Ama hil ,ail 'My mother has 
died', literaUy 'The mother has died to me'. 

evaluation metric lJ,va!lju'eIJI:1/ n. The set of criteria in terms of 
which an evaluation procedure is applied. 

evaluation procedure Ipr~u'si:d3~1 n. An explicit procedure for 
choosing among competing grammars in terms of some set of cri
teria constituting an evaluati~ul metric. Cf. discovery procedure, 
decision procedure. Chomsky 0"57). 

evaluative II'va!lju~tlvl adj. Denoting a mood-like category, gram
maticalized in some languages, which serves to express the 
speaker's attitude towards a statement the truth of which sheJhe 
accepts; among the attitudes which may be so expressed are sur
prise, incredulity, disappointment, warning, approval or disap
proval. For example, the Tibeto-Burman language Lisu exhibits a 
set of evaluative sentence-final particles, including (among others) 
no 'surprise', Ie 'warning', lui 'wonder', xu 'complaint'. liE 'confir
mation' and mQ 'expectation'. In the strict sense. the evaluative is 
not a mood, since the truth of the proposition expressed is not in 
doubt. See Palmer (1986) for discussion. 

evasive lJ'vclslvl adj. Denoting a grammatical fonn used to avoid 
choosing between other forms marked for sex or gender, such as 
English Ihey in examples like Somebody Jws forgotten tht>ir 
umbrella. Gotteri (1984). 
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eventive Il'ventlvl 1. adj. See dynamic. 2. n. (also eveot) In some 
versions of Case Grammar, a label for an NP which expresses an 
event, the verb in the same sentence typically being almost empty 
semantically. Examples include an argument in They're having an 
argument and the assassination in The assassination took ploce in 
Berlin. 

evidential l,evl'dentJV n. or adj. A grammatical category occur
ring in some languages by which all statements (and sometimes 
other sentence types) are ovenly and obligatorily marked to indi
cate the source of the speaker's evidence for herlhis utterance. A 
particularly rich system is that of the Papuan language Fasu, in 
which the English sentence It's coming has six distinct translations, 
distinguished as follows (Foley 1986): 

apere 'I see it.' 
perarakae 'I hear it.' 
pesareapo 'I infer it from other evidence.' 
pesapakae 'Somebody says so, but I don't know who.' 
pesaripo 'Somebody says so, and I know who.' 
pesapi 'I suppose so.' 

Evidential systems. which are sometimes called veri8catJoa SJBte-, 
are sometimes regarded as forming part of the mood systems in 
languages exhibiting them. See Palmer (1986) for discussion. Abatr. 
n. evidentiality I,evldent;.'lrhti/. 

exception IIk'sepJQI n. A particular item or construction which is 
inconsistent with the statement of a grammatical rule. For example, 
the noun man is an exception to the rule that English nouns form 
their plural in -s, and the verb go is an exception to the statement 
that intransitive verbs cannot be passivized: She is gOM. Adj. ~ 
tional IIk'sepJ:mll. Cf. counterexample, and see the discussion 
there. 

exceptional case marking n. In GB, the ability of raising verbs to 
assign Objective Case to the NP subjects of non-finite complements, 
such as to Lisa in I find Lisa charming and I considn Lisa to be my 
best student. Such constructions cannot be handled by the ordinary 
machinery of Case Theory. See Haegeman (1991) for discussion. 

excessive IIk'seslVl n. or adj. In some languages, an inflected form 
of an adjective, forming part of its system of comparison, which 
expresses a superabundance of the quality in question: Basque 
handiegi 'too big'. from hand; 'big'. 
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exclamation /,ekskl~'meIJr;tI n. I. One of the four sentence types 
of traditional grammar, typically expressing a more-or-Iess emo
tional' comment on something and often characterized by a gram
matically distinctive fonn. English examples are What a nice day it 
is! and How lucky you are! 2. Any utterance serving to express 
emotion, regardless of its grammatical form. which is often merely 
that of a word or a phrase, such as What a bummer!. Hooray!, Shit! 
or No way! Adj. exclamative /lk'skla:m~t1v/. 

exclamative adj. The mood category represented in an exclamation 
(sense I). 

exclusive 8rst person IIk'sklu:sIV/ n. In some languages. a dis
tinct pronominal fonn expressing the meaning 'I and one or more 
others, excluding you' and contrasting there with an inclusive fit'st 
person. In Hawaiian. for example, the exclusive first person dual 
kaua 'I and he/she' contrasts with ~nclusive maua 'I and you', and 
the exclusive plural kakou 'I and they' contrasts with inclusive 
makou 'I and you and he/she/they'. 

Exclusivity Condition /,eksklu'slvni/ n. The requirement that, 
of any two distinct nodes A and B in a tree. one and only one of the 
following statements should be true: (a) A dominates B; (b) B 
dominates A; (c) A precedes B; (d) B precedes A. This condition is 
universally accepted, except by those few who advocate the use of 
wild trees, in which precedence is undefined. 

exhaustive constant partial ordering IIg'~:stlv ,konst~nt 
,po:J~1 ';,:dnl)/ n. (ECPO) The property of a grammar in which 
the left-to-right ordering of sisters is always the same, regardless of 
the identity of the mother. Only a grammar possessing this property 
can be formulated in the IDILP format. Gazdar and Pullum (1981). 

exhaustive domination n. The relation which holds bet\\een a 
node in a tree and all of its daughters taken together. The complete 
sequence of constituents dominated by a single node is said to be 
'exhaustively dominated' by that node, which is the mother of all of 
them. 

existential sentence /,egzl'stentfl/ n. A sentence which asserts 
the existence or non-existence of some entity, either in general or in 
a specified location: There are no unicorns; There's a wasp on your 
back. The entity whose existence is at issue is almost always rep
resented by an indefinite noun phrase (obligatorily so in some 
languages). It is very common for languages to make use of a 
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distinctive sentence pattern for this purpose, as does English, with 
its There is/There are construction. 

exocentric /,eks:K.I'sentrrkl adj. 1. Denoting a constituent which 
has no bead. The existence of exocentric constituents is prohibited 
in most versions of the X-bar system. 2. In older usage, denoting a 
constituent which contains no lexical head or which contains a 
lexical head which. when standing alone as a constituent, exhibits 
a substantially different distribution from the larger constituent. For 
example, the category Sentence is exocentric in most analyses, since 
either it has no lexical head (the LFG analysis), its lexical head is a 
verb which does not in general exhibit a distribution similar to that 
of a sentence (the GPSG analysis) or its lexical head is an abstract 
lexical category of unique distribution (the GB analysis). The cate
gory PP is regarded as exocentric in many analyses, on the ground 
that a PP has a distribution fundamentally different from that of a 
preposition standing alone, but this is debatable: I knew her before 
the war does not seem so different from I knew her before, if the 
analysis of before in the second example as an intransitive preposi
tion is accepted. Abslr. n. exocentricity /eks:K.Isen'trlsltil. Cf. 
endocentric, and refer to the discussion there. 

exocentrlc compound See bahuvrihi. 

exophor /'eks;,f:>:/ n. An anapbor (sense 1) whose antecedent lies 
outside the sentence containing the anaphor, and whose reference 
must therefore be determined from the linguistic or extra-linguistic 
context. For example. in the utterance She left this note for you, the 
pronouns she and you and the demonstrative this are all exophors. 
Adj. exophoric /eks;,'fonkl; abstr. n. exophora /Ik'sof;,r;,/. 

expansion Irk'spa:nfl)1 n. The rewriting of a category as a string of 
categories by a phrase structure rule or an immediate dominance 
rule. For example, when the rule NP -+ Det N' is applied, the NP 
node is expanded as a sequence of a determiner and an N-bar. The 

term was introduced by WeUs (1947). drawing on earlier work by Harris. !bough 
WeUs's conception of expansion was based upon the replacement of particular 
morphemes by longer sequences. 

experiencer Irk'spl;,ri;,ns;,/ n. The semantic role borne by an NP 
which expresses the animate NP who is the passive recipient of a 
sensation or a mental experience. such as Lisa in Lisa has a head
ache and Lisa is happy. Experiencer is one of the deep cases 
recognized in Case Grammar. 
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o:perieBtial Ilk,spl~ri'entfll adj. An aspectuaJ category express
ing th~ notion that an event occurred at least once during a certain 
period up to a certain point in time. This is one of the functions of 
the English perfect, as in Mike IuJs worked in Japan. but some 
languages have a distinctive fonn expressing this meaning. such as 
the Japanese -to kOlo ga aro construction. illustrated in the Japanese 
translation of the preceding example, Mike wa Niholl de hataraita 
kOlo ga aro. 

explanatory adequacy Ilk'splren~tril See under adequacy. 

ezpletive IIk'spli:trvl n. l. See dummy. 2. A swear word. particu
larly one inserted into the middle of a phrase as a meaningless 
emotional intensifier. as in Where's that bloody cat? The term is 
derived from the language of poesy, in ~hich it originally meant a word or 
phrase inserted to fill oul a line. 

expletive infixation Irnfrk'selfr:&1 n. The curious process by which 
. an expletive (sense 2) is inserted into the middle of a word. as in 
fan-fuckin-tastic and the classic down in Tumba-bloody-Rumba 
shoolin' kanga-bloody-roos. 

exponeDce Ilk 'sp;)Un~nsl n. The overt realization of a grammatical 
distinction by a particular morpho See Matthews (1974) for 
discussion. 

exponent Ilk'sp;){JD~ntl n. A morph which expresses some gram
matical distinction. For example, in the Latin verb fonn amat 
'he/she loves', the -0- is the exponent of imperfective aspect. While -t 
is the exponent of the third person singular. 

exponential time l,eksp~'nent.f1 tarml n. In computational 
linguistics, a characteristic of an algorithm for the applicat:on of 
which the time required increases by some quantity raised to the 
power n, where n is the length of the input string. For example. 
certain non-linguistic problems. in the most efficiC(lt approach poss
ible, require time = k2C11. where k and c are constants. It has been 
proved that transformational grammars of the type current in the 
mid-1970s. when implemented in parsers, require exponential time 
to pane input strings. Exponential time is an extremely undesirable 
characteristic in an algorithm. since it generally means that the real 
time required to obtain a result in a particular instance is impossibly 
lang for all but the shortest inputs. Cf. polynomial time. and see 
Barton f'r al. (19f\7) for some dis!:lIsslC'n 
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extended exponence IIk'stendJdl n. The phenomenon by which a 
single grammatical distinction is overtly expressed at two or more 
points within a word form. A simple example is the German noun 
plural Waner 'words'. plural of Wort 'word'. in which plurality is 
simultaneously expressed by the vowel alternation and by the suffix. 
A more elaborate example is the Latin verb form cucu"isli 'you 
(Sg) ran'. a perfective form of the verbal root cu"- 'run', in which 
perfective aspect is simultaneously expressed by the reduplication 
cu-. the suffix -is- and the choice of -Ii to mark the second person 
singular. See Matthews (1972. 1974) for discussion. 

Extended Projection Principle n. In GB, the requirement that a 
predicate must have a subject, especially when this is combined with 
the Projection Principle. 

Extended Standard Theory n. (EST) The version of 
Transformational Grammar current in the mid-1970s, differing in a 
number of respects from the Standard Theory of a few years earlier, 
but most particularly in the way in which syntactic structures receive 
semantic interpretation. The EST was based on work by Noam 
Chomsky (1970. 1971) and more particularly by Ray lackendoff 
(1972); it was conceived as a response to criticisms of the Standard 
Theory advanced by the proponents of Generative Semantics in the 
late 1960s. In the late 19705. the EST underwent further modifi
cations; the revised model, often called the Revised Extended 
Standard Theory. was in tum supplanted by Government-Binding 
Theory in the early 1980s. NOTE: the name 'EST is sometimes found in the 
literature for the later development now usually called the 'REST. 

extension IIk'stenft:ll n. Of a category. a second category which is 
consistent with the first but which is more fully specified. The 
category [!'OL'~][BAR 2][PERSO!'i 3][NUMBER PLUR) (a third person 
plural NP) is an extension of the category [NOl:N)(BAR 2) (an NP). 

external argument ITk'st3:0V n. In GB. an argument of a verb 
lying outside its subcategorization frame, particularly a subject NP. 

external conditions of adequacy See under adequacy. 

externalized language See E-Ianguage. 

external theta role n. In GB. a theta role which is assigned by a 
lexical head to its "ubjecl. Passives. raising verbs and un accusative 
verhs are assumed 10 as~ign no external theta role. as a result of 
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which the structures in which they appear undergo obligatory ~'P
Movement. 

extraction /lk'strrekJ~/ n. Any of various phenomena in which 
some element appears overtly in a position different from its canoni
cal position. Examples include WH-qUestiODS, relative clauses, topi
calization. adverb preposing and dislocation. 

extraposition /ekstr;}p;}'zIJ~J n. 1. The construction in which a 
sentential subject appears in final position. the subject position 
being filled (in English) by the dummy it, as in It surprises me that 
Gus is still hungry. The complement clause in this position is said to 
be extraposed. 2. Any proposed process by which such a structure is 
derived from the corresponding non-utraposed structure. such as 
That Gus is still hungry surprises me. V. extrapose /ekstT;}'p:K.Izl. 
Jespersen (1961. VII: 148); originally. the position. rather than the construction 
or the process. 

extraposition from NP n. The construction in which a prep
ositional phrase or a relative clause which is understood as fonning 
part of an NP is separated from the rest of that NP by intervening 
material: A woman turned up who I wed to work with in Liverpool 
and I bought a book this morning about hamsters. 

extraposition grammar n. In computational linguistics, an exten
sion of a definite clause grammar which permits the recognition of 
non-adjacent sequences of elements which are more usually adjac
ent. A rule of the fonn S _ NP ... VP, for example. may be used 
to associate a VP with an apparent NP which is arbitrarily far ~way 
from it, as in the example The book the professor recommended is 
good. 

extrinsic rule ordering IIk,stnozlk 'ru:l ,:>:dnl)/ n. The 
requirement that certain rules in a grammar should apply in an 
order stipulated by the grammar. Extrinsic ordering was a regular 
feature of descriptions within the Standard Theory of TG, but few if 
any frameworks make use of it today. 
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factitive I'frektItlV1 I. adj. Denoting a verb expressing a cause 
which produces a resuh. such as make, build or kill, or a clause 
containing such a verb. 2. n. In some versions of Case Grammar, a 
synonym for result. 

favourite l'felv~ltl adj. An occasional synonym for canonical, 
especially in connection with clause structure. 

f-command I'ef k;),mo:ndl n. In LFG. a relation which may hold 
between elements in an f-structure. It is stated as follows: an 
antecedent A f-commands a pronominal P iff (a) A does not contain 
P. and (h) every nucleus that contains A also contains P. Here 
pronominal is used in the LFG sense of an overt pronoun or 
reflexive. and nucleus in the LFG sense (sense 3). F-command is 
invoked to handle binding relations between NPs; it does much of 
the same work as c~mand in GB. but it differs from the more 
familiar command relations in that it is defined over f-structures, 
rather than over constituent structures. 

FeR See feature C:OOCCUlTence resbiction. 

f.;.description I'ef dl,skTlpfnl n. In LFG. the set of requirements 
imposed by an annotated c-structure upon the corresponding f
structure. A c-structure and an f-structure may be independently 
well-formed, but they can only combine to provide the complete 
syntactic representation of a single sentence if the f-structure satis
fies the f-description provided by the c-structure. See Sells (1985) 
for discussion. 

feature 1'6:tf;)1 n. (also syntactic feature) Anyone of the elements 
provided by a theory of grammar and available to make up part of 
the structure cif a category (senses 1 and 2). A feature present in a 
category represents some characteristic of that category to which 
the rules of the grammar and the principles of the theory may refer. 
Typically. a feature may have a valne which represents one of the 
competing possibilities for the realization of the category containing 
it; in some systems, the value of a feature may itself be a feature. A 
feature which has only two possible values is said to be 'binary'; an 
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example is the feature [PLURAL] in English, which can only 
have the values [-] and [+], representing singular and plural 
number respectively, A feature which has more than two possible 
values' is said to be 'multivalued' or 'n-ary'; an example is the 
feature [PERSON], which has the values (1). [2] and [3], rep
resenting first, second and third persons. Features are indispens
able in syntax as a way of dealing with cross-categorization, and 
virtually all current theories of grammar make extensive use of 
them. They have long been used in syntax in a sporadic and ad 
hoc way, but explicit theories of features have only been devel
oped in syntactic theory since about 1980, though features have 
been widely used in computational linguistics since the 1950s. See 
complex symbol, cross-categorization. 

feature cooccurrence restriction fl. (FeR) Any statement in a 
grammar or a theory of grammar which limits the possible combi
nations of features or their values within a single category (that 
is, on a single node). For example. the FeR [TENSE] > [VERB) 
requires that the feature [TENSE] may only be prescnt in a cat
egory wbich also contains rhe feature IVERB]: in ot"'cr words. 
only projections of the Icxical category Verb may bf. marked for 
tense. Similarly, the FeR I+INV] > [+AUX. FI~] requiles that 
an inverted category must be a finite auxiliary verb. Obs.:rve the 
following notational distinction: the FeR [X] > - IY) requires 
that, when the feature IX] is present. the feature [Y] must he 
absent, while the FeR IX) > 1-Y] requires that. when [X] is 
present, [Y] must also be present and carry the value [-I. Cf. 
feature instantiation principle. 

feature instantiation /,",st~ntfi'elf~/ fl. The assignment of a 
value to a feature by any means other than default assignment or 
stipulation by rule. It is convenient to think of instantiation as a kind 
of 'free choice' made by the grammar in generating sentence struc
tures: instantiation is constrained. however. both by the feature 
cooccurrence restrictions and by the feature instantiation principles. 
For example, when some rule introduces a category NP into a 
structure. then. unless that particular rule itself stipulates a value for 
the feature [PLURAL). we are generally free to choose either H 
('singular') or 1+) ('plural') as the value of [PLURAL]: whichever 
value we choose is said to be instantiated on that NP. Now the value 
of [PLURAL) must also be instantiated on the noun which is the 
lexical head of that NP; this time. though. the choice is not free: the 
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Head Feature Convention (one of the feature instantiation prin
ciples) requires that the value instantiated on the noun must be ,the 
same as that instantiated on the whole NP. 

feature instantiation principle 1/. Any of several principles which 
have the effect of constraining the values assigned to features on 
different nodes in a single structure. GPSG, the framework making 
the most explicit use of such principles, recognizes three: the Head 
Feature Convention, the Foot Feature Principle and the Control 
Agreement Principle. The function of these principles is to ensure 
that conflicting features do not appear in a structure. Cf. feature 
cooccurrence restriction. 

feature matrix "meltnks/ See complex symbol. 

feature value /'vcclju:/ n. Anyone of the mutually exclusive poss
ible specifications for a feature which it may assume in a particular 
instance; see the examples under feature. 

feminine /'femlmnl adj. A traditional label in certain gender 
languages for a gender class which shows some degree of semantic 
correlation \\ith female sex. See the remarks under gender. 

filIer-gap dependency I'fll;) 'gccp/ n. Any delWndeocy (sense I) 
involving a gap and an overt element which is interpreted as occupy
ing the position of that gap. Examples include topicalization and 
\VB-Movement. 

filter I'fllt;)/ n. A restriction on possible syntactic structures which 
applies only to a single level of structure (in a derivational theory, 
usually the most superficial one) and which has the effect of 
blocking certain structures regardless of their source. An example is 
the 'that-thaI filter', which states that no English sentence may 
contain two consecutive occurrences of the complementizer that; 
this filter prevents the generation of structures like *[That [that sire 
smokes] bothers you] surprises me, in contrast to extraposed ver
sions like That it bothers you (thaI she smokes] surpri.5es me. Cf. 
constraint. Fillers were inlroduced by Perlmutter (1971). who called them 
'surface-sttucture constrainls·. 

finite {'falnalU adj. (also tensed) Denoting a fonn of a verb or 
auxiliary which can in principle serve as the only verb fonn in a 
sentence and which typically carries the maximum in morphological 
marking for such categories as tense and agreement permitted in a 
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language. 2. Denoting a clause containing such a verb form. Cf. 
nonrfinite. 

finite automaton See finite-state automaton. 

finite closure n. The closure property exhibited by an operation 
which is not allowed to apply to its own output. For example, in a 
GPSG-type grammar. the (finite) set of immediate dominance rules 
is closed under the application of metarules. 

finite language II. A language containing only a finite number of 
well-formed sentences. Since all natural languages appear to make 
use of recursion, linguists are confident that no natural language is a 
finite language. 

finiteness result l'famaItn~s T1,zAItI n. A property of any formal 
theory of grammar which permits only a finite number of distinct 
grammars and hence only a finite number of languages. No existing 
theory of grammar is known to have this property. At times the 
possibility of a finiteness result has been regarded as an interes~ing 
question. but Pullum (1983) dismisses it on the ground that 'finite' in 
this context would most likely mean an inconceivably large number. 

finite-state automaton I'famaIt,steItl (FSA) (also finite auto
maton) or finite-state transition network (FSTN) n. The simplest 
type of automaton or transition network. consisting merely of a set 
of states (nodes) connected by directional arcs with actions or 
conditions attached, with no additional machinery. The languages 
generated or recognized by either the deterministic or non
deterministic FSAs are exactly the regular languages. NOTE: stricti). 
an FS11'I is an abstract representation. while an FSA is an implementation of it 
for a particular purpose. but the difference is rarely significant. 

finite-state grammar See regular grammar. 

finite-state language n. (FSL) A language which can be recognized 
by a finite-state automaton; a regular language. Natural languages 
which exhibit unlimited centre-embeciding. such as English, are 
demonstrably not finite-state languages. 

first person 1f3:stl n. The person category which includes reference 
to the speaker, as represented in English by the pronouns I and we. 
See also exclusive first person and inclusive first person. 

flat structure Iflztl See non-coofigurational structure. 

flectionallanguage I'flekJ~n!1 See inflecting language. 
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floating quantifier I'fl:xJtllJl n. A quantifier which appears in a 
position separated from the rest of the noun phrase of which it is 
understood to be part, as illustrated by The players have all arrived, 
in which the quantifier all has 'floated off' the subject NP all the 
players. 

fluid intransitive I'flu:ldl adj. DelJoting a pattern found in some 
active languages in which intransitive verbs and predicates can 
appear in either the agcntive or the non-agentive pattern to express 
differing degrees of control over the action. For example, in the 
active language Eastern Pomo, the verb ce:xeika 'slip', 'slide' can 
take either agent subjects like hti: -I' (agent) or non-agent subjects 
like wi -I' (non-agent) to express different meanings: Hti: ce:xelka 
-rm sliding (on purpose)' but WI ce:xelka 'I'm slipping (by acci
dent)'. Dixon (1979). 

focus I'f~uk~sl '1. Special prominence given to some element in a 
sentence which represents the most important new information in 
that sentence or which is explicitly contrasted with something else. 
In English. focused elements are frequently marked only by stress, 
though deft constructions are sometimes used. Some other lan
guages variously mark focused elements by the use of particles, as in 
many Philippine languages. or by the use of word order, as in 
Basque, in which a focused element is placed directly before the 
verb. 

folk etymology I'f~uk etl,mol~d3il n. The process by which a 
word or phrase. usually one of seemingly opaque formation, is 
arbitrarily reshaped so as to yield a fomi which is considered to be 
more transparent. English examples include sparrowgrass (for 
asparagus). Wel.~h rarebit (for Welsh rabbit). crayfish (from French 
ecrel'isse) and pa.fl master (from passed master). A particularly 
striking example is Basque zainhoria 'carrot' (literally, 'yellow
root'). from Spanish :.anahoria. of Arabic origin. 

foot feature Ifutl n. In GPSG. anyone of a designated set of features 
which are suhject to the Foot Feature Principle. Foot features differ 
from the more numerous head features in that the former can in 
general be passed from a mother down to any daughter. not necess
arily to a head daughter. Thc most frequently invoked foot features 
are thosc used to handlc fillcr-gap dependencies and those used to 
mark constituents containing reflexives, reciprocals and WH-items 
and to control the agrecment fcatures required in these items. 
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Foot Feature Principle n. One of the feature instantiation prin
ciples of GPSG. Informally, it states: a foot feature present on any 
daughter must also be present on the mother. 

foregrounding /'b:groundIIJ/ n. I. A general term for any dis
course phenomenon that provides special prominence for some part 
of a sentence or utterance. particularly for focus. 2. The effect of 
any discourse phenomenon which has the effect of carrying a narra
tive along. such as (it is c1aimcd) transitive clause structure. telic 
and volitional verbs or punctual aspect. Hopper and Thompson ()980). 
3. Any syntactic process which has the effect of moving a non-pivot 
NP into pivot position (usually subject position). such as the English 
passive. Foley and Van Valin ()«m4). 

formal/'b:m!1 adj. 1. Pertaining to grammatical forms. as opposed 
to the meanings or functions of those forms. In this sense. 'formal" 
contrasts with functional. 2. (of a grammar) Completely explicit: 
leaving nothing to be filled in by the reader. 

formal complexity n. A synonym for generative capacity. often 
particularly for weak generative capacity. Cf. computatiooal com
plexity. 

formal grammar n. A fully explicit dcvice which specifics. for a 
given initial set of elements (the 'vocabulary' or 'alphabet"). the 
complete set of strings of those elel11ents which arc in the language 
dcfined by the grammar. A grammar which is fully formal consti
tutes a linguistic use of what mathematicians and logicians call a 
'formal system'. Most contemporary approaches to grammar pur
port to be formal in this sense. at least· in principle. though in 
practice somc frameworks arc considerably more explicit than 
others; sec. for example. the acid remarks in Pullum (19S9). 

formalism I'b:m;)hzfJl/ n. Any fully explicit notational device or 
set of such devices. Thc term can be applied. for example. to the 
KJeene star, to the X-bar system or to the entire framework of 
GPSG. 

formal language n. A language generated by a fonnal grammar. A 
formal language mayor may not resemble a natural language: one 
of the goals of grammatical investigation is the construction of 
grammars which generate formal languages resembling natural lan
guages as closely as possible. 
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formal universal n. A universal of language which pertains to the 
form a grammar can take. The modules of GB. the Head Feature 
Convention. the Theta Criterion. the Binding Principles (see under 
Binding Theory) and the principle of functional coherence arc all 
formal universals which have been proposed in one theory of gram
mar or another. Compare substanth'e universal. 

formation Ib:'merfnl II. !. Anv putative process by which some 
grammatical form is constructeJ from the grammatical rdources of 
a language. 2. Any particular grammatical form. when regarded 
from the point of view of its structure. 

formative I'b:m;)trvl n. 1. A morpheme. particularly one which 
plays a part in syntax. such as the English complementizer that or 
possessive -'so 2. In morphology. a bound form which is adJeLl to a 
root to derive a stem. For example. the Latin vero root am· 'love' 
takes the formative ·a- (its ·thematic vower) in all its forms; to this 
is added a further formative to derive each particular stem: ·ba· to 
derive the imperfect stem amaba·. ·v;· to derive the perfect stem 
amav;·, ·fU· to derive the supine stem amalU·, .n(. to derive the 
participial stem amallf-. and so on. 

form class I'b:m klo:sl n. A general term for any class of items 
sharing morphological. and usually also distributional. character
istics. Examples include the class of nouns in English. the class of ·a
stem verbs in Spanish and the class of deponent verbs in Latin. 

form word See grammatical word (sense I). 

fragment I'fra:gm~ntl n. I. An utterance which consists only of 
a single phrase. Fragments are particularly common as responses 
to questions: for example. the question Wherc"s Li.\·a? might be 
answered by a fragment such as III the library or Visiting her allllf. 2. 
See grammar fragment. 

free Ifri:1 adj. The opposite of bound. in all senses of that term. 

free form n. A form which can stand alone as a complete word. such 
as book. went or under. Compare bound form. 

free morpheme n. A morpheme which can stand alone as a com
plete word. such as book. green or go. Compare bound morpheme. 

free relative II. (also bead less relative) I. A relative clause which 
has no lexical head and which thus constitutes a noun phrase by 
itself: e.g .• wlroever did that in the sentence Whoever did that is in 
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trouble. 2. Sometimes also an adverbial clause introduced by .... hen
ever or wherever, as in /'1/ leave whenever Lisa lea~·es. 

free word order n. 1. The phenomenon, observable in certain 
languages, by which the individual words making up a sentence or a 
clause can be freely permuted into virtually any order without 
affecting either the well-formedness of the sentence or its prop
ositional content. An example is the Australian language DyirbaI. in 
which the meaning 'The woman hit the man', most typically ex
pressed as bayi yara banggun dyugumbiru balgan, literally 'the man 
the woman hit', can equally be expressed as bangglln balgan yara 
dyugumbiru bayi, or as any other sequence of these word-forms. 
Free-word-order languages do not usually permit the mixing of 
words from different clauses. 2. By extension. and very commonly. 
the phenomenon, observable in certain languages. by which the 
major constituents of a clause (NPs, PPs. AdvPs, etc.) can be freely 
permuted with one another, and sometimes also with the verb. 
without affecting either the well-formedness of the sentence or its 
propositional content, though often with a difference in thematic 
structure. In Basque, for example, the meaning 'The students from 
Bilbao brought their new teacher some home-made sausage this 
morning' would most typically be expressed as Gallr goizean Bilboko 
ikasleek irakasle berriari etxeko txorizoa ekarri diote, literally 'today 
morning-in Bilbao-from students teacher new-to home-made sau
sage brought Aux', but many other orders are equally possilJle. such 
as Etxeko txorizoa Bilboko ikasleek ekarri diote gUlir goizean irukasle 
berriari. However, the phrases Bilboko ikasleek 'the students from 
Bilbao', irakasle berriari 'to the new teacher' and so on can in no 
circumstances be broken up. It seems misleading to refer to lan
guages like Basque as having free word order: ideally, the term 
would be restricted to languages like Dyirbal. and Basque should be 
said to have free phrase order (as suggested by Matthews (1981) ), 
but this alternative term is little used. and in practice the label 'free 
word order' is applied indiscriminately to both cases. 

frequentative Ifn'kwent;)Uvl n. or adj. A synonym for iterative. 
though a few analysts draw a fine distinction between the two terms. 

fronting l'frAntIl)1 See preposing. 

FSA See finite-state automatoD. 

FSL See finite-state language. 

FSTN See under finite-state automaton. 
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f-structure I'ef strAktJ;,1 n. (also functiooal structure) In LFG, one 
of the two grammatical structures which together are regarded as 
representing the syntactic structure of a sentence, the other being 
c-structure. An f-structure consists of a set of pairs of features 
(,attributes') and their values. Three kinds of values are possible: 
(1) an atomic symbol. such as [SG] in the specification [NUM SG]; 
(2) a semantic form, such as the value of PRED in [PRED 'love' 
« i SUBJ) (i OBJ»); (3) an f-structure, such as the value of 
SUBJ in 

F-structures are used in LFG to express most syntactic information 
other than constituent structure information, but most particularly 
to handle grammatical relations. F-structures are subject to the 
three requirements of functional uniqueness, fuadionaI cobereac:e 
and functional completeoess. 

FUG lef ju: 'd3i:1 See Functional Unification Grammar. 

full phrasal category IfuU n. A maximal projectioD, particularly of 
one of the S<H:alled major lexical categories (NP, VP, AP, PP). Cf. 
intermediate phrasal category. 

full word See lexical word. 

function I'fAlJkJl)1 n. 1. Any formal expression which accepts some 
formal object(s) as input (its 'argument(s)') and returns some single 
formal object as its output (its 'value'). This basic mathematical 
notion is widely used for a range of purposes in a variety of theories 
of grammar. For example, the f-structures of LFG are functions, as 
are the feature matrices ('categories') of GPSG. 2. Any particular 
grammatical purpose which may be served by some form or con
struction. 3. See grammatical function. 

functional l'fAlJkJ;,nV adj. 1. Pertaining to the communicative and 
social aspects of language use. 2. Pertaining to the grammatical 
purposes served by constituents, rather than to their form. For 
example, the functional category adverbial may be realized by a 
le,ocal adverb, a prepositional phrase, an infinitival complement or 
a subordinate clause. 'Functional' in this sense contrasts with formal 
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(sense 1). 3. Pertaining to semantic roles and/or to grammatical 
relations. 

functional annotation la:n:xJ'telfw See functional schema. 

functional coherence Ik:m'hl::lr::lnsl n. In LFG, a condition on the 
well-formedness of f-structures. It may be stated as follows: an f
structure is locally coherent iff the governable grammatical func
tions that it contains are governed by a local predicate: an f
structure is coherent iff all its subsidiary f-structures are locally 
coherent. The purpose of this constraint is to rule out structures 
containing additional elements which cannot be functionally inter
preted; for example, it blocks *Lisa smiled me, in which the NP me 
receives no functional interpretation (i.e., it is assigned no semantic 
role, since smile assigns only a Subject). Cf. functional 
completeness. 

functional completeness Ik~m'pli:tn::lsl n. In LFG, a cO:ldition on 
the well-formed ness of f-structures. It may be stated as follows: an f
structure is locally complete if!. it contains all the governable gram
matical functions that its predicate governs: an f-structure is com
plete iff all its subsidiary f-structures are locally complete. The 
purpose of this constraint is to rule out structures lacking required 
grammatical functions, such as *Lisa gave me, which lacks one of 
the participant roles required by the verb givt'. Cf. functional 
coherence. 

functional controln. The LFG term for cases of obligatory control. 
Obligatory control verbs like Iry and Sl'em require their subject to ll~ 
interpreted as the subject of their complement. as in Lisa Iried 10 fix 
the carburenor and Lisa seems 10 be happy. Functional control is 
represented by arcs connecting attribute values in f-structure. Cf. 
anaphoric control. 

functional grammar n. 1. Any approach to grammatical descrip
tion which lays particular emphasis on the communicative and social 
aspects of language use and which consequently attempts to inter
pret grammatical forms largely in terms of these factors; a promi
nent example is Systemic Grammar. Explicit approaches which are 
functional in this sense are usually also functional in the second 
sense. though the reverse is not necessarily the case. 2. Any 
approach to grammatical description which attaches particular im
portance to grammatical relations (Subject, Direct Uhjc.:~. 

Complement. etc.) and/or to semantic roles (Agent. Patient, (ioa;. 
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etc.), often downplaying the role of constituent structure in the 
process; examples are Relational Grammar, Role-BOd-Reference 
Grammar, Systemic Grammar. 3. (capitalized) A particular theory 
of grammar developed by Simon Dik and his colleagues in the 
1980s, one of the most prominent examples of a functional grammar 
in the second sense. Dik's FG was introduced in Dik (1978); Dik 
(1980) gives a brief introduction, Siewierska (1991) a more substan
tial one. NOTE: LFG is in fact a functional grammar in sense 2, but its Dame 
derives at least panly from the importance in that framework of fuudIons in the 
mathematical sense. 

functional schema (pI. schemata) I'ski:ma, 'ski:m~t~ or 
ski:'mo:t~1 n. (also functional annotation) In LFG, one of the 
annotations on a node in a tree representing the way in which the f
structure of that node is integrated into the f-structure of the tree. 
For example, in the rule 

S-+ NP VP 

( f SUBJ)= ! f = ! 

the functional schema on the NP (read 'up's subject is down') means 
that the f-structure of the NP (the down arrow) is passed up to the 
Subject part of its mother's f-structure (the up arrow), while tIlat on 
the VP (read 'up is down') means that the f-structure of the VP is 
passed up to the f-structure of its mother; the latter notation indi
cates that the VP is the functional head of the S. Such schemata 
represent the principal way in which f-structures are linked to c
structures in LFG. 

functional structure See '-structure. 
Functional Unification Grammar n. (FUG) An approacb to 

grammatical characterization proposed by Martin Kay (1982), FUO 
combines a functional approach to representing linguistic infor
mation with a unification approach to manipulating the grammar, 
All linguistic objects are represented by sets of functional descrip
tions consisting of attributes and their assigned values; functional 
descriptions are in the same format at all levels. Two functional 
descriptions either are incompatible or can be unified into a single 
description. FUG is not so much a theory of grammar as a frame
work within which various theories of grammar may be expressed in 
a uniform and comrutaticnalJy !'onvenient way. 
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functional uniqueness /ju'ni:kn;,s/ n. In LFG, a condition on the 
well-formedness of f-structures. It says: in a given (-structure, a 
particular attribute may have at most one value. This constraint 
prevents, for example, two different NPs from being assigned to the 
Subject function in one clause. 

function word See grammatical word (sense 1). 

fused exponence /fju:zd/ n. The morphological phenomenon in 
which two or more morphemes which are in principle distinct are 
merged into a single morph by regular phonological processes. For 
example, the genitive plural of the Basque noun gizon 'man' is in 
principle formed by the addition of the oblique plural marker -e

followed by the genitive case ending -en. theoretically yielding 
*gi;;oneen, but the phonologically regular merger of adjacent ident
ical vowels yields the actual form gizonen. in which the plural and 
genitive morphemes are fused. Matthews (1974). 

fused participle n. The use of a gerund with a preceding NP in the 
objective case, rather than in the genitive. as in J dislik~ you eatillg 
peanuls in bed (in the sense of'l dislike your eating peanuts in bed'). 
Fowler and Fowler (\906). 

fusion /'fju:3t:1/ n. The morphological phenomenon in which a word 
consists of several morphemes but in which no one-to-one corre
spondence can be established between morphemes and morphs. 
Examples include English feel (= {foOl} + {Plural}) and look (= 
{lake} + {Past}). Sapir (1921); Sapir's use of the term does not ':Iuitc: 

correspond to the definition given here. 

fusional language /'fju:3;:ml! n. A language In which fusion is 
prominent; an inftecting language. 

future I'fju:tI;:,/ n. or adj. A tense form whose primary correlation is 
with future time. A pure future form is predictive, but very few 
languages seem to have such a form. most future tenses in languages 
which have them being also widely used to express volition. The 
future tense of Spanish. for example. is chiefly used for expressing 
·promises and determination. other forms being preferred for simple 
predictions. ~nglish. it is perhaps worth pointing out. has no future 
tense; it uses a variety of 'present' (non-past) forms for expressing 
predictions, intentions, promises. determination, obligation, proh
ability and inevitability. 
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ruture perfect n. A verb fonn combining future tense with perfect 
aspect. such as Latin amavero '. shall have loved'. 

fuzzy grammar /'fAn/ n. (also ooo-discrete grammar) An approach 
to grammatical characterization which makes crucial use of the idea 
that such notions as well-fonnedness, category membership and 
rule applicability arc a matter of degree. rather than (as in most 
approaches) an absolute either/or matter. Instead of sharply dis
tinguished categories, there are 'fuzzy categories' which shade into 
one another along continua called squishes; a lexical item can be 
characterized. for example, as '0.3 Noun', and a structure can be 
characterized as '0.6 well-fonned'. Fuzzy grammar was introduced 
by George Lakoff ( 1973) and was developed in a series of papers by 
John Ross and others; its proponents addressed a wide variety of 
problematic data. but. not surprisingly. it has proved difficult to 
fonnalize in a useful way. and it seemingly attracts little interest at 
present. See Newmeyer (1986) for a brief summary with refereoces. 
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gap Igrepl n. A location in a sentence in which no clement is overtly 
present even though some element appears to be in some sense 
grammatically required. The following examples illustrate gaps; the 
gaps positecl are represented by the conventional sY!1lbol e: Who 
were you lalking to e?; ThaI bird we saw e was a Carolina warbler; 
This book I can cerlainly recommend e; I can 'I speak French, but 
Lisa can e; Lisa speaks beller French than Pierre e; I bought Ihree 
bonles of red wine and two e of white wine; I ordered beef Madras 
and Lisa e chicken Kashmir; Which papers did you file e wilhout 
reading e? Theories of grammar differ in their treatment of gaps: 
GB treats them as empty nodes present in the syntactic structure but 
unfilled by any lexical material; GPSG treats them as features on 
the mother node; LFG treats them as relations within restructures. 
See also fiUer-gap dependency, empty category. parasitic gap. 

gapping /'ga:pllJ/ n. The phcnomenon in which an apparel:t ~oor
dinate structure lacks a vcrb. and sometimes additional constitu
ents, in all conjuncts but one (in English. the first one). the resulting 
structure appearing to consist of a coordination involving non
constituent sequences. Examples: J ordered beef Madras and Lisa e 
chicken Kashmir; Elton gave Ihe museum a pair of glasses and Rod e 
e a tee-shirl; Lisa is writing an essay on immigrants, Siohhan e e c 011 

minority languages a"d Alison e e c on Ihe French Academy. 
papped constructions are notoriously difficult to analyse. and no 
completely satisfactory treatment is currently available. Adj. 
gapped /grept/. Ross (1967. 1970). 

garden-path sentence /,go:d~n 'po:9/ fl. A sentence which is so 
constructed as to mislead the hearer into assigning an incorrect 
structure during processing. and hence perhaps into regarding the 
sentence as ill-formed when an unremarkable well-formed in
terpretation is available: The horse shot from 'he stahle fell over. A 
garden-path sentence involves a local ambiguity. and it lacks the 
prefix property. 

GB See Go\'f'mmel1t-Bindin~ Theory. 
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gender /'d3end;,/ n. 1. A grammatical category found in certain 
languages by which nouns are divided into two or more classes 
requiring different agreement forms on determiners, adjectives, 
verbs or other words: e.g., French un vieux livre 'an old book' but 
une l:ieille maison 'an old house', in which both the detenniner and 
the adjective reflect the gender of the noun. The number of gender 
classes varies from'a minimum of two to a maximum of about eight 
or ten; two or three is most usual. Gender mayor may not be 
marked overtly on nouns; often only some nouns are overtly 
marked. There is usually some clear semantic basis for the gender 
classes in a gender language. typically involving such obvious 
notions as size, shape, animacy, humanness and sex, but sometimes 
involving more unexpected notions such as edibility or danger. In 
very few gender languages, however, is it possible to predict the 
gender of every noun from its meaning alone; the semantic corre
lation is usually much weaker than this. See Corbett (1991) for a 
detailed account. NOTE: most European languages other than English have 
gender systems showing some degree of correlation with sex; as a consequence, 
many non-linguists (and some linguists!) needlessly confuse gender with sex. 
This confusion should be avoided: sex is a matter of biology. while gender is a 
maner of grammar. and one which has no necessary connection with sex. (Most 
so-called 'feminine' nouns in French, for example (like mJlison). have no 
connection with the female sex.) 2. Sometimes, by extension, and as a 
result of the confusion just referred to, any grammatical or lexical 
distinction correlating with sex, such as English he/she/it or duke/ 
duchess. This extension seems objectionable and is probably best 
avoided. 

generalization /,d3en;,r;)lal'zeIJI,lI n. A statement about the 
grammatical facts of a language, or about the facts of languages 
generally, which holds true in aU cases or in nearly all cases. All 
contemporary theories of grammar consider it a major goal to 
identify generalizations (at least those which are 'linguistically sig
nificant'), to state them explicitly within grammars or theories of 
grammar and to explain them as far as possible by deriving them 
from fundamental principles. It is by no means obvious a priori, 
however, which generalizations are linguistically significant or 
even which generalizations exist at aU; this last point arises partly 
because linguists disagree about how many exceptions can be 
tolerated berore a proposed generalization must be abandoned 
and partly because derivational theories of grammar permit the 
stating of generalizations which hold at abstract levels of 
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representation but not on the surface. Sec also linguistically signifi
cant generalization. 

Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar l'd3en~r~lalzdl n. 
(GPSG) A theory of grammar developed by Gerald Gazdar and his 
colleagues in the 1980s. The class of grammars permitted by GPSG 
is strongly equivalent to the class of context-free grammars, and 
GPSG represents the major attempt at characterizing natural lan
guages in terms of context-free grammars. Among the distinctive 
characteristics of the framework arc its monostratal representations 
of syntactic structure. its rejection of grammatical relations. its well
articulated theory of features, its acceptance of the ruJe-to-ruie 
hypothesis and its separation of grammatical statements into a 
metagrammar (containing metarules and other generalizations 
about the rules of the grammar) and an object grammar (containing 
the rules which directly license local subtrees). GPSG makes no 
claims about psychological reality: the framework is designed purely 
to pennit economical and insightful descriptions of linguistic 
phenomena. Its development signalled a return to the kind of 
fonnal explicitness which had been advocated by Chomsky in the 
1950s but which had largely disappeared from syntactit: theory in the 
intervening decades. The tirst major presentation of GPSG was 
Gazdar (1982): the most comprehensive statement of the frame
work is Gazdar et al. (1985). See Sells (1985) or Horrocks (1987) for 
a brief Introduction. See also H.ead-Driven Phrase Structure 
Grammar. 

generation Id3en~lrelJQI n. The process by which a genera~,e 
grammar enumerates and characterizes the sentences of a language. 
Such a grammar is said to 'generate' those sentences. 

generative I'd3en~r~tlvl adj. 1. Denoting any approach to gra.nma
tical characterization involving generative grammar(s), in any sense 
of that term. 2. Denoting any approach to grammatical characteriz
ation which is fuUy explicit, which is completely fonnalized. 

generative capacity 1k~lpzsltil n. (also power) The range of 
sentences which can be generated by a particular class of grammars. 
We distinguish. between weak generative capacity, in which the 
sentences are regarded merely as linear strings of elements, and 
!1rong generative capacity, in which the structures assigned to those 
strings are also considered; see the remarks under those entries. 
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geoerative grammar n. 1. A grammar for a partia.a.lar language 
which at least enumerates and usually also characterizes (assigns 
structures to) all and only the weD-formed sentences of that lan
guage. In the case of a language containing only a finite number of 
sentences, a mere list of these sentences would trivially satisfy the 
definition. 1be only generative grammars of any interest, however, 
are those which meet at least some of the conditions of adequcy 
which have been formulated; in any case, natural languages are 
agreed to contain an infinite number of sentences, and, since gram
mars are normally required to be finite, a generative grammar of a 
natural lagguage must of necessity provide some more principled 
basis for characteriring sentences. In particular, such a grammar 
must provide machinery for treating recursion, the phenomenon 
which is chiefly responsible for the unlimited size of natural lan
guages. Such a grammar diffeB from other approaches to grammati
cal description in that it is fully explicit, leaving nothing to be filled 
in by a human reader. The notion of a generative grammar in this 
sense was introduced by Chomsky (1957), and it has dominated 
work in syntax ever since (though see sense 4). Chomsky (1961). 2. 
AIly particular theory of grammar which has as its goal the construc
tion of such grammars for particular languages. 3. The enterprise of 
constructing such theories of grammar. 4. In the recent work of 
Noam Chomsky and his associates, an approach to grammatical 
characterization which focuses on the identification of univeBa1 
principles of grammar. Generative grammar in this sense attaches 
little importance to the construction of generative grammars in 
sense 1. NOTE: the shift in the meaning of this term represented by sense 4 is 

rather more radical than it bas sometimes been made to appear. since at least 

some of Chomsky's associates can be understood as maintaining that natural 

languages do DOt actually have grammars in sense 1. 

Generative Semantics n. A veBion of Transformational GI"8IIUIW' 
which regards syntax and semantics as a single unified area of 
investigation and which regards the semantic structure of a sentence 
as its underlying syntactic structure, with the rules of syntax apply
ing to such semantic structures in order to derive surface syntactic 
structures. The underlying structures posited are typically very 
abstract and involve a good deal of IeDaII decompositloll; a classic 
example is the initial structure of the sentence Floyd broke tM Situs, 
roughly Floyd do it Floyd cause become gws break. Generative 
Semantics, which was called 'abItract syntax' in its early da,.. was 
proposed and developed in die late 1960s as an alternative to the 
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Standard Theory of TG: the key figures in its development were 
George Lakoff, James McCawley, John Ross and Paul Postal. The 
framework was eventually abandoned as impossibly ambitious. but 
many of its ideas had a lasting influence on the later development of 
generative grammar. See Newmeyer (1986) for an account of the 
rise and fall of the framework. LatoH (1976); wrinen 1963. 

generic Id3~'neTlkl See gnomic. 

genitive l'd3emtlvl n. or adj. (also possessive) A distinctive case 
form typically marking a noun phrase which serves a possessive role 
within a larger noun phrase. Examples are Lisa's in Lisa's new book 
and Basque Anaren 'Ana's' in Anaren bikini hori 'that bikini of 
Ana's'. The genitive is unusual among case forms in that it does not 
normally express an argument or adjunct of the verb: nevertheless. 
in languages with well-developed case systems, it is usually inte
grated morphologically into the case system. See also possession. 

gerund l'd3er~ndl n. A traditional name for the -ing form of a verb 
in English when it serves as a verbal noun. as in Swimming is good 
exercise, Lisa's going topless upset her father and I enjoy watching 
cricket, or for a verbal noun in any language. The English gerund is 
always identical in formation to the imperfective participle. but it is 
none the less grammatically convenient to distinguish the two. 
Many analysts would restrict the term 'gerund' in English to -ing 
forms in which the verb retains its ability to take verbal arguments, 
adverbs and complements, as in Deliberately bowling bouncers is 
unfair, as contrasted with cases in which the -ing derivative func
tions straightforwardly as a noun, taking determiners, adjectives 
and other adnominals. as in This deliberate bowling of bouncers is 
unfair. . 

liven /'grv;,n/ adj. (of the information conveyed by certain ele
ments in an utterance) Assumed to be already known to the addres
see, and hence serving only as a background for the remainder of 
the utterance, which expresses 'new' information. In the example 
The opera you're thinking of is Turandot, the NP the opera you're 
thinking of transparently expresses given information. AbstT. n. 
ah' ___ I'grv;,nn;,s/ . 

....... l'gl~V adj. I. Comprehensive, wide-ranging. This rather 
hazy adjective is much favoured by syntacticians, who are inclined 
to describe some proposal as a 'globa\' approach when they mean 
merely that they hope it will work in a variety of cases in a variety of 
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languages. 2. Universal. 3. Pertaining to a complete sentence, 
rather than to only part of it: non-local. 4. In classical TG. pertain
ing to a complete derivation. rather than to a particular stage of 
representation. 

global ambiguity II. An ambiguity present in a string of words 
corresponding to two or more complete sentences. CL local 
ambiguity. 

global constraint (also global rule) See derivational constraint. 

gloss Iglosl n. A translation of a word. phrase or sentence in another 
language. especially one which is intended merely as a guide to its 
approximate meaning or structure. A gloss of a single lexical item is 
enclosed in inverted commas. as when citing Basque gi::uI/ 'man'; 
the Basque example Gizonak email dil man-Det-Erg give-PastPrt 
3SgDO-Aux-lSgIO-3SgSubj 'The man gave it to me' illustrates the 
conventional manner of glossing complex ·expressions. V. gloss. 

gnomic I'n~umtkl adj. (also generic) Denoting the aspectual form 
expressing a general or universal truth. as in Rhubarb leaves are 
poi.sonous. Water boils at 100 degrees and The Romans wore logas. 
Very few languages seem to have a distinctive form exclusively for 
expressing gnomic aspect; most often. as in English. the morpho
logically simplest form of verbs and sentences is used. 

goal/g~11 n. The semantic role borne by an NP expressing the end 
point of motion in an abstract or concrete sense. such as London in 
l"m flying 10 London and thai colle/usioll in How did you reach thai 
cOllc/usion? Goal is one of the deep cases recognized in Case 
Grammar: it is sometimes conflated with Beneficiary. 

governed I'gAv~ndl adj. In any case of government (in senses I and 
2 of that term). denoting the element which is subject to the 
requirements imposed by the second element. its gonmor. 

governing categorY l'gAV;)OII)/ II. In GB. a specified local domain 
within which the principles of Binding Theory apply. The precise 
definition is somewhat complex and has undergone occasional 
modification; the following is given in Haegeman (lWI): the gov
erning category of an NP is the minimal domain containing that NP. 
its governor and an accessible subject. In the majority of instances. 
this statement can be reduced to the following: the governing 
category of an NP is the smallest NP or S containing that NP 
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and its governor. See Haegeman (1991) for some explication of the 
unexplained complications. 

government l'gAv~nm~ntl n. 1. Traditionally, any instance of a 
dependency in which the mere presence of one element (the gover
nor) imposes some requirement upon the form assumed by a 
second element which is grammatically linked with it (the governed 
category). For example, a verb or a preposition which requires an 
object NP standing in the dative case is said to govern its object, or 
to govern the dative case. Certain instances of what are tradition
ally regarded as agreement are strictly instances of government, 
such as the concord in gender between an adjective and the noun it 
modifies; see the remarks under agreement. 2. In GB, a particular 
structural relationship which may hold between two nodes in a 
tree, and which is regarded as being of central importance in that 
framework. The precise definition of government has yaried con
siderably over the years; a recent version (from Chomsky 1986) is 
the following: a node A governs a node B iff (a) A m-commands B; 
(b) no maximal projection intervenes between A and B; (c) A is a 
head. Government is essentially a special case of c-COlDID8Dd (or, 
more recently, of m-colDID8Dd) in which certain additional require
ments are met. It plays a crucial role in GB in the assignment of 
Case and in constraining the distribution of empty categories. The 
notion was introduced by Chomsky (1981) and significantly modi
fied by Aoun and Sportiche (1982). See Haegeman (1991) for 
discussion, and see Barker and Pullum (1990) for an attempt at 
extracting the common core of the various definitions of govern
ment which have been offered; see also proper government. 3. Se.: 
lexical government. 

Government-Binding Theory n. (GB) The most prominent and 
influential contemporary theory of grammar, the. direct descendant 
of the various versions of Transformational Grammar. GB differs 
radically from other approaches in its emphasis upon the elucidation 
of abstract universal principles of grammar; it devotes little atten
tion to the writing of rules and the construction of grammars for 
particular languages, and indeed its proponents often maintain that 
there are no such things as rules of grammar, only the principles and 
the parameters whose values can vary from language to language 
within specified limits. GB is a derivational theory; the syntactic 
structure of a sentence is represented as an ordered series of trees, 
three of which are designated as being of special significance: 
D-structure, S-structure and LogieaI Form (LF). These represen-
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tations make extensive use of ~ull elements called empty categories. 
There is a single very general transformational operation called 
Alpha Movemeat whose intrinsic overgeneration is constrained by 
the requirements of each of a large set of semi-autonomous 
modules. The modules are X-bar Theory (concerned with basic 
constituent structure), Theta Theory (concerned with the argument 
structures of verbs), Bounding Tbeo~ {=oncerned· with constraints 
on movement), Government Theory (concerned with the position
ing cf overt NPs and empty categories), CMe Theory (concerned 
with the distribution of NP arguments), Binding Theory (concerned 
with the distribution of anaphoric items and empty categories) and 
Control Theory (concerned with the interpretation of clauses lack
ing overt subjects). Each of these modules has access to information 
provided by the other modules, and hence the modules are not 
'informationally encapsulated' in the sense of Fodor (1983). GB was 
developed by' Noam Chomsky and his associates; though certain 
aspects of the framework had been adumbrated in the 1970s, the 
Binding and Case components were first presented in Chomsky 
(1980), and the first full description of the whole system came in 
Chomsky (1981). Since its inception, GB has undergone various 
modifications, notably in Chomsky (1986). A brief introduction to 
GB is provided in Horrocks (1987); a more comprehensive presen
tation is Haegeman (1991). 

Government Theory n. One of the modules recognized in GB. Its 
function is to ensure that certain types of structural relations hold 
between nodes in trees; its principal requirement is the Empty 
Category Principle. ,-

governor fgA v:Jn:J/ n. 1. In any case of government (in senses 1 and 
2 of that term), the element whose presence imposes a requirement 
upon a second element, the governed category. 2. In GB, anyone 
of certain categories designated as capable of bearing the relation of 
government to another category. In recent work, all heads are 
regarded as potential governors. 3. (also controller) In a depen
dency tree, the single word (normally the main verb) on which all 
the other words in the sentence ultimately depend. 

GPSG See Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar. 

grade /greldl See degree. 

grammar I'grzm:J/ n. 1. The system by which the words and 
morphemes of a language are organized into larger units, particularly 
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into sentences. perceived as existing independently of any attempt 
at describing it. 2. A particular description of such a system. as 
embodied in a set of rules. 3. The branch of linguistics dealing with 
the construction of such descriptions and with the investigation of 
their properties. conventionally divided into morphology and syn
tax. See also traditional grammar. generative grammar. universal 
grammar. theory of grammar. Adj. grammatical. 

grammar fragment II. (also loy grammar) A small grammar which 
treats only a limited part of a language. intended as an iliustration of 
some partic~lar approach. 

grammatical /gr~'ma:ukll adj. I. Pertaining tn grammar. In 

any sense of that tenn. 2. Sec well-formed. Abstr. II. (sense 2) 
grammaticality Igr~ma:tI'ka:hti/. 

grammatical category 11. Any of various categories distinctions 
within which are expressed by variations in the form of lexical or 
phrasal constituents. Among the most frequently occurring gram
matical categories are person. number. gender. case. tense. aspect. 
mood. voice. degree and deictic position. but other rarer ones exist. 
Grammatical categories are quite various in their nature. Some (the 
deictic categories like person. tense and deictic position) serve to 
express contextual features of an utterance. Others. like mood and 
aspect. express the speaker's perception of certain characteristics of 
the proposition embodied in herlhis utterance. Still others. like 
number and gender, represent the grammaticalizatJon of cerrain 
perccived semantic features of referents. or serve chiefly ...s 
reference-tracking devices. Yet others. like voice and case. serve 
largely to express aspects of the internal grammatical structure of a 
sentence. or to express the relative prominence of clements of the 
sentence. What they all have in common is that. when a t;rammati
cal category is present in a language. a choice among the available 
fonns expressing distinctions within that category is obligatory in 
specified circumstances: one or another of the competing fonns 
must be used. Thus. for example. in English. in which nouns are 
marked for number, one or the other of the two competing fonns 
(singular or plural) must always be used; there is no possibility oi 
avoiding the choice, even when the number distinction appears to 
be irrelevant. 

grammatical function n. Another name for grammatical relation. 
preferred in certain frameworks. such as LFG. 
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grammatical morpheme n. A morpheme which has little or no 
semantic content and which serves chiefly as a grammatical element 
in morphology or syntax. such as of. the, the complementizer IMI, 

the -;ng of gerunds and participles, Plural or Past tense. Cf. lexk:al 
IDOI"pbeme . 

grammatical relation n. (&I!>O ~tical faDctioa) Anyone of 
several specific grammatical rules which a noun phrase can bear 
within its sentence. The most widely recognized grammatical re
lations are subject, direct object, indirect object and oblique 
object; some would add genitive and object 01 comparison, and 
some would also extend the concept to tbe grammatical roles 
played by categories other than NP, such as ~te or comp
laaent. As the name implies. grammatical relations are grammati
cal in nature. and are in principle quite independent of the 
semantic roles borne by those elements. Grammatical relations 
were identified very early in the history of European linguistics: 
Aristotle's division of sentences into subjects and predicates was 
perhaps the first step ever taken in syntactic analysis. 
Nevertheless. grammatical relations were largely ignored in 
twentieth-century linguistics until the 1970s. when a number of 
linguists, often working outside the then-current transformational 
mainstream. began to point out the syntactic importance of these 
relations; particularly influential was the paper by Keenan and 
Comrie (1977). which set up the NP Accessibility Hierarchy. At 
around the same time. Perlmutter and his colleagues were putting 
together Relational Grammar. a version of generative grammar in 
which grammatical relations were taken as the fundamental primi
tives. Today most theories of grammar incorporate grammatical 
relations in one way or another. though GPSG has nothing to say 
about them, and GB regards them in large measure as secondary 
and derived from constituent structure. Some rect:nt work has 
proposed extending the conventional inventory of grammatical re
lations by adding such novel relations as primary object and sec
oadary object. 

grammatical word n. (also empty word, form word, function word) 
1. A word with little or no intrinsic semantic content which primar
ily serves some grammatical purpose: of, the. 2. An occasional 
synonym for word form. This usage is natural enough. but it con
flicts strongly with the better-established first sense. and is best 
avoided. 
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graph theory Igro:fl n. A branch of mathematics dealing with 
objects called graphs. A graph is simply a collection of points which 
may be connected by lines ('arcs'). A number of linguistic objects 
may be usefully regarded as graphs, the most important being trees. 
Graphs of linguistic interest are usually of the particular type called 
directed acyclic graphs. 

group genitive Igru:pl n. The English construction in which the 
possessive affix - 's is attached to a large NP in such a way that the 
affix is separated from the head noun of the NP. Examples include 
The Wife of Bath's Tale, the woman you were talking to's husband, 
the south of France's population boom and that woman you're 
seeing's mother. Jespersen (1933). 
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babituallh~lbltJU~lI adj. (also consuetudinal) The aspect category 
which expresses an action which is regularly or consistently per
formed by some entity. The habitual is a subdivision of the 
imperfective aspect. English has a distinct habitual form in the past 
tense only: the used to construction, as in Lisa used to smoke. Some 
other languages have a more systematic expression of habitual 
aspect, such as Spanish, which has a distinct habitual auxiliary soler: 
Suele pasar por aqui 'He usually comes this way'. See Comrie (1976) 
for discussion. 

haplology lha:p'1DI~3il n. The morphological process in which one 
of two consecutive morphs of identical or similar form is dropped. 
For example, the Basque word for 'cider', a compound of sagar 
'apple' and ardo 'wine', ought, by the usual rules of word formation, 
to have the form *sagar-ardo, but the actual form is sagardo, in 
which one of the -ar- sequences has been dropped. 

harmony I'ho:m~nil n. In typology, the degree to which different 
typological characteristics correlate with one another in a consistent 
manner. For example. as was shown by Greenberg (1963). SOY 
word order. left-branching constructions, postpositions and case 
systems all tend strongly to correlate; a language exhibiting all of 
these shows a high degree of typological harmony. 

hash mark I'ha:J mo:kl n. A symbol used to denote that what 
follows is syntactically well-formed but semantically bizarre: #Pau/ 
i~ a British trumpeter hut a French cellist. 

HPSG See Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar. 

head Ihedl fl. I. That element of a constituent which is syntactically 
central in that it is primarily responsible for the syntactic character 
of the constituent. For example. in the NP these old books. the noun 
books is usually regarded as the head (though see the alternative 
view suggested under determiner phrase). Traditional grammarians 
recognized a rather inexplicit and limited notion of heads; the 
notion was developed by the American structuralists and extended 
to most constituents. Early generative grammar effectively 
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abandoned the notion for some years, but, since the rise of the 
X-bar system in the 1970s, the concept of a head has increasingly 
bee~ seen as syntactically central. Today almost all constituents are 
generally regarded as projectioDS of lexical heads. In the example 
above, the head of the NP would now usually be regarded as the 
N-bar old books, whose head in tum would be the noun books, 
which is the lexical head of the full noun phrase. There remains, 
however, considerable disagreement as to which categories are 
heads; see Muysken (1982) for a survey of conflicting 'views. It is 
usually assumed that a category has only one head, but coordinate 
structures are often analysed as containing as many heads as they 
have conjuncts. 2. In some views of morphology, a morpheme 
which is seen as playing a role in word formation comparable to that 
played by a syntactic head. For example, some would argue that the 
suffix -ness is the head of the word happiness. This non-standard 
view was advanced by Lieber (1980) and Williams (1981) and 
criticized by Zwicky (1985). 

Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar I'hed dnVI;lI n. 
(HPSG) A theory of grammar developed in the mid-1980s by Carl 
Pollard and Ivan Sag from Pollard's earlier Head Grammar. HPSG 
is an eclectic framework which borrows heavily from other theories 
of grammar. It may be usefully viewed as a development of GPSG 
which is strongly influenced by categorial grammar and by LFG. 
HPSG makes heavy use of unification, and it is perhaps the most 
prominent and the best-deve!o~d of the various unification-based 
theories. Categories incorporate information about the categories 
they combine with, including subcategorization information. and 
hence very few rules are necessary, all important syntactic and 
semantic processes being driven by information in lexical entries. 
The framework is presented in Pollard and Sag (1987). 

head feature n. A feature which, in some particular analysis. is 
designated as being subject to the Head Feature Convention. The 
great majority of syntactic features are normally treated as head 
features. 

Head Feature Convention lk;m'ventf~1 n. (HFC) The require
ment that a node in a tree must share certain feature specifications 
with its head daughter. This convention is invoked for a wide range 
of purposes. for example for guaranteeing that a plural noun phrase 
will have a plural noun as its head. The HFC is particularly a~!'oci 
ated with GPSG. the first framework to provide a completel ... 
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explicit formulation of it. but all theories of grammar make use of it 
in one form or another. 

Head Grammar n. (HG) A theory of grammar proposed by Carl 
Pollard (1984). consisting essentially of a hybrid of GPSG and 
catcgorial grammar. Head grammars. which incorporate wrap oper
ations. characterize a well-defined set of languages which are a 
proper superset of the context-free languages; head grammars are, 
however. only 'mildly context-sensitive'. and computationally they 
are only slightly less tractable than CF-grammars. The framework 
was later elaborated into Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar. 

headless relative I'hedl;)s/ See free relative. 

headline language /'hedlaln/ n. The syntactically distinctive style 
u~d in newspaper headlines. characterized by an absence of finite 
verbs and determiners. the usc of the simple present to report 
recent past events and the extensive use of nouns modifying other 
nouns: 80m; gi~·es lead UII Croats, PM to visit US and Railway 
llalion murder illquiry shock. 

head marking /'hed mo:kIlJ/ n. A grammatical pattern in which a 
relatiun between a head and a dependent of that head is morpho
logically marked on the head rather than on the dependent.· 
Examples include possessive constructions marked on the possessed 
head rather than on the possessor (as in construct state and izafet 
conMructions) and the marking of grammatical relations on the verb 
rather than by case forms on NP arguments. Head marking is 
sometimes regarded as a typological characteristic of languages 
exhibiting it. Cf. dependent marking. and see Nichols (1986) for 
some discussion. Van Valin (1985). 

Head Parameter fl. In GB. the proposed parameter by which a 
particular language chooses 10 put all its heads either to the left or to 
the right of their sisters. In fact. very few languages appear to 
conform straightforwardly to either pattern. and this proposal can 
only be maintained with considerable ingenuity. 

heavy NP I'hevi/ II. A noun phrase which is very long. Heavy NPs 
often contain relative clauses or complement clauses. and they often 
show a tendency tu occur al the end of the sentence. regardless of 
the canonical position of grammatically similar NPs. See heavy NP 
shift. 
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heavy NP shift Ifrftl n. The phenomenon in which a heavy NP 
occurs at the end of its sentence in defiance of the canonical position 
of gr~mmatically similar NPs. Heavy NP shift is observed very 
widely in the languages cf the world. For example, in the SOy 
language Basque, an object NP nonnally precedes the verb, but an 
object which is a heavy NP usually follows its verb. 

hedge Ihed31 n. An expression added to an utterance which pennits 
the speaker to reduce herlhis commitment to what shelhe is saying: I 
think, I suppose, I fancy. I would guess. I take it, it seems to me. 

hendiadys lhen'daI~drsl n. The joining by a coordinating conjunc
tion of two elements which properly stand in a subordinating re
lationship, such as nice and warm for 'nicely wann' or try and do it 
for 'try to do it'. 

hesternal /'hest~n!1 adj. Denoting a tense fonn occurring in certain 
languages which typically refers to events in the recent pa"t. includ
ing 'yesterday' but not 'earlier today'. Both the Bantu language 
Kamba and the Carib language Hixkaryana, for example, have such 
a tense form, contrasting with a hodiernal past ('earlier today') and 
a remote past ('more than a few weeks ago'). Dahl (1985): Latin 
hesternus 'related to yesterday'. 

heterocategorial head l,het~r~ukret~'gDri~l/ n. A head which is a 
projection of a different lexical category from its mother. For 
example, in Drinking the water IS not advised. the VP drinking the 
water is arguably the head of all NP. 

HFC See Head Feature Convention. 

HG See Head Grammar. 

hierarchical structure Ihal~r'll:klk!/ See configurational struc
ture. 

hierarchy /'hal;}ra:kil n. Any of various linear scales along which 
certain grammatical elements are ranked with respect to one or 
more grammatical processes. Among the most prominent are the 
NP Accessibility Hierarchy (the Relational Hierarchy) and the 
Animacy Hierarchy. Croft (1990) presents a summary of the prip.
cipal grammatical hierarchies which have been recognized. Adj. 
hierarchical Ihal;)r'll:krk!f, 

historic present Ihl'stunk/ n. The use of a present-tense form 
with past time reference, as sometimes occurs in narratives with the 
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function of adding vividness: This guy comes in, right? He goes up to 
the bar and asks for a whisky. 

hodiernal lh;}udi'3:n!/ adj. Denoting a tense form, particularly a 
past-tense form. occurring in certain languages which typically re
fers to events occuning on the day of speaking. A hodiemal past 
form occurs. for example. in Bengali, Kikuyu, Quecha, Zulu, 
Hixkaryana and European Spanish, and apparently occurred in 
seventeenth-century French. according to the Port Royal grammar. 
Dahl (1985): Latin Iwdie ·today·. 

honorific lon;}'nflkl n. or adj. A distinctive grammatical or lexical 
form used conventionally. and often obligatorily in certain contexts, 
to express respect towards someone other than the speaker. An 
example is the Japanese prefix 0-, attached to nouns, adjectives and 
verbs in this function. as in o-kirei 'pretty' (respectful form; kirei is 
the unmarked form). More complex examples are provided by the 
Japanese honorific verbs: the ordinary verbs ageru 'give' and miru 
·see'. for example. have corresponding honorific forms a-age ni naru 
and goran ni nam. as well as more elaborate honorific forms. 

hortative I'hJ:t;}tIV/ adj. The mood category expressing an exhor
tation, typically represented in English by the distinctive structure 
illustrated in Let's go or Let's see what can be done. 

host Ih;}ustill. The element to which a cUtic or" is phonologically 
bound. 

hot news perfect Ihot nju:zlll. A particular function of the perfect 
aspect in English and some other languages, by which the perfect is 
used to express the present relevance of a recent past event: The 
President has been shot. See perfect. McCawley (1971). 

hypallage lhal'prel;}d3i/ n. Inversion of the normal order of words 
for rhetorical effect: the trumpet's Tuscan blare. Adj. hypaUactic 
lhalp;:l'lrektlk/. 

hyperbaton lhal'p3:b;:lt;:lnl n. The use of an abnormal order of 
elements for rhetorical effect: Us he devoured. 

hypercorrection /'halp;:lk;:l,rekfl)/ n. An error resulting from a 
confused attempt at avoiding another error, such as the use of 
between .\"Ou alit! I by speakers taught to avoid the use of me in 
certain other circumstances. Adj. hypercorrect I'haTp;}k;}rekt/. 
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hyphen /'hatf;ml n. A conventional symbol for marking the bound 
:!nri of a bound form, as in the prefix pre- or the suffix -ize. 

hypocorism lhat'pok;mzJTl/ (also bypocorisma Ihalp~k~'nzm~) 
n. A diminutive, particularly one used as an endearment or pet 
name, such as Mikey or Lucykins, or as a euphemism, such as 
undies or hanky. Adj. bypocoristic Ihalp~k~'nstlkl. 

hypotaxis lhatp~'t3!kslsl See subordination. Cf. parataxis. 

hypothetic lh3!p~'Oettkl n. or adj. A label sometimes applied to a 
verb form used typically or exclusively in cooditional senteoces. 

hysteron proteron I,hlst~ron 'prot~ron/ n. The inversion of the 
logical order of elements, as in thunder and lightning or in the 
baseball term hit-and-run l denoting a play in which the running 
precedes the hitting). 
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I The more recent symhol for INFL 

IA lal 'ell See Item-and-Arrangement. 

IC lal 'si:1 See immediate constituent. 

iconicity lalk;)'nrsltil n. A direct correlation between a conceptual 
notion or distinction and its linguistic representation. Iconicity has 
not usually been considered a prominent feature of grammatical 
structures. but recently several linguists have pOinted out interesting 
cases of it. notably Haiman (1985) and Bybee (1985). For example, 
it is suggested that the ordering of tense. aspect and mood markings 
with respect to a verb stem is most often iconic: aspect. which is 
conceptually most tightly bound to the verb. is morphologically 
marked closest to the verb stem. while mood, conceptually the least 
tightly bound. is marked furthest from the verb stem, with tense in 
between in both respects. Adj. iconic lal'konlk/. See also concep
tual cmt.ance. 

IDC-command lal di: si:1 n. (also I-conunand) One of the com
IDJlnd relations. It states' A node A IDC-commands another node B 
iff A's mother dominates B'. IDC-command is the most restrictive, 
or ·smallest". of all the command relations. Pullum (l986b). 

idealization laldl;)lal'zelJI:11 n. The phenomenon by which a 
linguist constructing a grammar. or a theory of grammar, chooses to 
ignore certain complications or embarrassing observations in the 
raw data, for the sake of obtaining an elegant, economical and 
insightful account. All theory building in all disciplines necessarily 
involves some degree of idealization, and linguistics is no exception, 
but naturally there are controversies over the question of just how 
much idealization is permissible. 

ideophone Ildi;)f;)unl n. One of a grammatically distinct class of 
words, occurring in certain languages. which typically express either 
distinctive sounds or visually distinctive types of action. In lan
guages that have them. ideophones are usually as rigidly conven
tional in form as other words. thougb they may sometimes exhibit 
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exceptional phonological characteristics, such as segments not 
u::,a'wise attested. Here are a few of the many ideophones in the: 
Carib tanguage Apalai: kute kute kute '(frog) croak'; pyh tere 'jump 
into canoe'; syry tope topo 'falling into the water'; kui klli 'scream
ing'; seky seky 'creep up'; t.y t)i ry 'person walking': wywYl1.'ywv 
'hammock swinging': uroruro 'trees falling': turutwutu 'f~t 
approach'. 

idiolect 1',di;:,lektl n. The speech of a particular individual. Adj. 
idiolectal hdi;:,'lektJl. 

idiom I',di;:,ml n. An expression consisting of two or more words 
whose meaning cannot be simply predicted from the meanings of its 
constituent parts: let the cat out of the bag, keep tabs on. a pig in a 
poke. For semantic reasons, an idiom requires its O\'lIl lexical entry 
in the lexicon, but many idioms participate in syntactic processes, a~ 
illustrated by the example The cat has been let out of the bag. in 
which the idiom has undergone passivization like any transitive 
structure. Adj. idiomatic fldi;:,'ma:uk/. 

idiom chunk ItJAlJkl n. A portion of an idiom which is separated 
from the rest of the idiom in a particular sentence. In the example 
The alt has been well and truly let out of the bug, the phrase the cat is 
an idiom chunk constituting part of the idiom let the cat oW of the 
bag. 

IDILP fonnat lal di: el 'pi: ,f:>:ma:tl n. A format for categorial 
rules in which these rules are separated into two sets of statements: 
a set of immediate dominance rules, specifying which mothers ca'1 
have which daUghters. and a set of linear precedence rules. specify
ing the left-to-right order of sisters. The ID/LP format appears to be 
essential. since the alternative is to provide rules specifying both 
types of information simultaneously, and this inevitably means that 
the same precedence information is stated over and over again in a 
number of distinct rules, with consequent loss of generalization~. 
For example. English has a large number of possible expansions for 
the category VP, such as VP - V, VP - V NP, VP -+ V PP, VP
V NP PP, among others. and in every one of these the verb precedes 
its sisters. This generalization is nowhere" expressed in the tradi
tional phrase structure format, but. in the ID/LP format, the ID 
rules simply state the possible daughters of VP. without stipulating 
any linear ordering. and then the LP rule V < X ('a verb precedes 
its sisters') provides the required generalization. In general. the: 
IDILP formal can only be used in a grammar possessing the prop-
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erty of exhaustive constant partial ordering. but the ECPQ property 
appears to be present in the grammars of most. and perhaps all. 
natural languages. Though various inexplicit proposals had pre
viously been made by a number of linguists. the first fully explicit 
statement of the ID/LP format was given by Gazdar and Pullum 
(1981) within the GPSG framework; today. the format is widely 
employed in various other frameworks. 

ID rule See immediate dominance rule. 

IL /al 'ell Sec indexed language. 

I-language /al/'I. (also internalized language) A language seen as a 
sct of rules and principles in the mind of a speaker. approximately 
the same notion as competence. Cf. E-Ianguage. Chomsky (1986). 

illative /'Jl;,tIV/ n. or adj. A case form typically expressing the 
~emantic notion of '(motion) into': Finnish laloon 'into the housc' 
(raiD 'house'). 

ill-formed hI 'b:mdl adj. (also ungrammatical. deviant) Denoting 
a syntactic structure which is not permitted hy the rules of the 
grammar of a particular language. IIl-formedness is conventionally 
indicated hy a!1 asterisk preceding the string representing the struc
tun:. as in the example *Usa smiled m('. Since a string normally 
carries less than complete information about the structure it is 
intended to represent. it may have to be supplemented by additional 
notational material. such as hrackets. gaps or referential indices. to 
identify unambiguously the structure which is being characterized as 
ill-formed: ·511e plll [on Ihe dressJ and ·Wlloj was sllej lalking to e? 

iIlocutionary force 111;),kju:J;)nri '(:):s/ n. The communicative 
intention of an utterance. which may be that of a request for action. 
a rC4uest for information. an order. a warning. a promise. an offer 
or <J threat. or of many other possible such intentions. The illoc
utionary force of an utterance is in general independent of its 
grammatical form or sentence type. Austin (1962). 

immediate constituent h'mi:di;)tl 11. (IC) A constituent of a 
category which is not a constituent of any unit which is itself a 
constituent of that category. When the tree representation of con
stituent structure is employed. 'immediate constituenl' is simply a 
synonym for daughter. 

immediate constituent analysis 1;)'na:llslsl 11. The exhaustive 
analysis of a sentence into a series of immediate constituents. all the 
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way down to the individual words or morphemes which are its 
ultimate constituents. particularly when such analysis is regarded as 
displaying the fundamental syntactic structure of the sentence. The 
term is' commonly applied to a rcpresenf3tion of constituent struc
ture in which nodes are not labelled for their syntactic category. 
though in some versions heads are recognized and constituents are 
classified as endocentric. e"GCentric or coordinate. Ie analysis was 
unknown beforc the twentieth century; traditional grammarians had 
only a limited conception of phrases and never developed a clear 
notion of constituency. It is usually considered that Ie analysis was 
introduced by Bloomfield (1917. 1933). and that Bloomfield was the 
first linguist ever to take an analytical view of sentence structure. in 
contrast to the earlier synthetic view, in which a sentence was 
regarded as an assembly of words. Perceval (1976) disputes this 
view, arguing that Ie analysis was in fact introduced by the psycho
logist Wilhelm Wundt (1900). and that Bloomfield was merely 
developing Wundt's ideas. Bloomfield ~ay well have been 
inHuenced by Wundt. but the analyses presented by Wundt appear 
in fact to be more reminiscent of dependency grammar than of 
constituency grammar, and Wundfs graphical representations look 
very much like dependency trees (with unlabelled arcs), half a 
century before Tesniere. But whatever Wundt may have inte'lded. 
it was Bloomfield who introduced Ie anaiysis into the linguistic 
mainstream. where it was picked up and de\'e1oped by the 
American structuralists. notably by Wells (1947) and Nidd (1960). 
and where it led ultimately to the development of our modem 
conception of constituent structure in the 1960s. See also constitu
ent structure and tree. 

immediate constituent diagram I'dal~rreml n. A tl"ff 
exhibiting constituent structure, particularly one in which the nodes 
are unlabelled for their syntactic category. 

immediate dominance II. The relation holding between a mother 
and its daughter. That is, a node A immediately dominates a distinct 
node B iff A dominates B and there is no other node intervening 
between them. 

immediate dominance rule n. (10 rule) A C8tegorial rule which 
specifies that a particular mother can have certain daughters but 
which specifies no left-to-right ordering of those daughters. See the 
discussion under IOILP format. 
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imparisyUabic IImp.rrlSl'l.rblkl adj. (of a noun or verb in an 
inflected language) Having different numbers of syllables in differ

·ent inflected forms. such as Latin rex ·king·. genitive regis. etc. Cf. 
parisyUBbic. 

imperative Ilm'perauvl n. or adj. (also jussive) The mood cat
egory associated with the uttering of commands. as in Wash your 
hands! Many languages have no specific grammatical form for this 
purpose. often employing (like English) the simplest possible form 
of the verb. but many others have a specialized imperative inflection 
of the verb, such as Spanish: ven, venid. venga and vengan are all 
specialized imperative forms of the verb venir 'come'. 

imperfect hm'p3:flktl n. or adj. A conventional label for a verb 
form which simultaneously expresses imperfective aspect and past 
time reference, such as Spanish bebia 'I used to drink', 'I was 
drinking'. Non: this term must not be conrused with the distinct term 

imperfective. 

imperfective IImpa'fektlvl n. or adj. A superordinate aspectual 
category making reference to the internal structure of the activity 
expressed by the verb. and contrasting with the perfective. The 
imperfective may be subdivided into various more specialized 
aspectual distinctions. such as habitual. progressive and iterative. 
Sec Comrie (1976) for discussion. 

imperfective participle n. (also present participle) A partidple 
marked for imperfective aspect. such as English ironing in Lisa is 
ironing my shirts. or a similar form in another language. 

impersonal construction hm'p3:sanll n. Any o~ various construc
tions occurring in certain languages in which the verb stands in an 
invariable third-person form (an 'impersonal verb') and the NP 
which might be regarded as the subject on semantic or psychological 
grounds stands in an oblique case: there mayor may not be an 
additional NP standing in the canonical subject case. Some 
examples from Icelandic: 

Mig vantar bOkina. 
me-Ace need-3Sg the-book 
'I need the book.' 

Mig dreymir allar n.rtur. 
me-Acc dream-3Sg every night 
'I dream every night: 
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impersonal passive n. Any of various construclions involving an 
overt passive inflection on the verb and no lexical subject. In 
languages exhibiting them, impersonal passives are most typically 
derived from intransitive verbs. though not exclu:;ively so. A simple 
example is the German Gestem I'.'urde getanzt 'Yesterday there was 
dancing', literally 'Yesterday [it] was danced'. Oblique NPs may 
occur: the Turkish active Hasan otobiise billdi 'Hasan bearded the 
bus', in which the verb is intransitive and OlobUs stands in the dative 
case, has a corresponding impersonal passive Otobiise binifdi 'The 
bus was boarded', literally 'To the bus [it] was boarded'. Some 
languages even allow overt direct objects to occur in such construc
tions: The Russian transitive Bllrja pO"'alila derevo "The storm 
knocked down the tree'. in which burja 'storm' is nominative and 
derevo 'tree' is accusative. has a corresponding impersonal passive 
Burej povalilo derevo 'The tree was knocked down by the storm'. in 
which burej is instrumental and derevo is still accusative. there being 
no surface subject. There is some controversy over how far to 
extend the term 'impersonal passive'; some would extend it to 
constructions like the French On vendit fa maison 'The house was 
sold', literally 'One sold the house'. which differs from a canonical 
active transitive only in the presence of the impersonal subject 
pronoun 011. See Siewierska (]984) for discussion. 

implicational universal IImph'keIJ:m!1 n. Any absolute or rela
tive universal which is expressed in the form 'If a ianguage has 
characteristic X. then it also has characteristic Y·. An example is: if 
a language has VSO basic word order. then it has prepositions 
(rather than postpositions). Implicational universals were intro
duced by Greenberg (1963) and have been most extensively devel
oped by Hawkins (1983). 

imprecative /Jm'prek~tlvl n. An utterance, especially an obscen~ 
or blasphemous one, intended primarily to give offence: Pi.u off!; 
Fuck you! The distinctive syntax of these utterances is examined My Jame,. 
McCawley in his hilarious but very obscene 1971 paper. wrillen under the 

pseudonym Quang Phuc Dong. 

inalienable possession IJn'eIli~n~b!l II. A type of possessive 
construction in which the possessed item cannot in principle be 
separated from the possessor: Lisa's eyes, John's parents. my flame. 
Some languages exhibit a distinctive grammatical form for inalien
able possession. Examples from Hawaiian are alienable ke ki'i a 
Pua 'Pua's picture' (i.e., taken or painted by her). contrasting with 
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inalienable ke ki'i 0 Pua 'Pua's picture' (i.e., of her), and na ;wi a 
Pila 'Pua's bones' (e.g., which she is eating), contrasting with na iwi 
o Pua 'Pua's bones' (i.e., her own bones). Cf. alienable possession. 

inanimate Im'a:nlm~t1 adj. Denoting a noun or noun phrase which 
is other than animate, such as one denoting a lif.:less object, a plant, 
an abstraction or a nominalization. 

inceptive Im'scpuvl See inchoative. 

iocboative Itn'k;XJ~tJvl n. or adj. (also inceptive, ingresstve) A 
distinctive aspectual form expressing the beginning of a state or 
activity. Japanese, for example, has a productive verbal affix -d4ru 
for expressing inchoative aspect: hanashidasu 'start to talk' (hanasu 
'talk'), tabedasu 'start to eat' (taberu 'eat'), furidasu 'start to rain' 
(furu ·rain·). Latin has a class of inchoative verbs in -sc-: tremescere 
'start to tremble' (tremere 'tremble'), silescere 'become silent' (siJere 
'be silent'), obdormiscere 'fall asleep' (dormire 'sleep'). 

inclusive first person IIn'klu:srvl n. A distinctive pronominal 
form occurring in some languages which expresses the meaning 
'I and you (and possibly others)' and contrasting there with an 
exclusive first person. See examples under the latter entry. 

incorporating language Im'k:>:p~reIlIIJI n. A language in which 
incorporation (sense 1 or 2) is prominent. Incorporating languages 
are most frequent in Siberia and in North America. NOTE: Comrie 
(1981) recommends restricting this term to languages displaying incorporation 
in sense 1 and labelling the others poIysyntbedc. 

incorporation Im,k:>:p~'reIIQI n. I. The grammatical process in 
which a single inflected word form contains two or more lexical 
roots. In the Siberian language Chukchi, for example, the English 
sentence 'The friends put a net' can be expressed either without 
incorporation as Tumy-e kupre-n na-ntavat-y;;lan friend-Erg net
AosSg Prt-put-3PI-+3Sg or in the incorporated form tumy-at kopra
ntavat-i~at friend-AbsPI net-put-3PI. in which the noun meaning 
'net' has been incorporated into the verb. Incorporation is not 
confined to object NPs; Chukchi also allows the incorporation of 
various oblique NPs into the verb. 2. The realization as affixes of 
lexical morphemes that could alternatively be expressed as separate 
words. there being no formal resemblance between the competing 
bound and free realizations. An example is the Siberian Yupik 
Eskimo sentence ayja-IfJa-tJ-juy-tuq boat-Augm-acquire-want-
3Sg 'He wants to get a big boat'. This resembles the Chukchi case in 
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that the morphemes 'acquire' and 'want' could instead be realized as 
separate words; it differs in that the bound forms of 'acquire' and 
'want' ~ar no formal resemblance to the corresponding free forms, 
and hence the Eskimo sentence is one word consisting of a single 
lexical root (ayja- 'boat') plus a number of derivational and inflec
tional affixes. Non:: Comrie (1981) recommends that the term 'incorpor
ation' be restricted only to the first sense. but in practice it is widely used also for 
the second. 3. A label occasionally applied to the formation of a 
compound verb. V. incorporate IIn'k:>:p;)reltl. 

indefinite Im'deflnltl adj. Denoting a noun phrase. or its associ
ated determiner, which most typically expresses a non-specific or 
unidentified referent. such as the NP a boole or the determiner a 
generally. In English, it is quite possible for an indefinite NP to have 
a specific referent: a speaker who says I'm looking for a book very 
probably has a specific book in mind, but cannot say I'm looking for 
the book unless she/he can assume that the addressee already knows 
which book is being referred to. 

indefinite article n. A detenniner most typically used in an NP with 
a non-specific or unidentified referent, such as English a(n) or 
unstressed some. Cf. definite article. 

indefinite pronoun n. A traditional label for a pronoun which. 
even in context. has no specific identifiable referent: something. 
anybody. sometimes also nothing. 

index (pI. indices) /'mdeks, 'mdlsi:zI n. (also referential index) 
An annotation added to an element in a sentence, particularly to a 
noun phrase, to specify its reference. This is usually only necessary 
when two or more NPs occur in the same sentence. and the possi
bility arises that some of them may have the same referent. See 
examples under coindexing. 

indexed grammar /'mdekstl n. One of a class of formal grammars 
resembling context-free grammars, but differing in that the number 
of categories permitted is infinite. In a conventional notation. an 
initially finite set of categories is expanded by the use of indices on 
non-terminal nodes; such a node may bear a linear sequence of 
indices of any length. and indices may be added to, or removed 
from, the left-hand end of the sequence (only) during the course of 
a derivation. When a rewrite rule is applied. the sequence of indices 
on the mother is automatically copied onto all non-terminal nodes; 
terminal nodes never carry indices. Rules of the form A[i] - W, 
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where W is a string, are allowed; such a rule can only be applied to a 
node A bearing the index [i] at its left-hand end. and its application 
results in the copying of the index sequence on A. minus [i], onto all 
non-tenninal daughters. Rules of the fonn A -+ B[i], where B is a 
single non-tenninal. are also allowed; the application of such a rule 
adds the index [i] to the left of the s",quenct; un A and copies tbe 
result onto B. Null producticns are also permitted. The following 
indexed grammar generates the language {a"bmcndm

: m,n > OJ: 

S -+ T[kJ A[i] -+ aA C[i] -+ cC 
T-+T[j] A-+B C-+O 
T -+ T' B[j] -+ bB O[j] -+ dO 
T'-+T'[i] B[k]-+e O[k]-+e, 
T' -+ AC 

Here is the derivation tree for abbcdd. 
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Indexed grammars are interesting because they are only slightly more 
powerful than context-sensitive grammars but are capa'Jle of hand
ling. cross-serial dependencies, as the grammar above illustrat-::s; 
parsing them, however, requires exponential time. Various equival
ent notations exist for them; the one used here is taken from Partee et 
al. (1990). See Gazdar (1985) for an introduction. Aho (1968). 

indexed language n. (IL) A language generated by an indexed 
grammar. The indexed languages are a proper superset of the 
context-free languages and. if null productions are excluded, a 
proper subset of the context-sensitive languages: they are, in fact, 
mildly context-sensitive. 

indexical Im'dekslkll n. or adj. See deictic. 

indicative Im'dlk;)Uvl See declarative. 

indirect command Imdal'rektl n. The reponing of an order by 
lndlrect speech: She told me to be careful. 

indirect object n. (10) The grammatical relation expressing the 
entity which is the recipient or beneficiary of the action of the verb 
in sentences in which this entity is clearly distinct from a direct 
object. In some -languages. such as Latin and Basque, indirect 
objects are clearly and consistently marked by a distinctive dative 
case form. In some other languages, however. the identification of 
indirect objects is more problematic. Consider the two English 
sentences I gave Lisa the book and -, gave the book to Lisa. 
Traditional grammar regards Lisa as an indirect object in Imth 
sentences. Many contemporary analysts. however, disagree. Some 
hold that Lisa is an indirect object only in the first case, but an 
oblique object in the second. Others hold that Lisa is an indirect 
object only in the second case, but a direct object in the first. Still 
others maintain that English has no indirect objects at all, only 
direct objects and oblique objects. See Faltz (1978) and Ziv and 
Sheintuch (1979) for discussion. 

indirect question n. (also embedded question) A question which 
forms a subordinate clause within a larger structure: Lisa asked me 
[whether' was coming]. Lisa wants to know [what she should dol 
and Can you tell me [where I can buy hamster foodl? 

indirect speech Ispi:tJI n. The reponing of what someone else has 
said without using her/his exact words, as in Lisa said she would 
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come. If this were expressed in direct speech, the result would be 
Lisa said '/'1/ come'. ' 

inessive hn'es/vl n. or adj. A case fonn occurring in certain 
languages which typically expresses the sense of English in: Finnish 
talossa 'in the house' (talo 'house'). The term 'inessive' is usually 
used to express a contrast with other cases expressing location, such 
as the adessive. 

inferential Irnf;)'rentfll n. or adj. A grammatically distinct fonn 
employed (usually obligatorily) in some languages to indicate that 
the speaker is drawing a conclusion from evidence. An example is 
the Turkish verbal affix -m;~: compare Ali geldi 'Ali came' (I saw 
him) with Ali gelm~ 'Ali came' (I didn't sec him, but I have good 
reason to believe he came). The inferential fonns part of the 
e\idential system in languages exhibiting it; see the discussion and 
further examples under that entry. 

infinitive Irn'frnmvl n. A DOn-finite form of the verb occurring in 
some (but not all) languages and typically serving to express the 
meaning of the verb in the abstract. with no marking for or restric
tion in tense, aspect, mood or person (though some languages 
exhibit two or more infinitives distinguished in tense or aspect). The 
infinitive is often a distinctly inflected form, as in Spanish ~'en;r 

'come'; English, however, uses the bare verb stem, as in the infini
tive come. Infinitives are most often used as complements of other 
verbs, but can also have various other uses; they are commonly used 
as the citation forms of verbs in languages possessing them. NOTE: 

traditional grammar reserves the name 'infinitive' in English for a sequence such 

as to come, but this view i~ indefensible: sec the remarks under to-Infinitive. 

infix I'rnf/ksl n. An affix which occupies a position in which it 
interrupts another single morpheme. In Tagalog, for example, the 
verbal root Silial 'write' (a single morpheme) exhibits such inflected 
forms as sumillat and s;nulal, with infixes -um- and -in-. NOTE: it is 

very common to see the term 'infix' used merely to label a morpheme which 

comes between two other morphemes. For example, the Turkish verb stem ye· 

'cat' forms an active infinitive yemek 'to cat' and a passive infinitive yenmek '10 

be eaten': some writers would label the passive marker ·n· an 'infix', as though 

yenmek were directly derived from yemek, but the analysis is indefensible, and 
the Turkish pa.sive marker is not a true infi)!;. but merely ii suffix which precedes 
.:enain other suflb.:es. 
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INFL I'mfl/ n. (I) In GB. the abstract category which is posited as a 
. locus of tense and agreement. and which in recent work is inter
preted as a lexical category whose maximal projection I" is identified 
with the traditional category Sentence. See Haegeman (1991) for 
discussion. Chomsky (1981). 

inflecting language IIn'flektllJ/ n. (also fteclional language) A 
language whose morphology is predominantly characterized by 
inftection. that is. by the direct variation in the forms of words for 
grammatical purposes by morphological processes other than mere 
agglutination. Examples are Latin. Ancient Greek and Russian. 
The label has often been regarded as of typological importance. 
Compare isolating language. t'gglotinating language. Schlegel (1818). 

inflection IIn'f1ekf~/ n. (also inftexion) I. The variation in form of a 
single lexical item as required by its various grammatical roles in 
particular sentences. Distinctions of inflection reflect the various 
grammatical categories which occur in a language ancl the distinc
tions which are made within each. 2. A particular word form 
assumed by a lexical item in some grammatical environment. For 
example. gave and given are two inflections of the verb give. J. A 
particular bound morph expressing an inflectional distinction. For 
example. one can speak of the English plural suffix -s or the past
tense suffix -ed as an inflection. Non:: the spelling 'inflexion' is traditional 

in British English: the spelling 'inflection'. traditional in Americzn English. is 

now frequent also in British uSlI;ge. 

inflectional class /m,flekf;)nl 'kla:s/ II. Any class of lexical items 
in a language whose members exhibit similar inflectional mvr
phology, such as the class of nouns in English, of adjectives in French 
or German, of -a-stem verbs in Spanish or of -o-stem nouns in Latin. 

inftectional morphology n. The branch of morphology dealing 
with the variation in form of words for grammatical purposes, as 
illustrated by cat/cats and eatleals/ale/eating/eaten. Cf. derivational 
morph.ology . 

ingressive Im'greslv/ See inchoative. 

inherent ambiguity '/m'her;)ntl n. The property of a language 
-which can only be generated by an ambiguous grammar. In other 
words. an inherently ambiguous language is one containing some 
strings which must necessarily receive two or more distinct analyses. 
Natural languages are usually assumed to be inherently ambiguous. 
but, as pointed out by Pullum (1984a), this assumption has more [0 
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do with our ideas about linguistically adequate descriptions than 
with any provable results about natural languages as sets of strings. 

Inheritance Im'herU;)nsl n. In certain theories of feature distri
bution in trees, the procedure by which a feature located on a node 
is automatically passed down to a daughter, usually the head 
daughter, if no confticting requirement intervenes. 

initial symbol 1t,n1Il 'slmbV n. (also start symbol) In a formal 
grammar employing the rewrite rule format, the (normally unique) 
category symbol which is initially provided for expansion by the 
rules and which is ipso facIo the category of the tree structure which 
results. In most systems this is the category S (Sentence), though in 
GB it would presumably have to be CP (S-bar). See also centrality. 

insertion Itn's3:JI:\1 n. In a derivational theory of grammar, any 
procedure by which some element not previously present in a 
representation is added to that representation. An example is the 
insertion of the dummy il in some derivational accounts of extra
posed sentences like II surprises me that she has slarted smoking. 

instantiation Im,st~ntJi'elJI)I See reature instantiation. V. 
instantiate Im'stlrntJieltJ. 

instantiation of metavariables l'metJ,vc;)ri~blzl n. In LFG, the 
formal procedure by which an annotated c-structure is matched up 
with a corresponding f-structure to provide a complete syntactic 
representation of a sentence. 

instrument l'mstrJm;)ntl n. The semantic role borne by an NP 
which expresses the inanimate me~ns by which something is done, 
such as Ihe key in Lisa opened Ihe door wilh the key and The key 
opened Ihe door. Instrume~t is one of the deep cases recognized in 
Case Grammar. 

instrumental Imstr;)'mentll n. or adj. A case form occurring in 
some languages which typically expresses the means by which some
thing is done: Basque lumaz 'with a pen' (Iuma 'pen') in Lumaz 
idatzi dut 'I wrote it with a pen'. 

intensifier Itn'tenslfal;)1 See degree modIfter. 

intensive reflexive Im'tenslvl n. (also intensive pronoun) A re
flexive pronoun which does not occupy an argument position in its 
sentence, but serves merely to intensify another overt NP with 
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which it is coreferential, such as herself in Lisa herself did it or Lisa 
did il herself. 

interfix ·/'mt:)flksl n. An empty morph occurring between a stem 
and a meaningful suffix. For example. the Russian proper name 
Glinka forms a relational adjective Glinkovskij or Glinkinskij. 
where -skij is the relational suffix and -ov- or -ill- is an interfix. 
Dressler (1985). 

interjection IInt:)'d3ekJI;l1 n. A lexical item or phrase which serves 
primarily to express emotion and which most typically fails to enter 
into any syntactic structures at all: Ouch!, Hooray!. Yippee!. 
Damn!. Shil!, My God! A few interjections. chiefly the profane and 
obscene ones. exhibit a very limited ability to enter into syntactic 
structures, as i11ustrated by Damn the torpedoes! and other coarse 
but familiar locutions. 

intennediate phrasal category Imt:)'mi:di:)tl II. A category 
which is larger than a lexical category but smaller than a maximal 
projection. in other words. a one-bar projection (in most versions of 
the X-bar system). such as N-bar. V-bar. A-bar or P-bar. CLfuIJ 
pbnIsaI category. 

internal argument Im't3:nll n. An argument of a verb w/:.ich is 
located within a verb phrase. such as an object NP. Cf. external 
argument. 

internal conditions of adeQoIacy n. pl. See under adequacy. 

internalized language Im't3:n:)lalzdl See I-language. 

interrogative Imt:)'rog:)uvl n. or adj. The mood category associ-
ated with questions. A few languages have distinctive verbal inflec
tions for this purpose, but the interrogative mood is more 
commonly expressed by particles. by distinctive word order or 
merely by intonation. 

interTogative pronoun n. A traditional name for a WH-item which 
is syntactically a pronoun: who. what. 

iIIter-sentence relation Imt:)'sent:)nsl n. Any of various system
atic relations between two sentence patterns of the general form 'If 
the language has a well-formed sentence of pattern A. it also has a 
weft-fonned sentence of pattern B involving the same lexical items'. 
Familiar examples in English include the relation between actin; 
aDd passive sentences and between extraposed and non-extraposeJ 
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st:ntt:nccs. In his t:arly writings. Chomsky laid great stress on the 
importance of expressing such relations by single statements in the 
grammar. ami his rejection of phrase structure grammars was 
largely based on their presumed inability to expre:-.s such relations; 
the transformations of early and classical TG were primarily formu
Iatcd specifically to capture these relations. Transformational 
accounts proved lO be inadequate. however; in particular. no satis
factory transformational description of the active/passive relation 
was ever fonnulated. and GB has now abandoned the attempt to 
exprcs.o; inter-sentence relations directly. Ironically, it was GaZdar's 
formulation of GPSG which provided the first adequate accounts ot 
these relations through the agency of metarules. SC\'l:ral contem
porary theories of grammar now express inter-sentencc relations by 
means of lexical rules. 

intractable IIn'tr;ekt;)bll adj. Denoting a problem, or a class of 
problems. which is so difficult that no general solution can he found 
in a reasonable amount of time using a reasonable amount of 
resources. Fairly precise definitions of intractability can be provided 
by the piscipline of complexity theory. In linguistil."S. intractability is 
chiefly an issue among computational linguists trying to develop 
efficient parsers: parsers' based on certain theories of grammar caD 
be proved to require exponential time. and henCe! to be in principle 
useless for practical purposes. Indeed. there is evidence that this is 
the case for all plausible theories of grammar, a result which leads 
some critics to suggest that such 'worst-cascO results may be linguisti
c,llIy irrelevant. See Barton ('f IJ/. (19R7) for discussion. 

intransitive lin' lr&ensItJv! adj. 1. Denoting a verb, or a clause 
conlaining such a \'~rb. which. intrinsically or in a particular in
stance. occurs without a direct object: Lisa smiled; Li.\a turned up at 
.\ix () 'dock; Lisa is earing. 2. In GB. denoting a !>pedlied subclass of 
the class of intransitive verbs in sense 1. spcdtically those non
transitive verbs which are not assigned to the class of so-called 
'ergative' (unaccusatin) verbs. Thus the verb mell in The ice 
me/red, which is classed as 'ergative'. is not regarded as an intransi
tive. while smile is so regarded. Like so much GB tenninology, this 
usage is objectionable. since it conflicts so starkly with the estab~ 
lished sense of the term. Sense 2: Keyser and Roeper (1984). 

intransitive preposition n. I. A preposition-like adverbial which 
ha ... no overt ",",.;co l'o:P. when this is regarded as belonging to the 
lexical category Preposition. An example is before in What did you 
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do before?; comparison with What did you do before the war? 
:,t~06ests that before in the first example is an intransitive preposi
tion. The analysis of such adverbials as prepositions is widely but 
no"t universally accepted; a difficulty is that very few prepositions 
show such behaviour. 2. A particle which forms part of a phrasal 
verb, when this is regarded as belonging to the lexical category 
Preposition. In an example like She turned the light off. tht: particle 
off is sometimes analysed as an intransitive preposition. 

intrinsic rule ordering Iln,tnnslk 'ru:1 :>:dTlIJ/ n. Ordering of 
the rules in a grammar. not by mere stipulation of the analyst. but 
on the basis of some general principles. The clearest cases of 
intrinsic ordering are those in which rule B has nothing to apply to 
until rule A has applied first. so that rule A is intrinsically ordered 
before rule B, which otherwise has no function. Most discussions of 
rule ordering, however, have extended the concept of intrinsic 
ordering to embrace various other principles, such as the principle 
of maximum utilization. by which rules are ordered so as to allow 
each to apply to the largest possible number of cases. Rule ordering 
was a hot issue in the late 1960s and early 1970s, when grammars 
were typically written with large numbers of highly specific rules: 
the reduction in the number of rules in the more recent descendants 
of TG. and the development of non-derivational theories of gram
mar lacking any concept of ordering. have now rendered the rule
ordering controversies largely irrelevant. 

intuition l,lntjU:'IJI;l1 n. Any linguistic judgement made by a 
native speaker about the grammatical facts of herlhis language, ~uch 
as, for example, a judgement about the well-formedness or lack of it 
of a particular example or about the possibility of coreference 
between two NPs in a sentence. From its earliest days, generative 
grammar has stressed the importance of intuitions as a soarce of 
linguistic data in preference to the recording of spontaneous utter
ances favoured by the American structuralists. This policy has been 
vigorously criticized on a number of grounds: the inconsistency of 
intuitive judgements, the observed discrepancies between intuitive 
judgements and spontaneous usage and, above all, linguists' prac
tice of relying purely on their own intuitions in cases in which they 
have a theoretical stake in the outcome. See Labov (1975) for 
discussion. 

Inverse person marking l,lnV3:S 'p3:sn ma:kllJ/ n. A gramma
tical pattern exhibited in certain languages. notably those whose 
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grammars feature a cbain~f-being hierarchy, in which grammatical 
relations are morphologically marked on the verb, the relations 
borne by argument NPs being unmarked either by case forms or by 
linear order. Inverse person marking is particularly common in 
North American languages. The following examples from Navaho 
illustrate it. In Navaho, NPs are ranked on the hierarchy Human> 
Animal> Inanimate, and a lower-ranking NP may never precede a 
higher-ranking one in a sentence. When the agent/actor precedes 
the patient/goal, the verb carries the direct marker yi-; when the 
patient/goal precedes the agent/actor, the verb carries the inverse 
marker bi-: 

'ashkii 'at'eed yiyiiltsa 'boy girl yi-saw' 
'at'eed 'ashkii biiltsa 'girl boy bi-saw' 
'The boy saw the girl.' 

*to dibe 'ayiil'eel 'water sheep yi-swept-off' 
dibe to 'abiil'eel 'sheep water bi-swept-off' 
'The water swept the sheep off.' 

Inverse constructions have often been described as 'passives', but in 
most cases there is little or no evidence for any similarity to the 
passive constructions of European languages. 

inversion IID'V3:3~ n. 1. See subject ..... nDIiary inversion. 2. A 
general term for any phenomenon in which the canonical ordering 
of two elements is reversed. See Fowler (1965) for a catalogue of 
examples. 

inverted commas IID,V3:tId 'kDm~zI n. pl. (also quotes) The 
conventional device for enclosing a gloss: Basque etxe 'house'. 

10 lal '~I See indirect object. 

IP laI 'pi:1 1. n. In GB, the maximal projection of the abstract 
lexical category INFL, identified in that framework with the tradi
tional category sentence. 2. adj. See Item-and-Process. 

irreaIis IIri'rehsl adj. A label often applied in a somewhat ad hoc 
manner to some distinctive grammatical form, most often a verbal 
inflection. occurring in some particular language and having some 
kind of connection with unreality. Palmer (1986) recommends that 
this term should be avoided in linguistic theory on the ground that it 
corresponds to no consistent linguistic content. 
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irregular h'regjol;:)/ udj. Denoling a fonn whidl I!'> nOI comlructeo 
t..\\..'"Grding to the usual rules for items of its class: [eel. lOok. worSt'. 
Ab.\"{r .. n. irregularity IJ,reqju'lrer;)liI. cr. regular. 

island I'arl;:)ndl 11. A constituent which is inaccessible tn certain 
syntactic.: proccsse" or relations. particularly dependencies. in thaI 
110 dependency. or no dependency of a specified type. can haVf~ one 
end Inside thaI constituent and the other end out~jde it. Sec further 
under island constraint. Ross (1%7). 

island constraint 11. Any of various constraints on syntactic pro
cesses or dependencies having the general form 'No process or 
relation of type X may simultaneously involve elements both inside 
and ('utsidc a constituent of typc Y·. The constituent Y is called an 
island. The first island c0nstraint proposed was the A-over-A 
Constraint of Chom<;ky (1964). The classical island constraints were 
formulated by Ross (IWi7). including the Coordinate Structure 
Constraint, the Complex NP Constraint. the Left-Branch Con
straint. the Right Roof Constraint and the Sentential Subject 
Constraint. among others. Since Ross's work, one of the central 
preoccupations of Chomsky and his associates has been the re
duct!on of this large number of independent constraints to a smaller 
number of more general constraints. ideally to a single one: 
Chom<;ky (1973. IYSI. 1986) represent major steps in this direction. 
and the Subjacency,Condition of GB now successfully subsumes 
many. though not all. of Ross's constraints. 

isolating langua~e l'ars;:)lellll)l n. A language whose words art: 
invariable in form. with each word typically consisting of a single 
morpheme. Such a language has no morphology; Vietnamese is a 
good example. See Horne (1966) for discussion. and compare agglu
tinating language. inflecting language. This notion was introdureJ hy 
Schlegel (L818i as part of his three-way typology of languages. though the actual 

term 'isolllling' was apparently not coined unlil much laler. 

ltem-and-Arrangement /altam rend a'remd3mantl adj. (IA) 
Denoting a rigidly distributional approach to grammatical charac
terization which involves no machinery other than lists of grammati
cal elements and statements of the positions in which they may 
appear. IA typically makes extensive use of templates and prohibits 
any appeal to grammalical processes deriving surface forms from 
underlyiq! forms. It \~as :t major featur.e of most American structur
aiist grammatical ..... ork. but it has been generally rejected in gener-
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ative grammar on the ground that it prevents the formulation 0/ 
generalizations. Cf. Item-aDd-Process. Hockett (1954). 

Item-and-Process I'pr;:loses/ adj. (lP) Denoting any approach to 
grammatical characterization which involves deriving surface forms 
trom underlying representations by rules. The term was applied to 
early versions of generative grammar in recognition of onc of [he 
most prominent differences between it and earlier work hy the 
American structuralists; it is no longer curn:n!. Cf. Ilem-and
Arrangement. Huckell 1<):'4. 

iterative I'Il;:lr;:JUv/ II. or adj. (also frequeDtative) An aspcdual 
illrm expressing repetition of an action and constituting a SUhlypl' 01 
imperfectin aspect. English has no spccilk form for this. though 
the: auxiliary kcep is sometimes used for this purpose: Shc kC'1'1 
wrilinK mt' /ctlr!rs. Some other languages. such as Hopi. have a 
dl.,[inCI verbal inftection tor the purpose. 

izaret lI'zo:fctl fl. A t.:rm used in the ~rammars of certain Ian· 
~u:.lgc:., to d.:nl'lc 3 cOllstruclinn in which a noun is possessed \If 

modified hy annthcr noun ,If noun phrase. pafticularly when an 
overt marking l)f the rclation occurs Oil the noun which is P()S~t'''~l'd 
or modifil"d. An example is lht' Turki"h eli! h,mmlll ·languaw.' 
society'. a l"ompollnd llf di! 'Ianguage' and Idlmm 'sociel y". in "hie l ; 

Ihe ~~ nt'Ktic relation i" m:lrkcd h) the: ,uffix 'Ii on Ih.: hl."ad lHlllI1. 
Persian grammar. 
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jocular formation l'd30kjul~1 n. A neologism deliberately cOined 

for humorous effect, particularly one which is irregularly formed: 
wasm 'an outmoded doctrine'. 

jussive l'd3Asrvl n. or adj. 1. See Imperative. 2. More specifically, 
denoting an imperative fonn directed at someone other than the 
addressee, a 'third-person imperative'. In English, this sense is 
often expressed by the construction illustrated by the example Let 
them eat cake!, where this is interpreted as a command directed at 
'them', and not as either the granting of pennission or an order to 
the addressee. Some languages exhibit a distinct grammatical form 
expressing this meaning, as exemplified by Turkish Gelsin! 'Let him 
come!'. 
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k-command /ker/ n. One of the command relations. It states • A 
node A k-commands another node B iff the lowest cyclic node 
properly dominating A also properly dominates B'. Lasnik (1976): 
originally 'kommand·. . 

K1eene star /'kli:n sto:/ n. A notational device, conventionally an 
asterisk, used in the notation A * (a regular expression) to indicate a 
string of any number of items all belonging to the category A. The 
notation is borrowed from the mathematics of formal systems. in 
which it normally means a string of zero or more such categories, 
but many linguists use the notation to express a string of one or 
more such categories. which in mathematics would be expressed as 
A +. since the notion 'zero or more' is only occasionally of linguistic 
use. Linguists with a mathematical or computational orientation 
usually stick to the established mathematical c.:onventions: when 
encountering this device in linguistic works, you should c.:hcck to SCl' 

which way it is being used. Klecnc (1956). 

kommand /k;)'mo:ndl n. The original name for k-command. 
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labeBed bracketing I'lelb!d! n. A manner of represcnting the 
constituent structure of a sentence in which each constitucnI i!> 
enclosed within a pair of square brackets labelled with the name of 
the· category represented by that constituent. Here is an \!xample. 
representing the sentence Lisa houglu Ilrm ~ki" ill Pur; ... : 

Islr\;pI~Lisalll v .. l ... hought! 1,,1.1 D("lhall b!>kirl" I"plt,inl 

l~ph,Paris"JJJ 

labile verb I'lclhalll 11. (abo amphibious nrh) ..\ lexical \C.'rh 
which can he construed either transitively or intran!'iti\cly. Al il'asl 
eight classes may be recognized in English: (I) absolute transitives 
(She i ... eatillg cli'mer~ Sift, is nlli"g): (2) reflexive absolute lran. .. itins 
(Site undre.ued Ihe drilt/rell: Sill' undre.f.'i('dl: (3) certain unaccu~
lives (Sire 11l/'/tt't/ The in': The in' mf'/Ictl): ("') medio~~;ves (They're 
.~dling my book: My hook i.~ selling H'ell): (;;) certain \'crbs of 
perceptiun (Sire lasted IIr,. wi",,: The H'i,,,' flL\lt'c/ g()od): (6) certain 
causatives (The horse was walking: Sht! was walking Ih~ horse): (7) 
certain verbs of motion (She swam Ihe Challlle/: Sh~ .\warn .\Iowly): 
(8) certain progressives (They're reprintillg my book: My hook. i~ 
reprinting). See pseudo-intransitive. 

landing site I'lcendrlJ sanl n. In GB. a po!>itiofl to \\,hich a mO\'ing 
element moves. or which is in principle availahle for some eI~tnenl 
to move into. 

language !'lreIJ9Wld3! n. I. A natural IanKUBge. 2. A rormal 
language. 

language-speclfic Ispa'sulkl adj. Denoting a characteristic of 
some particular language. or of cenain particular languages, which 
is not typical of languages generally. 

language type Itarpl n. Any of the various categories of language 
proposed in the various attempts at a linguistic typology: see the 
discussion under that entry. 
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layering I'lcl;)rJl)l ". 1. Any of various functional (sense 2) views 
of clause !'tructure in terms of the relative centrality of the elcm~nts 
of a c1ausc. A typical such analysis regards a !:Iause liS consisting uf a 
nucleus (the verh). a core (the argumenls IIf the verb. including the 
subject) and a peripbery (other elemcnt~1. Layered analyses of this 
general sort have heen a part of fuoctiGilal dt::>.:nptiom; at least since 
the 1910s; detail~ and tcrminolugy differ considerably. that used 
here hcing laken from Fuley anJ Van Vetlin (I9R4). 2. A label 
,omctimcs applied to instances Ilf muhiplc seif-embedding, such as 
to a VP containing a ~qucncc of ever-smaller VPs nested within it. 
:l. In !'Ome analyses. a label fnr the structure posited for a VP with 
multiple adjuncts. For example. the VP in the sentence /I\'rote this 
hook in six months on my word processor might be assigned the 
layered structure IIIwrote thif hook) (in six month.~11 (on my WOrt; 

prot·.'.utlr)). 

LOA See linear bounded uutomaton. 

leaf ni:fl See tenninal node. 

learnability n:J:n3'brhtil n. Of a proposed grammar. the degree to 
"'hicb that gTammar could presumably be acquired by a child with 
nurmal exposure to language data in the form of utterances. 
Leamahility has increasingly been an issue in the theury of grammar 
since the mid-1910s: one of the main driving forces behind thc 
development of GB in particular has been the search to reduce the 
grammars of particular languages to a rich sct of universal principlt:s 
accompanied by a small number of parameter settings. in the hope 
thaI such an appnmch would serve to explain the impressive manner 
III which childn'n learn languages. Adj. learnable I'I3:n~b!/. 

learned formation I'I:J:OIdl n. A word which is deliberately 
coined. not from clemenb of the contemporary language. hut from 
clements of an earlier form of the language or from another classical 
language. For example. the English verb break can form a regular 
,adjective hreak"hl,', but in many contexts it is more usual to employ 
rhe word fragik a learned formation derived from Latin. 

left-associative grammar 1,ldt~'s;)(JJiatrvl n. In computational 
hnguisti~'S. a type uf grammar which operates with a regular c.'rder of 
linear cllmpositions. TIle approach h; based on the building up and 
~';lI1cclling of ,'alenc:ies (sense 2): il is distinctive in that the history· uf 
thl.' parsl.' duublc!- iL<, the linguistic analysis. 
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Left Branch Constraint I,left 'bra:ntII n. An IsIaod coastraint 
which states that. in English. an NP which is the left branch of a 
larger NP is an island. The constraint is invoked to explain the ill
fonnedness of such examples as • Which senator's did you meet e 
wife? in which the left branch of the NP which senator's wife has 
been moved. Ross (1967). 

left-branching 1,left'bra:ntIIIJI n. or adj. A type of constituent 
structure in which modifiers appear to the left of their head, so that 
recursion of modifiers shows up in a tree diagram as repeated 
branchings to the left. The principal left-branching structure in 
English is the - 's-genitive. as illustrated by Janet's boyfriend's 
mother's job: 

NP 

~ 
NP N 

~ 
NP N 

~ 
NP N 

I I 
Janet's boyfriend's mother's job 

left-branching language, n. A language in which left-branching 
<:tructures predominate over right-branching ones. Most SOV lan
guages are left-branching. such as Basque, Turkish and Japanese. 

left-dislocation n. A d.isIocatioa in which some element is displaced 
to the front of the sentence, its normal position being occupied by 
an anaphor (sense 1), as in Lisa, I like Mr. Cf. right dWocatioa, 
topicalizatiOD. Ross (1967). 

Leftness Condition 1'leftn~1 n. In GB, the requirement that a 
WH-trace cannot be coindexed with a pronoun to its left. This 
condition is invoked to rule out cases of so-called weak crossover, 
such as lIle following: ·Who. does hisj molMr love lj? Such examples 
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are not blocked by the ordinary principles of Binding Theory. 
Koopman and Sponichc (1982). 

levell'levll n. 1. In a derivational theory of grammar, anyone of the 
ordered sequence of formal objects (usually tree~) which represent 
the structure of a sentence at each stil~e of itc; derivation and which, 
taken all together, constitute tt:~ syntac~;.: lIlructure of the sentence. 
Usually certain levels are desig.naicd as being of special significance; 
in GB. for example, these ilre D-structure. S-structure and Logical 
Form (LF). The term 'lever in this sense is a synonym of stratum. 
2. In a non-derivational theory of grammar in which the structure 
of a sentence consists of two or more formal objects described in 
different terms, anyone of these objects. Thus, for example, the 
c-structure and the f-structure of a sentence in LFG would be 
different 'levels' of representation. Cf. stratum. NOl-:e: Ladusaw (1988) 
recommends restricting the term 'Ievel" to thc second usage, preferring ItnItum 

for the first sense: this rel.:ommendation seems eminently worthwhile. but 
prevailing usage in GB favours 'Ievel' in the first sense. 

lexeme I'leksi:mlll. See lexical item. 

lexical ambiguity I'lekslkl/ n. An ambiguity deriving entirely from 
the multiple meanings of a single lexical item, as in This port is v~ry 
old. Cf. stroctural ambiguity. 

lexical category n. 1. (also part of speech, word class) Anyone of 
the dozen or so classes into which the lexical items of a language are 
divided by their morphological and syntactic behaviour, such as 
Noun, Verb, Adjective. Determiner and Preposition. Traditional 
grammar recognized only about eight parts of speech, but all cur
rent theories of grammar have found it necessary to increase this 
number by the addition of such non-traditional categories as 
Determiner. Degree Modifier and Complementizer. There is as yet 
no complete consensus as to precisely which lexical categories 
should be recognized, though the divergence of views is not 
dramatic. See Schachter (1985). 2. (also major lexical category) 
In GB. anyone of the four categories Noun, Verb, Adjective and 
Preposition, which in that framework are regarded as having dis
tinctive properties. 

lexical decomposition l,di:kDmp~'z' r,,1 n. The analysis, for 
grammatical purposes, of lexical items as consisting of semantic 
clements regarded as grammatical or functional formatives; a 
famous example is the analysis of the verb kill as [DO[CAUSE 
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[AECOME[NOT[ALlVE]JI11. Lexical decomposition was first pro
posed by Gruber (1965); it formed a major feature 01 GenerativCl 
Semantics, and more recently it has been introduced into Montague 
Grammar (Dowty IlJ79) and Role-and-Reference Grammar (Foley 
and Van Valin lY84). 

lexical entry /'entri/ n. In a irammar, that portion of the lexicon 
detailing the properties of a single particular lexical item. In addi
tion to phonological and semantic information. the h:xical entry 
includes at I~ast such grammatical information as the lexical cat
egory, any subcategorization facts and any grammatical irregu
larities. both morphological and syntactic. 

lexical exception n. A particular lexical item which fails to obey a 
gl~neralization which applies to most other members of its class. For 
example. most transitive verns in English can be pas!>ivizeo. but/il is 
nn exception: That .wit fits you. but not ~Yoll are Jitted by that mit. 
Thus fir is a lexical exception to pas<;ivization 

lexical form II. ]n LFG. that part of the lexical entry of a woro. 
particularly a verb, which specifies the semantic rolt:s required by 
thaL word and the grammatical relations (grammatical functions) by 
v,·hich they arc realized. The verh l'at. for example. has the lexical 
form 

{'at, Y, 'EAT «SUBJ)=Agent: (OBJ)=Patient), 

while its participle eaten has the lexical form 

eatC'f). V. 'EAT «BY-OBJ)=Agent: (SUBJ)=Patient)" 

Lexical forms represent the formalization within LFG of the tradi
tional notion of diathesis. Bresnan \ 1980). 

Lexical-Functional Grammar fl. (LFG) A thcory of gramn1ar 
developed by Joan Brc~nan and Ronald Kaplan in the late 1970s 
and early IY80s; one of the three most influential contemporary 
frameworks. The name reflects two of the central characteristics of 
the framework. First. the role of the lexicon is considerably greater 
than in most other approaches: lexical entries are elaborate. with 
every single inflected form having its own lexical entry. and 
the lexicon does much of the work done by the syntax in other 
approaches. Second, grammatical relations (caned 'grammatical 
functions') are primitives in LFG. The syntactic structure of a 
sentence consists of two formal objects. neither of whi~h is derived 
from the other: the c-slructure. whieh is a constituent structure tree 
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of the familiar kind, and the r-structure, which carries non
constituent information such as the grammatical functions. Various 
conditions on weU-formedness must be met by each of these objects 
separately. and further requirements apply to the m,atch-up be
tween them. The LFG languages include some non-indexed lan
guages, and may not even be included in the context-sensitive 
languages; see Gazdar and Pullum (1985). LFG was introduced by 
Kaplan and Bresnan (1982); convenient introductions are given in 
Sells (1985) and Horrocks (1987). 

lexical-functional language n. (LFL) A language defined by a 
particular lexical-functional grammar. 

lexical gap 11. The absence of a hypot~etical word which would seem 
to fit naturally into the pattern exhibited by existing words. For 
example, English has sets of animal names like stallion, mare, horse 
and huck. doe. deer, but the set bull, cow lacks the obvious third 
term to complete the set. 

lexical government n. The phenomenon by which certain syntactic 
rules or processes apply to structures containing certain lexical items 
but not to those containing other lexical items of the same class. For 
example. the putative process of Dative Shift, which relates pairs of 
sentences like I showed the book to Lisa and I showed Lisa the book 
applies only in the presence of certain lexical verbs, including show 
but not, for example. demonstrate: I demonstrated my technique to 
Lisa. but not *1 demonstrated Lisa my technique. This phenomenon 
constitutes a significant obstacle to the construction of grammars. 

lexical head n. Of a syntactic category. the lexical item representing 
the lexical category from which that syntactic category is projected; 
informally. the lexical item which is the head of the head of the head 
... of the head of that c;yntactic category. For example. the lexical 
head of the NP that chubby little hamster at the back of the cage is the 
noun hamster. 

lexical insertion n. In certain derivational theories of grammar in 
which the structure of a sentence is notionally regarded as being 
built up piecemeal, the process of selecting suitable lexical items 
from the lexicon and inserting them into a pre-existing syntactic 
structure. 

Lexicalist Hypothesis I,lekslk;)hst hal'p0{};)slsl n. The view 
that rules of syntax may not refer to elemenb smaller than a sin~h~ 
word. The acceptance of this doctrine effeclivt!ly removes word 
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fonnation from the domain of syntax. See also the St~ l.exicalist 
Hypothesis and the Weak Lexicalist Hypothesis. Chomsky (1970): 
J ackendoff ( 1972). 

lexical item n. (also lexeme) A word regarded as a comparativelv 
abstract object which has a more-or-Iess consistent meaning o'r 
function but which can possibly vary in form for grammatical pur
poses. For example. the items dog and dogs arc both particular 
fonns of the lexical item DOG. and take. takes. took. taking and 
taken are all particular forms of the Ic'xical item TAKE. A lexical 
item is a word in the sense in which a dictionary contains ~ords. or 
in which the vocabulary of English contains so many words; in most 
(not all) theories of grammar. a single lexical item receives a single 
lexical entry. Cf. word form. 

lexicality lIeksJ'kzhtil n. The requirement .that all phrasal cat
egories in a grammar should be projections of lexical categories. 
The term was coined by Komai and Pullum (1990). w~o take it as 
the primary defining property of the X-bar system. As these authors 
point out. however. most versions of the X-bar system proposed in 
the literature violate this requirement by postulating various cat
egories which do not participate in the system, such as Detenn'iner. 
Tense, Particle. Conjunction, Auxiliary. Complementizer, Negative 
and even Sentence. In GB. at least. there is a growing tendency to 
adhere to the letter. though not the spirit. of lexicality by positing 
legions of ghostly nodes which have no independent motivation. 
for example by placing /!very determiner inside the structure 
[o-[o,ro ]J], even though D" never contains any material other tt.an 
the determiner itself. See also endocentric. 

lexical morpheme n. A morpheme which primarily expresses real 
semantic content. such as girl. green or the step- of stepmother. Cf. 
grammatical morpheme. 

leDcal morphology See derivational morphology. 

lexical NP n. In GB. an NP with overt phonetic content. Cf. empty 
category. 

lexical rule n. A rule which derives lexical entries from lexical 
entries. Such rules are particularly important in LFG and in HPSG. 
A simple example is the purely morphological rule that derives 
English abstract nouns in -ness: 

[[Adj X] -ness]N 
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A more elaborate example is the LFG rule for forming passives, 
which, ignoring the morphological marking, has the form 

(SUBJ) -

(OBJ) -

e / (OBLAG) 

(SUBJ) 

One of the most conspicuous trends in recent work in syntax is the 
increasing use of lexiCal rules to do work that was previously done 
by purely syntactic rules. 

leDcal word n. (also full word) A word with real semantic content, 
such as green. kitchen or swim. Cf. grammatical word. 

LeDcase I'leksIkeIs/ n. A theory of grammar developed by 
Stanley Starosta in the 1970s and 1980s. Lexicase is a version of 
dependency grammar which makes extensive use of the basic 
ideas of Case Grammar; it is pithily described by Starosta as 'a 
panlexicalist monostratal dependency variety of generative loealis
tic case grammar'. The most convenient introduction is Starosta 
(1988). 

lexicon I'leksIk;m/ n. That part of the grammar of a language which 
includes the lexical entries for aU the words andlor morphemes in 
the language and which may also include various other information. 
depending on the particular theory of grammar. The lexicon has 
traditionally been seen as the repository of miscellaneous facts 
forming part of no generalization. but recent theories of grammar 
have increasingly found it convenient to move ever larger quantities 
of information into the lexicon; even such seemingly impeccable 
syntactic generalizations as the active/passive relation are now 
stated in the lexicon in several frameworks. in the form of lexical 
rules. This growing importance of the lexicon is one of the most 
striking trends in recent work in syntax; it reaches its zenith in the 
framework called Word Grammar, in which almost every conceiv
able grammatical fact is stated only within lexical entries. See 
Andrews (1988) for a brief summary of just some recent 
suggestions. 

lexico-syntactic /,lekslk:xJSln'trektlk/ adj. Pertaining to the 
grammatical properties of individual words. or more particularly to 
subcla!.ses of words. For example. the classification of nouns into 
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grammatically significant gender classes in cenain lan~uages is a 
lexico-syntactic phenomenon. 

(em I'leksisl n. The vocabulary of a particular language. 

LF See logical form. 

LFG See Le:dcal-Functiooal Grammar. 

",FL See le:dcal-fuoctJonallanguage. 

liberation metarule Ihb~'relft:J/ n. In GPSG. a metarule which 
has the effect of providing structures in which several categories 
which would normally all occur as daughters of one particular 
mother are permitted to occur e1sewbere. the object being to allow 
'flatter' structures than would otherwise occur. For example. the 
metarule VP - W => S ...... NP, W has the effect of providing flat 
sentence structures in which all the categories that would normally 
occur as daughters of a VP node occur instead as daughters of Sand 
sisters of the subject NP, there being no VP node in tne sentence. 
Liberation metarules were introduced as a way of coping with flat 
structures within the GPSG framework. Pullum (1982). 

licensing 1'laI~nSIIJI n. The phenomenon by which some gram
matical configuration is explicitly permitted by some rule or com
ponent of the grammar which imposes restrictions on such 
configurations. V. license /'laIs;)ns/. 

ligature I'hg~tf~1 n. (also IIDker) A morpbeme which in certain 
languages. notably Austronesian languages. is required to link cer
tain spedfiers or modifiers to a head noun within a noun phrase. 
Palauan, for example, requires a ligature in almost all NPs: ngikey 'l 
'lad 'that man', literally 'that Ligature man'. whik Tolai requires 
one with adjectives: a gege na davai 'the crooked stick'. literally ·the 
crooked Ligature stick'. Austronesian languages show a marii.ed 
tendency to require a ligature below some (Ianguagc-spt:cific) cul
off point on a hierarchy of bondedness. The English possessive 
marker -'s may be regarded as a specialized ligature. 

light verb Ilaltl n. A verb with little or no semantic content of ils 
own which combines with a (usually indefinite) direct object noun or 
NP which itself expresses a verbal meaning. In English. the most 
usual light verbs are "",Ice, do, take, have and gille, as in !Ouch 
expressions as have a look, take a drink, have a smoke. do a dance. 
give a shrug, make a move. give a ki.'1.'i and haw a i\"1l.I-h Most light 
vat ~tructions in English have matching lexical \'er~s f"om 
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which they differ, if at all, in an aspectual nuance: there appears to 
be little difference between She gave him a kiss and She kissed him, 
but there is a perceptible difference between She look a drink and 
She had a smoke, on the one band, and She drank and She smoked, 
on the other. Light verbs occur in many languages other tban 
English: Japanese suru, Turkisb etmek and Basque egin, aU mean
ing roughly 'do'. for example. all serve to construct large numbers 
of verbal expressions witb accompanying nouns, though in these 
languages. unlike in Englisb, there is usually no alternative lexicaliz
ation available. Turkish etmek is in fact specialized in this function, 
while the Japanese and Basque verbs also serve as ordinary lexical 
verbs. Jespersen (1961. VI: 117); revived by CaneU (1984). 

linear bounded automaton J,hni~ 'boundldl n. (Iha) A type of 
automaton, a kind of Turing machine which is limited to operating 
within the space defined by the originaJ placement of the input on the 
tape. The languages defined by lbas are exactly the context-sensitive 
languages (if null productions are allowed). and are hence a proper 
superset of the languages defined by non-deterministic pushdown 
automata (the context-free languages) and a proper subset of the 
languages defined by Turing machines (the recursively enumerable 
languages). It is not known whether the deterministic Iba languages 
are a proper subset of the non-deterministic Iba languages. 

linear grammar See under regular grammar. 

linear precedence /'presld~DSJ n. (also precedence) A relation 
which may bold between two nodes in a tree, particularly (but not 
exclusively) between sisters. In trees as they are commonly con
ceived, of two nodes which are sisters. one of the two must come 
before (precede) the other in left-to-right order. The same is in fact 
true of any two nodes neither of which dominates the other. as 
required by the Exclusivity Condition. Phrase structure rules of the 
traditionaJ kind incorporate linear precedence information as well 
as immediate dominance information. which leads to the loss of 
generalizations about linear precedence; tbe use of the IDILP 
fonnat, with its linear precedence rules. eliminates this problem. 

linear precedence rule n. (aJso LP rule) In the IDII.P format for 
writing categorial rules. any rule ,:"hich merely states that some 
category must precede some other category. when the categories in 
question are sisters. An example from English is the rule V < NP < 
X. which says that a verb precedes all its sisters. and that an NP 
precedes all its sisters except a verb. 
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linear time ItannJ n. The characteristic of a parser whiC'h requires 
v~I!Y a time proportional to the length of the input string. This 
maximllUy desirable time property is achieved in the general case 
only by parsers based on grammars known or believed to be linguis
ticaUy inadequate, such as repIar grammars and detel'lllio.Wtk 
context-free grammars. 

lingu.istically signl8cant geoerallzation Ihg,gwlstlkli slg
'Dlflk~ntl n. (LSG) Any generalization about the grammatical 
facts of a language which is, in the opinion of the linguist making the 
judgement, an imJ>ortant and independent fact about the language 
which needs to be separately expressed in the grammar. Inevitably, 
this is a subjective notion about which linguists can sincerely differ, 
and it is all too easy, when reading the literature, to suspect that, in 
practice, an LSG is a generalization which is conveniently ex
pressible in somebody's particular theory of grammar. One might 
reasonably ask what a linguistically insignificant. generalization 
mipt look like; here is a possible example: no monosyllabic English 
verb which begins and ends with the same consonant forms its past 
tense by vowel change: peep. cook, dread, sws,/ul/,11Ulim and so on 
all form their past tenses with the suffix -ed. unlike, say, take. see or 
hang. Few, if any, linguists have ever suggested that this generaliz
ation is anything Other than an uninteresting accident, but there 
appears to be no principled basis for such a view, and there is no 
guarantee that the next theory of grammar to come along will not 
point to its ability to express this generalization readily as evidence 
of its advantages. See the remarks under generaUzation, and see 
also eplpbenomenon. 

Unker J'hObl See ligature. 

LIPOC l'lrpok/ n. The language-independent preferred order of 
CODItitnentB, a putative universal preference for the ordering of the 
elements of a sentence. The LIPOC is postulated as a universal 
within Functional Grammar (sense 3); various formulations have 
been proposed, the most recent being the following, where '<' 
means 'precedes': 

clitic < pronoun < NP < PP < subordinate clause 

There are further statements about the ordering of elements within 
constituents. and the whole i!' considered subordinate to the 
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requirements of thematic structure (sense I). such as topicalization 
and focus. Dik (1978). 

little pro I'htJl See pro. 

L-marking l'elma:kllJ/ n. In GB. the property of being a 
complement of one of the lexical categories N, V, A or P. More 
specifically. A L-marks B iff A is a lexk:al category (sense 2) that 
theta-governs B. 

local /'I~kV adj. Confined to a specified domain within a tree. Cf. 
unbounded. 

local ambiguity n. An ambiguity which is apparent only when a 
substring of the full string is considered in isolation, and which in 
principle disappears when the whole string is considered. In the 
string The guy who coaches my daughter is a professional, the 
substring my daughter is a professional represents such a local 
ambiguity. Local ambiguities are always involved in garden-path 

I &eIlteoc:es; they are a particular headache in the construction of 
I parsers. Cf. global ambiguity. 

local dependency n. A depeodeacy which is confined within a 
I specified domain. For example, case government byverbs or prepo
. sitions is confined to a single VP or PP node, and subject-verb 
'agreement is confined to a single S node. Cf. unbounded 
r depeodeocy. 

~t Case Grammar /'I~uk~hst/ n. A version of Case 
• Grammar which takes as its fundamental grammatical elements a 

set of abstract locational elements. such as Location, Source, Path 
• and Goal. The best-known such proposal is that of John Anderson 
, (1971). 

!ocality constraint 1I~'kzhti/ n. (also locality principle) Any 
~general principle of grammar which restricts the application of 
it certain grammatical processes to a specified domain. Examples are 
, the Subjac:eDcy Condition and the principle that limits government 
~and Case 385ignment in GB to a c-commanded domain. 

~ subtree n. (also local tree) Any part of a tree consisting of a 
~ingle node and the daughters of that node only; the unit of tree 
.. structure introduced by a single phrase structure rule or immediate 
~dominance rule Cf. subtree. 
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location /l:KJ'kelJl,Il n. (also place) The semantic rok: borne by an 
:,,'!' which expresses the place in which something exists or occurs. 
Location is one of the deep cases recognized in Case Grammar. 

locative ,'Iok;)trvl n. or adj. A case form occurring in some lan
guages which typically expresses the place in, on o!" at which some
thing exists or occurs: Turkish l7UlSada 'on the table' (masa 'table'), 
Ankarada 'in Ankara'. The term is commonly used in the grainmars 
of languages having only a single such case, more specific terms 
being preferred with languages making finer distinctions, such as 
inessive, adessive. 

Logical Form I'lod3lkl' n. (LF) In GB, one of the three designated 
levels of syntactic representation recognized as having special sig
nificance. The notion of LF was introduced by Robert May in 
unpublished work in 1977, and its conception has changed over the 
years: originally it was seen as an essentially semantic level of 
representation, but now it is regarded as strictly syntactic. In curren! 
versions of GB, LF is regarded as being derived from S-structure 
primarily by the two operations of WH-Movemeot and Quantifier 
Raising, by which all WH-items and quantifiers are moved to the 
left margin of the sentence, where they can be interpreted as 
operators binding variables. For example, the sentence Lisa greeted 
everybody would have an LF roughly of the form [everybody [Lis!J 
greeted xl, parallel to the predicate calculus formula 'FC'r all x, Lisa 
greeted x'. See May (1985) for a detailed account of LF. 

logopboric pronoun /log~'fonkl n. A specialized pronominal 
form occurring 3Jways and only embedded under a verb of sa) ing, 
thinking or perception and referring to the person whose speech. 
thoughts or perceptions are reported. Such pronouns are especially 
frequent in West African languages. In the following examples from 
Yoruba, the first shows an ordinary pronoun in the emi>edded 
clause, the second a logophoric pronoun: 

o ri pe 0 ni owo 
he; saw that hej had money 
'He; saw that he; had money.' 

o ri pe oun ni owo 
hej saw that hej had money 
'Hej saw that hej had money,' 

A few languages achieve the same effect by the use of distinctive 
verb forms, rather than distinctive pronouns. H8g~ge (1974). 
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long-distance dependency /,lolJ'dlst:ms/ See unbounded de
pendency. 

long-distance reOexive n. A construction involving a reflexive 
pronoun which is not contained within the same clause as its ante
cedent. In English, this occurs only in restricted circumstances, as in 
the example }OMi told Mary that perjuring himsel/i would be a 
mistake. In some other languages, however, this represents the 
normal behaviour of reflexive pronouns, as in Chinese, Japanese 
and Korean. In the foUowing sentence from Mandarin Chinese, for 
example, anyone of the three NPs can equally serve as the ante
cedent of the reflexive pronoun l.iji 'self': 

Zhangsan renwei Lisi shidao Wangwu xihuan ziji 
'Zhangsan thinks Lisi knows Wangwu likes him(self).' 

LP rule See linear precedence role. 

LR parser /eJ'a:/ n. A type of parser which recognizes exactly the 
deterministic context-free languages. See Chapman (1987) for an 
introduction. 

LSG See UnguistkaIIy significant paenHratioa. 
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main clause Imelnl n. A clause which is not embedded um'er any 
other clause. Every weU-formed sentence contains at least one main 
clause. Indeed. in current thinking, every well-formed sentence is a 
main clause. Traditional grammarians usually took the view that a 
subordinate clause embedded under a main clause was not itself 
part of that main clause, but most linguists today would adopt the 
opposite view. 

main verb n. A traditional label for a non-auxiliary verb, particu
larly for one which occurs in a sentence together with one or more 
auxiliaries. For example, in Lisa will be writing letters. writing is the 
main verb. 

major lexical categury I'meld3al n. In some analyses. anyone of 
the four lexical categories Noun. Verb. Adjective. Preposition, 
which are sometimes seen as having grammatical properties which 
distinguish them from the other (minor) lexical categories. In par
ticular, it is often suggested that only major categories project 
phrasal categories within the X-bar system. See also minor lexical 
category. 

mapping l'mrepll)l n. In the mathematics of formal systems. Jny 
explicit procedure by which each object in one set is systematically 
associated with some object or objects in another set (possibly the 
same set). In GB. for example. one may speak of the mapping of 
D-structures onto S-structures. Mathematicians distinguish between 
a mapping onto and a mapping into: in the former. every object in 
the second set is associated with an object in the first set; in the 
latter. this is not the case. 

Marantz's Generalization Ima'rrentsl n. The 'observation that, in 
a construction in which an underlying indirect or oblique object has 
been promoted. to direct object, the underlying direct object fails to 
exhibit the typical properties of a direct object - for example. it 
cannot trigger direct object agreement in the verb, nor can it 
undergo passivization. 
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Marcus parser I'ma:kasl n. A parser proposed by Marcus (1980) 
which purports to parse English sentences using the then-current 
version of TG, the REST, as a basis. The Marcus parser has 
attracted a good deal of attention as the only functioning transfonn
ationally based parser ever constructed, but it has been criticized on 
the ground that it does not really use the REST framework for 
parsing: instead, it parses input by more conventional methods and 
then constructs an REST-style surface structure for the input. 

marked form Ima:ktl n. 1. A fonn or construction differing from 
another with which it stands in a paradigmatic relationship (the 
unmarked form) by the presence of additional morphological ma
terial. For example, the lexical items hostess and inconsistent are 
marked with respect to host and consistent; plural cats is marked 
with respect to singular cat; and a passive construction like Janet was 
arrested by the police is marked with respect to the corresponding 
active The police arrested Janet. 2. A fonn or construction which is 
regarded as less central or less natural than a competing one on any 
of various grounds, such as lower frequency, more limited distri
bution, more overt morphological marking, greater semantic speci
ficity or greater rarity in languages generally. For example, the noun 
drake is marked with respect to its superordinate duck; the uncom
mon adjective nugatory is marked with respect to its more frequent 
synonym trivial; the plural brethren is marked with respect to its 
more widely applicable synon)n1 brothers; the intransitive passive 
construction illustrated in Lisa is gom' is marked with respect to the 
nearly synonymous perfect Lisa has gone, since the latter applies to 
far more verbs than the fonner; and ergative morphology and 
syntax are marked with respect to accusative morphology and syn
tax, the fonner being far rarer in the languages of the world than the 
latter. The precise characterization of markedness is a matter of 
some controversy; see Eckman et al. (1986) and Tomi~ (1989) for 
discussion, and see Anderson (1989) for a history of the use of these 
terms. Abstr. n. marked.oess. The terms 'marked' and 'unmarked' were 
apparently introduced by Nikolai Trubetzkoy and Roman Jakobson, though the 
idea goes well back into the nineteenth century. 

markedness shift I'ma:kldn::ls JIft! n. The hi~torical process by 
which the more marked of two competing fonns becomes less 
marked, and vice versa, as when a passive construction becomes 
more usual than the active, as seems to have happened in some 
Polynesian languages. 
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marked peripbery Ipa'nfaril n. In GB. that part of ~he grammar 
of a particular language which lies outside the cOre grammar and 
which.is viewed as consisting of miscellaneous language-specific 
phenomena which cannot be straightforwan!ly accommodated 
within the principles of universal grammar. An English example is 
the exceptional case marking found in the accusative-and-infinitive 
construction, which cannot be handled by the ordinary principles of 
Case Theory. See the discussion under core grammar. 

masculine /'mleskjuhnl adj. A conventional label in certain gender 
languages for a gender category which shows some degree of seman
tic correlation with male sex. See the remarks under geader. 

mass noun /mleS/ n. A noun whose meaning is perceived to be 
anything other than a distinct countable entity. such as a substance 
(wine), a state of affairs (happiness), an activity (sky-diving) or a 
quality (intelligence). Mass nouns in English and other languages 
cannot usually be counted or pluralized in their primary senses, 
though many can be pluralized in special senses, such as 'variety'. 
'measure' or 'individual embodiment': French wines ('varieties of 
wine'), two coffees ('measures', of a type determined by the con
text), an alien intelligence ('embodiment'). Cf. count DOUD. 

mate relation /melt/ n. A relation which holds between two nodes 
in a tree each of which bears a certain command reiaticn to the 
other. The most familiar mate relation is the d.llsemate relation, 
which holds between two nodes each of which S-commands the 
other, but other command relations yield other mate relations: for 
example, two nodes which m-command (max-command) each other 
are max-mates, a notion involved in some definitions of government 
in GB. Barker and Pullum (1990). 

mathematical linguistics l,m~'mletlkV n. A branch of linguis
tics which studies the mathematical properties of language. The 
term was formerly understood as referring chiefly to statistically 
based approaches such as information theory; nowadays it normally 
refers to the study of formal grammars. See Cbomsky HJerarday, 
and see Perrault (1984) for a brief summary of some important 
results. 

matrix clause /'meltnks/ n. (also mabix sentence) A clause which 
contains another clause embedded within it. 

MAX-command /mleks/ See m-command. 
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maYimal /'m~ksIlnV adj. Denoting any object which is in some 
sense the largest member of its class. The term is most often mel in 
the phrase maximal projection, but it is also used in other ways: for 
example. one may speak of the 'maximal VP' in a Particular tree, 
meaning the largest (highest) VP node among several nested VPs. 

maximality Im~ksl'm~htil n. The requirement, adopted in some 
versions of the X-bar system, that every non-head daughter in a rule 
must be a maximal projection. Maximality is widely, though Dot 
universally, espoused by X-bar theorists; in principle, it is a very 
attractive constraint on possible rules, but. as pointed out by Komai 
and Pullum (1990). the literature is full of analyses which hold to the 
letter. but not the spirit, of the requirement by positing ghostly 
nodes with no independent justification. Some analysts permit 
specified grammatical formatives to constitute the sole class of 
exceptions to Maximality. a position dubbed 'Weak Maximality' by 
Kornai and Pullum (1990). Komai and Pullum (1990). but the idea goes 
back al Ica~t to lackendoff (19TI). 

maximal projection n. In the X-bar system. the largest syntactic: 
category which is formally related to some lexical category by the 
relation of projection. represented by the lar~est available value for 
the feature bar. and identified with the traditional (full) pbnsaI 
category associated with that lexical category. Assuming that the 
maximal bar-value is two. the maximal projection of the lexiqil 
category Noun, for example. is Noun-double-bar, represented as fil. 
N" or N2; this category is identified with the category Noun Phrase. 
Other maximal projections are V" (= VP) . A" (= AP) and P" (= 
PP). and possibly others. Maximal projections as a class have cer
tain identifiable properties: for example. only maximal projections 
can be preposed, and only maximal projections can serve as comp
lements. See also uniformity. 

m-command /em/ n. (also MAX-c:ommand) One of the command 
relations. It states • A node A m-commands another node B iff 
the lowest maximal projection which properly dominates A also 
properly dominates B'. The notion was first defined by Aoun and Sportiche 
(1982). who called it ·c-command·. intending that Ihis relation should supplant 
Ihe original definition of c~lIUIIlIIId: the name 'm-command' was proposad 

by Chomsky (1986) and is now usual. though one also encounters tht: name 
'c-command in the sense of Aoun and Sportiche'. 
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medial verb I'mi:di;)V n. (also dependent verb) One of the subordi
nate verb forms occurring in languages in which clause ('haining is 
prominent. 

mediopassive /medi;)(J'pceslv/ n. or adj. (also middle) A construc
tion in which an intrinsically transitive verb is construed intransi
tively with a patient as subject and receives a passive interpretation: 
This fabric washes easily, My new book is selling well. In English, 
this construction is confined to a minority of verbs. and should 
perhaps be regarded as a purely lexical phenomenon, rather than as 
a syntactic one; in some other languages, however. such as Basque, 
the pattern is fully productive: every transitive verb can be so 
construed. See also labile verb. Nineteenth century. revived by Grady 
(1965); 'middle' is equally frequent, but it seems best to refrain from 2dding to 
the senses of that term; also 'passival' (Sweet 1892). 'activo-passive' (Jespersc:n 
1961,111:347), 'patient-subject construction' (van Costen 1977). 

merging /'m3:d311J/ n. A synonym for unification, preferred in 
LFG. 

metagrammar I'met;),grcem;)/ n. In certain theories of grammar, 
that part of a complete grammatical description which consists of 

'statements that do not directly license subtrees but inste.ld express 
generalizations about the rules of the grammar which do licensp. 
subtrees. the object grammar. The division of a grammar into 
an object grammar and a metagrammar derives from van 
Wijngaarden's (1969) work in computation; the first theory of 
grammar to adopt it was GPSG. 

metalanguage /'met~,lcelJgwld3/ n. A language which is used to 
talk about another language, the object language. A metalanguage 
may be either a natural language or a fonnal language; the same is 
true of an object language. It is very common in linguistics t(} use a 
natural language. such as English, as a metalanguage to talk about 
the same natural language as the object language; when this is done. 
it is essential to distinguish the two clearly to avoid confusion. This 
is conventionally done by typographical means. such as by citing 
object language fonns in italics or in inverted commas: compare 
Men aN! beasts with 'Men' is an irregular plural. Adj. metaIinguistic 
/,met;)h lJ'gwlStlkJ. 

metarul(! /'met~ru:1I n. In GPSG, a statement which serves to 
express a generalization about the rules of the grammar. A metarule 
does not itself license local subtrees; instead it expresses a generaliz-
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ation about sets of local subtrees, particularly an inter-sentence 
relation, such as the active/passive or extraposedlnon-extraposed 
relation. The following example relates inverted and non-inverted 
structures: 

VP- W~ S[+INV]- W. NP 

This says that, for every rule in the grammar that expands the 
category vr as a string W, there is a corresponding rule that 
expands the category S as the same string W plus an NP, where the 
feature [+ INV] appears on the S. (Other statements in the grammar 
will take care of the linear ordering and ensure that the inverted 
verb is a finite auxiliary.) Metarules are usually constrained to apply 
only to immediate dominance rules which introduce lexical heads; 
they thus represent a kind of compromise between purely syntactic 
and purely lexical statements of such relations. 

metavariable /'met~vc~ri~bV n. A variable whose possible values 
are other variables. The term is used in LFG to denote the up arrow 
and down arrow employed in functional schemata to represent 
f-structures which are themselves treated as variables. 

metric /'metnkl n. Any of various criteria which may be appealed 
to in deciding how successfully some proposed grammar meets some 
proposed level of adequacy. 

middle I'mld!/ n. or adj. I. In certain languages, notably Ancient 
Greek and Sanskrit, a distinctive verb form, contrasting with both 
active and passive, which serves to express that the subject is acting 
on herselflhimself (reflexive) or for herselflhimself; the middle 
fonns part of the voice system of such languages. The term seems 
obviously appropriate for the construction illustrated by such 
English examples as John is shaving and Lisa undressed, but it is 
rarely so used. 2. By extension, in some analyses, denoting a clause 
containing only one argument NP, which is an actor: John is wait .. 
ing. The sun is shining, His popularity declined, Behave yourself! 
Halliday (1976). 3. Denoting a transitive verb whose subject is not an 
agent, especially a relational verb (have, deserve), but sometimes 
also a verb of perception, cognition or erootion (see, know, love). 4. 
See mediopassin. 

mildly context-sensitive /'maddlil adj. Denoting any of various 
classes of formal grammars which define languages that are prop~r 
supersets of the context-free languages and proper subsets of the 
context-sensitive languages. specifically t hose grammars which call) 
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handle cross-serial depeodeocies limited to affecting two points, 
which have the constant-growth property and which aUow parsing in 
polynomial time. Since there is considerable evidence that. at least 
in terms of weak generative capacity, no natural language requires 
more than slight additions to the power of context-free grammars, 
there is considerable interest in constructing mildly context
sensitive grammars; two attempts at doing this are indexed gram_ 
mars and tree-adjoining grammars. Joshi (1985). 

minimal/'mlmml/ adj. Denoting an object which is in some sense 
the smallest of its class; in particular, ohen denoting a category in 
a tree which is the 'smallest' or 'lowest' of its type, such as the 
'minimal' VP (the lowest VP in a set of nested VPs), or the 
'minimal' maximal projection (the lowest of several embedded 
maximal projections). 

minimality /mInI'ma:ltti/ n. In GB, the requirement that, of 
several potential governors for a governed category, only the 'low
est' or 'closest' potential governor should actually govern that 
category. 

minor lexical category /'maIn;)/ n. In some analyses. any lexical 
category other than the so-called major lexical categories of Noun. 
Verb. Adjective and Preposition. The minor categories are ohen 
assumed not to project phrasal categories, though this as."umption 
has been challenged in some recent work, such as in Pollock (1989). 

minor rule n. A generalization which applies only to a (typically 
small) subset of items in a language; an example is the inflectional 
pattern shown by certain English verbs, such as sing/sang/sung, 
drinkJdrankJdrunk, ring/rang/rung, sankJstankJstunk, among others. 

minor sentence type /talp/ n. A name sometimes given to ar.y of 
various types of conventional utterances which do not have the 
structures of well-formed sentences, most usually lacking a finite 
verb. Some typical examples are All aboard!, No smoking, l.ong 
live the King!, Yes, Ouch!, Good morning, TlUi!, This way, please, 
The more the merrier and Two spades. Bloomfield (1933); JespeBen had 

previously called them 'inarticulate sentences' (1961, VII: 122). 

mirror-image language /mlr;)r'lmld3/ n. A fonnal language in 
which every string has the form WW-1, where the string W-l is the 
exact reverse of the string W. Mirror-image languages can be gener
ated by context-free grammars. Cf. copying language. 
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missing antecedent I'mlslol n. The phenomenon in which a 
pronoun has no overt antecedent in its sentence, even though one 
appears to be required. An example is I've never met a miJ/ionoire, 
but Lisa has, and she says he was a creep, in which the antecedent of 
he is missing. Grinder and Postal (1971). 

missing object construction n. The construction illustrated by 
examples like Lisa is lovely to look at, in which the infinitival VP bas 
no object. This construction differs from Tough.Movement in that 
the seemingly related construction of the form To look at Lisa is 
lovely has a quite different sense. Schachter (1981). 

modal /'maudl/ 1. adj. Pertaining to mood contrasts. 2. n. (also 
modal auxiliary) A lexical item, usually exhibiting the inflectional 
behaviour of a verb, which serves primarily to express a distinction 
of mood. English has a number of sucb modals, including must, 
can/could, wi/Uwould, sJwlUshould, may/might and ought. See the 
remarks under awdUary (sense 1). 

modality Imau'drehtil n. 1. A synonym for mood, often preferred 
for the expression of mood distinctions by lexical means or as a 
superordinate term when 'mood' is restricted to the expression of 
this category by verbal inflection. 2. A specific range of mood 
distinctions concerned with the speaker's estimate of the relation
ship between the actor and the accomplishment of some event. 
Modality in this sense is the category involved in distinguishing, for 
example, can ('knows how to'), can ('is pbysically able to') and can 
('is permitted to'); it is also the category expressed by such verbs as 
try, manage, fail and succeed, and by aspectual verbs like start, stop 
and continue when these serve to express the speaker's view. Sense 2: 
J akobson (1971). 

modal preterite n. A past-tense form used to express unreal or 
counterfactual mood, rather than past time: It's time you went to 
bed; If I spoke better French, I could work in Paris. 

mode /maud! See mood (especially sense 2). 

modification /modlfl'kelfQl n. The relation which a modifler 
bears to its head. 

modffier I'modlfaI~/ n. Any category whic:h serves to add semantic 
inf6l1I1atioQ to that provided by the head of the category within 
which it is contained, such as an adjective or a relative clause within 
an NP or an adverbial within a VP. Modifiers may be restrkdn or 
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DOD-restrictive. In some versions of the X-bar system, a modifier is 
fonnally defined as a category which is a daughter of a one-bar 
projection and a sister of another. A modifier within an NP is oft!!n 
called an attribute. Cf. specifier, complement. 

modular /'modjul~1 adj. Denoting a theory of grammar in which 
each pennitted grammar consists of a set of modules. 

module l'modju:U n. In certain theories of grammar, anyone of the 
several more-or-Iess autonomous components of a grammar. In a 
modular theory of grammar, each module of the grammar makes its 
own independent requirements as to well-formedness, and a well
fonned structure is one which is licensed by every one of the 
modules independently. In some modular theories, such as 
Autolexical Syntax, th~ modules are 'information ally encapsulated' 
in the sense of Fodor (1983), meaning that no module has access to 
the representations provided by other modules; in other modular 
theories, such as GB, each module has access to infornation from 
other modules. 

monad I'moozdl n. A formal object with no internal structure, such 
as the category NP in early generative grammar. Adj. monadic 
Imo'na:ddd Cf. complex symbol. 

monostratal Imon:KJ'streItll adj. 1. Denoting a manner of repre
senting the syntactic structures of sentences in which a sentence is 
represented by a single fonnal object, typically an annotated tree 
structure, ~ no more abstract level of representation is recog
nized. 2. De oting a theory of grammar in which such represen
tations are ex lusively employed, such as GPSG. Cf. derivational 
(sense 2). Perlmutter (unpublished worlQ; Perlmutter (1984). 

Montague Grammar l'mont;)gju:1 n. A system of formal seman
tics accompanied by a set of syntactic rules related to the semantic 
rules by the rule-to-rule bypotbem. This approach has been enor
mously influential in semantics; in spite of its name, it is essentially a 
theory of semantics, although the rule-to-rule aspect has been incor
porated into at least one theory of grammar, GPSG. See Halvor<;en 
and Ladusaw (1979) or Cooper (1980) for an introduction. Adj. 
Montagovian Imont;)'g~uvi~n/. Montague (1970). 

mood Imu:dI n. (also modality) 1. A grammatical category which 
expresses the degree or kind of reality of a proposi tion. as perceived 
by the speaker. Mood distinctions appear to be universally present 
in languages: they are variously expressed, often by inflection of the 
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verb or by the use of specialized lexical items called modals. In 
many languages, the expression of mood is intimately bound up 
with the expression of tense and/or aspect; in others, however, its 
expression is sharply distinct. Of all the widely attested grammatical 
categories. mood is perhaps the most elusive; mood distinctions 
tend to shade off almost imperceptibly into expressions of the 
speaker's attitude and into clearly pragmatic factors. such as the 
speaker's perceived relationship to other people. Nevertheless, the 
existence of grammaticalized mood contrasts is beyond dispute. 
Various classifications of mood distinctions have been proposed. the 
most frequent being that between epistemic and deontic modalities. 
Foley and Van Valin (1984) propose a three-way contrast between 
iIIocutionary force, status and modality (sense 2); see these entries 
for explanations. Evidential and evaluative distinctions are also 
sometimes regarded as mood distinctions. NOT": some analysts prefer to 

restrict the term 'mood' to distinctions expressed by inflection of the verb. and 

to usc 'modality' as a superordinate label for the grdmmatical category as a 

whole. 2. Anyone of the particular distinctions of mood occurring in 
a particular language. Among the more widely attested mood 
categories are declarative. interrogative. imperative. jussive. sub
junctin, conditional, hortative, desJderath'e. dubitative and 
necessitative. though many others occur in one language or another. 
Adj. modal. 

morph Im:l:fl fl. A piece of morphological material, consisting of a 
sequence of zero or more phonemes. considered per se, without any 
reference to its morphological status. A ~orph may represent a 
single morpheme, a sequence of two or more morphemes. a part of 
a morpheme or no morpheme at all. For example. the Basque noun 
mendi 'mountain' foons a locative plural mendielall 'in the moun
tains'; we can speak of the morph -etan occurring in this word 
without committing ourselves to any particular analysis of it. (For 
an analysis of this form, see under empty morph.) 

morpheme I'm:>:fi:ml II. (also formative) The minimal grammatical 
unit; the smallest unit which plays any part in morphology and 
which cannot be further decomposed except in phonological or 
semantic terms. A morpheme is an abstract unit which mayor may 
not be realized by a fairly consistent stretch of phonological ma
terial. For example, a noun plural in English usually consists of two 
morphemes. a noun stem and the morpheme {Plural}; however. the 
realization of this sequence varies in ways which (Ire hoth regular 
and irregular. as illustrated by such plurals as (':1fI' dogv. boxes. 
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sheep, men. women. children, feet, mice, radii. formulae, criteria, 
indices, crises. cherubim and passers-by. It is a widely used conven
tion to enclose morphemes within braces; thus feet might be rep
resented as {foot} plus {Plural}. Morphemes are variously classified 
as free or bound. or as lexical or grammatical. Adj. morphemic 
/m:l:'fi:mlk/. Cf. morpho aUomorph. The term wa<; introduced by 
Baudoin de Courtenay (1895); after considerable variation in usage. the modem 
sense was established by Bloomfield (1933). 

morpholexical rule /m::da'iekslkl/ n. A lexical rule which, for 
some morpheme, specifies all the allomorphs which that morpheme 
can assume in various grammatical environments. Lieber (1980, 1982). 

morphological /m:l:fa'lod3Ikl' adj. 1. Pertaining to morphology. 
2. An occasional synonym for synthetic. One may speak, for 
example, of a 'morphological causative' (one expressed by inflec
tion of the verb) as opposed to an analytic or periphrastic causative. 

morphology /m:l:'folad3il n. The branch of grammar Jealing with 
the analysis of word structure. conventionally divided into deriva
tional morphology (the study of word formation) and inftec:tional 
morphology (the study of the variation in form of single lexical 
items for grammatical purposes). See Matthews (1974) or Spencer 
(1991) for a comprehensive introduction. Adj. morphologiad. 

morphosyntactic category /m:>:fasm'trekttkl n. Any morpho
logically distinguished class of forms which plays a part in syntax, 
such as the dative case, the feminine gender or the past tense. 

morphosyntactic word n. A word form conceived as a realizati{'n 
of whatever grammatical distinctions are significant in the language 
in question. In Spanish, for example. finite verbs agree in person 
and number with their subjects: canto 'I sing'. cantas 'you sing', 
canta 'he/she sings' and so on. But in the imperfect, the first and 
,third person singular forms are identical: cantaba '1 was singing', 
cantabas 'you were singing', cantaba 'he/she was singing'; the first
and third-person forms cantaba are different morphosyntactic 
words, even though they might be regarded as identical word forms. 

morphosyntax /m:l:fau'smtreks/ n. The area of interface between 
morphology and syntax. Morphosyntax attracts attention chiefly in 
cases of morphosyntactic mismatch, in which the constituent struc
ture required by the syntax is inconsistent with the word structure 
required by the morphology, as occurs in the various types of 
bracbtlDa paradoxes (sense 1). Adj_ morphosyntactic. 
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mother /'mAO;,/ n. A relation which may hold between two nodes in 
a tree. If a node A immediately dominates another node B. then A 
is the mother of B. Cf. daughter, ancestor. 

Move-alpha I,mu:v ';elf;,/ See Alpha Movement. 

movement chain I'mu:vm:mt tIem/ n. In GB. the combination of 
a moved constituent with its coindexed traces. 

movement rule n. In a derivational theory of grammar, any rule 
that relates two sequential levels of representation in such a way 
that a constituent present in one place at one level is present in a 
different place at the other level. Movement rules were introduced 
into syntax by Chomsky (1957): the Standard Theory of TG recog
nized a very large number of movement rules, often quite elaborate 
and construction-specific. In GB only a single very simple and 
general movement rule is posited, the rule of Alpha Movement. 
Virtually all other theories of grammar reject the use of movement 
rules, and there have sometimes been sugge'itions that they could be 
dispensed with in GB as well. 

multistratal /mAlu'streJt\/ adj. Denoting a manner of representing 
the syntactic structures of sentences. or a theory of grammar 
employing such representations. in which the structure of a sentence 
consists of two or more formal objects, particularly formal objects 
which are described in the same vocabulary. In practice, this term is 
usually a synonym for derivational (sense 2). TG. GB and RG are 
examples of multistratal frameworks. See stratum. level. 
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N See DOUD. 

aarrative I'n'd!r~tlvl n. or adj. A distinctive form, usually a verb 
form, found in certain languages (notably Bantu languages) which is 
roofined to use in narratives (accounts of past events or stories) and 
which is often the only form which can occur there. 

natural class l,metJ~r! 'kla:sl n. 1. Formally, any class which can 
be characterized using less information than is required to charac
terize any part of it. Thus. for example, within the X-bar system. the 
natural class of maximal projections can be identified by the !.'ingle 
feature specification [BAR 2]. while any subclass of maximal projec
tions can only be picked out by adding further feature specifi
cations. 2. Informally. any class of linguistic objects which pattern 
grammaticaUy in the same way and which therefore need to be 
referred to in the grammar as a single unitary class. For example, 
the class of verbs in English is a natural class, as is the class of 
transitive verbs and as is tbe class of ditransitive verbs. One of the 
more immediate goals of any theory of grammar is to provide a 
formalism that succeeds in representing natural classes in the second 
sense as natural classes in the first sense; failure to do this usually 
leads only to the endless labelling of things, a characteristic of mUl-h 
traditional grammatical description widely regarded as one of its 
great failings. 

natural language n. 1. Any language which is. or once was, the 
mother tongue of a group of human beings. 2. By extension. any 
conceivable language which is consistent with the requirements of 
the theory of grammar and which hence might in principle be such z 
mother tongue. 

natural-language processing /'pr:Klsesll]/ n. (NLP) The use of 
computers for handling various types of tasks involving .1atural 
languages, but most particularly for accepting natural-language 
input from buman users and giving appropriate and useful re
sponses. The central task of NLP is the construction of efficient 
~r5. 
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N-bar len '00:1 n. In the X-bar system, the one-bar projection of the 
lexical category Noun, represented as N, N' or N I , and identified 
with the category which combines with a determiner to make up a 
noun phrase. The category is necessary to provide coherent analyses 
for NPs containing modifiers, such as 1TUlny students of linguistics, 
analysed as [NP[D~lmany] [N'[Nstudents] [ppOf linguistics]]]. There is 
no traditional name for this category, though various labels such as 
'nominal group' occasionally tum up in the literature. 

necessitative In~'sesIt~uvl adj. The mood category which 
expresses necessity or obligation, either deontic (as in I have to go) 
or epistemic (as in That mllst be Lisa). An example is the Turkish 
verb form gitmeliyim 'I have to go', an inflected form of girmek 'go'. 
Jespersen (1924). 

negation Inr'gelI~1 n. The presence of a oegative (sense 1 or 2) in a 
sentence or constituent. or the addition of such an element, or the 
effect of that element when present. See Hom (1989); Payne 
( 1985a). 

negative I'neg~uvl n. 1. A grammatical element which, when 
added to a sentence expressing a proposition, reverses the truth 
value of that proposition. The usual English negative is not or -n't, 
as iHustrated by the pair J can speak French and I can't speak 
French. A negative element is an operator which takes some part of 
its sentence as its scope; that scope may be the entire proposition, as 
in the last example, or only some part of it, as in the example Aida 
was wrinen by Verdi, not by Puccini. The expression of "negation 
varies widely among languages; Spanish uses a simple invariable 
"0. while in Lugbara negative sentences exhibit a substantially 
different grammatical structure from their affirmative counterparts. 
2. A lexical item or other element which can be analysed semanti
cally as consisting of a negative in sense I plus another element 
serving as the scope of the negative. For example, English nothing 
can be analysed as not plus something, and never can be analysed as 
nor plus ever; Latin nolle 'not want' can be analysed as non 'not' plus 
~'e/le 'want'" 3. Denoting a sentence or constituent containing a 
negative clement in either of the preceding senses. 

negative concord n. The phenomenon by which the presence of an 
overt negative (sense l) requires other clements in the sentence to 
he marked as negative. Spanish exhibits extensive negative concord: 
1\'0 he I'isto "uda 'I didn't see anything', literally 'I didn't see 
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nothing'; the form *No Ire visto algo. without negative concord. i~ 
£!1-f IJrmed. See the discussion under double negative. 

negative polarity item n. Any of various items which can only 
occur within the scope of a negative (sense 1 or 2) and possibly also 
in certain other specified grammatical circumstances, notably in 
questions. English examples include any, ever and at all: We don't 
have any wine; Do we have any wine?; but *We have any wine. Cf. 
positive polarity item. Klima (1964). 

negative raising n. The phenomenon by which a negative element 
appears in a position in which it appears to have greater scope than 
is consistent with the interpretation of the sentence. An example is I 
never want to see you again, which appears to mean 'It is never the 
case that 1 want to see you again' (and can actually mean this). but 
which is commonly used to express the meaning 'I want never to see 
you again', with want outside the scope of the negative. 

neologism Ini'DI::ld3lzlTll n. A newly coined word or phrase. 
Among the neologisms recorded in the 1989 edition of The 
Longman Register of New Words are glasnost, wannabee, toyboy, 
fromage frais, intifada, wrinkly (noun), nutmeg (verb. soccer term), 
bonk, yuppify and geopathic. Adj. neologistic Iniol;)'d3Isukl. 

nested dependency /'nestld/ n. A dependency which i:; entirely 
contained within the two ends of another dependency, so that a 
series of nested dependencies looks like this: 

... CI BI AI A2 B2 C2 ... 

A familiar example or a nested dependency is centre-embeddlDg. 
Unlimited nested dependencies cannot be weakly generated by a 
regular grammar, but they can easily be handled by a context-free 
grammar. cr. cross-serial dependency. 
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nesting l'nestll]l n. An instance of embedding in which a category 
is embedded under. and interrupts, another instance of the same 
category. 

network grammar l'netw3:kl n. A graphical representation of 
possible sentences (as strings) consisting of a set of points (,states') 
connected by arcs ('paths'); each arc is typically labelled with a word 
or formative which is added to the current string when that arc is 
trave~d. 

neuter l'nju:t:J1 adj. A conventional label in certain gender lan
guages for a gender category showing no particular semantic corre
lation with animacy or sex or, in some languages, for the single 
gender category showing no particular semantic correlation at all, 
representing the 'residue' category in such languages. 

neutralization l,nju:tr:Jlal'zelfQ.! n. A synonym for syncretism, 
borrowed from phonology. V. neutralize I'nju:tr:Jlalz/. 

nexus l'neks:Jsl (pI. nexus or nexuses, but not ·nexi) n. A superordi
nate term for the various ways of combining clauses into syntactic 
structures, such as coordination, subordination (embedding) and 
cosubordination. Foley and Van Valin (1984). 

NICE properties I'nals ,prop:Jti:zI n. pl. A mnemonic label for 
the four princi~al properties distinguishing English auxiliaries from 
ordinary verbs: Negation (Lisa doesn't smoke), Inversion (Does 
Lisa smoke?), Code (Lisa doesn't smoke, bur Janet does) and 
Emphasis (Janet does smoke). Huddleslon (1976), deriving from lbe 
analysis in Palmer (1987, bUl originally 1974). 

NL See naturallangoage. 

NLP See natural language processing. 

NL vastness theorem len el 'vo:stn:Jsl n. (also vastness theorem) 
The conclusion that the number of sentences in a natural language is 
transfinite, that is, greater than countahly infinite. This conclusion 
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(ollows from the proposition that individual sentences can be trans
finitely long, and may preclude the possibility of constructive gram_ 
mars for natural languages. Langendoen and Postal (1984). 

No-Crossing Condition' /n~'krosllJ/ See Non-tangling 
Condition. 

node /n~/ n. A labelled point in a tree which represents a con
stituent of the sentence represented by the tree. The label on the 
node identifies the syntactic category to which the constituent be
longs, and the internal structure of that constituent is shown by 
the subtree dominated by that node. Nodes may be classified into 
non-terminal nodes, preterminal nodes and terminal nodes. In the 
tree below, the lexical items are terminal nodes; the lexical cat
egories Det, N and V are preterminal nodes; aU the other nodes 
are non-terminals: 

s 

~ 
NP VP 

I ~ 
N V NP 

~ 
Del N 

I I · 
Lisa bought a skirt. 

node admissibility condition /;Kimls;,'btl;,ti/ n. A way of inter
preting a phrase structure rule or immediate dominance rule. A rule 
interpreted as a node admissibility condition is considered to be. not 
an instruction for expanding (rewriting) a category, but rather a 
statement which licenses a local subtree. Such a view dispenses with 
derivations and permits trees to be regarded as primitive objects: a 
valid tree is merely one all of whose local subtrees are licensed by 
rules. The generative capacity of a context-free grammar is unaffec
ted by such a reinterpretation of its rules. but the same is not true of 
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a context-sensitive grammar: the context-sensitive grammar given 
below does not generate the tree shown if its rules are interpreted as 
rewrite rules, but it does if they are interpreted as node admissibility 
conditions. 

A ~ B C A 

B ....... 0 / E /\ 
c ~ E / 0 B C 

o E 

McCawley (1968); McCawley credil'i Richard Stanley with the idea. 

nominal I'nomlDll 1. adj. Pertaining to nouns or to projections of 
nouns. 2. adj. In those versions of the X-bar system in which lexical 
categories are decomposed into the primitive elements (N] and M. 
denoting any category which is [+ N], in other words, noUDS and 
adjectives. 3. n. See nomiDaUzation. 

nominaIization l,nomlD:Jlal'zelJQI n. 1. In morphology, a noun 
derived from a member of another lexical category, especially from 
a verb. such as arrival from arri~'e, response from respond and 
swimming from swim (as in Lisa's swimming has improved). 2. In 
syntax, a noun phrase derived from another category which is not a 
projection of the lexical category Noun, particularly from a verb 
phrase or a sentence. Examples include [Lisa's going topless] upset 
her father, [To quit your job] would be a mistake and [That she 
smokes] surprises me. Non:: in English and in some other languages, the 

distinction between morphological and syntactic nominalizations is not always 
immediately clear. In particular. the English suffix -ing can be involved in either 

type: in This constant 5moking of marijUlUUl Iuu to stop. smo!Ung is clearly a 
morphological nominalization, as shown by the adDominal elements; in 

R~gularly smoking twmry ciganaes a day will nUn your heabh, smoking is 

clearly the head of a syntactic nominalization of a VP, as shown by the object 
NP aad the adverbials; but in Smoking is bad for you, smoking can be inler

preted either way. See Comrie and Thompson (1985). 

nominal sentence n. A label sometimes applied to a sentence 
oontaining no verb, particularly to a copular sentence in a language 
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lacking an overt copula in some or all circumstances. An example is 
Turkish Hasan biiyiik 'Hasan is big', literally 'Hasan big'. The tenn 
has no theoretical significance. 

nominative l'nomIn;)tlvl n. or odj. 1. In a morphologically accusa. 
tive language, the case fonn used for both subjects of intransitive 
verbs and subjects of transitive verbs. An example is English /, as in 
I'm leaving and I've washed the car. 2. In GB, the abstract Case 
assigned to a subject NP which is governed by the category INFL. 

nominative-accusative language See accusative language. 

non-argument binding See A·bar binding. 

non-canonical complement I,nonka'nomkl/ n. In GB, a cat
egory which is interpreted as a complement of a lexical head even 
though it is not a sister of that head. The most familiar examples are 
WH-items like who in such constructions as Who did you see? and 
The woman who you saw is our MP, in which who functions as a 
non-canonical complement of the verb see in each case. 

non-canonical subject n. In GB, a category which is interpreted as 
the subject of some predicate even though it is not a sister of that 
J::redicate. Examples include Who do you think did it?, in which who 
functions as the subject of did it, and She seems to be clever, in which 
she functions as the subject of be clever. 

nonce form I'nons b:ml n. A word created accidentally or deliber
ately by an individual on a particular occasion, such as Jisclude, 
heard as the opposite of include. 

non-configurational l,nonk;)nflgju'reIJanl/ adj. Denoting a syn
tactic structure in which there is little or no downward branching of 
constituents. most categories instead simply being sisters. Some 
analysts have suggested. for example. that Basque sentences typi
cally have non-configurational structures. If so. a Basque sentence 
like PaLXik Anari dirua dakilrkio Patxi-Erg Ana-Oat money-tbe
Abs he-is-bringing-it-to-her 'Patxi is bringing Ana the money' 
would have the following structure: 

s 

NP NP NP v 

I I I I 
Patxik Anari dirua dakarkio. 
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The existence of such non-configurational structures. which are also 
called 'flat structures'. was first proposed by Hale (1981). Since that 
time the issue of non-configurationality has attracted enormous 
attention in the literature; at present. there is something of a 
consensus that such structures must be recognized for at least some 
constructions in at least some langu::ges. ~;.:t there is much less 
agreement as to which construction:; and which languages, or as to 
what criteria should be invoked for recognizing such structures. 

non-configurational language n. (also W-star language) A lan
guage in which non-configurational structures are prominent or 
predominant. The first such language to be identified was the 
Australian language Warlpiri (Hale 1981), but many others have 
since been proposed. Many of these proposals are controversial. but 
a particularly convincing case is that of the Australian language 
Nunggubuyu (Heath 1986). 

non-deterministic Inondlt3:ml'mstlkl adj. Denoting an automa
ton or transition network in which. at some points. the choice of 
path is not completely determined by the current state and the next 
input character. and hence any implementation of which must 
successively try out aU the available paths - effectively, an im
plementation must 'guess' one path at a time and then see if it leads 
to a successful conclusion. Cf. deterministic. 

non-discrete grammar Inondl'skri:tl See fuzzy grammar. 

non-finite Inon'famaUI adj. Denoting any form of a verb which 
cannot serve as the only verb in a simple sentence. Non-finite forms 
typically include participles. infinitives and verbal nouDS; these 
typically differ from finite forms in lacking the ability to be marked 
for tense or agreement. Cf. finite. 

non-local conditions on trees Inon,laukl kan'dlIQzI n. pl. 
Any of various grammatical statements about well-formed tree 
structures whose domain is larger than a local snbtree. A simple 
example is the requirement that a reflexive in English must have 
a c-commanding antecedent: Janel examined herself but *Herself 
examined Jilnel. Other examples include filler-gap dependencies, 
such as those involved in WH-fronting. Theories of grammar 
differ markedly in their treatment of non-local conditions; in 
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GPSG, for example. all non-local conditions are interpreted as 
connected series of strictly local dependencies (paths. or cIlains); 
GS treats filler-gap dependencies in the same way. but permits 
other non-local conditions to'be stated directly in the grammar. 

non-modal auxiliary Inon'm~udll n. An auxiliary which carries no 
expression of mood. such as English perfect have or progressive be 
in examples like Lisa ha.r quit smoking and Lisa is working on her 
translation. Cf. modal (sense 2). 

non-recurrent alternation ',nonn'kt.~ntl n. An instance of 
allomorphy which is confined to a single morpheme. such as the 
man/men alternation in English. 

non-restrictive ',nonTl'stTlktlv/ adj. Denoting a modifier. such 
as an adjective or a relative clause. whose presence is not 
required for identification of the referent of the noun phrase con
taining it. but which serves merely to add extra information. In 
English. non-restrictive adjectives often have reduced stres;: The 
yellow 'boat came into view (the hearer already knows what boat 
is meant), and non-restrictive relative clauses regularly have 
comma intonation: The woman. who was smiling. sat down (the 
hearer already knows which woman is meant). Cf. the examples 
under restrictive. In some languages, the distinction between re
strictive and non-restrictive modifiers is more overtly marked. In 
Spanish. for example. restrictive adjectives usually follow the 
noun, while non-restrictive adjectives usually precede: la negra 
siluela 'the black silhouette' (i.e .. the only silhouette under dis
cussion, which happens to be black), but la silueta negra ·the 
black silhouette' (as opposed to other silhouettes of different 
colours). 

Non-tangling Condition /,non't<£1]9111]1 n. (also No-Cromng 
Condition) The requirement that the lines in a tree which conn~ct 
mothers to daughters should not cross. This requirement was 
rejected in the implicit representations adopted by American 
structuralists in the 1940s and 1950s. but it has been almost univer
sally accepted within generative grammar since the work of Noam 
Chomsky in the 1950s. Occasionally. however. someone proposes 
that the requirement should be rejected, particularly to allow Ihe 
analysis of discontinuous constructions. For example. Jam~ 
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McCawley, the foremost contemporary opponent of the Non
tangling Condition, advocates the use of trees such as the one below 
(McCawley (1982); this particular example also violates the Single 
Mother Condition, though not all of McCawley's examples do so): 

s 

~ 
S Co~ S 

~~ 
NP VP NP VP 

v NP 

I ~ 
Lisa prepared and Jo served the sandwiches. 

non-terminal node l,non't3:mID11 n. Any node in a tree which 
dom!nates at least one other node. Frequently·a node which is a 
lexical category and which dominates only a lexical item is called a 
pretennJnaI node, rather than a non-terminal. Cf. tenninal node. 

notational convention In:KJ'teII:ml k;Jn,ventIr:tI n. Any nota
tional device which, in some system, is understood as having some 
particular interpretation. For example. the phrase structure rule S 
- NP VP is conventionally understood as meaning 'an S node in a 
tTee may have the two daughters NP and VP, in that order'. 
Similarly, the notation X· is conventionally understood as meaning 
'a linear string of any number of occurrences of a single category'. 

notational variant I'v£ari:mtl n. 1. Any notational convention 
which is interpTeted as having exactly the same meaning as some 
other notational convention. For example, the notations NP. N"and 
Nmo are all understood as meaning 'the maximal pTojection of the 
lexical category Noun', and are hence notational variants of one 
another. 2. By extension, the Telation which holds between any two 
formal systems which have exactly the same generative capacity. 
For example. the most familiar class of categorial grammars has the 
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same generative capacity as the class of context-free grammars. and 
the two formalisms are hence notational variants. 

notional definition l,n:KJJ:ml defI'mJ.,J n. Any definition of a 
linguistic category or element which appeals crucially to its mean
ing. An example is the traditional definition of a noun as "the name 
of a person, place or thing'. Widely used in traditional grammar. 
notional definitions are rejected by all current theories of grammar 
as unworkable. (For example. the adjective red is surely the name of 
a colour, while it is difficult to see that the noun arrival is the name 
of anything if the verb arrive is not.) 

noun Inaunl n. (N) One of the principal lexical categories. This 
category appears to be universally present in languages; while 
prototypical nouns have meanings denoting individual physical enti
ties like dog and tree. words that behave grammatically as nouns can 
in fact exhibit a very wide range of meanings. such as edge. colour. 
beauty, arrival. ancestry or absence. Among the most typical proper
ties of nouns in languages generally are inflection for number. 
classification for gender and, above all, the ability to occur with 
determiners inside noun phrases. Non: traditional grammar often in· 

c1uded adjectives in the category N;)un. distinguishing 'nouns substantive' 
(nouns) from 'nouns adjective' (adjectives). This use is obsolete. Adj. 
Dominal. 

noun class Ikla:sl n. In a language exhibiting geDder. anyone of the 
gender classes into which nouns are divided. 

noun classification IklreslfI'keIJQI n. The phenomenon, occ.urrin~ 
in certain languages, by which nouns are divided into a numher of 
semantically based classes by the occurrence of classifiers in certlin 
types of noun phrases. each noun typically requiring one of the set 
of classifiers. Dixon (1986) identifies three respects in which noun 
classification systems typically differ from systems of DOUD classes 
(gender classes): (1) the number of noun classes is usually smalL 
often only two or three and rarely more than eight or ten, while the 
number of classifiers is typically much larger. often many dozens; 
(2) classifiers are always free forms. while gender is never marked 
by free forms. either being marked on nouns only by bound forms 
or not being marked on nouns at all; (3) gender systems always 
require agreement on some elements other than the nouns them
selves, while classifiers never require agreement. To these a fourth 
difference may be added: nouns in gender systems are always 
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exhaustively classified for gender, while in a classifier language 
some nouns may take no classifier at all. 

noun-complement clause n. A clause which serves as a comp
lement to a head noun within a noun phrase. as in the example the 
rumour [that the Martians have invaded). 

noun phrase n. (NP) One of the principal syntactic categories, and 
one wnich appears to be perhaps universally present in languages. 
Functionally, a noun phrase may be defined as any category which 
can bear some grammatical relation within a sentence, such as 
subject, direct object, indirect object or oblique object. Structurally, 
a noun phrase is regarded in most versions of the X-bar system as 
the maximal projection of the lexical category Noun. N", with a 
noun as its lexical head. This view, which works well in most 
circumstances. TUns into difficulties with NPs containing pronouns, 
such as she. this, something and little old me; as a consequence, 
many analY:its, beginning with Hudson (1984). have suggested that 
NPs should rather be regarded as the maximal projections of the 
category Detenniner (with pronouns then being assigned to this 
category) and hence renamed Detenniner Phrases. This revised 
view is not currently standard. Noun phrases were not recognized by 
traditional grammar; the first explicit use of the t~rm occurred in Harris (1951), 
though some earlier American structuralists apparently had some kind of 
implicit grasp of the notion. 

NP len 'pi:1 n. 1. See DOun phrase. 2. (italicized) In complexity 
tbeory, the class of problems soluble in polynomial time on a non
detenninistic Turing machine. Such problems can only be solved by 
making guesses and testing each guess to see if it is a solution: on an 
ordinary computer. this requires exponential time. The class of 
problems in NP is believed to be a proper superset of the class of 
problems in P (sense 4), though this is yet to be proved. See Barton 
et 01. (1987) for discussion. 

NP Accessibility Hierarchy I~k,ses~'bll~til n. A hierarchy of 
grammatical relations proposed by Keenan and Comrie (1977), as 
follows: 

Subject < DO < 10 < Oblique object < Genitive < Object of 
comparison 

This hierarchy has proved to be of importance in the grammars of a 
large number of languages: such processes as passivization, relative 
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clause formation and causative formation make crucial reference to 
it. The identification of this hierarchy greatly stimulated recognition 
of th~ importance in syntax of grammatical relations. which had 
previously been widely neglected. and spurred the development of 
theories of grammar in which grammatical relations play a central 
role, including RG, LFG and the various frameworks known as 
functional grammars (sense 2). RG incorporates a modified version 
of the Keenan-Comrie hierarchy under the name Relatiooal 
Hierarchy. 

NP-complete len pi: k:>m'pli:tl adj. Denoting any problem which is 
NP-bard and also in NP (sense 2). NP-complete problems are 
soluble. so far as is known, only by algorithms running in exponen
tial time, and are hence computationally intractable. 

NP-hard len pi: ha:dl adj. Denoting any problem which is as 
difficult to solve as any problem in NP (sense 2). 

NP-Movement n. In GB. the name given to those instafices of 
Alpha Movement in which a noun phrase is moved from one 
argument position to another. NP-Movement is invoked in con
structions involving passives. raising verbs and unaccusative verbs, 
in all of which the NP occupying a surface subject position is 
analysed as underlyingly occupying a different position. Thus Janet 
was arrested e is derived from an underlying e was arrested Janet; 
Usa seems e to be happy from underlying e seems Lisa to be happy; 
and The ice melted e from underlying e melted the ice. NP
Movement is forced in all tllese instances by the requirements of 
Case Theory and Theta Theory. See Burzio's Generalization, and 
cf. WH-Movement. 

NP-trace n. In GB. the coindcxed empty category left behind by an 
NP which has been moved by NP-Movemcnt. For example, the 
initial structure e seems Lisa to be happy is converted to Lisa; seems 
e; to be happy, in which the symbol e; represents the NP-trace left 
behind by the movement of Lisa, with which it is coindexed. 

n-tuple len 'tju:Pll n. (also tuple) In the characterization of formal 
systems, a set of n distinct formal objects or (more usually) specified 
classes of formal objects. If (as is often the case) the objects are 
given in a specified order. we have an 'ordered n-tuple'. An 
(ordered) n-tuple with two members is called an (ordered) pair: one 
with three members is a triple: with four. a quadruple. and so on. 
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nucleus /'nju:kli~/ (pI. nudd /'nju:kliaIl) n. L That part of a 
constituent consisting of its head and those elements for which the 
head subcategorizes, but excluding any adjuncts. Cf. ptrlphery 
(sense I). 2. The central element in a clause, a verb or predicate, 
considered in isolation. 'Nucleus' in this sense is one of the terms 
involved in analysing a clause in terms of layering. Cf. core, peri
phery (sense 2). 3. In LFG, any part of an f-structure consisting 
of a Predicate and Its subcategorized arguments. Adj. nuclear 
/'nju:kli~. 

nuD element /'nAI ,el~m:Jnt/ n. (also zero) An element which, in 
some particular description, is posited as existing at a certain point 
m a structure even though there is no overt phonetic material 
present to represent it. For example, many linguists would argue 
that the plural form sheep consists of two morphemes, the noun 
stem sheep and a null plural suffix 0. Most approaches to gram
matical description recognize the existence of a~ least some null 
elements. and the problem of how to limit their uSe in a principled 
way has long been a bone of contention: both structuralist (sense 2) 
and generative approaches have sometimes indulged in the prolifer
ation of zeros. even to the extent of positing zeros which contrast 
with other zeros; see, for example, Chomsky and Lasnik (1977). As 
an example of the possible utility of null elements, consider the 
sentences (a) She said lhal she would come and (b) She said $he 
would come, the second of which lacks an overt complementizer. At 
least three analyses of the (b) sentence are possible, all of which 
have been advocated on occasion. (1) The (b) sentence contains no 
Comp node. This analysis avoids the use of null elements, at the 
price of postulating an additional syntactic structure. (2) The (b) 
sentence contains a Comp node. which is empty. This analysis 
requires only one structure, but posits a syntactic null element, an 
empty node. (3) The (b) sentence contains a Comp node which is 
filled by a complementizer that happens to have the phonetic shape 
0. This analysis pushes the null element out of the syntax altogether 
and into the phonology. The extensive use of null elements is 
particularly characteristic of GB; see empty category. The [udian 

grammarian P8J)ini was the first to use Dull elements. but their modem use 
derives primarily from Bloomfield (1933). 

null production /pr:J'dAkJJ;1/ n. A phrase structure rule which re
writes a category as a null element, such as the rule NP - e. Null 
productions were expressly rejected in Chomsky's (1957) definition 
of phrase structure rules. but most contemporary views of phrase 
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structure admit the existence of such rules in context-free gram_ 
mars. The name derives from mathematical linguistics, in which ·production' is 

the usual term for 'rewrite rule'. 

null-subject language n. (also pro-drop 1IIIIguage) A lan~Jage in 
which pro-drop dCCUrs. 

NaD-Sabjed Parameter See ~Dnp Parameter. 

number rDAmbai n. The grammatical category, most often associ
ated with DOUDS and pronouns, whose primary correlation is with 
the IlIIJDbu of distinguishable entities. English has a simple two-way 
number COIItraat between IiDpIar and plural (dog/dogs; chiJdJ 
childrm; rtuliw/rtUJu), but some other languages exhibit more elab
orate number systems involving dual, trial and paucal forms as well 
as singular and plural. Except perhaps in pronoun systems, number 
is not universally present in languages; Chinese and Japanese are 
two examples of languages in which number contrasts are generally 
absent. 
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object l'obd31ktl n. (0) I. A generic term fOr any noun phrase 

occupying an argument position other than subject. Objects are 
conventionally divided into direct objects, indirect objects and 
obUque objects. 2. In GB. the usual term for direct object. Adj. 
objective. 

object grammar n. In a theory of grammar recognizing the exist
ence of a metagrammar, that part of the grammar consisting of the 
rules which directly license trees. In such an approach. of which 
GPSG is the most prominent example. altgeneralizations about the 
rules of the object grammar are extracted and stated separately in 
the metagrammar. 

object-initial language l,obd31kt l'mIJI n. A Janguage in which. 
in the most usual order of elements in a sentence, the object NP 
comes first. preceding both the subject and the verb. Object-initial 
languages were long thought to be non-existent· and perhaps even 
impossible. but a number of them are now known, all of them 
spoken in the Amazon basin. The first such language to be ident
ified was the Carib language Hixkaryana, studied by Derbyshire 
(1961. 1979). Hixkaryana. like many other Amazonian languages. 
has Object-VertrSubject order. but some Amazonian languages, 
like Apurinii. exhibit Object-Subject-Verb order. See Derbyshire 
and Pullum (1981. 1986) and Pullum (1981) for further information. 

objective lob'd3ekuvl adj. Denoting a case form which serves in 
general to mark non-subject NPs of various types, such as direct 
objects. indirect objects and objects of prepositions. An example is 
the objective form of English personal pronouns. like me. him and 
us. 

objective genitive n. A construction involving a nominalization of 
a transitive verb accompanied by a possessive NP or a PP with of 
which is interpreted as the object of that verb. as in the primt' 
minister's assaujnation or the destrllctio" vI the city. Cf. subjective 
genitive. 
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object language n. A language which is under discussion. An 
"t,jcct language may be a formal language. as in the mathematics of 
formal systems, but in linguistics it is more usually a natural lan
guage. The point of the term is that we often discuss a natural 
language in another natural language. or even in the same natural 
language; for example. we often discuss the grammar of English in 
ordinary English, and it is essential to distinguish the English which 
is under discussion (the object language) from the English which we 
are using to discuss it (the metalanguage). Failure to make this 
distinction leads to hopeless confusion; see the discussion under 
IIIebIIaapage . 

object of comparison n. The grammatical relation borne by an NP 
which is the standard in a comparative construction. such as Lisa in 
talkr than Lisa. 

oblique /;'bli:kl adj. 1. Denoting an argument NP which is neithu a 
subject nor a direct object (nor, in some analyses. an indirect object: 
this point is controversial and possibly language-specific). Oblique 
NPs in English are realized as objects of prepositions; in some other 
languages, they may be objects of postpositions or case-marked 
NPs. This use is currently standard. 2. In the traditional grammati
cal descriptions of Latin and Greek, denoting any case form of a 
noun other than the nominative or vocative. This use is not CUiTent 
in grammatical theory. 

oblique clause See adverbial clause. 

oblique object n. (00) A noun phrase which is oblique in sense 1. 

ob8ervational adequacy lobs;'verJ;n!1 See under adequac:y. 

obviative I'obvi;tlvl n. or adj. One of a set of third-person pro
nominal forms occurring in certain languages and used exclusively 
for the second or later third-person entity to be mentioned in a 
discourse, the first such entity to be mentioned being referred to by 
one of a contrasting set of proximate forms. Obviative forms are 
often misleadingly called 'fourthrperson' forms. The proximate
obviative distinction is particularly common in North American 
languages. 

oj-bI8erdon n. In certain derivational analyses. the putative process 
which is responsible for the presence of of in nominalizations like 
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Lisa's refusal of the offer. when this is regarded as being derived 
from an underlying sentence like Lisa refused the offer. 

00 1;)0 ';)01 See oblique object. 

opeD class 1';)O~n klo:sl n. A lexical category whose membenhip 
is typically large. and which can easily accept new members. In 
English, for example, the categories Noun, Verb and Adjective are 
all open classes. Cf. closed class. 

opeD function n. In LFG. a complement or an adjuoct ooatain$s 
an empty argument position which must be controlled by l1li NP 
located outside it. Examples: [Having arrived early,] u.tI«itI«l to 
take a stroll; She tried [to fix the carburellor]. The notatioal XCOMP 
and XADJUNCf are used to represent such functions in LFG. O. 
dosed fundion. 

operator I'Dp:)feJt~1 n. Any grammatical element whicb bean a 
scope relation to some part of its sentence. Examples include deter
miners and quantifiers, negation, tense, aspect and mood. 

optative I'Dpt~tJvl adj. 1. The mood category expressing realizable 
wishes or hopes, as exemplified by the rather formal English May 
we succeed. Some languages exhibit a distinct grammatical form for 
this purpose. 2. The conventional name for a morphologically dis
tinct set of verb forms in Ancient Greek and Sanskrit serving a 
variety of purposes, including the optative in sense 1. 

optionality lDpI~n'zhtil n. In the X-bar system, the requirement 
that all and only the non-head daughters of a category must be 
optional- that is, that no category may have an obligatory daughter 
other than its head. Of all the suggested constraints upon X-bar 
structures, this is perhaps the one which is most difficult to maintain 
and the one which is most frequently violated in practice. Komai and 
Pullum (1990), but the Dation is much older. 

OSV language /;)0 es 'vi:1 n. A language whose basic word order is 
Object-Subject-Verb, such as the Amazonian language Apurina. 
See objed-lnitiailaDguage. 

overgeneration 1,:HJV~3en:J'reIIQI n. The phenomenon by which 
some component of a grammar which btlilds structure permits, in 
isolation, the existence of a number of ill-fonned structures. These 
unwanted structures must be prevented from occurring Cfiltered 
out') by the requirements of other components of the grammar. V. 
overgenerate /~u\';)'d3en~reJt/. 
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overlapping exponence /:xJV~'hq)ll)! n. fhe realization in a 
IJ~L~icular case by a single morph of two or more morphemes which 
are usually realized separately in a language. In Spanish, for 
example, finite verb forms usually contain separate morphs for 
expressing tense/mood and for expressing the person/number of the 
subject, but the first person singular present indicative forms like 
como 'I eat' show a single morph -0 realizing both these categories. 
Cf. cumulative exponence. Matthews (1974). 

OVS language /~ vi: 'es/ n. A language whose basic word order is 
Object-Verb-Subject, such as the Carib language Hixkaryana. See 
object-initial language. 
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P 1. See p!"eposition, postposition. 2. The conventional abbreviation 
for phrase in such symbols as NP (= noun phrase), VP (= verb 
phrase). etc. 3. An abbreviation for patient in the SAP analysis of 
clause structure. 4. (italicized) In complexity theory, denoting the 
dass of problems soluble in polynomial time on a deterministic 
Turing machine. Membership in P is widely taken as a hallmark of 
efficient computability: if a problem is not in P, it cannot be 
efficiently computed. This is so because all problems not in P have 
(so far as we know) only exponential time algorithms, and can only 
be solved by enumerating all possible solutions and testing them one 
by one. Cf. NP (sense 2). 

PA See pushdown automaton. 

paradigm l'preradaIm/ n. The full set of inflected forms exhibited 
by some class of lexical items, such as the declensional forms of a 
class of nouns or the conjugated forms of a class of verbs, often as 
represented by the forms of a single typical item. Adj. paradigmatic. 

paradigmatic relation I,preradlg'mretlk/ n. Any relation be
tween two or more linguistic elements which are in some sense 
competing possibilities. in that exactly one of them may be selected 
to occupy some particular position in a structure. For example, the 
various determiners which might occur within a particular NP stand 
in a paradigmatic relation; the various verb forms from which the 
verb form in a particular sentence is chosen do the same; the various 
case forms of NPs in case-marking languages do likewise; and the 
active and passive constructions for transitive verbs may also be said 
to stand in a paradigmatic relation. Cf. syntagmatic relation. The 
notion of a paradigmatic relation was introduced by the Swiss linguist Ferdinand 
de Saussure in the first decade of tbe twentieth century; it represents a general
ization of the traditional notion of a paracUgm. 

paralanguage I'prera,lreIJgwId31 n. The use of non-verbal ele
ments in speech, such as intonation, expressions and gestures, in 
such a way as to affect the meaning of an utterance. Adj. para
Hnguistic IprerahlJ' gwlStI kl . 
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parallel construction l'pa:r~lell n. A construction. particularly a 
coordinate construction. all of whose pans stand in the same syntac
tic relation to the rest of the sentence. The example I like 10 read 
fantasy novels in the bathtub and to experimem ;n the kitchen illus
trates a parallel construction; the possibly ill-formed ?* I like to read 
fantasy novels in the bathtub and experimenting in the kitchen illus
trates a non-parallel one. Abstr. n. parallelism. 

parallelism I'pler~lehzrpl n. 1. The use of the same construction in 
consecutive sentences for rhetorical effect. as in : came; I saw; I 
conquered. 2. See paraDel construction. ' ... _~ .,/. 

~ 

parameter Ip~lra:mJt~1 n. In GB, anyone of various putative 
universal stalements p'crmitting a specified degree of variation 
within languages. The idea is that anyone language selects just one 
of the small number of choices permitted by the theory of grammar. 
Examples include the Head Parameter. the Adjacency Parameter 
and the Pro-Drop Parameter. Adj. parametric IpleT~lmetTlk/. 

paraphrase I'ple~frelzl n. Either of two sentences which are struc
turally or lexically different but which are related in that they have 
approximately the same meaning. Paraphrases are particularly 
invoked as a way of identifying particular readings of ambiguous 
strings. For example. the two readings of the ambiguous string The 
target was not hit by many arrows could be singled out by the 
paraphrases The target was missed by many arrows and Tire target 
was hit by few arro ... ·s. Adj. paraphrastic Ipler~lfr.:estlk/. 

parasitic gap Ipler~lsltlkl n. A gap whose antecedent is identical to 
that of a second gap occurring in the same sentence, and which 
could not occur in the absence of that second gap. In the following 
examples. the parasitic gap is denoted by the symbol ep : Whaf 
anicles did John file e without reading e" ?; This kind of food you 
iuJve 10 cook e before you can eat ep : Which boy did Mary's lalking 
to e p bother e most? The phenomenon was first poinh:d Qui by R05~ (1967); 
Perlmutter reponedly suggesled Ihe name 'sympalhetic deletion'. bUI the lerm 
'parasitic gap'. apparenlly coined independently by Taraldscn (1980) and 
Engdahl (1983). is now siandard. 

parasyntbesis Ipler~lsIn~slsl n. A type of word formation in 
which a phrase is combined with an affix. as in red·haired. Adj. 
parasyntbetic Ipler~sIn'getlk/. 

parataxis Ipler~lta!kslsl n. J. Traditionally. the coordination of 
clauses (and. rarely. of phrases) without the use of overt conjunc· 
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tions: asyndeton. as in I'm ready; Ids go. 2. Occasionally. the 
coordination of clauses. with or without the use of overt conjunc
tions. Cf. hypotaxis. Adj. pacatactic Iprera'trekllk/. 

parentheses Ipa'ren6;)si:zI n. pl. (also round brackets) 1. An 
abbreviatory convention in which two rules which differ ooly 
in that one of them contains an extra term absent from the other 
are collapsed into a single rule schema. For example, the two rules 
VP _ V NP and VP --> V NP PP could be collapsed into the schema 
VP _ V NP (PP). 2. A similaf notational convention used for 
combining example sentences one of which differs from the o~ 
only in the presence of an additional element, as illustrated by the 
example She filled (up) my glass. Parentheses can be combined with 
an asterisk in two ways: the representation Woo did you say (·that) 
turned up indicates that the sequence is ill-formed onIy if dull is 
present. while The tiling ·(1001) interests me is this indicates that the 
sequence is ill-formed only if that is absent. Cf. braces. 

parenthetical Iprer;)n'getlkll n. A word, phrase or sentence whicb 
interrupts a sentence and which bears no syntactic relation to tbat 
sentence at the point of interruption. In the following examples, the 
parentheticals are variously set off by commas, parentheses or 
dashes: Lisa was, in tile opinion of every OrIP of us, the most 
desirable woman ill England: His performance (to be perfectly bllUll) 
was ,Iisastrous; Postal's analysis - he was, of course, working in the 
TG framework - depends crucitlily on crossow!r. (The last example 
illustrates a parenthetical within a parenthetical.) Parentheticals 
present formidable difficulties of analysis; see Espinal (1991) for Ii 
summary of analytical proposals. The (erm 'parenthesis' is traditic:mal, but 
'parenthcrical' is no ..... usual in linguistic usage. 

parisyUabic Iprensl'hrblkl adj. In an inflected language, denoting 
a noun or verb aU or most of whose inflected forms contain the same 
number of syllables. such as Latin vis 'force', accusative vim, etc. 
Ct. imparisyUabic. 

parse lpo:zI 1. VI. To assign a grammatical structure to (a strina of 
words). Parsing may be a classroom exercise, but nowadays it it 
more usuaJly earned out by computer programs called pa .... 2. til. 
To be assigned a grammatical structure, especially successfully by 
the action of a parser. 3. 11. The grammatical structure assiped to. 
string of words by the aClion of a p~r. 
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parser /'po:za/ n. A computational device, most usually a computer 
program, that is capable of reading a string of words representing a 
well-formed sentence and of assigning a suitable grammatical'struc
ture to it, usually as an intermediate step in assigning a meaning to 
the string. The construction of efficient parsers is a central activity in 
natural-language processing. 

parse tree n. A tree (sense 1), particularly one which is assigned to 
an input string by the action of a parser. 

partially productive /'po:J~li/ adj. Denoting a grammatical pro
cess, particularly a process involved in word formation, which can 
sometimes be extended to new;nstances, but which cannot be freely 
applied in all instances without producing questionable or unaccept
able results. An example is the process by which the suffix -less 
derives adjectives from nouns: tieless, braless, shoeless, friendle:.s, 
homeless, windowless, treeless and carless sound familiar enough, 
but hOl/.seless, vestless. penless, forkless and cigaretteless all sounG 
rather strange. and breakfast less , underwear/ess, paintless. bush/ess 
and smell-less all border on the impossible. 

participant role /pO:'tlslp~ntl n. A semantic role which rep
resents an entity which participates more or less directly in the 
situation expressed in the clause, especially an Agent. Patient, 
Recipient or Experiencer. 

participial relative clause /po:tl'slpi~U n. A construction con
taining a participle which functions like a relative clause but whi.::h 
lacks both a relative pronoun and a finite verb, as illustrated by The 
woman [wearing the white miniskirt] is John's wife and The vege
tables [sold here] are not very fresh. A participial relative is one type 
of reduced relative clause. 

participle /'PO:tlslp\/ n. Any of various non-finite verb forms 
which can act as the heads of verb phrases functioning as adjectival 
or adverbial modifiers. English exhibits an imperfective participle 
(or 'present participle') in -ing and a passive participle (or 'past 
participle') of variable formation, as illustrated in the examples The 
woman lighting a cigarette is Lisa; Arriving at work, I found a 
message waiting for me; The child rescued from the well is now in 
hospital: Exhausted by his effons, he tumbled into bed. The label 
'participle' is also usually extended to non-finite forms which do not 
function in this way but which serve to combine with auxiliaries in 
the formation of periphrastic verb forms; an example is the English 
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perfect participle, such as finished in Lisa has finished her trans
lation. (The perfect participle and the passive participle are usually 
identical in form in English, but it is convenient to distinguish them 
syntactically.) Adj. participial. 

particle l'po:ukV n. (Prt) 1. Traditionally, any lexical item which 
exhibits no inflectional morph0iogv anJ :u;:flce is invariable in fonn; 
the teon is only used in connect;utl with languages in which the open 
-::Iasses Noun. Verb and Adjective do inflect. 2. In the grammar of 
English, one of the preposition-like items which occur in phrasal 
verbs, such as the second item in each of make up, put down, take 
off, look at and run down (= depreciate). 3. A label typically applied 
to some more-or-Iess well-defined class of uninflected words in the 
grammar of some particular language when no more obvious label 
presents itself. 

particle movement n. A name, derived from classical TG usage, 
for the putative process which relates structures in which phrasal 
verbs are continuous to those in which they are discontinuous, 
illustrated by She turned on the light and She turned the light on. 

partitive l'po:utIvl n. or adj. 1. A case form occurring in some 
languages which typically expresses a part of a whole, and often 
related notions, such as an entity only partly affected by an action, 
such as Finnish maitoa '(some) milk' (maito 'milk') in litra maitoa 'a 
litre of milk', and kirjoja '(some) books' in Hiin pani kirjoja poy
diille 'He put some books on the table'; cf. Hiin pani kirjat poydiille 
'He put the books on the table', where kirjat '(the) books' is in the 
accusative. 2. Any fonn or construction serving a similar purpose, 
such as French du vin '(some) wine' in J'ai achete du vin 'I've bought 
some wine'. 

part of speech Ipo:t av 'spi:tJI n. The traditional name for a lexical 
category. 

passive I'preslvl n. or adj. 1. A construction in which an intrinsical1y 
transitive verb is construed in such a way that its underlying object 
appears as its surface subject, its underlying subject being either 
absent (a 'short passive') or expressed as an oblique NP (a 'long 
passive', or 'passive-with-agent'), the construction usually being 
overtly marked in some way to show its passive character. Typical 
English examples include Esther has been promoted and The GPSG 
f .. amework Wa.f developed by Gerald Gazdar. The passive is a voice 
category. 2. A verb fonn used in such a construction. See 
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Siewierska (1984) or Keenan (1985a) for discussion, and see also 
impersonal passin and mediopassive. 

passive participle n. That non-finite form of a verb which serves as 
the head of a passive VP, such as admired and IOJt in Lisa is admired 
by everybody and The expedition gOI lost in the mountains. In 
English, the passive participle is almost always identical in form to 
the perfect participle, both traditionally being called the 'past parti
ciple', but some speakers distinguish the two for a few verbs: J 
haven't proved it vs. It hasn't been proven; Lisa has never showed a 
taste for red wine vs. This result has never been ... ·/tOWII. 

past /pa:st/ n. or adj. The tense category correlating primarily with 
past time. As is usual with grammatical categories, the correlation is 
typical rather than exceptionless. as illustrated by such English 
examples as If I spoke beller French, I could get a better job and It's 
time you we1lt to bed, in which past-tense forms refer to non-past 
time. English has only a single past tense, but some other languages 
have more elaborate systems; see under tense. 

past anterior /ren'tI;}ri;}/ n. A tense form expressing a time which is 
past with respect to another past time. English has no specific form 
for this, usually employing only a simple past. as in I finished the 
book before Lisa arrived. though the pluperfect is sometimes used 
instead: I had finished the book before Lisa arrived. 

past participle n. A traditional label for what is more accurately 
called the perfect participle or passive participle. 

past perfect See pluperfect. 

path /pa:O/ n. 1. The semantic role borne by an NP which expresses 
the stretch of territory through which- concrete or abstract motion 
occurs, such as the bridge in We crossed the bridge to the fur side 
and Bangkok in We flew to Sydlley via Ballgkok. Path is one of the 
deep cases recognized in Case Grammar. 2. (also chain) In certain 
theories of grammar, a sequence of nodes in a tree which are 
regarded as linked in some way, the two end points of the sequence 
often constituting the two ends of a dependency. particularly an 
unbounded dependency. See McCloskey (1988) for some discussion 
of paths in recent work. 3. In graph theory, any continuous route 
through a graph in which no node occurs twice. 

patient /'peIJQ.tI n. The semantic role borne by an NP which 
expresses the entity undergoing an action. such as the roof in I've 
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repaired the roof and The roof collapsed. Patient is one of the deep 
cases recognized in Case Grammar, and one of the tbeta roles 

. recognized in GB; it is often conflated with Theme. 

patient-subject construction See mediopao;sive. 

PATR I'pret;J/ n. A formal langu;Jge for expressing grammars in 
computational terms, consisting at a context-free rule formalism 
supplemented with a powerful feature system. PA TR is not 
designed to make restrictive claims about possible grammars; in
stead, it is so constructed as to allow a wide variety of formalisms to 
be expressed in a uniform manner. P A TR was first proposed by 
Rosenschein and Shieber (1982); its modified version PATR-ll was 
presented by Shieber et al. (1983). A convenient brief introduction 
is given in Shieber (1986). 

paucal/'p;:,:k!l n. or adj. In some languages, a distinct number form 
for nouns, expressing the idea of 'a few of' and contrasting with 
both singular and plural forms, and sometimes with other forms. 
For example, the Semitic language Tigre distinguishes singular fiiriis 
"horse', paucal ';}iifras 'a few horses' and plural ';}iifresam 'horses'. 
The paucal is sometimes called the 'little plural'. 

pda Ipi: di: 'ell See pushdown automaton. 

Penthouse Principle I'pent,hous/ n. The putative principle that 
no syntactic process may apply solely in subordinate clauses. Ross 
(l973b). 

per cent sign /p;J'sent, saIni n. A conventional symbol indicating 
that the grammatical status of what follows varies depending on the 
speaker making the judgement. Sometimes the variable judgements 
are predictable in terms of the speaker's social or geographical 
background; at other times individual judgements vary in a seem
ingly arbitrary manner. Examples are % You need your hair cutting; 
% The beer here is lousy any more; %1 ain't seen him; and %1 ran 
into Janet while enjoying herself at the disco. The first of these is 
consistently adjudged well-formed by speakers from certain areas of 
England, but not by other speakers; the second is well-formed only 
for speakers from certain parts of the northeastern Unite:d States; 
the third is well-formed only for speakers of certain non-standard 
dialects; the fourth is variously adjudged well-formed or ill-formed 
by speakers in a seemingly unpredictable manner. Cf. question 
mark. 
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percolation l,p3:k~'leIJQ.I n. (also trickling) 1. The process bv 
which a syntactic feature present on a node in a tree is notionall;' 
pass.ed either upward or downward in accordance with some prin
ciple of feature instantiation. so that it also appears on other nodes 
where its presence is required. 2. A similar notional process some
times postulated as occurring within words as part of word 
formation. 

perfect /'p3:flktl n. or adj. I. A distinctive aspect most typically 
expressing a state resulting from an earlier event, as in Lisa has gone 
out (i.e., she is not here now). In English and other languages, the 
same form is used also to express other related but dIstinct aspectual 
notions, such as the experiential (e.g .. Lisa has worked in Paris). 
present relevance of a recent event, the hot news perfect (e.g., The 
President has been shot) and the 'perfe~t of persistent situation' 
(e.g., Lisa has been working for an hour). Dahl (1985) makes a 
distinction between 'perfect' and resultative aspects; see ti,e 
remarks under the latter term. The perfect is somewhat anomalous 
among aspectual forms, and its precise characterization is a matter 
of some controversy; see Comrie (1976) for one view and Dahl 
(1985) for another. The perfect aspect can be combined with any 
tense; the examples above all illustrate the present perfect. but the 
past perfect (pluperfect) and future perfect also exist. Note that the 
unmodified term 'perfect' is often loosely applied to the present 
perfect. NOTE: it is important not to confuse the 'perfect' aspect witl! the 
perfective aspect; they are entirely distinct. in spite of the unfortunate similarity 
in their names. which results from the accident that Latin happened to usc the 
same form in both functions. 2. In certain European languages, such as 
French and German, a conventional label for a verb form which is 
constructed in the same way as the English perfect, and which 
historically may have had the same function, but which now fllnc
tions chiefly as a past tense. 

perfect infinitive n. An infinitive form marked for perfect aspec(, 
such as Latin amavisse 'to have loved' or its English translation. 

perfective Ip~lfektlvln. or adj. A superordinate aspectual category 
involvin;J a lack of explicit reference to the internal temporal con-, 
sistency l'Jf a situation, and contrasting principally with the imperfec-
tive. In English, perfective aspect is chiefly expressed by the simple 
past-tensl~ form, as in The hamster climbed up behind the bookcase 
and Lisa learned French in Caen. See Comrie (1976) for discus!'ion. 
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NOTE: be careful nOI 10 confuse 'perfective' aspect with perfect aspect; they are 

entirely distinct. 

perfect participle n. The English participle which combines with 
the auxiliary have to form the perfect, such as finished in Usa has 
finished her master's. or a similar form in another language. In 
English, the perfect participle is almost always identical to the 
~ve paJ1iciple. 

perfect progressive passive n. A verb form simultaneously 
marked for perfect and progressive aspects and passive voice: My 
house IuJs been being painted for two weeks now. Some English 
speakers find these ill-formed. . 

performance /pa'b:mans/ n. The actual linguistic behaviour of 
particular individuals on particular occasions. Performance con
trasts chiefly with competence; such phenomena as slips of the 
lOngue. memory lapses, interruptions and processing difficulties 
arising from length or complexity are specifically assigned to the 
domain of performance phenomena. which are usually seen as lying 
outside the scope of the competence theories of generative gram
mar. Chomsky (1965). 

periphery /pa'nfari/ n. 1. That part of a constituent consisting only 
of adjuncts, excluding the head and the elements for which the head 
subcategorizes. Cf. nucleus. 2. In an analysis of clause structure in 
terms of layering. the least central elements in a clause. typically 
everything other than the verb and its arguments. 3. See marked 
peripbery. Adj. peripberal/pa'nfaral/. 

periphrasis /pa'nfrasls/ n. 1. The use of periphrastic forms. 2. 
Saying something in a roundabout way, as in the use of negative 
growth situation for 'recession'. or of The answer to your question is 
ill the affirmative for 'yes'. Adj. peripbrastic. 

periphrastic /pen'frrestlkl adj. Denoting a construction, especially 
one involving a v~rb. in which one or more auxiliary words are used 
to express grammatical distinctions, as opposed to the direct inflec
tion of the lexical item involved. An example is the English verb 
form will be eaten; compare its Latin equivalent edetur. which 
involves no periphrasis. 

perlative /'p3:I~tIv/ II. or adj. A case form typicallv ~xpressing the 
'lath over WOIch ;;oml: movement takes pla~.:, 
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person /'p3:SQ./ n. A deictic grammatical category which primarily 
distinguishes among entities in tenns of their role, if any, in a 
conversational exchange. The three-way distinction among first 
perSon (the speaker), second person (the addressee) and third 
person (everyone and everything else) appears to be universally 
expressed in languages. The expression of person is often inter
sected by the expression of other grammatical categories, su<:h as 
number, sex and gender, but no clear example is known of a 
language which exhibits more than this three-way person contrast. 
The proximate/obviative contrast found in some languages has 
sometimes been described as representing a contrast between third 
person and 'fourth person', but this is misleading. 

personal pronoun I'p3:s;;ln!l n. One of a typically small and'c1osed 
set of lexical items with the principal function of distinguishing 
among individuals in tenns of the deictic category of person but 
often also expressing certain additional distinctions Qf number, 
animacy, sex, gender or other categories. The English personal 
pronouns are I, we, you, he, she, it and they. Most other languages 
have comparable sets of personal pronouns, though the particula;
distinctions expressed vary significantly from one language to 
another, and some languages have only first- and second-person 
personal pronouns, using demonstratives or other deictic items for 
third-person reference. Some languages, however, particularly in 
southeast Asia, make little or no use of personal pronouns; the 
function of personal pronouns in these languages is chiefly per
fonned by lexical nouns or noun phrases. For example. in Malay 
proper names and such nouns as tuan 'sir', guru 'teacher', tukang 
'craftsman', amah 'nurse' and 'mak 'grandmother' are used more 
frequently than personal pronouns. 

perspective Ip;)'spektlvl n. The category invoked to account for 
the contrast between grammatically distinct sentences which de
scribe the same state of affairs. Examples include such pairs as She 
banged the hammer against the wall and She banged the wall with the 
hammer; Janet met Elroy at the pub and Elroy met Janet at the pub; 
Lisa sent Larry a lener and Larry got a letter from Lisa; The result 
surprised me and J was surprised at the result. The notion of perspec
tive is important in most functional grammars (sense 2), particularly 
Functional Grammar (sense 3). The term derives from the Pra~e 

Schoor~ use of 'functional sentence perspective'; the shorte'led form was intro' 

duced by Charles Fillmore (1977). 
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Peter~Ritchie results I,pi:t;:lz 'rJtJi rIZAlts/ n. pl. A series of 
proofs. by the mathematical linguists Stanley Peters and Robert 
Ritchie. demonstrating first that transformational grammars of the 
type proposed in the Standard Theory of Transformational 
Grammar are weakly equivalent to the unrestricted grammars (in 
other words. they can weakly generate any languages which can be 
generated at aU). and second [hat this result continues to hold even 
if the most severe restrictions are placed upon the base rules. The 
Peters-Ritchie results confirm the enormous power of transform
ations as they were conceived in the 1960s and, even though they 
apply only to weak generative capacity. they are widely credited 
with providing much of the motivation behind the attempts at 
restricting the power of transformational frameworks which have 
characterized the work of Chomsky and his associates since the 
early 1970s. Peters and Ritchie presented their results in Peters and 
Ritchie (1971. 1973). An outline of their first proof is given in Partee 
et al. (1990). and also in Bach P974); a simpler version of the more 
complex second proof is provided in Bach and Marsh (1987). 

phantom category /'frent;:lm/ n. A syntactic category which is 
postulated as existing in the grammar of a langu~ge and which 
serves as the basis of certain generalizations. but which never 
appears in a tree structure representing a sentence of the language. 
For example. Welsh has VSO word order. and a category VP does 
not appear as a continuous sequence in Welsh sentences; some 
analyses. however. postulate the I.!xistence of a category VP in 
Welsh. in terms of which such requirements as subcategorization 
may be stated. even though no VP node ever appears in a tree. The 
notion is particularly associated with GPSG, in which the VP rules 
serve as input (0 the metarules which serve in tum to produce the 
rules which actually license local subtrees. Gazdar and Sag (1981). 

phrasal category I'frelzli n. 1. Any syntactic category which is a 
one-bar or greater projection of a lexical category. Phrasal cat
egories are usually divided into maximal projections (or full phrasal 
categories) such as Noun Phrase (N-double-bar), Prepositional 
Phrase (P-double-bar) and so on, and intermediate phrasal cat
egories, such as N-bar, P-bar and so on. 2. Sometimes more specifi
cally a synonym for maximal projection (full phrasal category). 

phrasal genitive n. The English possessive construction involving 
the simultaneous use of the preposition of and the posse!'sive - 's. as 
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in the example a friend of Lisa's. Jespersen (1961. VII:300); tbe terms 
'prepositional geoitive' and 'post-genitive' bave also been used. 

phrasal verb n. A lexical verb, particularly in English. which con
sists of a simple verb combined with one or more particles, the 
meaning of the whole being typically unpredictable from the mean
ings of its constituent elements. Examples include T1Ulke up, take 
off, rum on, put down, walk out, take in. give up, ring up, put up 
with and do away with. Phrasal verbs present notorious difficulties 
of analysis, not least because many (not all) of them pennit the 
particle to be optionally'separated from the simple verb: She took 
off her dress or She took her dress off. Quirk el al. (1972) distinguish 
phrasal verbs from prepositional verbs; see the remarks under that 
entry. Accordiog to Fowler (1965:451). the name was coined by the lexicogra· 
pher Henry Bradley. 

phrase /frelv n. 1. A synonym for constituent. In this sense, any 
constituent, even a clause, may be regarded as a pt:rase. 2. A 
synonym for maximal projection, particularly in such category 
labels as Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, Prepositional Phrase, etc. III 
this sense the term 'phrase' contrasts with clause. 3. Traditionall~. 
and very loosely. a label applied to any string of words which 
someone wants to consider, regardless of its syntactic status. In this 
sense, 'phrase' may be regarded as the syntactic equivalent of the 
morphological term morpb; the alternative term 'sequence' seems 
preferable. 

phrase marker /'ma:k;,/ See tree. 
phrase structure n. (PS) See constituent structure. 

phrase structure grammar n. A formal grammar consisting en
tirely of phrase structure rules. Such a grammar may be either a 
context-free grammar or a context-sensitive grammar; see these last 
two entries for discussion. See Manastcr-Ramer and Kac (1990) for 
a survey of the use of this term. 

phrase structure rule n. (PS-rule) A rewrite rule which rewrites 
exactly one category as a string of zero or more categories (or, in 
some conceptions, as a string of one or more categories). If no 
environment is specified for the application of the rule, it is a 
context-free rule; if an environment is specified, it is a context
sensitive rule. See these last two eotrie!> for discu~ioo ,,"d 

exampks. 
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picture noun /'plktJ;,/ n. One of a small group of English nouns 
which have the unusual property of pennitting reflexive pronouns to 
occur inside prepositional phrases of which they are the heads. as in 
Lisa sent me this picture oj herself. Cf. • Lisa smiled at the /tum beside 
herself. Other picture nouns include story, photograph, song and 
poem. Picture-noun reflexives pose difficulties for many accounts of 
reflexivization. Gruber (1967). 

pied-piping /paJd'palp11J1 n. The phenomenon in which a prep
osition whose object is a WH-item appears in a fronted position 
immediately preceding its object: From where does this come?; The 
woman to whom you were speaking is my sister. In many languages 
pied-piping is obligatory. but in English it is optional and largely 
confined to fonnal styles, the colloquial language preferring non
pied-piped fonns like Where does this come from? and The woman 
you were speaking 10 is my sister. V. pied-pipe IpaId'palp/. Ross 
(1967). ~ 

pivot I'plv;,tl n. I. In a comparative construction, the grammatical 
fonnative which serves to relate the comparative fonn to the stan
dard, such as English than in examples like taller than Lisa. 2. In a 
syntactic structure, the NP which is grammatically most central. 
typically exhibiting such properties as the ability to coordinate. to 
control anaphora or deletion and to be realized !is a nuU element in 
control structures. In the majority of languages. the pivot is simply 
the grammatical subject. but in some languages. particularly those 
exhibiting syntactic ergativity. the pivot is typically the patient NP in 
a transitive clause (see. for example. Dixon 1972 on Dyirbal), and 
some analysts prefer the non-committal descriptive tenn 'pivot' to 
avoid controversy about the proper use of the tenn 'subject' in such 
languages. Heath (1975). 

place IpleIsI See location. 

Platonistic features IpleIt;,'mstIkl n. The features [±N).[±V]. 
used in some versions of the X-bar system for decomposing the 
major lexical categories. most often as follows: [+ N. - V] = Noun. 
[+N, +VI = Adj. [-N. +V] = Verb. I-N. -V) = Preposition. 
Chomsky (unpublished work. 1974). 

pleonastic /pli:;,'mrstlk/ adj. Involving the use of words or mor
phemes which are redundant. in that they merely repeat infor
mation already expressed elsewhere. Consider, for example. the 
Basque verb fonn dituzte 'they have them'. as compared with du 'he 
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has it': here -te marks the plurality of the subject, while both -it- and 
-.:;- mark the plurality of the object, which is therefore expressed 
pleonastically. Abstr. n. pleonasm I'pli:anlezrp/. 

pluperfect Iplu:'P3:flktl n. or adj. (also past perfect) A traditional 
label for a verb form expressing past tense and periect aspect: Lisa 
had finished the translation by ten 0 'clock. 

plural I'pluar;,l/ n. or adj. In a language with grammatical distinc
tions of number, that num~r category typically used to refer to the 
largest possible number of entities. In English and most other 
European languages, the plural contrasts only with the singular, and 
hence usually carries the meaning 'two or more'; in languages with a 
singular and a dual, the plural expresses 'three or more'; in th()5e 
with singular, dual and trial, the plural expresses 'four or more'; in 
those with a paucal, the plural expresses 'more than a few'. 

plurale tantum Iplua,ru:lel 'ta:ntaml (pI. pluralia tantum 
Iplua'ro:lia!) n. A noun which is invariably plural in form but 
singular in sense: scissors, tongs, pliers, pants, jeans, culottes, spec
tacles, binoculars. Most of those occurring in English fall into three 
well-defined semantic groups, exemplified by scissors, pants and 
spectacles. In English, such nouns are counted with the aid of the 
word pair: a pair pf scissors, two pairs of jeans. Non:: thP. singular 
plurale taotum is rarely used, the plural Corm of the term being far common(;r. 

plus sign l'plAs saInI n. In the notation A + , a notational convention 
indicating a string of one or more occurrences of the category A. 
Cf. Kleene star, and refer to the remarks there. 

PO !pi: 'au! See primary object. 

polarity item !pau'llertti ,anrp/ n. Any item which is either a 
positive polarity item or a negative polarity item. 

polarity reverser Irt'v3:sal n. Any element which, when added to 
a context requiring a positive polarity item, converts it to one 
requiring a negative polarity item: not, hardly. 

polar question I'paulal n. A question which expects one of two 
possible responses, especially a yes-no question like Are you ready? 

polynomial time Ipoh,naumial 'talml n. The property of an 
algorithm which always delivers a result within a number of steps, 
and hence (in computational terms) a time, which is proportional to 
some positive power of the length of the input string. For example, 
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the Earley algorithm for context-free grammars always succeeds 
within time KnJ. where K is a constant and n is the length of the 
string. Deterministic polynomial time is an attractive characteristic 
in an algorithm, since it generally means that results for inputs of 
reasonable lengths can be obtained in a conveniently short time. Cf. 
exponential time. and see Barton et al. (1987). 

polysyndeton Ipoh'smduQI n. A coordinate struc:tare involving a 
series of overt conjunctions: Lisa and Jo and SioMan and Siri. 

polysyntbetic Ipohsm'getJkl adj. A label sometimes applied to 
word forms, or to languages employing such word forms, consisting 
of an unusually large number of bound morphemes, some of them 
with meanings or functions that would be expressed by separate 
words in most other languages. In a polysynthetic language, very 
often a complete sentence seems to consist of a single such word. 
Polysynthetic languages are particularly frequent in North America; 
the Iroquoian languages are well-known examples. MOller (1880); 
earlier linguists had used the term iocorpondoa, but this last term is now 

usually given a more specific meaning. 

polysystemism Ipoh'S1St;)mlzrp/ n. An approach to grammatical 
characterization which views the structure of a language, not as a 
single integrated system (as in most approaches), but as acoll~oD 
of independent but overlapping systems. The term is particularly 
applied to the work of the British linguist J. R. Firth. Adj. poly. 
systemic IpohSlS'ti:mlk/. 

porbnanteau morph 'p:l:t'm!rnt:xJ1 n. A single morph which re~ 
resents two or more morphemes. An example is the morph -0 in the 
Latin verb form amo 'I love': here am- is the verb root, and -0 

simultaneously expresses the categories first person, singular, pres
ent. active. indicative. all of which are in general overtly marked on 
Latin verb forms. Hocken (1947). 

portmanteau word See blend. 

positive l'pOZltJvl adj. Denoting the simplest form of an adjective 
or adverb, contrasting with such other forms as the comparative and 
the superlative. 

positive polarity item n. Any lexical or grammatical item which is 
cORfined to occurring in non-negative contexts, such 85 unstressed 
some: We have some wine, but ·We don', have some wine. Cf. 
negative polarity item. 
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possession /p;)'zefl,lf n. A general name for any relation between 
twu noun phrases by which the second in some sense 'belongs to' the 
fi~t. Possession is expressed in two main ways: (1) by a possessive 
construction. in which both NPs involved typically form a single 
larger NP, as in the English' Lisa's eyes or the French les vins 
d'Alsace; (2) by a predication of possession, as in the English Lisa 
has a car. A typology of possessive constructions is given in Croft 
(1990). 

possessive /p;)'zesrv/ See genitive. 

posSessive pronoun n. (also posseWve adjective) A determiner 
which functions as the possessive form of a pronoun: my, your. 
their. See also absolute possessive. 

POSS-ing /pOS'IIJ/ n. A construction involving a gerund who:;e 
subject is a possessive NP: Lisa's going topless upset her father; 
f don't like John's driving. There is a potential contrast between 
such pairs as I don't like John's driving on the motorway and I dOll't 
like John driving on .the motorway, but speakers of English differ in 
their views of these constructions. Some perceive a difference of 
meaning (roughly, 'manner of driving' vs. 'fact of driving'), others 
regard the first as a mere formal variant of the second, still others 
find only the first well-fonned and yet others find only the second 
well-formed. Cf. ACC-ing, and see the remarks under gerund. 
Rosenbaum (1967). 

postcedent /P;)ust'si:d;)nt/ n. A label occasionally applied to an 
antecedent which follows its anaphor, as in backward pronomina
lization. The term seems to be without theoretical significance and is 
rarely used. 

postmodifier /p;)Ust'modlf31;)/ n. Any modifier which follows its 
head, such as in a miniskirt in a girl in a miniskirt. The term is not 
usually considered to have any theoretical significance. 

postposition /P;)ustJY.1'zlfl,lf n. (P) A lexical item which is identi~! 
to a preposition in every respect except that it follows its object NP. 
P~stpositions are rare in European languages (thOUgh English has at 
least one. ago. as in five years ago), but they occur to the exclusion 
of prepositions in a number of other languages, such as Japanese 
and Basque. A Japanese example: Chichi wa bokll ni toke; 0 kurela 
father Topic me to watch DO gave 'My father gave me a watch', 
where wa. ni and 0 are aU postpositions. Postpositions are consist
ently preferred to prepositions in SOV languages, as first pc:nted 
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out by Greenberg (1963). though they also occur elsewhere. The 
term adposition is used as a cover term for both prepositions and 
postpositions. 

potential /p;)'tentnl adj. The mood category expressing ability or 
possibility. An example is Turkish yapabilirim 'I can do it', an 
inflected form of yapmak 'do'. Jespersen (1924). 

power /'POu;)/ See generative capacity. 

PP See prepositional phrase. 

precede-and-command condition /pTl,si:d ~nd b'mo:nd/ n. 
A constraint on backward pronominalization, which states that a 
pronoun may not both precede and S-command its antecedent. 
Hence After she; came ill. Janet; sat down is well-formed, since she 
does not S-command Janet, but * She; sat down after Janet; came ill is 
ill-formed. since she both precedes and S-commands Janet. In GB, 
this constraint is subsumed under binding theory. Langackcr (1969). 

precedence /'presld~nsl See linear precedence. 

predicate /'predIk~t/ n. 1. That constituent of a sentence, most 
typically a verb phrase. which combines with the subject NP to 
make up the complete sentence. Examples: Lisa [enjoyed the film I; 
Your photographs [are ready]; J [have already finished marking your 
essays]. In some languages, certain types of sentences can have 
predicates which, superficially at least, are of categories other than 
VP, as in the Turkish example Hasan biiyiik 'Hasan is big'. in which 
the predicate has the surface form of an adjective phrase. Aristotle. 
2. A verb. or a complex structure consisting of a verb or auxiliary 
plus a closely bound meaningful clement, when this is considered as 
a linguistic unit which can or must combine with specified arguments 
or participant roles to make up a clause. Examples of predicates in 
this sense are die. kill, me/t, be happy and turn red. Predicates in this 
sense can be classified in various useful ways. Grammatically. they 
may be classified in terms of their valency, the number and types of 
arguments which they require. There are also grammatically rele
vant semantic classifications. the best-known of which is that of 
Vendier (1%7).3. In formal logic, an element which must combine 
with a specified number of arguments to make up a well-formed 
expression; the linguistic use of 'predicate' in sense 2 is directly 
derived from this logical usage. 

predicate complement See complement (sense 2). 
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predicate nominal n. A traditional name for a noun phrase in 
predicate position, particularly in a copular sentence, such as a 
translator in Lisa is a translator. 

predication theory Ipredf'keffl)l n. The area of syntax which 
deals with tQe possible structures or functions of predicates 
(sense 2). 

predicative Ipn'dIk;)tfvl adj. Denoting an element which occurs 
inside a predicate (sense I), suc~ as the adjective phrase too big in 
This is too big. 

predictive Ipn'dlktlvl adj. A label occasionally applied to a future 
tense fonn which can only be used to make predictions and which 
cannot be used to express intentions. Very few languages are known 
to have such a specialized form. Dahl (1985). 

prefix I'pri:flksl n. An affix which precedes the root, stem or base 
to which it is bound, such as the English derivational affixes reo and 
unO, the Japanese honorific 0- or any of the large set of inflectional 
affixes found in Swahili (for an example, see under agglutinatior.). 
The prevalence of prefixes over suffixes is strongly characteristic of 
VSO languages and, to a lesser extent, of SVO languages, as first 
pointed out by Greenberg (1963). 

prefix property I'pmp;)til n. The property of a sentence. regarded 
as a string, which has no initial proper substring which is also a 
sentence. A garden-path sentence like The diners hurried through 
their meal were annoyed lacks the prefix property, since the initial 
proper substring The diners hurried through their meal is also a 
sentence. 

premodifier I,pri:'modffal;)/ n. An ad hoc label for any modifier 
which precedes its head. The tenn is usually considered to have poo 

theoretical significance. 

preposing /,pri:'P:xJZII)/ n. (also fronting) Any of various con
structions in which a constituent is placed at the beginning of a 
sentence or clause. as in WH-Movement or adverb preposing. 

preposition /,prep;)'Zlfl)/ 11. (P) A lexical category. or a member 
of this category, which typically combines with a noun phrase to 
make a larger constituent. a prepositional phrase, which in turn can 
typically occur inside a verb phrase or inside an N-bar. English 
examples include to. from, with, of, under and in front of. as in 10 

Lisa, from Paris. with great enthusiasm. of the game, under an 
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umbrella and in front of the post office. Prepositions usually consti
tute a closed lexical category. Both etymologically and in practice. 
the term 'preposition' is restricted to a lexical item which precedes 
its object NP, the term postposition being used for a comparable 
item which follows its object NPs. and adposition being used as a 
superordinate label. Adj. prepositional. 

prepositional phrase l,prepa'zIJanJ! n. (PP) A phrase consisting 
of a preposition and a noun phrase serving as its object: in the 
garden, with Lisa, In front of the post office. In most versions of the 
X-bar system, the category PP is regarded as the maximal projection 
of the lexical category Preposition. P". Prepositional phrases can 
contain specifiers: just behind the house and way over the limit. 

prepositional specifier n. A lexical item which modifies a preposi
tional phrase and is. in some analyses, regarded as the specifier of 
the category PP: [straight] into the hole, [way] over the limit. Uust] 
behind the house. [miles] up the river. 

prepositional verb 11. A complex verb resembling a phrasal verb, 
but distinguished, according to Quirk et at. (1972:815). by the 
following criteria (here call on is a prepositional verb, call up a 
phrasal verb): (1) unstressed particle (They 'call on the mall; They 
call 'up the man); (2) absence of particle shift (*They call the mall 
on; They call the man up; (3) separability (They call early on the 
man; *They call early up the man); (4) pied-piping (the man on 
whom they called; *the man up whom they called). 

preposition stranding n. The construction in which a preposition 
appears with no overt object NP. that NP being realized elsewhere 
in the sentence. usually by WH-Movement. An example is Who 
were you talking to? Sec also pied-piping. 

prescriptivism Ipn'sknptlVlzITII n. An approach to grammatical 
characterization Oile of whose primary objects is the identification of 
forms and usages which are considered by the analyst to be 'correct' 
and the proscribing of forms and usages felt to be 'incorrect'. The 
criteria invoked in such an approach are necessarily those selected 
by the analyst and are hence essentially subjective; they typically 
include appeals to 'logic'. to aesthetic factors, to tradition and/or to 
literary usage; not infrequently, they also include appeals to the 
grammatical facts of other languages which are regarded as having 
greater prestige. Prescriptivism was strongly characteristic of a good 
deal of the work published on the grammar of English and of other 
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European languages during the eighteenth. nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, particularly of the textbooks prepared for use 
in schools. Among the best-known prescriptivist statements about 
English are the insistence on [(s 1 and the rejection of 1,'s me. the 
condemnation of sentence-final prepositions and the condemnation 
of the so-called split infinitive. Most modem linguists would prob
ably accept that some degree of prescriptivism is necessary for 
educational purposes, but all would vigorously reject prescriptivism 
as a basis for grammatical characterization. Adj. prescriptivist 
/pn'SknptIVlst/. Cf. descriptivism. 

present /'prez;)nt/ n. or adj. The tense category occurring in some 
languages which is most regularly used to refer to actions or states in 
progress at the moment of speaking, or which at least includes this 
function as one of its major uses. The term is sometimes used to 
label a tense form of rather wider applicability than this; in English. 
for example. the name 'present' is regularly used for the tense which 
would more explicitly be called the 'non-past'. as it contrasts only 
with a past tense. 

presentative /pn'zent;)uv/ adj. Any of various constructions 
which serve to introduce a new element into a discourse. such as the 
American English' pattern illustrated by There was this blls coming 
up the road. 

present participle n. In English and some other languages. the 
traditional name for what is more properly called the imperfective 
participle. such as writing in Lisa is/was writing letters. 

present perfect 11. A verb form simultaneously marked for present 
tense and perfect aspect. such as that in [ have eaten dinner. The 
present perfect is sometimes loosely called the ·perfect'. 

presumptive /prr'ZI\mptlv/ fl. or adj. The mood category associ
ated with a supposition. as in the example He is probably rich. Very 
few languages appear to have a distinctive form for expressing this 
mood explicitly. See Palmer (1986) for discussion. 

preterite /'pret;)TIt/ fl. or adj. A past-tense verb form which is 
unmarked for aspect: saw, loved. 

preterminal node /,pri:'t3:mml/ ,1. A node in a tree which 
dominates nothing but a lexical item. Cf. non-terminal node. 
terminal node. 
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preverb /'pri:v3:b/ n. Any of various particle-like morphemes 
occurring in a number of languages which most typically occur 
immediately before a verb. Examples are Hungarian ki 'out' (megy 
'go'. kimegy 'go out') and be 'in' Uon 'come', bejon 'come in') and 
German aus 'out' (gehen 'go', ausgehen 'go out') and zu 'to' 
(kommen 'come', zukommen 'appro:!::h'). ~;:;ml.! preverbs in some 
languages can in certain circumstan~s be separated from an associ
ated verb; this is true of both Hungarian and German, as illustrated 
by German Er kam auf dem Auto zu 'He approached the car', 
Preverbs in some languages serve to express oblique relationships in 
lieu of case marking, as in Winnebago Kook-ra ho-nanchin-je-enan 
box-Def in-stand-Aux-Declarative 'It is standing in the box', in 
which the preverb ho- expresses the locative relation of kookra 'the 
box'. 

primary object /'pralmari/ n. (PO) The union of direct objects in 
simple transitive clauses with indirect objects in ditransitive clauses, 
when this grouping functions as a grammatical natural class, con
trasting with direct objects in ditransitive clauses (secondary 
objects). The PO/SO contrast is widespread in the languages of the 
world, occurring, for example, in Swahili, Huichol, Ojibwa, 
Palauan and (arguably) English. Languages exhibiting this pattern 
are labelled decbticaetiative by Blansitt (1984); in such languages, 
POs typically control such processes as v~rb agreement and passiv
ization. Dryer (1986); various other tenns are found in the literature in a 
similar sense. including 'principal object' and 'prime object'. 

primitive /'pnmltIv/ n. In a formal system, anyone of the minimal 
elements in terms of which the system is constructed, and which 
cannot be defined in terms of any other elements in the system. All 
other elements used in the system must be defined in terms of the 
primitives. 

principal parts /,pnnslpl 'po:ts/ n. pI. In the grammar of an 
inflecting language, a conventional list of certain selected forms of a 
lexical item, especially a verl?, from which all the remaining forms 
can generally be constructed by rule. The principal parts of an 
English verb are conventionally the infinitive, the. past tense and the 
perfect participle ('past participle'): eat, ate, eattm; go, went, gone; 
drive; drove, driven. Those of a Latin verb alre the first Person 
singular present indicative active, the infinitiv.~, the first person 
singular perfect indicative active and the supine: amo, tmWre, 
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amavi, amatum 'love'; ago, agere, eg~, actum 'drive': fero. ferre, tuli. 
[atum 'bear'. 

principle I'pnnslpl/ n. Any statement in a theor), of grammar 
which is conceived as ha ... ing universal validity, subject at most to 
minor adjustments for the grammars of particular languages. Some 
examples are the Tbeta Criterion arid the Projection Principle of 
GB and the Control Agreement Principle and the Head Feature 
Conveotloa of GPSG. The identification of such universal principles 
is one of the chief motivating forces of recent work in syntax and is 
in particular the central goal of GB; it is the most important respect 
in which recent work differs from earlier approaches to grammatical 
investigation, including earlier generative approaches. 

principles-and-parameters adj. Denoting the approach to gram
matical characterization advocated in GB, in which the (core) 
grammar of a particular language is regarded as consisting of a set of 
universal prlDdples plus the language-specific settings for a small 
number of parameters. 

Priority-~tbe-Instance Principle Ipral,DlOlti t:l Oi: 'Inst:lns/ 
See Proper IDdusioa Principle. 

privative /'pnv:ltrv/ adj. Denoting an aJfix expressing the notion 
'without', such as tLe a- of amoral or the: -less of topless. 

PRO Ipr:lU/ n. (aJso big PRO) In GB, the empty category posited as 
existing in the overtly vacant subject position of the infinitival VP 
complements of control verbs. as illustrated by Lisa wants [PRO to 
learn Dutch] and Lisa decided [PRO 10 SlOp smoking]. Within the 
Binding Theory of GB, PRO is analysed as [+anaphoric, +pro
nominal), and is hence subject to the confticting requirements of 
Principles A and B, a conflict which can only be resolved if PRO is 
ungoverned. TIle module of GB postulated to deal with the very 
considerable problem of finding a referent for PRO is called Control 
Theory. Most frameworks other than GB deny the existence of any 
element occupying the position of PRO, prefet'ring instead to recog
nize simple VP complements without subjects . 

pro /pf:lU/ n. (also Httle pro) In GB, the empt.Y category posited as 
existing in the overtly vacant subject position in certain languages 
exhibiting the phlenomenon of pro-drop. For e:lCample. the Sc:ntence 
Viene 'He/She is, coming' in the pro-drop lang:uage Spanish would 
be analysed as Ipro viene]. Little pro is regarded as an ordinary 
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personal pronoun in most respects. apart from its lack of phonetic;: 
content. 

proclitic /,pr;x,'khtIld n. A ditk which is phonologically bound to 
a following host, such as French je 'I' in je ~'ais 'I'm going'. Cf. 
enclitic. 

pro-constituent l'pr:xJk;m,stIiJu~nt/ n. (Also pro-form). See .... 
pbor (sense 1). 

pro·drop /'pr:xJdrop/ n. The phenomenon in which an argument 
position of a verb, particularly subject position, can be left empty. 
The pro-drop language Spanish allows well-formed sentences like 
Viene 'He/She is coming', whereas non-pro-drop French and 
English require overt subject NPs: ·Vient; ·ls coming. 

pro-drop language See null-subject language. 

Pro-Drop Parameter n. (also NuU-Subject Parameter) In GB, the 
parameter by which the grammar of a language may permit or 
prohibit pro-drop. 

production /pu'dhkJI)I n. A synonym for rewrite .... , preferred in 
mathematical Hnd computational linguistics. 

productive /picl'dAk1.lv/ adj. Denoting a grammatical pattern, par
ticularly a morphological pattern, which can be more or less freely 
applied to any item meeting its requirements, including elements 
newly added t·o th,e language. For example, the formation of 
abstract nouns in English with the suffix -ness is productive, as 
almost any adjet:tive can undergo it: happiness, hopelessness, crash
worthiness. (Ce rtain adjectives with Latin and Greek suffixes are 
systematic exce ptions to this process, such as variable, topical and 
thematic, but th is fact .does not alter the essential productiveness of 
-ness.) Similarl)/, the passive construction in English is productive 
for transitive ve rbs: thle appearance of the new transitive verb access 
immediately pc~rmits .a passive, as in Thai utility can be accessed 
from the m.ain IPlenu. 'Cf. unprododive, partially prodlldlve. 

pro-rorm I'pr~lJf:l:mI (also pro-coosdtuent) See IlIUlpbor (sense 1). 

progaesslft /p~'gre~ ;IV/ n. or adj. (also contIDoous) 1)e ...-:t 
category whic:h refeJ'S specifically to an action or event which is 
in progress a t the moment of time serving as the reference point 
fOf the utterance. E' nglish expresses this regularly by means of its 
be ... -ingconstruc tion, as in Lisa is/was/wiu bt' writing /etten. 
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Progressive aspect is a subdivision of imperfective aspect. Comrie 
(1976) distinguishes 'progressive' from 'continuous', using 'continu
ous' to mean 'non-habitual" and 'progressive' as a subcategory of 
'continuous', but this possibly useful distinction is not widely made, 
the two tenns being generally regarded as synonymous. 

progressive passive n. A verb fonn marked simultaneously for 
progressive aspect and passive voice: My house is being painted. 
This construction was regarded as ill-fonned in English until fairly 
recentl y. See also perfect progressive passive. 

projection /pr;)'d3ekJr;l/ n. 1. In tbe X-bar system, any non-lexical 
syntactic category which is regarded as systematically related to a 
lexical category which regularly occurs as its lexical head. For 
example. the categories Noun Phrase (N-double-bar) and N-bar are 
regarded as projections of the lexical category Noun, which usually 
occurs as the lexical head of both. Such a projection differs formally 
from its related lexical category only in respect of the value assigned 
to the feature [BAR]. 2. The relation which holds between the rules 
of a grammar and the trees which are licensed by that grammar. The 
set of well-formed trees is said to be projected from the rules of the 
grammar. 3. In certain theories of grammar, notably GB, a formal 
relation which holds between the lexical entries of lexical items and 
the grammatical structures in which those lexical items appear, by 
which certain properties of the lexical entries, especially their sub
categorization properties. must be maintained in the grammatical 
structures. One says that the syntactic representations are projected 
from the lexicon. 4. Loosely, any of various other relations which 
may exist between two objects or sets of objects. For example. one 
may speak of the 'projection' of a language from a particular corpus 
of data from that language. In this sense, 'projection' means roughly 
'extrapolation' . 

Projection Principle 11. OLle of tbe fundamental principles of GB. 
lt states that representations at each syntactic level are projected 
from the lexicon, in that the sUbcategorization and theta-marking 
properties of a lexical item must be maintained and satisfied at every 
level of representation. This principle has far-reaching conse
quences; perhaps more than any other single factor it is responsible 
for the major differences between GB and the earlier versions of 
TG. It greatly enhances the role of the lexicon in syntax. since it 
effectively asserts that some position in syntactic structure will exist 
if, and ooly if, some lexical item requires it to exist (or 'licenses' it). 
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This principle also rules out many of the particular analyses ad
vanced within the earlier framework, such as all those involving the 
movement of subject NPs into non-subject NP positions which did 
not exist at earlier stages of the derivation. Indeed, the Projection 
Principle in isolation would rule out movement rules altogether; the 
limited range of movement operations still recognized in GB is 
made possible only by the permitted existence of empty categories, 
whose occurrence is strictly regulated by the various other com
ponents of the framework. and by the special provision made for the 
presence of the non-subcategorized subject position by the 
Extended Projection Principle. 

prolative /'praulatlv/ n. or adj. 1. See benefactive. 2. A traditional 
term for an infinitival complement of a verb or auxiliary like want, 
must or start. 

prolepsis /prau'lepsls/ n. The use of a modifier which only becomes 
appropriate through the action of the verb, as in paint it green. Adj. 
proleptic /prau'leptIk/. 

promotion /prau'mauJI)/ n. In RG, any of various syntactic processes 
by which some NP is moved from a lower- to a higher-ranking 
position within the Relational Hierarchy, such as from direct object 
to subject during passivization. The term is also used informally for 
the same purpose in frameworks in which such operations receive 
no formal recognition. Cf. demotion. 

pronominal /prau'nomm\l I. adj. Pertaining to pronouns. 2. n. In 
GB. any of the various types of NP analysed in that framework as 
possessing the feature specification [+p] and hence as subject to 
Principle B of the Binding Theory, by which it must be free in its 
governing category. The only overt NPs in this class are personal 
pronouns like you and they. but the two empty categories called pro 
and PRO are al~o included. 3. A synonym for pronoun. especially 
inLFG. 

pronoun /'praunoun/ n. The lexical category, or a member of this 
category. whose members typically function as noun phrases in 
isolation, not normally requiring or permitting the presence of 
determiners or other adnominals, and whose members typically 
have little or no intrinsic meaning or reference. Pronouns are 
conventionally divided into several distinct classes, including 
personal pronouns (J, they), reflexive pronouns (herself). demon
strative pronouns (;lIis). indefinite pronouns (something. anybody), 
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IIIterroptln proD()IIm (who, what in questions) and relative pro
DOUIII (who. which in relative clauses). Adj. pronominal. 

proper ~nstituent l'prop~1 n. A constituent of a category which is 
not identical to that category. Every category is necessarily a con
stituent of itself. but it is never a proper C9nstituent. 

proper dominance n. The relation which holds between a node A 
and a distinct node B which A dominates. The term is necessary 
because, by definition, a node always dominates itsel!, but it never 
properly dominates itself. 

proper government n. In GB, an important relation which may 
bold between two nodes in a tree. There are two cases to be 
considered: antecedent government and theta government. A node 
A antecedent-governs a node B iff A governs B and A is coindexed 
with B. A node A theta-governs a node B iff A assigns a theta role 
to B. The notion of proper government is crucial in the statement of 
the Empty Category Principle. Observe that antecedent govern
ment is a special case of government. while theta government is a 
quite different relation. 

Proper Inclusion Principle IIn'klu:3Q1 n. (also Elsewbere 
PrIncIple, Priorfty-to-the-Instanc:e Prindple) The principle that. in 
any conftict between a more specific and a more general require
ment of the grammar, the more specific one always takes priority. 
Thus, for example, the statement that the English noun man has th:! 
irregular plural men takes precedence over the general rule for 
forming plurals in English. SandeJ'1i (1974); the principle itself was explicitly 

eKpressed by the Indian grammarian PaJ:Iini. 

proper noun n. A noun whose only function is to refer to a 
designated entity, such as Lisa, Paris, Neptune or Greta Scacchi. Cf. 
common noun. 

proposition Iprop~'zlIr;tI n. The semantic content of a statement. 
By extension, a yes-no question may be interpreted as having the 
form 'Is the proposition p true?', while a WH-question may be 
interpreted as having the form 'For which value of x is the prop
osition p true?' For example, the question Does Lisa smoke? may 
be interpreted as 'Is the proposition Usa smokes true?', while What 
did Lisa see? may be interpreted as 'For which value of x is the 
proposition Lisa saw x true?' 
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proscription /pr~'sknpfJ:l/ n. In a prescriptivist approach to gram
mar, any statement which prohibits the use of some fonn or con
struction, such as the prescriptivist 'rule' forbidding the ending of a 
sentence with a preposition. V. proscribe /pr~'skralb/. 

pro-sentence /,pr~'sent:msl n. A lexical item which typically 
functions in isolation as a complete utterance: yes, no. 

prospective /pr~u'speklJv/ n. or adj. An aspectual fonn which 
typicaUy expresses the notion that some event is imminent, such as 
English be going to or be about to. The prospective fonns the future 
analogue of the perfect; it differs from other aspects of the future in 
that it does not necessarily express either a prediction or an inten
tion. A few languages have a productive inflected fonn for express
ing just this meaning, such as Basque -(t)zorian: hiltzorian 'on the 
point of death' (hi/'die'). See Comrie (1976) for discussion. 

protasis /'pmt~sls/ n. (also antecedent) In a conditional sentence. 
the clause whose truth value detennines the truth value of the other 
clause. In English, a protasis is introduced by if. as in If I see Lisa, 
/,11 tell her. Cf. apodosb. 

pro-verb /'pr~,v3:b/ n. An occasional synonym for pro-VP. This 
use, which is not recommended, is modeUed on the traditional fonn 
'pronoun' for what is actually a pro-NP. 

pro-VP /,pr~ vi: 'pi:/ n. A pro-form whose antecedent is a VP. 
such as do so or do it in examples like I asked Lisa to proofread the 
typescript, and she did so/did it. 

proximate /'pmkslm~t/ adj. I. In a deictlc system, the tenn 
expressing the closest position to the reference point, normally the 
speaker, such as English here or this. and contrasting with distal and 
possibly other terms. 2. In cenain languages, a subdivision of the 
third person used for reference to the first third person entity 
mentioned in a particular discourse, and contrasting with the obvia
live. See the remarks under the latter entry. 

Prt See particle. 

PS (phrase structure) See coastitueot structure. 

pseudo-cleft sentence /'sju:d~kleftl n. (also WB~eft) A marked 
construction in which the non-focused constituents are extracted 
from their logical positions and preceded by a WH-item, this se
quence being connected by a copula to the tocused constituent, 
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which comes last. The unmarked sentence John bought a car yester
day has the corresponding pseudo-cleft What Jolm bought yesterday 
was a car. Cf. cleft sentence and reverse pseudo-cleft. 

pseudo-intransitive I,sju:d~uln 'tnensItIvl adj. Denoting an 
intransitive construction involving a labile verb which appears to be 
intrinsically transitive. Lyons (1968). 

pseudo-passive l,sju:d;)u'preSIvl II. or adj. 1. A label sometimes 
applied to a passive construction in which the verb is intransitive 
and the subject is underlyingly the object of a preposition: This bed 
was slept in by George Washington: My begonias have been trampled 
011 by the children; The eradication of disease has been dreamt aboUT 
for cemuries. The subset of intransitive verbs appearing in this 
construction is approximately the class known as unergatives. 2. See 
impersonal passive. 

PS-rule See phrase structure rule. 

psychological reality IsaIb,lod3Ik! ri'rehtil n. The putative 
characteristic of a grammar. or of a part of a grammar, which is 
consistent with what is known about human mental processes. The 
best-known work addressing this issue is Halle et al. (1978). 

psych-verb IsaIkl n. A verb expressing a psychological state, par
ticularly one which. in English, is typicaUy construed in the passive 
with a following preposition other than by: be surprised at. be 
disgusted with, be excited abnut, be in'terested ill. Postal (1971). 

punctual l'pAIJktfu;)11 n. or adj. The aspect category expressing an 
action or state which is confined to a single instant of time. as in the 
example Hi/lan reached the summit of Everest. The punctual is a 
subdivision of the perfective. See Comrie (1976) for discussion. 

purpose clause I'p3:p;)sl n. An adverbial clause which expresses 
the purpose of an action. such as the bracketed sequences in the 
examples Lisa is learning Spanish [to improve her job prospects] and 
Lisa bought a word processor [so that she could work more 
efficiemly]. 

purposive I'P3:P;)SIVI n. or adj. A case fonn occurring in certain 
languages which primarily expresses the purpose of an action. Such 
a case fonn occurs most noticeably in certain Australian languages; 
an example is Yidiny -gu, as in yingu waguuja galing minyaagu 'The 
man is going out for meat', where minyaagu 'for meat' is a pur
posive. Dixon (1980). 
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pusbdown automaton l'puJdounl n. (pda) An extension of a finite
state automaton equipped with a pushdown stack that permits the 
system to remember where to resume after a named subnetwork has 
been traversed. The non··deterministic pushdown automata accept 
exactly the class of context-free languages, while the deterministic 
pdas accept only the deterministic context-free languages. 

pusbdown stack IstrekJ n. A computational device consisting of a 
linear storage space in which any number of items may be stored. 
An item placed in the stack is said to be 'pushed' and must go on top 
of any items already in the stack; only the topmost item may be 
removed 40m the stack ('popped'), and hence the stack operates on 
the principle of 'last in first out'. Such a stack provides a convenient 
way of handling recursion in languages. 
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quantifier /'kwontrfal~/ n. A determiner whose meaning expresses 

some notion of quantity: many, lots of, few. some. no. Some 
analysts regard quantifiers as forming a distinct category from deter
miners, but this distinction is difficult to justify in syntactic terms. 

quantifier floating /'fl~utllJ/ II. The phenomenon in which a quan
tifier occurs separated from the rest of the noun phrase of which it i' 
semantically a part. An example is The students have all arr;I·(',:. ;r 
which the quantifier all has 'floated' off the NP all the students. 

quantifier raising n. In GB, a process which is posited as occurring 
between S-structure and Logical Form, by which quantifiers are 
assumed to be moved to the leftmost position in a sentence, where 
they can be interpreted as binding variables in the sentence in much 
the same way as do quantifiers in predicate calculus. For example. 
the sentence Lisa charms everybody has the Logical Form 
EverybodYi l.isa charms e,. in which the quantifier everybody has 
been raised. 

quasi-copula /'kwelsal ,kopjul;)/ n. A lexical ,,'erb which links " 
subject NP to a nominal or adjectival predicate but which, unlike" 
true copula (such as be) has real semantic content, often aspeclual. 
modal or perceptual: She remained heallhy: She grew stronger; Sht' 
stood firm; II went wrong: She sremf'd happy: It prm'ed a fai.'llrc: It 
tastes good; It looks a .fimp/e (ask. 

queclarative /kwl'kl;rr;)tlv/ n. An utterance which has the form of 
a question but the force of a statement, most often an emphatic or 
sarcastic statement. Examples: Who speaks Polish around here'! 
(meaning 'Nobody speaks Polish around here'); Is sill' cle~'t'T! 
(meaning 'She's clever'); Isn " this nice? (variously meaning 'This is 
very nice' or 'This isn't nice at all'). Sadock (1971). 

question /'kwestf~n/ n. One of the traditional sentence types, 
corresponding to an utterance which, in principle at least. requires a 
linguistic response from !he addressee The most familiar type .. Il! 
qll~<ti()ns ar~ WH·'PIf'C't;I"\"!, li~e \A'-I .. , \1'~re ... Oll fa/ki1i,!? r(l<J ~r.,' 
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yes-no questions like Do you smoke?, but other types exist, such as 
Is this a snark or a boojum? 

question mark Ima:kI n. A conventional symbol indicating that the 
grammatical status or acceptability of what foUows is uncertain, in 
that speakers cannot decide or disagree unpredictably in their 
judgements. An example is ? I saw Janel while enjoying herself, 
concerning which different English speakers either are uncertain or 
differ in their judgements in a way that seems to be entirely unpre
dictable in terms of their geographical or social background. The 
combinations '?1' and '?' are sometimes used to denote increasing 
degrees of doubtfulness. Cf. per cent sign. Early 19605; the fmt pub

lished use was apparently that by Gleitman (1965). 

quotative l'kw:xJt:mvl n. or adj. An explicitly marked form occur
ring in some languages which expresses the fact that the speaker has 
not personally witnessed what shelhe is describing but is quoting 
what someone else has told herlhim. and which is obligatory in this 
circumstance. The formal expression of this category varies widdy. 
Hixkaryana hat; is a particle forming part of the verification system 
(see evidential) of that language; Japanese soo do is a specialized 
predicate taking a finite clause as complement; Turkish 1'1lif is a 
verbal affix. In some languages. the formal expression of the quota
tive is identical to that of the inferential~ this is true of Turkish, but 
not of Hixkaryana or Japanese. The term 'quotative' is recommended by 

Dahl (1985) from among the various terms found in the literature. 

quotes Ikw:mtsl See inverted commas. 
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raising l'reIZJrJI n. Any of various phenomena in which some 
linguistic element appears in a higher clause than is semantically 
appropriate. See examples under subject raising and negative 

niIIDa· 
raising verb n. A lexical verb or predicate which typically appears in 

a syntactic structure in which its surface subject is logically or 
semantically the subject of its complement clause. A familiar 
example is seem: in Lisa seems 10 be happy, the NP Lisa is semanti
cally the subject of be happy but grammatically the subject of seem. 
Other raising verbs and predicates in English include appear, lend 
and be likely. See also subject raising. 

reading l'ri:wOI n. One of the possible interpretations of an 
ambiguous string. 

readjustment Iri:~'d3Astm;)ntl See restructuring. 

reaIIs In'lI!hsJ adj. A label occasionally employed to label a verb 
form typically used to refer to an event or a state perceived as 
actually occurring or having occurred, and contrasting with lrreaUs; 
see the remark.s under that entry. 

reaHstk grammar IrI~'hsukl n. Any attempt at grammatical 
characterization which is, or purports to be, psychologically real, in 
the sense that it is consistent .with what is known about mental 
processes. 

realization IrI~laI'zeIJt;tI n. Any surface fonn which is regarded as 
representing some more abstract structure, particularly when the 
surface form is significantly different from the proposed abstract 
structure. For example, the surface form won't is sometimes taken 
to be a realization of the underlying sequence will not. 

reanalysis Iri:;)'mrl~sIsl n. 1. See restructurlng. 2. The historical 
process by which a well-formed surface string comes to be inter
preted as having a different structure from formerly, as when the 
earlier English lr will be [eas)' for liS] {(l do rhat was rcancll~d as It 
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will be easy [Jor us to do that]. leading to the innovating structure 
For liS to do that will be easy. 

recipient /n'slpi;:»ot/ II. The participant role borne by an NP which 
expresses the (usuaIly animate) entity which receives some concrete 
or abstract object. such as Lisa in I gave Lisa the book and Lisa 
recei"'ed a leller. Recipient is one of the deep cases recognized in 
Case Grammar. though it is sometimes conflated with Goal or with 
Beneficiary. or with both. 

reciprocal /n'slpr;:»kll n. An anapbor (sense 1), or a construction 
involving such an anaphor. expressing the action of two entities on 
each other. or of several entities on one another. The most familiar 
English reciprocal anaphor is each other: Janet·and Elroy are not 
speaking to each other. 

recognition /rek;:»g'mJQ./ fl. The task faced by an automaton in 
deciding whether some particular string does or does not form part 
of some particular language. Recognition does not necessarily in
volve the assignment of a correct structure, or even of any structure, 
to the string, and hence the 'recognition problem', as it is called, is 
purely a matter of weak generative capacity. Cf. generation, and see 
also parser. 

recoverability constraint /nkAv;:»r;)'brlrti/ n., In some deriva
tional theories of grammar, a proposed constraint by which no overt 
material may be deleted from a tree in the course of a derivation 
unless it is explicitly recoverable from the resulting surface 
structure. 

recurrent alternation /n'kAr;:»nt/ n. An instance of allomorpby 
which affects a number of morphemes in the same way. An example 
is the eta alternation in Turkish, which affects a number of mOf
phemes identically: plural -lerl-lar, dative -e/-a. locative -de/-cia, 
ablative -den/-dan. habitual -er/-ar and so on. Matthews (1974). 

recursion /n'k3:3Q./ n. The phenomenon by which a constituent of a 
sentence dominates another instance of the same syntactic category; 
equivalently. the phenomenon by which the rules of a formal gram
mar pennit a category to have another instance of the same category 
as a descendant. Some simple examples: Lisa said that she would 
come (S embedded under S); the story of my life (NP embedded 
under NP); under the boughs of an ancient cypress (PP embedded 
under PP); started to learn Dutch (VP embedded under VP). 
Recursion is pervasive in natural languages, and. in general, there is 
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no principled limit to the number of instances of recursion which 
may occur within a single category: I'm reading a book about the 
reasons for the de~'elopment of computers with the capacity for high
speed manipulation of virtual objects under the cc-nlrol of users with 
no previous experience of . .. Recursion is the principal reason that 
the number of sentences in a natural language is normally taken to 
be infinite. Adj. recursive; V. recurse In'k3:s/. 

recursive language In'k3:SIvl n. A formal language for which an 
algorithm exists that will always determine whether an arbitrary 
string is in the language or not within a finite but unbounded 
number of steps. The recursive languages are a proper superset of 
the context-sensitive languages. 

recursively enumerable language IrI,k3:SIVli I'nju:m;)r;)bll n. 
(also r.e. language) A formal language for which a procedure exists 
that will always determine whether an arbitrary string is in the 
language, if it is, within a finite but unbounded number of steps. 
Failure to obtain a positive result within a given number of steps 
may mean either that not enough steps have yet been performed to 
determine that the string is in the language or that the string is not in 
the language, but there is no way of deciding which. The mathemat
ical linguist Robert Wall once informaUy characterized r.e. lan
guages by saying 'If it's there, we'U find it eventually, but it might 
take a while.' The r.e. languages are characterized by the class of 
unrestricted grammars and are accepted by Turing machines. 

recursive transition nt:lwork n. (RTN) A transition network 
consisting of a number of subnetworks, each labelled with the name 
of a syntactic category, and equipped with a pushdown stack which 
enables the system to jump to a specified subnetwork and to re
member where to return to after traversal of the subnetwork is 
completed. RTNs constitute an extension of finite-state transition 
networks (see finite-state automaton). Cf. augmented transition 
network. 

reduced clause In'dju:stl n. 1. A sequence with the distribution 
and meaning of an adverbial clause but lacking both a subject NP 
and a finite verb; it typically consists of a relative adverb and a 
predicate expression. Examples: [When in Rome.] do as the Romans 
do; Please make corrections [where necessary]: Edison discovered 
thermionic emission [while working on something else]. 2. A smaU 
clause, particularly in sense 1. NOTE: there is at present no consensus as to 
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whether or how the tenns 'reduced clause' and 'small clause' should be 

distinguished. 

reduced relative clause n. Any of various constituents which 
function like relative clauses but which lack both a relative pronoun 
and a finite verb. Examples: The woman [wearing the white mini
skirt] is Lisa (an adverbial relative clause); Neptunium was the first 
artificial element [to be created]; The footprints [in the snow] were 
sharp and clear. 

redundancy In'dAndansilli. The phenomenon by which the same 
information is expressed more than once in a single sentence or 
utterance. For example, in the sentence I saw Lisa yesterday, the 
past-tense marking on the verb redundantly repeats the indication 
of past time carried by the adverb yesterday. Redundancy is pervas
i\ e in natural languages; information theorists have shown that it 
actuall~ increases the efficiency of communication by helping to 
-:n'Ufc that a message may be correctly understood even when parts 
of it <Ire not suc~essfully transmitted. Adj. redundant In'dAnd:mtl. 

redundancy rule n. Any rule of grammar which, instead of building 
structure, places constraints on the range of possible structures 
which may be built by the structure-building rules. The term is most 
often used in morphology, where a statement like 'No English word 
may begin with more than three consecutive consonants' is called a 
'lexical redundancy rule'. 

reduplication In,dju:ph'keIJ~1 n. The morphological phenom
enon in which some morphological material is repeated within a 
single form for lexical or grammatical purposes, Reduplication is a 
common phenomenon in the languages of the world, taking a 
variety of forms and serving a variety of purposes. Malay, for 
example, uses reduplication for several purposes: adverb forma
tion (baik 'good', baik-baik 'well'), indefinite plurality (bunga 
'flower', bunga-bunga 'flowers') and word formation (mala 'eye', 
mata-mala or memata 'policeman'). Certain Latin verbs form their 
perfect stems by reduplication: curr- 'run', perfect stem cucurr-. 
Chukchi derives certain absolutive case forms by reduplication: 
nUle- 'tundra' (stem), absolutive nutenut. Tagalog uses redupli
cation as part of its verbal inflection: swat 'write', future susulat. 
Turk.ish uses it to express 'and so forth': Ali-Mali 'Ali and the 
others'. Yiddish-influenced American English uses it to express 
dismissal: Ja~uar-Schmaguar! Unlimited reduplication cannot be 
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weakly characterized by context-free grammars; see PuUum (1984a) 
for discussion. V. reduplicate In'dju:phkeu/; adj. reduplicative. 

reduplicative compound In'dju:phk;)tJvl fl. A compound whose 
formation involves reduplication: Malay mata-mata 'policeman' 
(mata 'eye'). 

Reed-Kellogg diagram i,ri:d'keloQ dal;)QT3!m/ n. A graphical 
device for indicating certain aspects of the syntactic structure of a 
sentence. The construction of Reed-Kellogg diagrams ("diagram
ming sentences') was a regular feature of the teaching of English 
grammar in American schools until about 1960. Such diagrams 
incorporate a mixture of information about constituent structure, 
dependency relations and grammatical relations. A typical example 
is shown below, representing the sentence The police trapped the 
frightened burglar just behind the house: 

Apparently introduced by Clark (1863). but modified and popularized by Reed 
and Kellogg (1877). 

reference I'refr;)ns/ n. The phenomenon by which some noun 
phrase in a particular utterance or sentence is as...ooated with some 
entity in the real or conceptual world. its rererent. Reference is a 
semantic phenomenon. but its expression is often grammaticalized 
in important ways; see under rererence tracking. 

reference-dominated language I'dommeltldl n. A language in 
which discourse factors are regularly syntacticizcd in c1ause-internesl 
grammar, and which consequently structures clauses in terms of a 
pivot (sense 2), which is normally the grammatical subject. English 
is a reasonable example of such a language. Cf. roIe-dominated 
language, and refer to the remarks there. 
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reference tracking I'tr<rkll)l n. Any grammatical mechanism 
which permits the hearer of an utterance to retrieve from the form 
of that utterance information as to which entity is being referred to 
at each point in the discourse. Foley and Van Valin (1984) dis
tinguish four major types of reference-tracking mechanisms: pivot! 
voice systems: switch-reference Syc:lt:IIIS; ~l:lIder systems; and the 
inference systems of East A:.ian languages. This last type of system 
is hardly grammatical in nature at all. being characterized primarily 
by the extensive use of null anaphora and by heavy appeal to 
sociolinguistic conventions such as the use of honorific forms. See 
also Comrie (1989) for a brief summary of some major reference
tracking devices. 

referent I'refr;,nt/ n. The entity in the real or conceptual world 
which is associated with a noun phrase in a particular sentence or 
utterance. For example. the NP Abraham Lincoln would in most 
(not all) contexts be understood as picking out a particular tall, 
bearded man who was born in Kentucky. who served as President of 
the USA during the American Civil War and who was assassinated 
in 1865: this individual is the referent of that NP. 

referential index /,ref;,'rentfll n. (also index) A notational 
device. conventionally a subscript. attached to a noun phrase in a 
representation of a sentence in such a way that any single subscript. 
in any number of occurrences. indicates that all NPs bearing it are to 
be understood as having the same referent. I n the example After 
shej arrived, Lisaj asked herj to give herj an account of hersel/j, the 
indices indicate which NPs are to be taken as coreferential; a 
different set of indices could be attached to the same string of words 
to give a different interpretation. In some frameworks. referential 
indices are regarded as part of the syntactic representation of a 
sentence. 

referring expression ITI,b:n1) Ik'spreJI)/ n. A noun phrase 
which is understood as having some identifiable entity as its 
referent. 

reflexive ITI'f1ekslvl adj. 1. Denoting a construction in which two 
noun phrases are understood as having the same referent. such as 
Lisa washed herself carefully or Lisa prefers to do her OWI1 decorat
ing. 2. Denoting any grammatical form which is typically used in 
such constructions. such as a reflexive verb form or a reHexive 
proDOUD. 
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reflexive absolute transitive adj. Denoting the construction in 
which an intrinsicaUy transitive verb is construed intransitively with 
a re~exive sense: She undressed: She is washing. See labile verb. 

reOexive passive n. A construction which has the semantic force of 
a passive, but which has the apparent surface fonn of a transitive 
active construction with the underlying direct object appearing as 
the surface subject and the direct object position occupied by a 
reftexive pronoun. An example from Spanish is Sus novelas se 
publicaron en Madrid 'His novels were publi~hed in Madrid', liter
aUy (it would seem) 'His novels published themselves in Madrid' 
(note that publicaron 'published' is third person plural. ag.....:eing 
with sus novelas). Reflexive passives in fact present considerable 
difficulties of analysis: consider the further Spanish example Se It's 
acuso 'They were accuM!d', in which the pronoun les 'them' stands 
in the object fonn and the verb is third singular, and the structure nf 
the sentence is far from clear. 

reOexive-patient-subject construction n. The construction in 
whicb a transitive verb has 'a patient as its subject and a stresseu 
reflexive pronoun as its object: This car practically drives ilself. 
Lakoff (19TI). 

reOexive pronoun n. A pronoun which must normally take as its 
antecedent another noun phrase in tbe same sentence, most often 
(in English) the subject NP of its clause. Examples are herself and 
ourselves, as in Lisa looked at herself in the mirror. In, most circum
stances in English, the use of such a'reflexive is obligatory to express 
coreference within a clause: the example Lisa looked a/ her in the 
mirror, with a non-reflexive pronoun, does not permit coreference. 
Certain constructions are exceptional, however: the sentence Lisa 
set the book down beside her can have the same interpretation as 
Lisa set the book down beside herself. A reflexive most usually 
occupies an argument position in the sentence, but this is not so in 
sentences with so-called 'intensive' reflexives, such as Lisa herself 
did it and Lisa did it herself. The infonnal English of many speakers 
permits a seemingly anomalous use of reflexives without ante
cedents, as in This paper was writte'l by Lisa and myself, where 
conservative speakers would require ... by Lisa and me; such 
occurrences arc probably best regarded as not true reflexives at all. 
but as mere emphatic fonns of personal pronouns. 

regular I'regjul~1 adj. Denoting a grammatical fonn or construction 
which is entirely typical of the most usual pattern exhibited in a 
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language. The term is not confined to morphology, but it is most 
often used there: one speaks, for example, of the English verb love 
as a 'regular verb', since its inftection follows exactly the pattern 
exhibited by most English verbs. Abstr. n. regularity Iregju'lrerrti/. 
Cf. irregular. 

regular expression IIk'sprefl~1 .'1. An p"':j:lression, consisting of a 
sequence of categories, constrtl·:ted by the use of concsteoation 
(ab), of union (a+ b) or of the Kleene star (CA *). 

regular grammar n. Any formal grammar employing the rewrite 
rule formalism in which every rule has one of the forms A - a B or 
A - a, where A and B represent non-terminal symbols and a 
represents a terminal symbol. Such a grammar effectively generates 
sentences one word at a time, assigning in the process an untenable 
constituent structure. Here is a fragment of a regular grammar: 

I S - the A 
2 A - very A 
3 A - old B 
4 A - happy B 
5 B - manC 
6 B - woman C 
7 C - drank D 
8 D - his E 
9 D - her E 

10 E - tea F 
11 E - coffee F 
12 F - quietly 

Thanks to the presence of the recursion permitted by rule 2, this 
particular fragment actually generates an infinite number of strings, 
though the variety is severely limited. The class of regular grammars 
is exactly equivalent to the class of finite-state grammars, which 
constitute merely a notational variant employing the graphical 
device of transition networks in place of the rewrite formalism. The 
set of languages weakly defined by the regular grammars is a proper 
subset of the set of context-free languages. Only rarely have regular 
grammars been seriously proposed as grammars of natural lan
guages (one case being Reich (1969»; the proof sketched in 
Chomsky (1957) that regular grammars cannot weakly generate 
unlimited centre-embedding has usually (with some tidying up) 
been regarded as sufficient to exclude them from consideration. 
Non: the definition and the example actually reprcscnl Ihe class of 'righl' 
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linear grammars', in which strings are generated from left to right: if the first 
type of rule is replaced by the form A ..... B a. the result is a 'left-linear 
grammar'. which generates strings from right to left. The rwo classes are weakly 
equivalent. but the two lypes of rule must nol be combined in a single grammar. 
or the result is no longer a regular grammar. 

regular language n. A language defined by a reguIar grammar; a 
finite-state language. 

r.e. language 10:'ri:1 See recursively enumerable language. 

relation In'leIJJ.l1 n. 1. Formally, a two-place predicate (sense 3). 
Elements of English which may conveniently be interpreted as 
relations include is taller tharz, loves, is the fatller of and has visited. 
2. More generally, any linguistically significant connection between 
two objects or classes of objects. Relations in this general sense are 
conventionally divided into two classes. syntagmatic and para
digmatic. 3. See grammatical relation. Adj. relational. 

relational adjective In'leIJ;m!l n. An adjective derived fTOm a 
noun which has no semantic content beyond that present in the 
noun and which serves only to provide a form of the noun which can 
act as a modifier: telephonic from telephone and Glaswegian from 
Glasgow. In English, relational adjective!; are few and lillIe used in 
comparisOn with the frequency of compounding: we prefer to say 
Glasgow telephone system, rather than Glaswegian (e/~phonic sys
tem. Languages in which compounding is poorly developed. such as 
the Romance languages and the Slavonic languages, typically mali.e 
extensive use of relational adjectives: Spanish. for example, has 
alimentacion infandl (literally, 'infantile food') for baby food and 
novela policfacQ (literally, 'policical novel') for detective story. 

Relational Grammar n. (RG) A theory of grammar developed by 
David Perlmutter and Paul Postal in the 1970s. RG differs from all 
other approaches in taking gr8Jtlmatical relations like Subject. 
Direct Object and Indirect Object as its primitives and in assigning 
no particular importance to constituent structures of the familiar 
kind. The three relations just enumerated are distinguished as tenus 
and are conventionally labelled as I, 2 and 3. respectively. In 
addition to the terms, certain other relations are distinguished, 
including oblique objects and the highly original concept of a chO
meur (see below). These relations are crucially ordered in the 
Relational Hierarchy. and most syntactic operations are interpreted 
as the promotion and demotion of NPs along this hierarchy; for 
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example, passive formation typically involves the 'advancement' 
(promotion) of a 2 to a 1, with the consequent demotion of the 
original 1 to the distinctive non-term status of a 'ch6meur', a label 
applied to an NP which has been ousted from term status in the 
course of an operation. The framework is, therefore, obviously 
derivational in conception. in that a sentence is viewed as having 
different structures at different stages (or 'strata'), but. in contrast 
with what happens in transformational theories. the syntactic 
structure of a sentence is represented by a single formal object 
called a 'stratal diagram'. in which aU strata are depicted simul
taneously. RG represents the first major attempt at incorporating 
grammatical relations into syntactic theory; its influence has been 
widely acknowledged. but the framework itself has now been 
largely superseded by other approaches, such as LFG. which, while 
accepting the importance of grammatical relations, also insist upon 
the necessity of constituent structure representations. Much of the 
early work in RG remained for years unpublished. but most of it is 
now collected in Perlmutter (l983b) and Perlmutter and Rosen 
(1984). See Perlmutter (1980) for a brief introduction. Blake (1990) 
for a more substantial one. Arc Pair Grammar represents a distinc
tive variant of RG. 

Relational Hierarchy n. In RG, a hierarchy of the principal 
grammatical relations recognized in that framework. usually given 
as follows: 

SUbject> Direct Object> Indirect Object> Oblique> Ch6meur 

Almost all syntactic operations in RG are interpreted as the move
ment of NPs up and down this hierarchy, and much of the content of 
the framework derives from restrictions placed upon such move
ment. The Relational Hierarchy has much the same form as the 
independently derived NP Accessibility Hierarcby. and incorpor
ates some of the same insights. 

relational structure n. The structure of a sentence or a clause from 
the point of view of the grammatical reiatioDS borne by the various 
NPs in it. 

relational verb n. A transitive verb which expresses a stative 
relation: have, involve, need, deserve, depend on. Quirk f!r al. (1972: 
96). 

relatioo-changing rule In'lelJJ;l ,tJemd311]1 n. In RG, any 
putative syntactic operation which changes the grammatical relation 
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borne by a particular NP in a sentence, such as the operation 
deriving a passive structure from an active one. On occasion, the 
term is also used informally in frameworks in which the concept has 
no formal status. 

relative adverb /'rel;)uv/ n. An adverb which serves to introduce a 
relative clause, such as where and when in the street where [live and 
the day when I first mel you. 

relative clause n. A type of clause, most often a subordinate clause, 
which serves to modify a noun phrase. In English and many other 
languages a relative clause is usually a constituent of the noun 
phrase whose head it modifies. but some languages employ quite 
different formal expressions in which this is not the case. Relative 
clauses are conventionally divided into two types, differing in their 
semantics and sometimes also in their formal expression. The first 
type is the restrictive relative clause, in which the clause is essential 
for identification of the referent of the NP; an exam!"le is Lisa is 
applying for the job [I told her about], in which the clause identifies 
the job in question. The second type is the Don-restrictive relative 
clause, in which the clause merely adds further information about 
the NP, without being required for identification, as in Lisa, [who 
speaks excellent French,] is applying for a job in Paris. For some 
discussion of the variety of relative clause construclions in the 
languages of the world, see Keenan (1985b); see also adjoined 
relative clause, correlative clause, strategy. 

relative pronoun n. A prol1oun which serves to link a relative 
clause to the noun phrase of which it forms a part, such as which and 
whose in the examples This is the book which I was telling you about 
and Any student whose thesis is late will be penalized. Opinion is 
divided as to whether the item tfult, which also performs the same 
function in cases like This is the book tfult Lisa wants, is best 
regarded as a relative pronoun or as a complementizer. with the 
second view perhaps predominating. See also relative adverb. 

relative tense n. A tense form whose temporal point of reference is 
determined by its syntactic relation to another tense form, such as 
the English gerund: in examples like Before leaving, she checked the 
house and Before leaving, you'll have to see the boss, the time 
reference of leaving is determined by its relation to the time refer
ence of the main clause (past in one case, future in the other). Cf 
absolute tense. absolute-relative tense. See Comrie (1985a) fat 
discussion. 
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relative universal n. (also statistical universal) A universal state
ment which holds good for the great majority of languages but not 
for all. For example. the statement 'Subject precedes Object in basIc 
word order' holds for all but a tiny minority of languages. 

Relativized A-over-A Principle I'rel:mvalzdl n. A modified 
version of the A-over-A Constraint with improved coverage. 
Bresnan (1976). 

remote structure In'm;Jutl n. In derivational theories of grammar, 
a representation which is far removed from surface structure, often 
simply the deep structure. 

REST lo:r i: es 'ti:1 See Revised Extended Standard Theory. 

restricted distribution In'stnktrdl n. The property exhibited by 
an item which does not occur in the full range of environments 
typically exhibited by members of its class. For example, the 
English noun headway is restricted to occurring as the object of the 
verb make: We're making headway; Some headway has been made: 
but *We /leed more headway; *We've achie~'ed some headway. 
Though most adjectives in English occur in both attributive and 
predicative position, some are restricted to attributive position 
(major. key, topmost, main. mere). while others (Ire restricted to 
predicative position (asleep. afraid, glad. weI[). 

restrictive In'stnkttvl adj. Denoting a modifier (such as an adjec
tive or a relative clause) or an appositive whose presence is essential 
for identifying the referent of the noun phrase. In the example the 
Spanish senlements in America. the adjective Spanish is restrictive: 
compare the non-restrictive poor in my poor mother. For further 
examples. see under relative clause and appositive. Cf. 000-

restrictive. 

restructuring lri:'sLrAktJ::Irll)l n. (also readjustment. reanalysis) In 
some derivational theories of grammar. any of various putative 
processes posited as applying to change the syntactic structure of a 
sentence. often in a seemingly somewhat ad hoc way, for the 
specific purpose of accounting for some unexpected data. For 
example. the active sentence George Washington [slept [in this bed]] 
has a seemingly unexpected (pseudo-)passive This bed was slept in 
by George Washington, leading some analysts to propose that the 
active sLructure can undergo restructuring to George Washington 
[[slept in] [this bed]]. permitting passivization to apply normally. 

result In'zAItI II. (also factitive) One of the deep cases r.:cogni/ed 
in 'iome vcr"ums 01 C'ase (jrammar. n:p:,~t'!ltll't: .III \.or wl1/Y,~' 
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referent only comes into existence as a result of the action of the 
verb, such as this translation in Lisa did this translation. 

~tative In'ZAIt~trvl n. or adj. An aspectual form expressing a 
state resulting from an earlier event. This term is often regarded as a 
synonym for perfect, but Dahl (1985) makes a case for distinguish
ing the two. He points out that English He is gone and He has gone. 
both expressing a present state resulting from an earlier action. 
differ in that only the first can accept the adverb still: He is still gone 
vs. ·He has still gone. Dahl proposes to restrict the term 'resultative' 
to the first form. which seems to focus more strongly on the present 
state. and to use 'perfect' exclusively for the second. in which the 
earlier action appears to be more prominent. (The first construction 
is marginal in English. but in· Swedish both constructions are fully 
productive. ) 

resumptive pronoun In'zAmptrvl n. (also shadow pronoun) 1. In 
certain types of relative clause constructions. an ovP.rt pronoun 
which occurs within the relative clause in its 'logical" position. 
instead of a gap. In English. resumptive pronouns are confined to 
those cases in which the presence of the more usual gap W(luld 
violate some island constraint. as in the example That's the woman 
that I didn't know if she was coming or not, in which she is a 
resumptive pronoun. In some other languages, such as Welsh. 
resumptive pronouns are regularly used in most or all rdative 
clauses. 2. In a left-dislocatioD. the pronoun which ~curs in the 
non-dislocated part of the sentence and is coreferential with the 
dislocated NP, such as her in Lisa, I really like her. 

retained object /n'terndl n. A traditional label for the! underlying 
direct object in a dative-shifted or applicative construction in which 
another NP has taken over the surface realization of a direct object. 
particularly in a passive structure, such as this book in I was given 
this book for Christmas. 

reverse pseudo-deft In'V3:s1 n. A construction identical to a 
pseodo-deft except that the order of the two major elements is 
reversed. Thus. the pseudo-cleft What I need is a pint of beer has the 
corresponding reverse pseudo-cleft A pint of beer is what I need. 

Revised Extended Standard Theory In'valzd/ n. (REST) The 
version of Transformational Grammar current in the late 1970s and 
deriving from the Extended Standard Theory of a few years earlier. 
The REST differs greatly from its immediate precursor: among its 
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major innovations are the following: (I) the introduction of traces 
into syntactic representations; (2) the acceptance (in principle) of 
the X-bar system as a theory of base rules; (3) an enonnous re
duction in the power of transfonnational rules, with the wbole 
clanking transformational apparatus of earlier years reduced to the 
single rule of Alpba Movement; (4) the increased attention paid to 
fonnulating constraints on rules, rather than fonnulating the rules 
themselves; (5) the downgrading of the earlier surface structure and 
the recognition of a new, slightly more abstract designated level of 
representation called shallow structure. viewed as the exclusive 
input to the semantic rules; and (6) the recognition of an entirely 
new level of representation called Logical Form. No single publi
cation can be cited as the source of the REST, though Chomsky 
(1973. 1977a) and Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) perhaps deserve 
special mention in this connection. In the literature ofthe time, the 
REST was often referred to as the 'EST. but a later generation of 
linguists bas usually seen the two frameworks as quite distinct. At 
the beginning of the 1980s. further major modifications in the REST 
led to its replacement by the very different framework called 
Government-Binding Theory. See Newmeyer (1986) for some 
account of the history of the REST. 

rewrite rule-fri:raltl n. The most usual formalism for expressing a 
structure-building process in a formal grammar. In its most general 
form. a rewrite rule is simply an instruction to rewrite some string of 
categories (conventionally given on the left of an arrow) as some 
other string of categories (on the right); the only general restriction 
is that the left side may not be null. Since, in the most general case, 
any arbitrary string can be rewritten as any other arbitrary string, 
the derivation of a terminal string from an initial symbol cannot, in 
general. be represented as a tree, but only as a sequence of strings, 
and hence the rewrite rule formalism is most appropriate to dis
cussions of weak generative capacity: consider. for example, the 
impossibility of interpreting the rule A B d E _ d A C c E d as an 
unambiguous tree. When, however, sufficiently severe restrictions 
are placed upon the pennitted rules. the sequence of strings may be 
replaced by the more informative constituent structure trees. This is 
true of the subset of rewrite rules called context-free rules, and, 
providing certain precautions are taken, it is also true of the less 
restricted subset called context-sensitive rules. 

R-expression l'o:T1k,spreJJ;lI n. In GB. any overt noun phrase 
which is not a pronoun (in the traditional scn .. e of that term). More 
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precisely, an R-expression is an overt NP analysed as [-a. -p] and 
he:-:ce subject only to Principle C of the Binding Theory, namely, 
that it be free (unbound) in all domains. Typical R-expressions are 
Lisa, the dog, the last chapter of the book and Janel's cigareues. The 
name is derived from the phrase 'referring expression'. used in 
semantics for the largest class of NPs, but the GB usage is not 
synonymous with the semantic sense. 

KG See Relational Grammar. 
rheme lri:ml n. A synonym for comment, preferred in the phrase 

'theme and rheme'. 

rhetorical question In'tonkl/ n. A question which does not 
expect a response from the addressee. 

right-branching I,ralt 'brmntJll]1 n. A type of constituent struc
ture in which modifiers and complements appear to the right of their 
heads, so that recursion of these elements shows up in a tree 
diagram as repeated branching to the right. English has a large 
number of such structures; the example below shows the effect of 
the recursion of prepositional phrases inside noun phrases: 

NP 

~ 
Det N' 

~ 
N PP 

~ 
P NP 

~ 
Det N' 

~ 
N PP 

~ 
P NP 

I I 
a collection of his essays on Darwin 
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right-branching language n. A language in which right-branching 
constructions predominate over left-branching ones. Most VSO and 
SVO languages. including English. are right-branching. Cf. left
branching language. 

right dislocation n. A construction in which some constituent 
occu~ at the end of the sentence. its canonical position being 
occupied by a pro-rorm: She's very clever, Lisa. Right dislocations 
are sometimes caUed 'afterthought constructions'. Cf. left dis
location. Ross (1967). 

right-node raising n. (also shared-constituent coordination) A 
construction consisting of an apparent coordination of two sen
tences in which each sentence lacks its rightmost constituent. and a 
single further constituent appears on the right which is interpreted 
as filling both gaps: Lisa prepared, and Siobhan served, the cucum
ber sandwiches. Right-node-raised constructions present formidable 
difficulties of analysis. 

Right Roof Constraint Iru:f1 n. (also Rightward Movement 
Constraint) The constraint. in English and some other languages. by 
which some element of a sentence which occu~ further to the right 
than its expected 'logical' position cannot occur more than one 
clause boundary to the right of that position. Thus, for example, 
That [it surprises you] [that Lisa smokes] is amusing is well-formed, 
but • Thai [it surprises you] [is amusing] [that Lisa smokes] violates 
the Right Roof Constraint and is ill-formed. Ross (1967). 

right wrap n. An operation upon strings, defined as follows: if a 
functor category XP of the form [xpX W] is right-wrapped around 
another category Y. where X and Yare single elements and W is a 
(possibly empty) string, the result is the string X Y W. Right wrap 
was defined as a way of dealing with certain types of discontinuous 
coostituenas. such as those illustrated in persuaded Lisa to leave. 
easy problem to solve and too hot to eat. Right wrap was introduced 
by Emmon Bach (1979) within the framework of Categorial 
Grammar. but it has sometimes been extended to other systems, 
notably HPSG. 

role Ir:J01/ n. Any of various semantically or pragmatically based 
functions ascribed to some element in a sentence or an utterance, 
particularly to a noun phrase. The most prominent group of roles in 
syntax is the set of semantic roles recognized in some theories of 
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grammar, but several othe~ exist, especially in the various kinds of 
i...uctlonal grammar (all senses), such as actor and undergoer. 

Role-and-Reference Grammar n. (RRG) A theory of grammar 
developed by William Foley and Robert Van Valin in the 1980s, 
incorporating a' number of insights gained by functionally oriented 
linguists. RRG is a functional grammar in senses 1 and 2 of that 
term; it is formulated in terms of the communicative purposes which 
need to be served and the grammatical devices which are available 
to serve those purposes. Among its distinguishing characteristics are 
a variety of lexical decomposition based upon the Montague-style 
predicate semantics of Dowty (1979). an analysis of clause structure 
in terms of layering (sense 1). mapping from 'logical' structures into 
monostratal syntactic representations and the use of a set of partici
pant roles organized into a hierarchy from which the highest
ranking available role in a clause assumes the special superordinate 
role of actor and a second argument. if present. may assume the 
superordinate role ofundergoer. RRG is unusual among theories of 
grammar in the extent to which it is structured to provide equal 
treatment for the grammars of languages which are very different 
from English: such phenomena as non-configurationality, verb 
serialization, split ergativity and switch-reference systems receive 
analyses which are no -less natural than analyses of the facts of 
English. Like most functional theories of grammar. however. RRG 
has (so far, at least) received comparatively little formalization. The 
most comprehensive presentation is Foley and Van Valin (1984); 
convenient brief introductions are Van Valin and Foley (1980) and 
Van Valin (1991). 

role-dominsted language l'r;)01 ,dOmlneltldl n. A language 
which lacks a consistently identified grammatical pivot in terms of 
which clauses are organized, sometimes regarded as a significant 
typological category. Cf. reference-dominated language. Van Valin 

and Foley (1980). 

root lru:tl n. 1. A node in a tree which has no mother. Only one such 
node is normally permitted te occur in a tree, as required by the 
Single Root Condition; in most frameworks this is always the node S 
(for 'sentence'), though tree-adjoining grammars recognize the 
existence of a set of auxiliary (non-terminal) trees with other roots. 
2. In morphology, the simplest possible form of a lexical morpheme, 
upon which all other bound and free forms involving that mor
pheme are based. For example, the Latin verb meaning 'love' has 
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the root Qm-. from which are formed the various stems, such as 
present Q111Q- and perfect Q111QV-, which in tum!le1"Ve as bases for the 
construction of inflected forms like Q111QI 'he loves' and Q111Qvi 'I 
have loved'. Similarly. the Arabic verb meaning 'write' has the 
triconsonantaI root ktb, from which all other fOl'lDl are derived by 
various layers of affixation. Cf. stem, base. 

rouDd brackets l,rQund 'brzkltsl See paren~. 

RRG See Role-;..oo-Rerereoce Grammar. 

RTN See recursive transition network. 

rule Iru:11 n. Any statement expressing a linguistically significant 
generalization about the grammatical facts of a particular language, 
especially when formulated within the formalism of some particular 
formal description. The notion of a grammatical rule is one of 
the most ancient conceptions in grammatical investigation. Most 
modem theories of grammar draw a sharp distinction in principle 
between generalizations. which are expressed by rules, and 000-

general facts. which are expressed by other means, notably by 
lexical entries in the lellicoo. There is considerable controveny, 
however. over just where the line should be drawn, and one of the 
most conspicuous tendencies of recent work has been the steady 
movement of statements formerly expressed by rules into the lexi
con. For some discussion, see under geaeraIizatioo, and see also 
partially producdve and metaruIe. 

rule-governed adj. Denoting the presumed property of human 
linguistic behaviour by which most phenomena can be readily seen 
as instances of the interaction of a relatively smaIl number of 
generalizations expressible by rules. The view of linguistic behav
iour as rule-governed is pervasive among grammarians, in whose 
formal descriptions rules play an accordingly prominent part. 
Objections have often been raised by those who prefer to see 
linguistic behaviour as more 'creative' than rule-governed, b.t such 
objections are more typical of non-linguists than of linguists. 

rule of construal See coostruaI, rule of. 

rule ordering 1':l:d~nl)l n. In a derivational theory of grammar, 
any convention or stipulation by which some rule or rules must 
apply before others in the course of a derivation. In the earlier 
versions of TG. rule ordering was a major issue. but in GB its 
importance has been greatly reduced: the only significant ordering 
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requirement is the principle of the transformational cycle, apart 
from the stipulation that certain rules, such as Quantifier Raising, 
apply only in the derivation of Logical Fonn from S-stru(.ture. In a 
non-aerivational framework, the issue does n(\t even arise. See 
extrinsic and intrinsic rule ordering. 

rule schema /'ski:m;)/ (pI. schemata /ski:'mo:t;)/) n. Any state
ment which coUapses two or more rules of grammar by means of 
some abbreviatory convention. 

rule-to-rule hypothesis /hal'po9:;)sls/ n. The doctrine that every 
rule of syntax that builds structure should be matched by a semantic 
rule which interprets that structure. The idea was introduced by the 
logician Richard Montague (1970); it is accepted in certain current 
theories of grammar. notably GPSG, but is rejected by most others. 



s 
S 1. The conventional abbreviation for sentence (senses 2 and 3). 2. 

A conventional abbreviation for subject in the 'subject-verb-object' 
analysis of basic word order types. 3. A conventional abbreviation 
for 'intransitive subject' in the SAP analysis. 

sandhi I'srendil n. Any of various phenomena in which the form of a 
word or morpheme is modified by the presence of an adjoining word 
or morpheme: would + you - ['wvd3u:J; Latin reg- 'king' (stem) + 
-s (!'ominative) -> rex (i.e., reks). Sanskrit grammar. 

SAP les er 'pi:1 A tripartite classification of the principal NP 
arguments in transitive and intransitive clauses. An intransitive 
clause is viewed as having a single argument, the subject (S). A 
transitive clause is seen as having two arguments, the agent (A) and 
the patient (P) (or in some versions the object 0), either one of 
which may be identified with S for grammatical purposes, producing 
either an accusative pattern (A = S) or an ergative pattern (P = S). 
Dixon (1972). 

S-bar les'bo:1 n. The conventional label for the category which 
forms a complement clause, such as the bracketed sequence in the 
example Lisa said [that she would come]. An S-bar typically consists 
of a complementizer and a sentence. Originally, the name was 
intended as a purely ad hoc label: S-bar was not considered to be a 
projection of the category S within the X-bar system. In recent 
years, however, the category has been reanalysed in various ways 
within various frameworks. In GB, S-bar is now identified with CP, 
the maximal projection of the lexical category Complementizer. In 
GPSG, all three of VP, Sand S-bar are regarded as V-double-bar, 
the maximal projection of the category Verb, with additional fea
tures being invoked to distinguish them. LFG, in contrast, con
tinues to regard the category S-bar as having no particular relation 
to any other category. 

Scale-and-Category Grammar l,skeIl ;:md 'kret;)gril n. An 
early name for Systemic Grammar. Halliday (1961). 
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S-command /'esk~mQ:nd/ n. One of the command relations, the 
first to be identified. It states 'A node A S-commands another node 
B iff the lowest S which properly dominates A also properly donti
Bate6 B'. Langacter (1969); originally simply COIIIIIIaDC'I. 

-..pe Isk~p/ n .. That portion of a particular sentence which is 
interpreted as being affected by an operator present in that sen-
1eDCe, such as a quantifier or a negative. For example, the sentence 
Evvybody loves somebody has two distinct interpretations. In one 
of them, the scope of somebody lies within the scope of everybody, 
and the sentence can be paraphrased as 'Everybody has somebody 
or other that she/he loves'; in the other, the scope relations are 
reversed, and the sentence can be paraphrased as 'There is some 
particular individual whom everybody loves'. This is an example of 
a 'scope ambiguity', which can arise when two or more scope
bearing elements are present in the same sentence. 

ICI1UDbling /'skrzmbhlJ/ n. In some analyses within derivational 
theories of grammar, the putative process which is responsible for 
the surface ordering of elements occurring in sentences in languages 
with free word order. Never adequately formalized, the idea has 
been generally abandoned in more recent theories of grammar. 
though the term is still occasionally used informally to denote free 
word order in general. Ross (1967). • 

secondary object /'sek~ndri/ n. (SO) The direct object in a 
ditransitive clause, in circumstances in which this is treated differ
ently from a direct object in a simple transitive clause, this latter 
being treated like the indirect object in a ditransitive clause. Cf. 
primary object and see the discussion there. Dryer (1986); the lerm 

'subsidiary object' is also found. 

second person /'sek~nd/ n. That category of person which includes 
reference to the addressee, but not reference to the speaker 
English uses only the single pronoun you in this function, though 
other languages often have more elaborate systems of second
persOn forms, such as European Spanish, with its four-way distinc
tion among ru, usted. vosotros and usledes; these forms variously 
rontrast in both number and intimacy. 

selection(a1) restriction /s~'lekI;m(l) n,stnklt:I/ n. Any of vari
ous semantic constraints reflected in the ability of lexical items to 
combine in syntactic structures. For example. while Lila wrapped 
lhe box of chocolates in tissue paper is unexceptional. the syntacti-
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cally identical :#Lisa wrapped the orbit of Neptune in tissue paper is 
semantically bizarre because it violates a selectional restriction 
holding between the verb wrap and its object. Astoundingly, these 
restrictions were for a few years in the mid-1960s regarded as 
syntactic facts to be expressed in grammars; most theories of gram
mar no longer attempt this. Cf. ~u~~ldtion. Katz and Fodor 
(1963). 

self-embedding lselfl n. The phenomenon by which a category is 
contained within a larger category of the same type, such as an NP 
within a larger NP; see the examples given under recursion. 

semantax Is~'mrentreksl n. A name sometimes given to syntax and 
semantics taken together, when they are regarded as a single unified 
area of investigation, as in Generative Semautic:s. The tenn is now 
rarely used. 

semantic form Is~'ma!ntlkl n. In LFG, any lexical item that con
tains the value PREDicate in its lexical entry. A semantic form that 
subcategorizes for one or more functions is a IexkaI form. 

semantk function See semantic role. 

semantic network n. (also usodatlve network) A network or a 
directed graph which is given a particular semantic interpretation. 
Nodes represent concepts and arcs represent relations between 
concepts. 

semantic role n. (also deep case, 5emaatic fuDc:tion, theta role) Any 
one of several semantic relations which a noun phrase may bear in 
its clause. classified from the point of view of the involvement of the 
entity denoted by that NP in the situation expressed by the clause, 
independently of its grammatical fonn. Among the most widely 
recognized are Agent, Patient. Experiencer. Recipien·t. Theme, 
Beneficiary. Instrument, Goal. Source, Place, Time and Path; the 
first few of these. denoting the more obvious participants in a 
situation. are sometimes caUed partidpant roles. Semantic roles are 
fundamental in Case Grammar, where they are known as deep 
cases; they are also important in GB (where they are known as theta 
roles) and in many versions of fu.oc:tioaa.I grammar (sense 2). Gruber 
(1965); made prominent by Fillmore (1968). 

semantics Is~'ma!ntlksl n. The branch of linguistics dealin8 with die 
meanings of words and sentences. The relation betWeen syntu 8IId 
semantics and the location of the dividing line between them ba¥e 
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long been matters of controversy. Several extreme positions have 
been maintained. One, associated with Genentive Semantic;. holds 
l.hat.syntax and semantics are not distinct at all. but constitute a 
unified area of investigation. Another. associated. for example. 
with the Standard Theory of TG, holds that the two are sharply 
distinct. with syntactic structures being primary and the ~emantics 
serving only to interpret syntactic structures. A third, arguably 
represented by some verliions of fUDctionaJ grammar (sense 1) and 
of cognitive grammar, is that the two are distinct but that the syntax 
serves only to realize underlying semantic structures. Most linguists 
today would probably advocate some kind of intermediate position 
in which the two areas are distinct and make independent require
ments but in which the dividing line is somewhat blurred and each 
area can have effects upon the other. Adj. semantic Is;)'mrentIk/. 
Br~aJ (1911). 

semelfaCtive Isem3l'fzkuvl n. or adj. An aspect category express
ing an action or event which is perceived as happening exactly once, 
as in one reading of the example Lisa sneezed. The semelfactive i~ a 
subdivision of perfective aspect. Few languages seem to employ a 
distinctive form for this function. though Hopi is possibly one which 
does. 

sentence l'sent3nsl n. 1. Traditionally, any utterance or written 
sequence of words which is regarded as capable of standing alone to 
express a coherent thought. 2. In generative grammar. the syntactic 
category which is taken as the largest category capable of syntactic 
characterization, aU of its component parts being bound together by 
the rules of syntax and its entire structure being weD-formed; in a 
framework employing the rewrite rule formalism, the category is 
represented by the Initial symbol S. It is important to underst?nd 
that a sentence in this linguistically central sense is an abstract 
linguistic object; d. utterance. In the X-bar system, the category S is 
variously regarded as the maximal projection of the lexical category 
Verb (the GPSG analYsis), as the maximal projection of the abstract 
lexical category INFL (the GB analysis) or as a projection of no 
category at all (the LFG analysis). The structural definition of the 
category 'sentence' was introduced by Bloomfield (1933). 3. In a 
syntactic structure, any constituent dominated by the initial symbol 
S; a clause. 4. In the oxymoron 'ill-formed sentence', an ill-formed 
structure which approximates to a sentence and which typically 
departs from well-formed ness only in one or two identifiable res-
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pects. 5. In a formal grammar, any string which is generated by the 
grammar. Adj. sentential. 

sentence adverb n. A lexical item typically having the approximate 
distribution, and often the form, of an adverb, but behaving seman
tically not as a modifier of the verb or VP but :!c; an operator upon 
the entire proposition. Senter.~e adv(.lt,:; in English variously ex
press distinctions of modality, ~valuation, iIIocutionary force and 
perhaps other notions; examples include possibly, cenainly. un
doubtedly, hopefully, fonunately, frankly, confidentially and briefly. 
There is a case for recognizing sentence adverbs as a distinct lexical 
category, but they are more usually regarded as specialized mem
bers of the category Adverb. 

sentence type Italpl n. One of the four traditional classes of 
sentence. in a classification which attends only to surface form and 
not to discourse function, the four types being statemenu. com· 
mands, questions and exclamations, conventionally associated with 
the four mood categories declarative, imperative, interrogative and 
euJamative . 

sentential relative clause Isen'tentJ1l n. A relative clause whose 
antecedent is a complete sentence, as in the example England Iulve 
beaJen the West Indies, which amazes me. 

sentential subject n. An S-bar which occupies the subject position 
in its clause, as in the example [Thai Lisa has quit smoking] surprises 
me. 

Sentential Subject Constraint n. An isIaod constraint which 
states that a WH-dependency may not reach inside a sentential 
subject. as illustrated by the example • Who does [that Lisa saw e in 
lown] surprise you? Ross (1967). 

sequence of tenses I'si:kw~nsl n. The phenomenon, occurring in 
English and some other languages. by which the tense of a finite 
verb in a matrix clause places constraints on the tense of a finite verb 
in a complement clause. In English. the rule is simply that a past 
tense in the main clause must be followed by a past tense in the 
complement clause: Lisa says she wants a BMW; Lisa said she 
wanted a BMW; but ?? Lisa said she wants a BMW. 

serial verb construction I'sl~ri~1I n. (also verb serialization) A 
construction in which what appears to be a single clause semanti
cally is expressed syntactically by a sequence of juxtaposed separate 
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verbs, all sharing the same subject or agent but each with its own 
additional arguments, without the use of overt coordinating con
junctions. Here are two examples. from the West African language! 
Yoruba and Vagala. respectively: 

6 mu iwe wa 
he took book came 
'He brought the book.' 

u kpa kiyzee mong 6wl 
he take knife cut meat 
'He cut the meat with a knife.' 

Serial verb constructions are particularly common in West Africa, in 
eastern and southeastern Asia and in New Guinea. See Sebba 
(1987). 

shadow pronoun l'fzd;}(J1 See resumptive pronoun. 

shallow structure l'fzl;}(J1 n. In the Revised Extended Standard 
Theory, a designated level of syntactic representation which follows 
the application of all transformations but precedes the application 
of deletion rules and filters. The S-structures of GB are roughly 
equivalent to the shallow structures o~ the REST. 

shared-constituent coordination Ifc;)dl See right-node raising. 

short passive If'J:tl See agentJess passive. 

simple sentence I'slmpll n. A traditional label for a sentence 
consisting of only a single clause. The term 'simplex sentence' is 
occasionally found in more recent work for the same notion. Cf. 
compound !lenience, complex sentence. 

simultaneous-distributive coordination ISlm;)I,temi;)S dl 
'stnbjutIvl n. A construction involving two coordinate structUles 
whose conjuncts are explicitly paired off in order: Lisa and Larry 
drank whisky and brandy, respeclil-·eiy. Kat et aI. (1987). 

SiDgIe Mother Condition I'sl1)911 n. The requirement that each 
node in a tree, apart from the root. should have exactly one mother. 
The Single Mother Condition is almost universally accepted in 
generative grammar, but see Sampson (1975) and McCawley (1982) 
for arguments against it. Sampson (1975). 

SiDgIe Root Condition n. The requirement that a tree should have 
exactly one root (sense 1). This condition is universally a~pted. 
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singular "sllJgjul;,/ n. or adj. In a language with distinctions of 
number, that number category which is normally employed to refer 
to a single entity in circumstances in which entities can be dis
tinguished and counted. The singular is overwhelmingly the 
morphologically simplest form in such languages, as illustrated by 
English cat, child, box, compared with the corresponding plural 
forms cats, children, boxes. Cf. plural. 

sister /'SISt;,/ n. A relation which may hold between two nodes in a 
tree. If a node B and a node C are both immediately dominated by 
the same node A (in other words, A is the mother of both), then B 
and C are sisters. 

sister-adjunction n. In certain derivational theories of grammar, a 
type of adjunction in which the moving category becomes a sister of 
another specified category. In the abstract example below, the 
moving category 0 becomes a 'right sister' of E: 

A A 

~ ~ 
B C 
I I 

=> 8 C 
~ 

D E E D 

Sister-adjunction was widely employed in classical TG, but it is not 
recognized at all within GB. in which Chomsky-adjunction is the 
only permitted form of adjunction. 

slash /sltf!J/ n. 1. In GPSG, the feature which appears on a node to 
indicate that a gap is present somewhere in the domain of that node, 
the value of SLASH in a particular instance representing the type of 
gap required. For example, the abbreviated feature specification 
VP[SLASH NPl represents a VP containing a 'missing' NP some
where inside it; such a node label would appear, for example, on the 
VP node in the sentence Who did you see? in which the VP 
beginning with see lacks an NP in object position. The use of this 
feature represents the normal GPSG manner of handling filler-gap 
dependencies. 2. (also soUdus) A notational convention often used 
to abbreviate two or more examples of data which differ only at a 
single point. An example is USQ; set the book down beside her;! 
herself;, abbreviating the two sentences Usa; set the book down 
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beside herj and Lisaj set the book down beside herself;. The slash in 
this use is a typographically simpler alternative to braces (sense 2). 

slash category n. In earlier versions of GPSG, a type of derived 
syntactic category representing a familiar category containing a gap. 
An example is VP/NP, representing a VP node containing all empty 
NP position. In early GPSG, such a category was regarded as 
distinct from the category VP, but in all more recent formulations, 
the category VP/NP, now represented as VP[SLASH NP], is re
garded merely as a VP carrying a particular feature specification. 

Slash Principle n. In GPSG, a principle proposed to account for a 
number of island constraints. The principle says that a SLASH 
feature specification appearing within a category must appear also 
within a head daughter or a complement daughter. This principle 
accounts for the Subject Condition, the Adjunct Island Condition 
and parts of the Complex NP Constraint. 

slash termination It3:mI'neIJI:11 n. In GPSG, any proc.:.dure whiM 
is employed to place a lower limit on the downward spread of a 
SLASH feature through a tree and thereby to guarantee that the 
lower element involved in a SLASH dependency is present in a 
suitable position. Slash termination is usually done by metarule, 
though other devices have sometimes been employed, such as ID 
rules. 

slifting l'shftIl)1 n. The construction in which a complement clause 
precedes its matrix clause: Lisa is coming, I think. Ross (1973a): 

'S(entence )-liftiog'. 

sloppy identity I'slopil n. Any of various instances of deletion 
under identity in which the deleted material is not strictly identical 
to the overt material supporting the deletion. Examples include 
Juliet has qlUl"elled with her boyfriend, and so has Fiamini'l 
(in the reading of ' ... quarrelled with Aaminia's boyfriend') and 
The ringleader was hanged and his followers imprisoned. Ross (1967). 

slot-and-filler I,slot ~nd 'fII~1 adj. Denoting an approach to 
grammatical characterization which employs substitution fnuMs as 
diagnostics. A series of such frames is constructed, each containing 
a single gap or 'slot', on some convenient, if usually rather lid hoc, 
basis, and items are classified on the basis of their ability to 'fill' 
particular slots. Thus. for example, the frame This new __ is 
good might serve to i4elltify the class of nouns. while _'_ is good 
might serve to identify· the class of noun phrases. Siot-and-filler 
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approaches represent a development of the distributional emphasis 
of American structuralism; the best-known framework employing it 
is Tagmemics, but the single most ambitious attempt at using it to 
characterize the grammar of English is represented by Fries (1952). 
While most linguists would probably agree that a slot-and-filler 
approach can occasionally be useful as a heuristic device, few if any 
would defend the approach as a promising basis for a theory of 
grammar. 

sluicing l'slu:sllJI n. The construction in which most of an embed
ded WH-question is deleted under identity, as in Someone is sweet 
on you, and I can tell you who. Ross (1969). 

small clause Ism:>:I! n. 1. Any of various constituents resembling a 
clause but lacking a finite verb, particularly a participial relative 
clause, an adverbial participle or a gerund. Examples: The woman 
[wearing glasses] stood up; [Wanting to make a good impression.] 
she chose her outfit carefully; [Lisa's going topless] upset her father. 
See reduced clause, and refer 10 the remarks there. Williams (1975).2. 

A sequence of an NP in objective case and a foUowing predicate. 
when this is considered a constituent. Examples: I consider [her 
intelligent]; I want [you in my office]; She ordered [the room to be 
cleaned]; She made [us do it]. The analysis of such sequences as 
constituents is accepted in GB but rejected in most other frame
works, including GPSG and LFG. Stowell (1981); Chomsky (1981). 

SO les '-;ml See secondary object. 

solidus I'sohd;)sl See slash (sense 2). 

source Is:>:s! n. The semantic role borne by an NP which expresses 
the start point of motion in an abstract or concrete sense, such as the 
mountain in We walked down from the mountain and The mountain 
began to spew·out clouds of smoke. Source is one of the deep cases 
recognized in Case Grammar. 

SOY language les ;)u 'vi:1 n. A language in which the normal order 
of elements in a sentence is Subject-Object-Verb, such as Japanese, 
Turkish. Basque or Quechua. SOY languages universally tend to 
show certain typological characteristics, such as postpositions. case 
systems and left-branching structures in which modifiers (even 
relative clauses) precede their heads. as was first pointed out by 
Greenberg (1963). 
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specifier l'speslfal~1 n. In some ver.;ions of the X-bar system, a 
cover term for any category which occur.; as the daughter of a 
maximal projection and the sister of a one-bar projection and which 
serves' in some (often rather ill-defined) sense to delimit the range of 
applicability of the maximal projection. Conventionally, deter
miner.; are regarded as the specifier.; in noun phrases, degree 
modifier.; in adjective phrases and prepositional specifier.; in pre
positional phrases: [[these) old clothes), [[very] proud of her suc
cess), [[straight) into the hole]. The identification of specifier.; in verb 
phrases, if indeed they exist at all, is a matter of considerable 
controver.;y. Cf. modifier, attribute, complement. Chomsky (1970). 

split antecedent Isphtl n. The phenomenon in which an anapbor 
(sense 1) has as it .. antecedent a non-existent noun phrase consisting 
of the coordination of two or more NPs occurring separately in the 
sentence. Examples are Janet convinced Elroy that they should gel 
married and Janet persuaded Elroy PRO 10 make love, in which the 
antecedent of they and of PRO is in each case the conjunction of 
Janet and Elroy. Split antecedents provide difficulties for most 
approaches to anaphora and to control. 

split ergativity n. A grammatical pattern in which ergat1Vlty is 
manifested in some classes of sentences in a language but not in 
other.;. In split-ergative languages, ergcltivity may be confined to 
sentences whose subject is of a particular type (e.g., inanimate or 
non-pronominal), to sentences involving particular combinations of 
NPs (e.g., inanimate subject plus animate object). to particular 
tenses or aspects (usually, past tense or perfective aspect) or to .. 
wide range of other circumstances. Split ergativity is in fact quite 
common; the great majority of ergative languages appear to exhibit 
a split of one type or another. Languages in which ergativit)' is 
confined to sentences involving volitional actions have been given 
the special name active languages. Silvers Ie in (1976). 

split infinitive n. The traditional label for the English construction 
in which the formative to is separated from a following infinitive by 
an adverb or a negative. as in the example I decided to really give il a 
go. The name is a misnomer. since the sequence 10 give is not an 
'infinitive' nor even a constituent (all current analyses agree that the 
sequence give il a go is a constituent, a VP). and hence nothing is 
'split'. Traditional grammarians of a prescriptivist bent have for 
generations strongly condemned this construction, in spite of the 
fact that it is the normal English form; their insistence on placing (he 
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adverb somewhere else ignores the unnaturalness and even tbe 
occasional impossibility of reordering examples like She decided to 
gradually get rid of the teddy bears she had been collecring for years. 

split-intransitive adj. Denoting a grammatical pattern in which 
intransitive clauses are divided into two types differing in their 
grammatical realization, most usually in the case assigned to the 
subject NP, particularly in languages in which the choice is entirely 
determined by the identity of the lexical verb or predicate. The most 
usual type of split intransitivity is that occurring in active languages, 
but other types occur, such as in Basque, in which a semantically 
arbitrary subclass of intransitive verbs requires transitive mor
phology. Cf. fluid-intransitive. See Merlan (1985) for discussion. 
Dixon (1979). 

Split-Morpbology Hypothesis Ihal'po(mlsl n. The doctrine that 
inflectional morphology and derivational morphology are funda
mentally different and should be treated separately in the grammar. 
Long accepted by most morphologists, this doctrine is rejected by 
the proponents of the Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis. 

split objectivity lobd3ek'tmtil n. The grammatical pattern in 
which some grammatical processes are sensitive to the direct object! 
indirect object contrast while others arc sensitive to the primary 
object/secondary object contrast. Among languages exhibiting split 
objectivity are Southern Tiwa, Mohawk, Tzotzil and Yindjibarndi. 
Dryer (1986). 

spray/load verb Isprel 'I~ n. One of a small class of English 
verbs with the distinctive grammatical property of taking two inter
nal arguments, either of which may appear as a direct object. the 
other appearing as some kind of oblique object, as in She sprayed 
paint on the wall/She sprayed the wall with paint; They loaded hay 
onto the wagon/They loaded the wagon with hay. Other members of 
this class include crowd, cram, smear and sprinkle. All the members 
of this class seem to share a certain semantic property, roughly that 
of moving a substance or a collection of objects into 8 receptacle or 
onto a surface. The existence of this class wu reportedly lim noted by 
Barbara Hall Panee in unpublished work; the tint published discussion wu in 
Fillmore (1968). and the name was coined by Levin and ~rt (1986). 

squisb IskwlJI n. A continuum of (especially lexical) category mem
bershtp. by which membership of a category is regarded as a matter 
of degree. rather (han as an either/or proposition. For example, the 
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word newspaper in This newspaper headlille might be regarded as 
ijiilg somewhere on a noun-adjective continuum. Squishes are 
fundamental in fuzzy grammar; they represent much the samc 
notion as dines. Ross (19nb). 

S-structure l'esstrAktJ;,1 n. In GB, one of the three designated 
levels of the representation of the syntactic structure of a sentence. 
S-structure represents the result of the application of Alpha 
Movement and of the Case assignment rules. but is itself subject to 
certain further operations. notably the raising and deletion oper
ations involved in deriving both the LF-structure and the surface 
phonetic realization. S-structure is roughly equivalent to the shallow 
structure of the REST. 

stacking IstlekllJl n. The occurrence of multiple adjectives or mul· 
tiple relative clauses attached to a single head noun: a pren.\' little 
white house: a card that is exposed during the deal which is picked up 
by the receiving player. Adj. stacked Istlektl. 

standard I'stlend;xll n. In a comparative construction. that element 
to which some other element is compared. In English. the standard 
is normaUy marked by a preceding formative than. Thus. in the 
example Lisa speaks better French than Sue (does). Sue is the 
standard. 

Standard Theory n. The version of Transformational Grammar 
proposed by Noam Chomsky (1965), differing considerably from 
the original transformational framework sketched out in Chomsky 
(1957). The Standard Theory dominated work in syntactic theory in 
the late 1960s, but. under pressure from the advocates of 
Generative Semantics, it was substantially modified. giving rise to 
what became known as the Extended Standard Theory. which was 
in tum foUowed by the Revised E:dended Standard Theory and 
then by the Government-Binding Theory. Until very recently. 
however. the Standard Theory dominated textbooks of syntax. and 
there are a number of textbooks still in print which present what is 
essentially the Standard Theory with a few accretions from more 
recent work. 

starred form I'sto:d f:l:ml n. A sequence marked with an asterisk 
and hence regarded as ill-formed: • She smiled me. 

sbrt symbol/'sto:t ,slmb;'1/ See initial symbol. 
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statement /'steltm;)nt/ n. One of the fundamental sentence types of 
traditiona1 grammar, having the form of an assertion that some 
proposition is true. An example is Lisa is a translator. 

statistical oniversal/st;)'lISlIkl/ See relative universal. 

stative I'steIllv/ n. or adj. Denoting a form or construction whicb 
expresses a state of affairs, rather than an event. Englisb does not 
always distinguish statives from dynamic passives. The sentence The 
window was broken, for example, is ambiguous between a stative 
reading and a dynamic reading, though the addition of adverbia1s 
may force one or the other reading: The window was broken by 
John (dynamic); The window was broken all week (stative). Many 
other languages, however, have explicit stative constructions: in 
German, Das Fenster war gebrochen can only have a stative reading 
(i.e., 'it had a hole in it'), while Das Fenster wurde gebrochen is 
strictly dynamic (i.e., 'the window got broken'). 'Stative' is a super
ordinate aspectua1 category contrasting with dynamic. 

stative verb n. A lexical verb whose meaning expresses a state, 
rather than an event, such as know. want, understand, fear or like. 
Stative verbs in English are distinguished by their inability to appear 
in the progressive aspect in ordinary circumstances: * Lisa is 
knowing/understandinglliking French. (Some of them can, however, 
appear in the progressive in special senses or constructions: Lisa is 
understanding more French every day; Lisa is liking French (where 
French is understood as 'the course in French whicb she is 
pursuing'). ) 

status ,'stelt;)s/ n. A synonym for mood in the narrowest possible 
sense of tbat term, sometimes preferred to distinguish the central 
notion of 'degree or kind of reality' from other notions frequently 
regarded as moda1 in nature, slfch as iUocutionary force, evidential 
and evaluative distinctions and modality in sense 2 of that term. 
Whorf (1956). 

stem /stemi n. In morphology, a bound form of a lexical item which 
typically consists of a root to which one or more morphological 
formatives have been added and which serves as the immediate base 
for the formation of some further form or set of forms. For 
example, the Latin verb amare 'love', whose root is am-, bas an 
imperfect stem amaba- from which are derived the various imper
fect forms amabam 'I used to love', amabas 'you used to love', 
amabat 'be/she used to love' and so on; it a1so bas a perfect stem 
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amav- from which are derived amavi 'I loved', amavisti 'you loved', 
u;; ... vit 'he/she loved' and so on. Bauer (1983) reserves this term for 
a form to which inflectional affixes are directly added, preferring 
'basc' elSewhere. 

stranding /'strrendll)/ n. Any of various phenomena in which some 
element of a sentence occurs in the absence of an associated ele
ment which would normally accompany it and -which is required 
for its interpretation. A f;lrniliar example from English is preposi
tion stranding, in which a preposition occurs with no overt following 
object, as a result of WH-Preposing (see WH-Movement). 
Examples are Who were you talking to? and That Rolls she arrived in 
is hired, in which the prepositions 10 and in are stranded. In all 
varieties of Eskimo, a noun phrase containing an adjective can often 
be optionally realized in a form in which the head noun of the NP is 
incorporated into the verb, leaving the adjective stranded but still 
bearing any case marking or agreement morphs; see examples 
under incorporation, 

strategy J'strretad3i1 n. Any of several conceivable constructions 
which might in principle be used for performing some grammatical 
function, particularly one which is used in a particular language. For 
example, the formation of relative clauses is accomplished in a 
variety of ways in the languages of the world: the relative clause 
may be finite or non-finite (participial); it mayor may not be 
embedded within the clause containing its head; if embedded, it 
may precede or follow its head; it mayor may not contain a relative 
pronoun; it mayor may not carry a special marker of subordination; 
it may represent the relativized NP within itself either as a gail or as 
a resumptive pronoun; and so on. The particular construction used 
by a language is said to represent the 'relativization strategy' of that 
language. 

Stratificational Grammar /strretlfJ'keIJ;mV n. A theory of gram
mar in which linguistic structure is regarded as consisting of a 
number of distinct autonomous levels called 'strata', the relation 
between the representation in one stratum and that in the next less 
abstract stratum being conceived as one of realization in every case. 
The framework has been criticized as being so excessively unrestric
tive as to be consistent with any conceivable set of facts at aU, but, 
whatever its merits or shortcomings, it has been severely hampered 
by its typographically nightmarish graphical representations, which 
are arguably the most awkward such representations ever seriously 
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proposed. The framework was proposed by Sidney Lamb (1966); 
see Lockwood (1972) or Sullivan (1980) for an introduction. 

stratum l'streIl~ml (pI. strata l'strelt:»/) n. 1. In Relational 
Grammar, anyone of the several levels of organization typically 
postulated as forming part of the syntactic structure of a sentence. 2. 
More generally, in any theory of grammar in which the structure of 
a sentence is regarded as consisting of two or more representations 
employing the same vocabulary, anyone of those representations. 
'iOTE: this usage is recommended by Ladusaw (1988): compare leyel (sense 2). 

strict c-command Istnktl n. A synonym for c-command, some
times used to make it clear that m-command is not the relation 
being referred to. See the remarks under c-command. 

strict sUbcategorization See subcategorlzatioo. 

string IstnlJl n. A sentence, or part of a sentence, regarded as a 
linear sequence of elements, without regard for any further levels of 
structure. In the early days of generative grammar, sentences in 
natural languages were almost invariably regarded as strings, or 
more precisely as sequences of strings. Only gradually did generat
ive grammarians abandon this conception in favour of regarding 
sentences primarily as two-dimensional tree structures, and even 
today sentences are still regarded as strings in mathematicallinguis
tics for purposes of investigating the weak generative capacity of 
classes of grammars. See under tree for further information. 

string equivalence lI'kwlv:»l:»ns/ See weak equivalence. 

stringset /'stnl)set/ n. A language, particularly a formal language, 
regarded as a set of strings. The stringset defined by a grammar is 
equivalent to the weak generative capacity of that grammar. 

strong conditions of adequacy See under adequaq. 

strong crossover /stTDI)/ n. A conventional label for those in
stances of crossover pbeoomeoa which do not involve genitives and 
which are felt to be grossly ungrammatical; an example is • Who j 

does he; think e; did it? In such an example, the WH-trace is 
A-bound by the pronominal, and hence the structure is ruled out by 
Principle C of the Biodiog Theory. It is also, however, ruled out by 
the LeftDess Coodition. Cf. weak crossover. 

strong equivalence lI'kwlvClIClnsl n. The relation which holds 
between two grammars which have the same strong generative 
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capacity - that is. they generate exactly the same sets of strings and 
assign exactly the same sets of structures to those strings. Two 
grammars exhibiting strong equivalence are said to be strongly 
equivalent. Cf. weak equivalence. 

strong generative capacity n. (of a particular formal grammar) 
The set of strings and their associated structures generated by that 
grammar. Cf. weak generative capacity. 

Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis n. The doctrine that rules of syntax 
may make no reference whatever to the morphological structure of 
word fOlms, not even to inflectional morphology. Proponents of this 
doctrine reject the Split-Morphology Hypothesis, the idea that 
inflection is distinct from derivation; they reject the use of para
digms and emphasize the syntagmatic aspects of word structure, 
almost to the extent of espousing an Item-and-Arrangement view of 
morphology. Cf. Weak Lexicalist Hypothesis. See Spencer (1991) 
for discussion. 

strong verb n. In certain languages, notably the Germanic lan
guages (including English), a verb which inflects by internal vowel 
change. rather than by affixation: sing, sang, sung; write, wrote. 
written. Cf. weak verb. 

structural ambiguity l'strAktf;nll n. An ambiguity involving the 
assignment of two or more syntactic structures to a string. See 
examples under ambiguity. 

structural description Id.'sknpfW n. In a formal grammar, a 
representation of the structure assigned to a particular string by the 
rules of the grammar. 

structuralism /'strAktf~r~hzJl1/ n. 1. Any approach to linguistic 
description which views the grammar of a language primarily as a 
system of relations. Structuralism in this sense derives largely from 
the work of the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure. Virtually all 
twentieth-century approaches to linguistics are structuralist in this 
sense. in contrast with the predominantly atomistic approach of 
much nineteenth-century linguistics, in which a language was seen 
primarily as a collection of individual elements. In the words of 
Lepschy (1982), structuralism is marked by its emphasis on abstrac
tion and generality. while prestructuralist approaches were charac
terized by an emphasis on the concrete and the particular. 2. (also 
American structuralism) A particular approach to linguistic descrip
tion developed in the United States in the 1940s and 1950s. The 
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American structuralists (or 'post-Bloomfieldians') drew their inspi
ration from the work of Leonard Bloomfield, though it is clear that 
Bloomfield would not have approved of some of their more extreme 
positions. The framework was characterized by ar. extremely 
narrow view of what constituted scientific investigation and by a 
remarkable set of dogmatic principles which have been rejected by 
almost all other approaches. Among these principles were the 
doctrine of the 'separation of levels', by which no morphological 
analysis could be undertaken until the phonological analysis was 
complete, and no syntactic analysis could be undertaken until the 
morphological analysis was complete, and the complete rejection of 
any appeal to processes in linguistic description in favour of a rigidly 
distributional ... iew of linguistic elements often referred to as the 
'Item-and-Arrangement' framework. In rejecting most of these 
doctrines, the early generative linguists came to use 'structuralist' as 
a term of abuse; they rejected the structuralist programme en bloc 
as a merely 'taxonomic' one. that is, as one concerned only with 
labelling and classification. and not with explanation. Nevertheless, 
the achievements of the American structuralists were considerable: 
their concern for explicitness. for precision and for generality 
helped pave the way for generative linguistics; their development of 
the notion of constituent structure influenced the later development 
of syntax far more than is often recognized; and their enormous 
respect for primary lingu~ic data. at the expense of theoretical 
elegance. deserves more crecnt than it is sometimes accorded. See 
Huddleston (1972) and Stark (1972) for acCounts of American 
structuralism, and see Newmeyer (1986) for an account of the 
confrontation between structuralist and generative linguistics. Adj. 
structuralist I'str AktJ ~r,)hst/. 

structure l'strAktJ~1 n. The set of syntagmatic relations holding 
among the elements of a sentence or some distinguishable subpart 
of a sentence - in other words, the particular way those elements are 
put together to make up that sentence or subpart. Cf. system. 

structure dependence l'strAktJ~ dl,pend~nsl n. The seemingly 
universal property by which the rules of grammar operate in terms 
of syntactic structures (especially constituent structure) and not in 
terms of the linear sequence of words or of their phonological 
shapes. It is because of this property of structure-dependence that 
we do not find rules of grammar referring to notions like 'the fourth 
word in the sentence' or 'a word of three syllables'. Adj. structure
dependent l'strAktJ~ dl,pend~nt/. 
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Structure-Preservation Constraint Iprez;)'veIJJ:I k;)n,stremtl 
n. The requirement. in some derivational theories of grammar. that 
operations which change a syntactic represen'ation during the 
course of a derivation may ijOt alter the iden.ity or location of 
labelled nodes in the tree. For example, if an NP node is present at 
some point at one level of representation, it must be present at the 
same point at all levels of representation; it may not disappear, tum 
into a PP node or move to a different location where no NP node 
was present at an earlier level of representation. The requirement of 
structure preservation, which is fundamental in GB. was introduced 
by Emonds (1970); it played a major part in curtailing many of the 
wilder excesses of derivations in the classical theory of TG. 

sUbcategorization l,slt.bkret;)g;)ral'zeIJt;l1 n. (also strict subat
egorization) The phenomenon by which the members of a single 
lexical category do not all exhibit identical syntactic behaviour. 
For example. some verbs (,transitive verbs' like kill and build) 
take direct objects. while others ('intransitive verbs' like die and 
.\mile) do not; some verbs (say, decide) permit a following lhal
complement clause; some (enquire, wonder) permit a following 
whelher-complement clause; others (kill, die, speak) permit neither; 
still others (ask, consider) permit both. SUOcategorization facts are 
complex and often arbitrary, and the SUbcategories required for 
various grammatical purposes overlap almost endlessly; subcategor
ization phenomena represent the principal area in which synta'( is 
forced to get to grips with the properties of individual words. 
Syntacticians have been slow to devise elegant treatments of sub
categorization; the subcaiegorization frames of earlier generative 
grammar were clumsy and involved a good deal of redundancy. 
While GPSG. at least, has succeeded in formulating a simple and 
economical mechanism for treating subcategorization, many 
linguists. instead of building subcategorization requirements into 
the syntax. have preferred to take the radical step of doing precisely 
the opposite. leading to the development in the 1980s of theories of 
grammar. such as Word Grammar and HPSG, in which virtually ali 
syntactic information is squeezed into the subcategorizatioD 
requirements of lexical items. 

subcategorization feature n. In some theories of grammar, no
tably GPSG. a feature which is used to express the sUbcategoriz
ation requirements of certain lexical items. GPSG uses features with 
arbitrary names, usually just numbers, for this purpose; features are 
present in lexical entries and are introduced into tree structures on 
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lexical nodes. For example. the rule VP -. V17], NP introduces a 
simple transitive structure with the subcategorization feature (7J on 
the V node. and every verb in the lexicon which can appear in that 
structure carries the feature [7] as part of its lexical entry. Such 
features constitute perhaps the most elegant treatment of subcat
egorization facts currently availahle. 

subcategorizatioD frame Ifrelml 11. A device for treating the 
subcategorization requirements of lexical items. consisting simply of 
a statement in the lexic:al entry for that item of the sisters it requires 
or permits. Thus. for example. the lexical entry for the verb see 
might include the frame [V. __ NP], meaning that this verb can 
be inserted into a V node immediately followed by an NP. as in Lisa 
saw me. Similarly. the verb fell might have the frame [V. __ NP 
S'(-WH]], allowing it to appear in structures like Lisa told me that 
she would come. Such frames were regularly used in TO. and they 
are still \\;dely used in GB. in spite of a number of drawbacks. For 
one thing. they make it difficult to specify the absence of a category: 
what is to stop the verb see from appearing with two following NPs. 
as in ·Lisa saw me the book (d. Lisa gave me the book)? For 
another. they are highly redundant. in tbat they merely repeat 
information already provided by the rules of the grammar. as 
pointed out by Heny (1979): the rule VP -.-. V NP. for example. says 
that a verb can be followed by an NP. information which is repeated 
endlessly in the lexical entry of every simple transitive verb. 

subcategory I'shb,kret;)gril n. Anyone of the' various overlapping 
subclasses of a lexical category which must be recognized in a 
grammar. Two examples are the subcategory of adjectives appear
ing in attributive position (big. pretty. major. topmost. etc.) and the 
subcategory appearing in predicative position (big. pretty, awake, 
asleep. etc.). A few subcategories have traditional names ("transit
ive verb'. 'count noun'). but most do not. 

subdeletioD l'shbdl,li:JI:II n. (also comparative subdeletion) A 
label applied to the absence. in certain types of comparative con
structions. of a quantifying or qualifying element in the constituent 
serving as or containing the standard of comparison. In the follow
ing example. the symbol 'c" represents the subdeletcd quantifier: 
I 0"," more hoard gamCJ than I OWl/ e books. V. subdclele I's,\h
dtli:tl. Cf. comparative deletion. Hrcsnan (\Y7h). 

Subjacency Condition IShb'd3elS;)nsi bn,dlJ-:t1 II. In GB. the 
principal requirement of Bounding Theory. It says: no single appli-
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cation of a movement rule may cross more than one bounding node. 
The bounding nodes in English have usually been taken to be NP 
and S, though NP and S-bar have been proposed for other lan
guages and occasionally also for English. The Subjacency Condition 
was introduced by Chomsky (1973) as a way of combining some of 
Ross's island constraints; it has generally been regarded as a suc
cess, though it had the surprising consequence of forcing what 
were previously regarded as unbounded movement rules. like WH
Preposing, to be reinterpreted as successive cyclic rules. 

subject rSAbd3lkt! n. (S) 1. The most prominent of the grammatical 
relations w}lich a noun phrase may bear in a clause. In most, but nol 
all, languages subjects are prominent and readily identified; the 
subject forms the grammatical pivot in terms of which its clause is 
structured and in terms of which it is related to other clauses in the 
discourse. Subjects most typically exhibit a large number of gram
matical, semantic and discourse properties, as exhaustively sum
marized in Keenan {1976a}. Among these are the following: 
subjects represent entities with independent existence; subjects con
trol coreference, including reflexives. pronouns and null anaphors: 
subjects control switch-reference systems; subjects control verb 
agreement; subjects are topics in unmarked constructions: subjects 
are the targets of advancement processes; subjects can be relativ
ized, questioned and defied: subjects undergo raising; subjects 
receive minimal case marking; subjects are agents in unmarked 
constructions. While few of these properties may be unique to 
subjects in a given language, a subject may usually be identified by 
the fact that it exhibits more of them than any other NP. Languages 
in which subjects are prominent (the majority) are variously called 
subject-prominent or rererence-dominated. 2. In some analyses. a 
constituent of a phrase which plays a role somewhat analogous to 
the subject of a sentence. For example. in the phrase Lisa's refusal 
of the offer, Lisa·s is sometimes regarded as the subject of the NP. 
Sense 2: Jackendoff (1977). 

subject-auxiliary inversion n. The variety of inversion in which 
an auxiliary precedes a subject NP. as in Is she coming?, What 
would you like? and Never have I seen sllch a mess. 

Subject ConditioB lk;m'dIJI)! n. An island constraint which states 
that a WH-dependency may not cross the boundary of a subject NP. 
This condition is invoked to account for the ill-formedness of 
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examples like ·Who was a picture ofe on the table?, as opposed to 
Who is that a picture of e? 

subjective genitive /s~b'd3ektlV/ n. A possessive NP or a preposit
ional phrase with of which is interpreted as the subject of a nomina
lized verb. Examples are Lisa's in U.~a's arrival and Buffalo's in 
Buffalo's defeat of Philadelphiu. Cf obJt:4.'tive genitive. 

subject-prominent language l'pmmlD~ntl n. A language in 
which grammatical subjects are readily identifiable and play an 
important role in the syntactic organization of sentences. The 
majority of the world's languages, including English, are subject
prominent; this property is sometimes regarded as typologically 
important. Cf. topic-prominent language, reference~ominated 

language. Li and Thompson (1976). 

subject raising n. (also raising) The phenomenon in which an NP 
which is semantically the subject of a lower predicate appears on the 
surface as the subject of a higher predicate. An example is Lisa 
seems 10 be happy, in which the NP Lisa is semantically the subject 
of the predicate be IuJppy but functions grammatically as the subject 
of seem. 

subjunctive ISAb'd3AIJkuvl n. or adj. A traditional label for a 
set of morphologically distinctive verb forms occurring in certain 
languages. especially European languages, which are largely con
fined to certain types of subordinate clauses and which often serve 
to express such mood categories as remoteness, unreality or possi
bility. European languages differ in the extent to which the subjunc
tive forms genuinely contrast with indicative forms; in t~e majority 
of circumstances in the majority of these languages, the SUbjunctive 
form is obligatory in most circumstances in which it is possible at all. 
and it serves merely as a redundant expression of certain types of 
subordination: in Spanish. for example, the subjunctive is obliga
tory after most matrix verbs of wanting, advising, permitting, pro
hibiting, ordering, hoping and the like, as well as after 
subordinators like 'before', ·when'. 'as soon as' (in certain circum
stances) and. interestingly, in a complement of eI hecho de que 'the 
fact that'. English has lost the morphological subjunctive which it 
once had, but the term is still sometimes applied to certain distinc
tive forms occurring in North American speech and in formal 
varieties of British English: if I [were] you . .. ; I suggest she[do] it; I 
recommend this [be] done. 
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subordinate clause /s;)'b:>:dm;)t/ n. A traditional label for any 
clause which is embedded under a higher clause. Subordinate 
c1auscs are of several types, the most important being adverbial 
clauses, complement clauses and relative clauses. 

subordinating conjunction /SQ'b:>:dmcltllJ/ n. The traditional 
term for a subordinator. This traditional name is now little used in 
linguistics. since it leads to potential confusion with the tcrm 
conjunction . 

subordination /s;),b:>:dI'neIJIY fl. (also hypotaxis) The phenom
enon by which one clause, the embedded clause or subordinate 
clause, forms a constituent of a larger clause. the matrix clause. 

subordinator /s;)'b:>:dmelt;)/ 11. A lexical catcgory. or a member 
of this category, whose members serve to introduce adverbial 
clauses. English examples include before. after. when. while, if. 
although. becQwe and whenever. The traditional name for these 
items. 'subordinating conjunctions'. is still occasionally used. Many 
analysts regard subordinators as specialized members of the cat
egory Preposition. 

substantive /'s ... bst~ntIV/ I. n. A traditional. but now virtually 
obsolete, synonym for noun. Some traditional grammarians also 
included pronouns in the class of substantives. 2. adj. (also nominal) 
In those versions of the X-bar system in which lexical categories are 
decomposed into the binary features [N] and [V], denoting any 
category which is [+ N], in other words, nouns and adjectives. 

substantive universal /s;)b'strentlv/ n. Any formal object which is 
universally present in grammars. or at least universally available. 
Examples include the categories Noun and Verb Phrase and the 
features [PLURAL] and [FINITE]. Cf. rormal unh·ersaI. 

substitution frame /sAbstl'tju:JI:\ ,frelm/ n. Anyone of the diag
nostic strings used in a slot-and-filler approach to grammatical 
characterization. See the cxamples under that entry. 

substring I's,\bstrll]/ fl. Any pari of a string which is under 
consideration. 

sUbsumption /s;)b'sAmptflJ/ II. The relation which holds hctween a 
more general category A and a more specific category B when B 
contains all of the features of A and some additional featurcs 
besides: in this case. A is said to 'subsumc' B. For example. the 
category NP[PLUR + ) (a plural NP) suhsumes the :ategory 
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NP[PLUR + ] [PERS 3] (a third person plural NP). Cf. exiensioD. 
V. subsume Is~b'sju:m/. 

subtraction Is;)b'trzk/1,lI n. Any morphological process involving 
the removal of part of a root. In Fijian, for example, verbal roots 
are rendered intransitive by subtraction of a final consonant: leaUl-
• carry , • intr. leau;yawak- 'go away', intr. yawa; rai- 'see', intr. rai; 
saum- 'repay', intr. sau. 

subtree I'sAbtri:1 n. Any part of a tree consisting of a single node 
and all the material dominated by that node. Cf. loc:.al subtree. 

succession Is~k'seI~ n. The characteristic of a grammar formulated 
in terms of the X-bar system in which every non-terminal node of 
the form xn has a daughter of the form ~1. Succession is widely 
assumed to be a desirable characteristic, but it is violated in one way 
or another in nearly every published analysis involving the X-bar 
system: such familiar rules as N" -+ S' and N' -+ A" N' are 
inconsistent with succession. Komai and Pullum (1990) use the term 
'Weak Succession' for the condition that every non-terminal of the 
form xn should have a daughter of the form xm, where m is less 
than or equal to n. Komai aud PuUum (1990). 

successive cyclicity Is~k,seslV sl'klIsltil n. In certain deri
vational theories of grammar, the phenomenon by which an 
unbounded dependeocy is interpreted as resultiog from Ii series 
of local movement rules, each obeying constraints on boundedness. 
The successive cyclic interpretation of WH-Movement was one of 
the chief consequences of the introduction of the Subjaceocy coiuli
tioo into later versions of TG. Adj. successive eycUc. 

suffix I'SAfiksl n. An aIIb which follows the root in the form 
containiog it. English examples include the noun plural suffix -s (as 
in cats) and the derivational suffixes -er (as in wriJer) and -ness (as in 
Iulppine.ss). Cf. preb, lab, drcuIDfiI, superfU. 

Super-Equi I'su:~r,ekwil n. A name formerly applied to cases of 
optional cootrol crossing more than one clause boundary, such as in 
the example LisOj thought it would be easy ej to learn French. The 
name reflects the old Equi-NP DeletioD analysis of control construc
tions crossing only one clause boundary. Grinder (1970). 

superessive Isu:p;)r'eslVl n. or adj. (also supraesslve) A case fonn 
expressing the semantic notion of 'on' or 'on top or. 
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superfix I'su:paflks/ n. (also suprafb:) A suprasegmental (stress or 
tone) distinction which serves as the sole exponent of a grammatical 
distinction, conveniently, if somewhat abstractly, regarded as an 
affix. A simple example is th~ stress contrast distinguishing certain 
noun-verb pairs in English, such as record (N)/record (V) and 
contest (N)!contest (V). A more elaborate example is provided by 
the Zairean language Ngbaka, in which the four major tense/aspect 
forms of all verbs are marked solely by tones: faIling, level, faUing
rising and rising: 

Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 4 

W8 wa wA w~ 'clean' 
gb~t~ gb5t5 gbJt~ gb~t~ 'pull' 

Welmers (1973) provides some even more striking examples of 
overt pronouns and prefixes which consist solely of tones with no 
associated segments; such tones simply 'muscle in' on the following 
syllable in one way or another. NOTE: the form 'suprafix' ;s preferred by 

those linguists with a knowledge of Latin. but, they being a minority these days. 
'superfix' is far more frequent in use. 

superlative /su'p3:I:Juv! n. or adj. In languages exhibiting three 
degrees of comparison for adjectives and/or adverbs, that form 
expressing the highest degree of comparison: e.g., English biggest 
(from big), worst (from bad or badly) and most beautiful (from 
beautiful). Cf. positive, comparative, excessive, elative. 

supine /'su:pam/ n. 1. In the grammar of Latin. a distinct non-finite 
form derived from one of the participial stems of a verb and serving 
to express certain types of complements. In the familiar Latin 
phrase mirabile dictu 'wonderful to tell'. dictu is the supine of the 
verb dicere 'tell'. 2. In the grammars of certain other languages. a 
conventional label for a non-finite form whose functions are more or 
less reminiscent of those of the Latin supine. The term has no 
general linguistic significance. 

suppletion /sa'pli:I~ n. The use of two or more distinct stems for 
forming the inflections of a single lexical item: go/went. person! 
people, bad/worse. Adj. suppletive !s:J'pli:tlv!. 

suprBessive !su:pr:J'eslv! See superessive. 

suprafix !'su:pr:JfJks! See superfix. 
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surface structure I'S3:flsl n. 1. In various derivational theories of 
grammar, that level of syntactic representation which is least 
abstract and which typically serves as the input to the phonological 
rules. In the Standard Theory of Transformational Grammar, the 
surface structure of a sentence was simply the tree that resulted 
from the application of all the transformational rules; it contained 
no record of its own derivational history. and it served as input to 
the phonological rules. but not to the semantic rules. In the 
Extended Standard Theory, surface structure served as part of the 
input to the semantic rules, along with the deep structure. In the 
Revised Extended Standard Theory, surface structure was enriched 
by the presence of nulI elements called traces, which anowed it to 
·remember' certain aspects of its derivational history, and it became 
the sole input to both phonological and semantic rules; in that 
framework. it contrasted with a slightly more abstract level of 
representation calIed shallow structure. In Government-Binding 
Theory, the old shalIow structure, now renamed S-structure, has 
come to be regarded as one of the three principal designated levels 
of representation, along with D-structure and Logical Form, and 
surface structure (now often called 'surface form ') is apparently 
regarded as having no particular syntactic significance. though it stiU 
serves as input to the phonological rules. 2. A lahel sometimes 
applied to a tree representing the constituent structure of a sentence 
even in frameworks which are not derivational. Chomsky (1965). 

SVO language les vi: 'au/n. A language in which the normal order 
of elements in a sentence is Subject-Verb-Object, such as English, 
French or Swahili. SVO languages universally tend to show many of 
the same typological features as VSO languages, though not so 
consistently, as first pointed out by Greenberg (1963). 

switch function IswJtJI n. A grammatical device found in many 
languages which serves to track a particular participant across 
clauses and to indicate the possibly varying grammatical or semantic 
relations borne by that participant. English uses a switch-function 
system. as illustrated by the example Lisa went to the library and 0 
asked for a biography of Thomas Hardy and 0 was given this one. 
Cf. switch reference. Foley and Van Valin (1984). 

switch reference n. A grammatical device found in certain lan
guages which serves to track a particular grammatical or semantic 
relation across clauses and to monitor whether the participants 
bearing that relation are the same or different. Such a system 
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encodes simultaneously the relative discourse reference of two NPs 
in consecutive clauses and the grammatical relations of those NPs. 
Switch reference is particularly common in North American lan
guages. The following examples, from Lakhota, illustrate the use of 
the two conjunctions nil and lha in determining the reference of 
subject and object NPs; the first is the 'same-reference' conjunction, 
the second the 'switch-reference' conjunction: 

0-'1 na ~kt~ 
3Sg-arrived and 3Sg-3Sg-kiUed 
'Hej arrived and killed bimj .' 

0-'1 ~ha 0-0-kt~ 
'H~ arrived and he:; killed him;. , 

Cf. switch function. Jacobsen (1967). 

syllepsis ISI'lepsls/ See zeugma (sense 2). 

swung dash /SWArJ 'dzII n. The symbol '-', used to separate 
alternative and equivalent grammatical forms: proved - prot-·en. 

syncategorematic item /sIIJkzt~;)n'mztlk/ n. A lexical item 
which belongs to no lexical category or, equivalently, which belongs 
to a category of which it is the only member. English lexical items 
w~icb are often treated as syncategorematic include not, infinitival 
to, even (as in Even James enjoyed the pany) and please. Formal logic. 

synchronic /suJ'kmmkl ad}. Referring to the description of a 
language at a particular moment in time (not necessarily the present 
moment). Absl7. n. synchrony /'sIIJkr:mi/. Cf. diacbronic:. 

syncretism /'sIIJkr;)tlzrpI n. (also neutralization) The morphologi
cal phenomenon in which two or more morphosyntactically distinct 
lorms of a lexical item are formally identical. In Latin, for example. 
genitive and dative case forms of nouns are usually di~tinct (amicus 
'friend'. genitive amici, dative amico), but in -a-stem nouns they 
exhibit syncretism (puella 'iirl', genitive/dative puellae). Adj. syn
cretic /sIIJ'kretlk/. 

syndeton I'smd!t;)n/ n. A coordinate structure involving the ex
plicit use of coordinating conjunctions like and. Adj. syndetic 
/sm'detlk/; abstr. n. syndesis /'smdlSIs/. Cf. asyndeton. 

synesis l'smlSls/ n. Agreement with sense rather than with form. 
as in The Cabinet are divided on this issu~. 
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syntactic blend Ism'tzktlkl n. An utterance which switches part
way through from one well-fonned structure to another, the whole 
being iII-fonned: an example is ·It's my car is the problem. See 
anacoluthon, zeugma, apo koinou construction. 

syntactic category n. Any formal object which is available to serve 
as a node in a tree. In early generative grammar, syntactic cat
egories were usually regarded as monads with no internal structure 
and were usually represented by purely mnemonic names or sym
bols like V or NP. In virtually all contemporary work, however. 
syntactic categories are analysed as complex symbols with represen
tations like [+N] [-VI [BAR 2] [+PLURAL] [3 PERSON], and 
symbols like NP are regarded purely as typographical abbreviations. 
See Gazdar et al. (1988) for a very general formalization of the 
notion of a syntactic category. 

syntactic feature Sec feature. 

syntagm I'smtzml n. (rarely syntagma Ism't3!gm~ An occasional 
synonym for construction. NOTE: in many European languages. this word is 
used a.~ the exact equivalent of the EogIisb word pbnR. Adj. syntapnatic. 

syntagmatic relation Ismtzg'mzukl n. Any relation holding be
tween two clements which are simultaneously present in a single 
structure, such as that between a verb and its object. Cf. paradig
matic relation. Saussurc (1916). 

syntax I'slntzksl n. The branch of grammar dealing with the organ
ization of words into larger structur~. particularly into sentences: 
equivalently. the study of sentence structure. Adj. syntactic, syntac
tical/sm'tzktlk,-Jl. NOTE: the fonn syna.ctical is traditional, but contem
porary usage among linguists ravours syntactic. 

synthetic /sm'geukl adj. Denoting a pattern in which grammatical 
distinctions are expressed by variation in the forms of words, rather 
than by the use of additional auxiliary words. Examples include 
English eat. eats, ate, eating and Basque gi::ona 'the man', gizonari 
'to the man', gizonarekin 'with the man', gizonak 'the men', etc. ct. 
analytic. 

synthetic language n. A language characterized by a high fre
quency of synthetic structures, whether inflecting or aggIutiDating. 
Examples include Latin. Arabic, Turkish. Basque and Georgian. 
See Horne (1966) for discussion. Schlegel (1818). 
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system I'slst;)m/ n. A very general term tor an organized set of 
\..vUlpf"ting possibilities among the grammatical or lexical elements 
of a langua~e, often considered together with a set of statements for 
choosing among these possibilities. For example, one might speak 
of the 'pronoun system' of a language. meaning the complete inven
tory of pronouns occurring in it and the rules for choosing among 
them, or one might speak of the 'verbal system' of a language, 
meaning the complete set of possible verb forms and the rules for 
using them. The notion of a system was introduced by Ferdinand de 
Saussure; it represents an elaboration of the traditional notion of a 
paradigm. but differs in that it emphasizes the relations among the 
elements, rather than the elements themselves. 

Systemic Grammar /sr'sti:mrki n. A theory of grammar devel
oped by Michael Halliday and his colleagues during the last sever,li 
decades. First introduced in Halliday (1961), the framework W>IS 

originally called Scale-and-Category Grammar. Systemic Grammar 
sees a grammatical system as a network of interrelated systems of 
classes; entry conditions define the choices which can be made 
within each system; these choices become increasingly specific 
('delicate') as the analysis proceeds. Systemic Grammar is a func
tional grammar in sense 1 of that term; it attaches overriding 
importance to the elucidation of communicative function, and its 
analyses incorporate a great deal of communicative, pragmatic and 
sociolinguistic information of a sort not commonly encountered in 
other approaches. Its proponents have particularly stressed its util
ity in the analysis of texts. an area beyond the scope of most other 
theories of grammar, and indeed Systemic Grammar is so different 
from other approaches in its motivation and objectives that direct 
comparison is almost impossible. The most convenient brief intro
duction is Morley (1985); a more detailed introduction is Butler 
(1985). A rigorous formalization is provided in Patten and Ritchie 
(1987). 

system network n. In Systemic Grammar. a body of interrelated 
rules which. taken together, specify the set of well-formed cat
egories available in the grammar. 
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t See trace. 

TAG Iti: el 'd3i:1 See Tree-Adjoining Grammar. 

Tagmemics Itceg'mi:mlksl n. A framework for grammatical de· 
scription developed by Kenneth Pike and his colleagues. 
Tagmemics is a slot-and-fiUer approach which is primarily designed 
to allow fieldworkers to reduce corpora of data to coherent descrip
tions efficiently; it is particularly associated with the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics, an association of missionary linguists 
devoted largely to Bible translations. See Cook (1969) or Jones 
(1980) for an introduction. 

tag question I'tceg ,kwestf~nl n. A question which immediately 
follows a statement and which serves to seek confirmation. either 
explicitly (as in She's Irish, isn't she?) or rhetorically (as in She's 
Irish, i.~ she?). The formation of tag questions in English is notori
ously complex, most other languages managing with an invariable 
tag like Spanish "no? 

tag statement I'tceg ,steItm~ntl n. A statement which immedi
ately follows another statement and which serves to reinforce that 
first statement, as in She's Irish, she is. 

TAL Iti: el 'ell See tree-adjoining language. 

tangling l'trel)glll)l n. The phenomenon in which the arcs in a tree 
connecting mothers to daughters are permitted to cross, in violation 
of the Non-tangling Condition: see the example under this last 
entry. 

taxonomy Itrek'son;)mil n. Any proposed system for labelling and 
classifying grammatical elements. All approaches to grammatical 
description necessarily incorporate some taxonomic elements, but 
the term 'taxonomic' has particularly been used by generative 
linguists as a term of abuse [or the work of the American structur
aIists (see structuralism), which they regard as excessively con
cerned with classification at the expense of explanation. Adj. 
taxonomic Itrek:':J' nomlk/. 
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telic I'ti:hkl adj. Denoting an activity which has a recognizable goal 
Li~.;. achievement of which would necessarily bring the activity to an 
end, as in the examples Lisa is cleaning the fridge and We drove to 
Canterbury. 2. Denoting a verb or predicate which, intrinsically or 
in a particular case, exhibits this semantic property, such as the 
verbs in the preceding examples. Cf. atelk. See Comrie (1976) for 
discussion. Garey (1957). 

template l'templeItJ n. A general pattern for the formation of word 
forms belonging to some lexical category in a particular language. A 
template consists of a linear sequence of 'slots' or 'positions', each 
of which can or must be filled by one (or occasionally more than 
one) of a specified class of morphemes. For example, Young and 
Morgan (1980) propose an analysis of Navaho verb forms in terms 
of ten positions, as follows: (1: theme) (2: iterative) (3: distributive) 
(4: direct object) (5: subject) (6: theme) (7: mode/aspect) (8: sub
ject) (9: classifier) (10: stem); in any particular Navaho verb form, 
some (though not all) of these positions wiu be filled by appropriate 
morphemes. The template approach to inftectional morphology 
seems particularly appropriate for many North American lan
guages; it was highly developed by the American structuralists, and 
formed much of the inspiration for their Item-aDd-Arrangemeat 
view of morphology generally. 

temporal clause l'temp~rV n. An adverbial clause which expresses 
some notion of time. Temporal clauses in English are usually intro
duced by one of the subordinators before, after, since, while, when 
and whenever. Examples: The phone rang [while she was in the 
bath]; [Before Lisa came to Brighton] she lived in Dorset. 

tense Itensl n. 1. The grammatical category which correlates most 
directly with distinctions of time. Tense is a frequent category in the 
languages of the world, but is far from universal, Chinese being an 
example of a language which lacks tense entirely. Tense distinctions 
are very frequently marked on finite verbs. English exhibits a 
minimal tense system with a two-way contrast between past and 
non-past forms. as iUustrated by Lisa lives in France vs. Lisa lived in 
France; Lisa is smoking vs. Lisa was smoking; Lisa has finished her 
e.uay vs. Lisa had finished her essay: Lisa says she will come vs. Lisa 
said she would come. English lacks a distinctive future tense. A few 
languages, of which the New Guinea language Hua is the best
known example, have a two-term system contrasting future and 
non-iutllre. Latin and the Romance languages show a three-term 
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tense system with past. present and future tenses, though the use of 
the future is highly restricted in some of these languages. Some 
languages exhibit more elaborate tense systems. distinguishing, for 
example. recent past and remote past tenses. The New Guinea 
language Yimas has a remarkably rich system of seven tenses: four 
past tenses. distinguishing varying degrees of remoteness, a present, 
a near future and a remote future (Foley 1986). See Comrie (1985a) 
for discussion, and see also absolute tense and relative tense. 2. Any 
particular tense form exhibited by a particular language. such as the 
English past tense. J'l;on: traditional grammar often uses the term 'tense' in 
a very loose manner that covers not only distinctions of tense hut also those of 
asped and sometimes even funher distinctions. Thus, Latin is sometimes said to 
have six 'tenses', when in reality it has three tenses which intersect Wilh two 
aspectual categories to produce six distinct sets of forms. It would be very 
convenient to have an unambiguous term for referring to any single one of the 
tense-aspcct-mood distinctions made in a single language, but no such term 
appears to be in usc. 

tensed /[enst! adj. Denoting a clause, a VP or a verb which is finite 
and which is therefore marked for tense. 

term /t3:ml n. In RG, anyone of the grammatical relations Subject, 
Direct Object or Indirect Object. regarded as fundamental in that 
framework and usually designated as I. 2 and 3, respectively. Other 
relations arc regarded as 'non-terms'. 

terminal node I't3:mll1l! n. (also leaf) A node in a tree which 
dominates no material; this is usually a lexical item. 

terminal symbol /'slmbll n. In a formal grammar employing the 
rewrite rule format, a symbol which cannot be rewritten by any of 
the rules in the grammar and which hence can only ever appear as a 
terminal node in a tree. 

TG See Transformational Grammar. 

TGG See under Transformational Grammar. 

thai-trace effects IOa:t'trels l,fektsl n. pl. Another name for the 
phenomena covered by the Complementizer-Gap Constraint. 

thematic relation I{h'mreukl n. (also thematic role) 1. Tradition
ally, and still currently, the contribution made by some element of a 
sentence to the information content of that sentence. The most 
widely recognized thematic relations are topic, comment and focus. 
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2. In GB. another name for theta role. See the comment under 
thematic structure (sense 2). 

thematic structure n. 1. The structure of a sentence seen from the 
point of view of the distribution of information within it. The most 
important thematic notions are topic,comment and focus. 2. In GB. 
the set of theta roles (semantic roles) assigned by a verb or predi
cate. An example is the thematic structure of the verb kill, repre
sented as [l(extemal):Agent; 2(internal):Patient). NOTE: this choice of 
terminology in GB is extremely unfortunate. to say the least. as it Icads to 
immediate potential confusion with the long-established first sense. 

theme lei:ml n. 1. In morphology, an older synonym for base 
(sense 1), now little used. 2. A synonym. for topic (sense 1), con
trasting with rheme (= comment). 3. The semantic role borne by an 
NP expressing an entity which is in a state or a location or which is 
undergoing motion, such as the ball in The ball is dirty, The ball is 01/ 

the table and She threw me the ball. Theme is one of the deep cases 
recognized in Case Grammar. It is not easy to draw a line between 
Theme and Patient, and some analysts conflate the two. 

theory of grammar I'el;}ril n. 1. The branch of linguistics which 
investigates the characterization of the grammars of natural 
languages. which tries to determine the properties which such 
grammars can have. 2. Any particular proposal as to the nature of 
possible grammars for natural languages. Among the most influen
tial of such proposals are Government-Binding Theory, Lexical
Functiooal Grammar and Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar. 
but many others exist. 

Theta Criterion I'ei:t;} kral,t1;}ri;}nl n. (also 8-Criterion) In GB. 
the requirement that the arguments of a verb in a syntactic structure 
and the theta roles required by the verb's lexical entry must match 
up on a one-to-one basis. 

theta government n. In GB, one of the two instances of proper 
government; see the discussion under that entry. 

theta role n. (also 8-role) In GB, the usual term for one of the 
semantic roles recognized in that framework and assigned by verbs 
and predicates to their arguments by the requirements of Theta 
Theory. The proponents of GB have been remarkably unforthcom
ing about precisely which theta roles are posited in the framework. 
but at least Agent. Patient and Goal are generally recognized. and 
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some of the other semantic roles recognized in Case Grammar are 
at least occasionally invoked. 

Theta Theory 1:. (also 9-Theory) In GB, the module which deals 
with the valency requirements of verbs. It incorporates a set of 
participant roles called theta roles, whose proper distribution in 
sentence structures is mediated chiefly by the Projection Principle 
and the Theta Criterion. Chomsky (1981). 

third person I{b:dl n. That category of person which includes no 
rderence to the speaker or to the addressee. The English pronouns 
he, .~he. it and they are all third person in reference, as are the 
overwhelming majority of noun phrases in all languages. 

third-person imperative n. An imperative directed at someone 
-: .• her than the addressee: see examples under jussive (sense 2). 

T1\IA Iti: em' 'ell An abbreviation for 'tense-mood-aspect', often 
used when speaking in general terms of the (frequently int~rrelated) 
formal expression of these three grammatical categories. 

tmesis f'tml:slsl n. Separation of the elements of a compound word 
by other material, as in what things soever for whatsoever things, or 
in She took her dress off. as opposed to She took off her dress. 

to-infinitive ftu:f n. A conventional label for an infinitival verb 
phrase preceded by the formative to, as in Lisa wants 10 buy a 
BMW. In traditional grammar, such a sequence as to buy was 
regarded as a single form, the so-called 'infinitive' of the verb buy, 
hut this analysis is rejected by all contemporary theories of gram
mar: all possible tests point to the conclusion that the sequence buy 
,I BMlVis a constituent (a verb phrase), and hence to the conclusion 
th"t 10 buy is not a constituent of any kind. Cf. bare infinitive. 

top-down I,top 'dounl adj. Denoting an approach to generating 
or parsing sentences in which one begins with the S node at the top, 
expands this into a suitable set of daughters, expands each of these 
into a further set of constituents, and so on, until the individual 
words are reached. Cf. bottom-up. 

topic f'toplkf n. 1. (also tbeme) That element of a sentence which is 
presented as already existing in the discourse and which the rest of 
the sentence (the comment) is in some sense 'about'. In English and 
in many other languages. the topic is most often realized as the 
grammatical subject in the unmarked case; the choice of a topic 
which IS not the subject is usually accompanied by a marked con-
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struction of some kind. See examples under topic:alization. 2. In 
Philippine languages. a conventional label for an overtly marked NP 
which exhibits some, but not all. of the typical properties of subjects 
and which contrasts in those languages with an alCtor (sense 2), an 
NP exhibiting the remaining subject properties. See Schachter 
(1976) for discussion. 

topicalization l,toplk;)lal'zelfJ;laf n. The phenomenon in which 
some element of a sentence is singled out as the topic by the use of a 
marked construction. In EngJish. this is done by preposing the 
topicalized element: [This book] I can't recommend; [In the park] 
stood a bronze statue. 

topic-prominent language l'toplk,pmmJn;)ntl n. A language in 
which topics are overtly marked and playa prominent role in the 
grammatical organization of sentences. sometimes regarded as a 
typologically important notion. Chinese and Japanese are two well
known examples. Cf. subject-prominent language. Li and Thompson 
(1976). 

Tough-Movement ftAfJ n. The phenomenon in which the underly
ing direct object of a verb in a complement of certain predicates is 
realized as the surface subject of that predicate. For example, the 
sentence It is hard to please Lisa can be alternatively realized as Lisa 
is hard to please. the latter structure illustrating Tough-Movement 
of the underlying direct object Lisa. The phenomenon was Imt discussed 
by Rosenbaum (1967); the name was coined by Postal (1971). and reflects the 
observation that most of the English predicates pennilling it are semantic 
expressions of ease or difficulty. like rough. hard and easy. The name 'object-to
subject raisin~' is also occasionally found in the older literature. 

toy grammar It::111 See grammar fragment. 

trace Itrelsl n. 1. (I) In the REST and in GB, a putative empty 
category left behind in a particular location by the movement of 
some element out of that position. The use of traces allows a tree to 
'remember' earlier stages of a derivation, and traces can be 
regarded as a fonnalization of certain aspects of the earlier deri
vational constraints. GB recognizes two types of traces: NP-trac:es 
and WH-t.rac:es; see examples under those entries. Chomsky (197?b). 
2. In natural-language processing, a record of the steps involved in 
the construction by a parser of a parse for a particular input. 

tractable I't~kt;)b!l adj. In complexity theory. denoting a problem 
or class of problems which can be solved using a reasonable amount 
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of computational resources; specifically. in computational linguis
tics. denoting a grammar or class of grammars capable of serving as 
the basis of a parser which gives results in a reasonable amount of 
time. AbslT. n. tractability /tr.ekt~'blhti/. 

traditional grammar /tr~'dlf~nll n. A label applied loosely to the 
entire body of grammatical descriptk~ in Europe and America 
during the whole period before ~he rise of modem linguistics in the 
twentieth century. but particularly to the descriptions presented in 
school textbooks in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
The term is often used with clear pejorative connotations, reflecting 
the sometimes inadequate nature of traditional descriptions and the 
overtly prescriptivm orientation of the school texts. but it should 
not be forgotten that traditional grammar represents the fruits of 
more than two thousand years of serious grammatical investigation, 
or that many of the categories and analyses of traditional grammar 
have been incorporated with only minor modifications into our 
current theories of grammar. Certain contemporary approaches, 
such as that presented in Quirk et a1. (1985), can also be character
ized as traditional in their outlook. even though they are consider
ably more linguistically sophisticated than earlier traditional 
descriptions. 

transducer /trrenz'dju:s~/ n. A transition network which is capable 
of dealing with two or more strings simultaneously, and which can 
hence handle such tasks as comparison, translation and simul
taneous generation. 

transform /'trreosb:rnI n. A general term for any structure or string 
which is regarded as derived in some way from another structure or 
string regarded as more basic. 

transformation /,trrensf~'melfQl n. 1. In the work of ZeUig 
Harris (notably Harris 1957), a formal, static, non-directional state
ment expressing a systematic relation between two sentence pat
terns regarded as linear strings of elements, such as between active 
and passive structures in ~nglish. In Harris's con~ption, neither 
structure is regarded as being more basic or as being derived from 
the other. 2. In the early work of Noam Chomsky and his associates, 
such as Chomsky (1957). a formal, directional statement expressing 
a systematic relation between two sentence patterns regarded as 
linear strings of elements, such as between active and passive struc
tures in English. In this conception, one of the structures is regarded 
as basic and the other is regarded as derived from it by the action of 
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the transformation. which is seen as an operation upon strings. 3. In 
the period from about 1965 to about 1976. a formal. directional 
statement expressing a systematic relation between two subtrees. in 
which one such subtree is regarded as basic and the other as derived 
from it by the action of the transformation. which is seen as an 
operation upon subtrees. In this conception. the structures of the 
subtrees involved are permitted to be specified in virtually unlimited 
detail. 4. Since about 1976, a formal. directional statement similar 
to that described in sense 3. but differing in that very severe 
constraints are placed upon the possible characterization of the 
subtrees involved, typically to the extent that nothing may be 
specified beyond the requirement that some category should be 
present somewhere both beiore and after the application of the 
transformation. NOTIo: Ihis brief allempl at characterizing the varying in
terpretations which have been allached 10 Ihe term 'transformation' neglects a 
number of details. such as Ihe exislence in Chomsky (1957) of an entirely 
separate set of 'generalized' or ·double-ba.~· transformalions. which had Ihe 
function of combining two separate senlences into a single sentence. Adj. 
tnmsformatiooal. 

transformational cycle Itr~nsfa'melJanli n. (also cycle) In [he 
Standard Tbeory of Transformational Grammar. the chief principle 
governing the application of most transformational rules to trces. 
Certain nodes. called cyclic nodes, arc designated as having a 
special status, and the subtree dominated by a cyclic node is called a 
cyclic domain. \\Inen transformations are applied to a tree, all the 
rules subject to the cycle must apply first to the lowest cyclic domain 
10 the tree, then to the next higher one, and so on, until the rules 
have applied to the highest available domain, each particular appli
cation of the rules to a particular domain being called a single cycle. 
Most usually. the categories Sand NP are designated as cyclic 
nodes, though other suggestions have been made. The principle of 
the transformational cycle (usually called simply the 'cycle') is 
retained in GB, though it seems to be regarded as less central than 
formerly. In the Standard Theory, cenain rules, notably WH
Movement, were regarded a:. exempt from the requirements of the 
cycle, but in GB all transformations are subject to it. Fillmore (1%3). 

Transformational Grammar n. (TG) (more fully. Transform
atiooal Generative Grammar. or TGG) A theory of grammar con
ceived by NOanl Chomsky in the 195()s and elaborated by Chomsky 
afld others during the succeeding decades. Chomsky's ideas were 
orlginaUy laid out in the massive and forbidding work The LogicJll 
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Structure of Linguistic Theory. completed in 1955 but not published 
until 1975. The theory was brought to the attention of linguists by 
Chomsky's 1957 book Syntactic Structures. which offered a brief and 
programmatic sketch of the framework. Chomsky's ideas were 
received with politeness but little interest by most established 
linguists; however. they were taken up with t:nonnous enthusiasm 
by a younger generation of linguists. and within a few years TG had 
hecome the orthodox mainstream in American linguistics. The 
changeover was accompanied by a great deal of bitterness. as 
described in Newmeyer (1986). In 1965 Chomsky published Aspects 
of the Theory of Syma:c. in which he presented a version of TG that 
was greatly revised from the early one and far more comprehensive; 
the theory described in Aspects quickly became known as the 
Standard Theory of TG. (For years. students of linguistics referred 
to the 1957 and 1965 books affectionately as 'The Old Testament' 
and 'The New Testament'.) TG was the first explicitly generative 
approach to grammar in modern times. and for many years the only 
one; it revolutionized the study of linguistics in general and of 
syntax in particular. TG was astonishingly powerful (see Peterr
Ritchie results). but it proved to be remarkably bad at analysing a 
wide range of grammatical phenomena; in time. it underwent nu
merous and substantial modifications (the Extended Standard 
Theory and the Revised Extended Standard Theory), and it was 
finally supplanted in the early 1980s by its direct descendant 
Government-Binding Theory. For further infonnation, see these 
terms and also Standard Theory, Generative Semantics. See 
Newmeyer (1986) for a historical account of the development of 
TG. 

transition network /trren'zlfr:t/ fl. A mode of graphical represen
tation of possible sentence structures conceived purely of strings of 
elements. It consists of points, representing states. connected by 
directed arcs. representing transitions between states; each arc is 
typically. though not necessarily. labelled with a potential sentence 
element. 

transition network grammar n. A type of network grammar 
which uses transition networks to exhibit the range of possible 
surface structures. Sec Woods (1970). 

transitive /'tnens;)Uv/ adj. Denoting a verb. or a clause containing 
such a verb. which subcategorizes for a direct object NP. Some 
transitive verbs absolutely require a direct object: assassinate, 
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dntroy, undergo, prefer. Others (absolute tramitives) can optio
nally appear without an overt direct object; examples are eal. 
understand, kill and paint. A few transitive verbs can do this only by 
receiving a reflexive interpretation, such as wash and undress. Very 
many transitive verbs, the so-called 1lD8CCWiIltive verbs, can be 
freely used as intransitives; examples are sink, mell, roll and col
lapse. Finally, some transitive verbs can be used intransitively with a 
passive interpretation in the mediopassive (or 'middle') construc
tion; examples are sell, wash and cook. In English, most transitive 
verbs can undergo passivization, though there are a few apparent 
exceptions, such as fil, swt and weigh (one sense): the transitive 
status of these verbs is questionable. 

transitive adjective n. An adjective which requires or permits a 
foUowing complement, usually expressed in English by a pre
positional phrase but in some other languages by a suitably case
inflected NP. Examples: proud of her success, delighted with her 
results, devoid of significance, anxious about the decision, frightened 
of snakes. 

transitive verb phrase n. (TVP) A label sometimes applied to 
certain discontinuous sequences consisting of a verb and another 
element separated from it by a direct object NP, when these are 
regarded as forming discontinuous constituents. Examples: Lisa 
[persuaded] me [to go]; She [made] the children [clean up the mess]; 
I [consider] her [a friend]; We want to [paint) the bathroom [white]; 
I [regard] her [as very clever); She [insened) a coin [into the slot). See 
right wrap. Bach (1979). 

translative I'tr.rnsl~uvl n. or adj. A case form occurring in some 
languages which typically expresses a state into which something 
changes, such as Finnish vedeksi 'into water' (vesi 'water') in Lumi 
muuttui vedeksi 'The snow turned to water'. 

transparency Itrrens'prer~nsil n. In GB, the property of a node 
which fails to act as a barrier. Adj. transparent Itra!ns'prer~nt/. 

tree Itri:1 n. 1. (also tree diagram, tree structure, parse tree, phrase 
marker) A graphical representation of the constituent structure of a 
sentence in which each constituent is represented by a node label 
which indicates its syntactic category and the immediate constitu
ents of each category are linked to it by lines ('arcs'). Here is an 
example representing the sentence Lisa bought that blue skirt ill 
Paris: 
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Lisa bought that blue skirt in Paris. 

The fonnalization of trees is far from being a trivial matter. Trees as 
they are commonly conceived are subject to a number of conditions, 
the most important being the Single Root Condition. the Single 
Mother Condition, the Exclusivity Condition and the Non-tangUng 
Condition. Other conceptions are possible, however; see McCawley 
(1982) for a fonnalization which rejects two of these conditions. 
Though American linguists had earlier used representations equiv
alent to trees with no labels on the nodes, the first modern trees to 
be published were those in Chomsky (1956, 1957), in which works 
trees were rejected as inadequate; this rejection resulted from the 
overriding concern of early generative linguists with representing 
sentences as sequences of strings. Though Eugene Nida (1960) 
made extensive use of trees with unlabelled nodes, trees continued 
to be very rare in syntactic work published in the early 1960s, and it 
is significant that E. R. Gammon, in his detailed 1963 survey of 
graphical representations of syntactic structure, makes no mention 
of trees in the modem sense (though he does include Nida's un
labelled trees). In 1964, Paul Postal (1964a) was still dismissing trees 
as in principle inferior to strings. though interestingly it was in that 
same year that Jerrold Katz and Postal published the first work to 
make extensive use of trees. Chomsky made very sparing use of 
trees in his inHuential 1965 book, but by this time trees were being 
widely used to represent sentence structure. Nevertheless, as late as 
1968, James McCawley still found it necessary to protest against the 
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prevailing tendency to regard trees as secondary to strings. and it 
has been only slowly and gradually that linguists have become 
sufficiently familiar with grapb theory to realize that trees can be 
usefully regarded as primitives in their own right. and not as inferior 
reflections of strings. Non.: McCawley (1988) points out that. strictly 
speaking. a tree structure (an abstract linguistic object) is distinct from a tree 
dIIIgram (a graphical representation of a tree structure). but the distinction is 
rarely important in practice. and is usually ignored. 2. Any of various other 
graphical representations of sentence structure which are remi
niscent of (botanical) trees. particularly a dependency tree. 

Tree-Adjoining Grammar I'tri: ;)d3:>rnll)l n. (TAG) One of a 
class of fonnal grammars in which trees are taken as primitive 
elements which can be combined into larger structures. A TAG 
consists of a sel of initial trees, I!ach dominated by the symbol S. a 
set of auxiliary trees. each containing at the bottom another in
stance of the category which is its root, and the operation of 
adjunction. which inserts an auxiliary tree into another tree. 
Adjunction is perfonned by excising from the matrix tree a subtree 
dominated by a node X, replacing the excision by the auxiliary tree 
(which must be dominated by a node of category X) and inserting 
the excised subtree under the other instance of X in the auxiliary 
tree. Here is an example. showing the adjunction of the auxiliary 
tree B into the matrix tree A to produce the result C: 

A: B: C: 

T s 
~ ~ 
S e a T b 
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~ 
If\ 
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~ 
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/\ 
c d 

Dependencies are treated by joining two related nodes with an arc 
which is preserved in all adjunctions; such arcs may be 'stretched' 
without limit and may cross. Simple TAGs are weakly. but flot 

strongly. equivalent to context-free grammars. TAG!! enhanced b:o 
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the use of local context-de.,endence for adjunction are 'mildly' 
context-sensitive; the languages they describe constitute a proper 
subset of the indexed languages, but they are still capable of hand
ling cross-serial dependencies. TAGs were developed by Aravind 
Joshi and his colleagues. beginning with Joshi el al. (1975); con
venient introductions are Joshi (1985, 1987). 

tree-adjoining language n. (TAL) A language defined by a tree
adjoining grammar. 

tree-adjunction n. The distinctive type of adjunction which is 
employed in tree-adjoining grammars. 

tree diagram See tree. 

tree-pruning I'pru:DlI)/ n. In classical TG. a convention by which 
any node in a tree which. as a result of the operation of transform
ations. came to dominate no material at all was automatically 
deleted from the tree. The convention was rendered redundant with 
the acceptance of the Structure-Preservatioa CODStralDt and the 
introduction of traas. Ross (1966). 

tree structure See tree. 

trial /'tral;)11 adj. A distinct number category expressing exactly 
lhree entities. Very few languages have such a form, and clear 
examples are hard to find; the 'trial' traditionaUy imputed to Fijian, 
for instance. has turned out to be a pauc:al. However, the 
Austronesian language Larike has recently been found to have a 
true trial (Laidig and Laidig 1990). 

triangle notation I'tralzl)gl nau,telft:tl n. A notational device 
used to simplify tree structures by omitting the details of some 
branch of the tree whose internal structure is not at issue. The 
suppressed subtree is represented merely by a triangle with a node 
label at the top and the lexical items at the bottom. See the example 
on p. 288. 

trickling /'tnkhl)/ See percolation. 

trigger I'tng;)/ n. Any element in a sentence which makes some 
requirement elsewhere in the sentence. For example, a subject NP 
which requires agreement in the verb is said to 'trigger' agreement 
in the verb. or to act as an agreement ·tri~~er'. the verb being the 
agrcemenl ·target'. Similarly, a verb or a prep()' .. 1twn in a case-
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marking language may trigger a particular case form on its object 
NP. 

S 

~ 
NP VP 

v NP PP 

I 6~ 
Lisa discovered the hamster behind the bookcase. 

tuple I'tju:pll See n-tuple. 

Turing machine I'tju~nlJ m~.Ji:nI n. The most powerful type of 
automaton. Turing machines can be constructed which are capable 
of carrying out any kind of computation which can be performed on 
finite strings at all. See Partee et 01. (1990) for a brief introduction. 
Turing machines were conceived by the British mathematician Alan 
Turing in the 1930s. See also universal Turing machine. 

TVP See transitive verb phrase. 

type 0 grammar Italp '~I See unrestricted grammar. Chomsky 
(1959). 

type 1 grammar IWAnl See context-sensitive grammar. Chomsky 
(1959). 

type 2 grammar Itu:1 See context-free grammar. Chomsky (19591. 

type 3 grammar 19ri:1 See regular grammar. Chomsky (1959). 
Non. on the above: in some of his other early publications. Chomsky used a 
different numbering system from that given here. which is the one that has 
gained general acceptance. 

typology Ital'pol~d3i/ n. The classification of languages in terms of 
their structural features. MorphologicaUy based typologies were 
introduced very early in the nineteenth century. the most famous 
being the isolating/agglutinating/inflecting typology of Wilhelm von 
Humboldt. See Horne (1966) for a brief history of morphological 
typology. Syntactically based typologies date only from the 19tiOs. 
the pioneering work being that of Joseph Greenberg (1963) on basic 
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word order typology; since then, very many syntactic typologies 
have been proposed, involving such classes as DOD-c:onftgurational, 
ref~joated and topk-prom!neat languages. See Croft 
(1990) for a summary. Adj. typoIogkaI/talpa'lod3IkV. 
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UCFG See unordered context-free grammar. 

UCG See Unification Categorial Grammar. 

UG /ju: 'd3i:/ 1. See universal grammar. 2. See unification grammar. 

ultimate constituent /'AIUm;)t/ n. Any element. normally a word 
or a morpheme. which is a constituent of some category and which 
cannot itself be broken down into smaller constituents. 

Umlaut /'umlaut/ n. A type of inflection by vowel change in the 
root. as in tooth/teeth and mouse/mice. Umlaut differs from Ablaut 
only in its historical source. and both terms are usually only used by 
linguists who are aware of the historical facts. 

unaccusative /An;)'kju:zauv/ n. or adj. Denoting an intransitive 
verb or predicate, or a construction involving one of these, whose 
subject NP is not an agent or (sometimes) not an actor. or. in some 
conceptions, whose surface subject is an underlying (direct) object. 
Typical un accusatives are die, melt, explode. fall down, exist. 
vanish. be small. be red and many aspectual verbs. Unaccusative 
predicates exhibit distinctive grammatical behaviour in some lan
guages. for example by taking postverbal subjects when other 
intransitives take preverbal subjects. Unaccusatives receive a dis
tinctive grammatical analysis in certain theories of grammar. no
tably RG and GB. See Grimshaw (1987). Cf. une..gative. Geoff 
Pullum (unpublished work); Perlmutter (1978). Non: recently the term 'erga
tive·. popularized by Keyser and Roeper (1984). has been widely used for those 
unaccusatives which can be used both transitively and intransitively. particularly 
in GB; see the remarks under ergative (sense 5). 

Unaccusative Hypothesis /hal'p09asls/ n. The proposal that 
un8ccusative verbs and predicates have an underlying direct object 
b~lt no underlying subject. This analysis is accepted in certain deri
vational theories of grammar, notably RG and many versions of 
GB. The first explicit ptibiished proposal of this hypothesis was that 
or Perlmutter (1978), but the idea had earlier been put forward by 
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Paul Postal and, less explicitly, by others; see PulJum (1988) for a 
historical summary. 

unbounded IAn'boundld/ adj. Denoting any phenomenon involv
ing two elements which may be arbitrarily far apart. Cf. local. 

unbounded dependency n. (also long-distance dependency) Any 
dependency (sense 1) the two ends of which may be separated by 
any arbitrary distance. The most familiar example: in English is 
WH-questiODS, but eleCting, topicalization and relative elauses may 
also involve unbounded dependencies. The existence of unbounded 
dependencies constitutes a major headache for syntactic analysis, 
and alJ sorts of special machinery have been postulated to deal with 
them. Classical TG made liberal use of the theoreticalJy problematic 
unbounded movement rules. Both GB and GPSG reanalyse 
unbounded dependencies as consisting of chains of local depen
dencies, GB by using traces and GPSG by using its slash feature. 
LFG does something similar by using arcs in f-structures. 

undergoer /And;)'g;)u;)/ n. In RRG, a superordinate semantic role 
typicalJy assumed by the lower-ranking (on a certain hierarchy) of 
two argument NPs in a clause. Cf. actor. 

underlying /And;)'lauIJ/ adj. Denoting any abstract representation 
which differs appreciably from the surtace form it is posited as 
representing. Many (not alJ) linguists would argue that won't, for 
instance, is a realization of an underlying will not, or that conjugable 
realizes an underlying conjugate plus -able. Theories of grammar 
differ greatly in the extent to which they &re willing to countenance 
underlying representations. Derivational theories of grammar like 
TG and GB often postulate highly abstract underlying represen
tations of syntactic structure: for example, Lisa seems to be happy is 
often assumed to realize an underlying structure along the lines of 
TellSe seem [Lisa (to) be happy]. The term 'underlying form' was first used 

by Bloomfield (1933:218), though Bloomfield's use was slightly different from 
the modern use. 

underspecification /,And;)speslfl'kelfn/ n. An analysis in which 
, some feature value whose overt presence is required on the surtace 

is left underlyingly unspecified and must therefore be provided by a 
default mechanism. V. underspecify /And;)'spesrfar/. 

un ergative /,An'3:g;)UV/ n. or adj. Denoting an intransitive verb 
or predicate whose subject is an agent NP or (sometimes) an actor 
NP. Typical unergatives'are run. jump, sing, dance, reside and, less 
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obviously, receive, sleep and dream. In English, unergatives often 
,::::nit (pseudo-)passivization: The fence was jumped over by the 
horse; This bed was slept in by George Washington. Other intran
sitives (unaccusatives) do not permit passivization: *Mex;co was 
vanished in by Ambrose Bierce: *This bed was died in by George 
Washington. Unergatives receive a distinctive grammatical analysis 
in certain theories of grammar. notably RG. Cf. unaexusative. Groff 
Pullum (unpublished work); Perlmutter and Postal (1984). 

ungrammatical IAngr;,'mretlk)1 (also deviant (sense 1) See ill
fonned. 

unification l,ju:mh'keIJnl n. In various theories of grammar 
making use of explicit and weU-developed systems of syntactic 
features, a formal procedure for combining two categories into one. 
Two categories can unify as long as they do not contain conflicting 
information; the resulting category contains all the information in 
each of the two initial categories. The concept of unification was 
introduced by Kay (1979); it has given rise to a whole family of 
grammatical frameworks coUectively known as unificatioD gram
mars, among which LFG, GPSG and HPSG are particularly promi
nent. In these frameworks unification plays a crucial role in passing 
information around nodes in trees so as to handle such phenomena 
as agreement. 

Unification Categorial Grammar n. (UCG) An elaborated ver
sion of Categorial Grammar in which categories may be further 
specified by features and may contain variables which are instan
tiated by UnificatioD with other categories. Each expression in UCG 
belongs to a syntactic category and has a phonological form and a 
semantic representation. 

unification grammar n. (UG) A generic label for any grammatical 
framework in which unification plays a prominent part. See Shieber 
(1986) for an introduction to unification grammars. 

unifonnity Iju:m'b:mrtil n. (also UDilorm bar-level hypothesis) In 
the X-bar system, the requirement that every maximal projection 
should carry the same number of bars. Implicit in early discussions 
of the X-bar system. uniformity was explicitly advocated by 
lackendoff (1977). who proposed three bars for maximal projec
tions. Uniformity is widely accepted, and at present there is some
thing of a consensus in favour of two bars on maximal projections, 
t"uugh several linguists have argut'd for one bar. others have pro-
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posed larger number.; than three, and a few have rejected uniform
ity entirely. See Komai and Pullum (1990) for discussion and 
references. 

unisinistrality Iju:nJslnJs'trrehti/ n. The property of a rewrite rule 
which has exactly one category to the left of the arrow, identified by 
Manaster-Ramer and Kac (1990) as the central notion underlying 
most conceptions of the notion (context-free) phrase structure rule. 

universal/ju:nJ'Y3:s!l n. Any object or property which is posited as 
being present in the grammars of all languages, or at least as being 
·a·.ailable' to those grammar.;, even if not actually realized in some. 
Universals are sometimes di~'ided into formal universals, having (0 

do with the form a grammar can take, and substantive universals, 
having to do with the objects which can be present in a grammar; 
see examples under those entries. See also absolute universal. 
relative universal. 

Universal Base Hypothesis /hal'poe;,sls/ n. 1. In TG, the con
jecture that the phrase structure rules of the base (sense 4) might be 
identical in the grammars of all languages, fir.;t su.ggested (rather 
inexplicitly) by Chomsky (1965:117). 2. Sometimes, by extension. 
any proposal that the principal structure-building rules might be the 
same in the grammars of all languages. 

universal grammar n. (UG) Those grammatical properties which 
hold for the grammars of all existing and possible natural languages. 
which define the notion 'possible grammar'. The elucidation of the 
properties of univer.;al grammar is one of the chief goals of syntactic 
theory. 

universal Turing machine n. A particular Turing machine which 
is capable of emulating the behaviour of any other Turing machine. 
See Partee el al. (1990) for discussion. 

unmarked form /An'ma:kt,b:ml n. That one of two or more 
competing forms which is in some sense the 'simplest' or 'mnst 
basic'. For examples and discussion. see under marked form. 

unordered context-free grammar /An':>:d;,d/ II. (UCFG) A type 
of context-free grammar consisting only of immediate dominance 
rules. with no statements of linear precedence. A UCFG generates 
"'ild trees. Barton et al. (1987), 

un passive /An'p3!Slv/ n. or adj. An English construction in which 
the prefix Uf/- is attached to the passive participle of a transitive 
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verb, which may be accompanied by an agent phrase, as in His 
arrival was unnoticed by the crowd. Un passives present difficulties 
of analysis. since they have no corresponding active: ·The crowd 
unnoticed his arrival. They represent a clear case of morphosyntac
tic mismatch, since unnoticed is a morphological unit. while the 
syntactic structure required appears to be un-[noticed by the crowd]. 

unproductive l,hnpr;)'dhktIvl adj. Denoting an affix or a pattern 
which occurs in certain cases of word formation in a language but 
which cannot be extended to new instances of word formation. An 
English example is the suffix -ship. which occurs in such words as 
kingship and friendship but which cannot be extended to new 
instances. It is possible for an unproductive pattern to beoome 
productive; an example is the suffix -wise. which was until recently 
entirely confined to a handful of words like clockwise. otherwise and 
lengthwise. but which has now become productive: money wise. 
production wise. healthwi~e and so on. 

unrestricted grammar Ihnn'stnktJdl n. (also type 0 gnunmar) A 
type of formal grammar employing the rewrite rule formalism in 
which any arbitrary string may be rewritten as any other arbitrary 
string. the only limitation being that there must be at least one non
null category on the left of the rule. The class of unrestricted 
grammars is the most powerful class of grammars which can be 
defined. and such grammars can weakly generate any system which 
can be generated at all. Unrestricted grammars arc therefore equiv
alent to Turing machines. and are generally regarded as being vastly 
too powerful to be of any linguistic interest. See also Peters-Ritchie 
results. Chomsky (1959). 

unspecified object deletion Ihn'spesJfaJdl n. The phenomenon 
in which an intrinsically transitive verb appears in an apparently 
intransitive construction with no overt direct object. but the subject 
is still interpreted as the agent and some unspecified entity is 
understood as the direct object. Examples include Lisa is eating. 
I've been painting for years. He drinks roo much and He will kill 
again. In English. only certain transitive verbs can be so used: ·We 
were disc/LSsing; "'I often imagine. See absolute transitive and cf. 
mediopassive. 

untensed Ihn'tenstl adj. A synonym for non-finite. one often pre
ferred by generative grammarians. 
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up arrow I'Ap zr~1 n. In LFG, the symbol t. attached to a node in 
a tree to mark functional information passed up to the f-structure of 
the node's mother. See the examples under functional schema. 

utterance I' At:Jr:Jns/ n. A particular piece of speech produced by a 
particular individual on a particular occasion. The American struc
turalists regarded utterances as constituting the primary data for 
linguistic investigation; generative grammarians, in contrast. fre
quently attach little importance to utterances. regarding them as 
crude reflections at best of an underlying linguistic reality and 
preferring to focus their attention on introspections. See Labov 
( 1975) for a critical discussion of the theoretical status of utterances. 
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V See verb. 

valency /'veIl~nsil n. 1. The number of arguments for which a 
particular verb subcategorizes: rain is avalent (no arguments), die is 
monovalent (one argument), describe is divalent (two arguments) 
and give is trivalent (three arguments). 2. More generally, the 
sUbcategorization requirements of any lexical item. Tesni~re (1959), 
&om chemistry. 

value /'vzlju:/ See feature value. 

variable I've~ri~bV n. 1. An algebraic symbol which may assume 
anyone of a specified range of values. For example, in the X-bar 
system, the variable X is often used to represent the range of lexical 
categories which can be projected into phrasal categories, including 
at least Noun, Verb, Adjective and Preposition, and possibly other 
lexical categories. Similarly. the notation yn. where the superscript 
n is a variable, may be used to represent any projection of the 
category Verb, with n typically ranging over the values 0, 1 and 2. 
2. In GB, another name for a WH-trace. 

vastness theorem See NL vastness theorem. 

V -bar Ivi:'ba:/ n. In the X-bar system, the one-bar projection of the 
lexical category Verb. Analyse~ differ as to whether this category 
should be recognized at all and also as to what, if it is recognized, it 
should correspond to. Early versions of the X-bar system usually 
identified V-bar with the category VP, with V-double-bar identified 
as S; however, a number of phenomena (fronting, deletion, etc.) 
strongly suggest that VP must be a maximal projection, and hence 
most CUITent analyses simply deny the existence of the one-bar 
projection. Recent versions of GB reoognize a distinction between 
V-bar and VP; the distinction, however, is not 'trongly motivated. 
and it appears that the label 'VP' is assigned somewhat arbitrarily to 
the highest V-bar in a tree. See Haegeman (1991) for discussion. Cf. 
verb phrase. 
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verb IV3:bl n. (V) One of the most important lexical categories, and 
one which is seemingly universal. The class of verbs in every lan
guage is both large and open. Grammatically speaking, verbs are 
most obviously distinguished by the fact that each verb typically 
requires the presence in its sentence of a specified set of NP argu
ments. each of which typically repreSGilts sOJlle particular semantic 
role and each of which may be requiu;d to appear in some particular 
grammatical fonn (particular case marking, particular preposition, 
etc.). In a very high proportion of languages. though not in all, verbs 
serve as the locus of marking for tense, and often also for aspect, 
mood and agreement in person and number with subjects and 
sometimes other argument NPs. Semantically, verbs most typically 
express actions, events and states of affairs: eat, die, know. collapse. 

verbal noun l'v3:bV II. Any fonn of a verb which can serve as the 
head of a noun phrase in a Dominalization. particularly a gerund. 

verb-complement clause n. A complement clause which serves as 
a complement to a verb, as in the examples Lisa wants [to buy a 
BMW] and Lisa enjoys [watching rugby]. 

verb-final/'fam!l adj. 1. Denoting a clause in which the verb occurs 
at the end. 2. Denoting a language in which this is the normal 
pattern. such as an SOV language. 

verb-initial adj. 1. Denoting a clause in which the verb occurs at tile 
beginning. 2. Denoting a language in which this is the normal 
pattern. such as a VSO language. 

verb-medial adj. I. Denoting a clause in which the verb occurs 
neither initially nor finally. 2. Denoting a language in which this is 
the normal pattern. such as an SVO language. 

verb phrase n. (VP) 1. The syntactic category consisting of a verb 
and its complements and also. in most analyses, its adjuncts: this 
category most typically functions as a predicate. The category VP 
behaves like a maximal projection in several respects and accord
ingly. within the X-bar system, it is usually regarded as the maximal 
projection V" of the lexical category Verb, though in some early 
versions of the X-bar system, VP was identified as the one-bar 
projection V'. V" being identified with S. Virtually all analyses 
agree that, in a simple example such as Lisa bought this skirt ill 
Paris. the sequence bought this skirt in Paris is a VP. There is 
less agreement. however. about constructions involving verb
complement VPs. In the example Lisa has finished her e$say. the 
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sequence finished her essay is regarded by all as a VP. but the lenger 
sequence has finished her essay is treated differently in different 
frameworks. Many approaches. including GPSG. regard this as a 
larger VP with the structure lvpV VP]. TG and the earlier versions 
of GB, however, did not even regard this sequence as a constituent. 
preferring instead to analyse the whole sentence as having the 
structure [sNP AUX VP]. with the auxiliary has located under the 
AUX node. Recent versions of GB, in contrast. treat has finished 
her essay as a constituent, but not as a VP; instead. it is regarded as 
I-bar, the one-bar projection of INFL. with the internal structure 
[I'INFL VP] and has located under INFL. There is considerable 
controversy as to whether the category VP is universally present in 
languages. or even in configurational languages: in particular, lan
guages with the basic word orders VSO and OSV are sometimes 
regarded as lacking the category. Cf. V-bar, sentence (sense 2), and 
see also phantom category. 2. In traditional grammar, a label often 
applied to a sequence of auxiliary and main verbs. such as may have 
been writing in She may have been writing leners. No contemporary 
theory of grammar recognizes such a sequence as constituting a 
constituent. 

Verb Phrase Deletion See VP deletion. 

verb-second· phenomenon /v3:b 'sek;md f~,nomlfl~n/ II. (also 
V2 phenomenon) The phenomenon occurring in certain languages 
by which the finite verb must be the second element in the sentence. 
German is a well-known example: the German sentence Er hat 
geslern mit meiner Frau getanzt 'He danced with my wife yesterday'. 
literally 'he has yesterday with my wife danced'. can be recast as 
Geslem hal er mil meiner Frau getanzt or Mit meiner Frau hat er 
gestern getanzt, but any ordering that puts the finite verb in other 
than second position is ill-formed: *Gestern er hal mil meiner Frau 
getanzt. 

verb serialization /,sJ~ridlaI'zerJD/ See serial verb construction. 

verification system /venfr'kclfD/ See evidential. 

version /'v3:3D/ n. An ad hoc label applied to various inflectienal 
distinctions in the verbal morphologies of various languages. The 
term is most often used in connection with Georgian. in 'which it 
denote~l certain inflectional distinctions of valency distinct from 
transitivity. but it is also applied. for example, to the distinctive 
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affirmative and negative verb forms of Aleut. The term has no 
general linguistic significance. 

vertical bar /,v3:tJk! 'bo:/ n. An abbreviatory convention serving 
to collapse two or more phrase structure rules or immediate domi
nance rules which rewrite the same categc"·y. For example, the 
schema C ~ I BCF I CG ! BH i I ser"es h) abbreviate the four rules 
C --> BCF. C --> CG. C --> BH and C ~ I. 

Visser's Generalization /'VIS,;}Z/ n. The observation that an object 
NP with a following complement can always and only be passivized 
if that complement relates to the object. For example. We per
suaded Lisa to go and We regarded Janet as incompetent can be 
passivized to Lisa was persuaded to go and Janet was regarded as 
incompetent, while We promised Lisa to go and Janet struck us as 
incompetent cannot be passivized to * Lisa was promised to go and 
* We were struck by Janet as incompetent. Observation: Visser (1963-73, 
1lI:2.2118); name: Joan Bresnan (unpublished work, 1976); Bresnan (1982b). 

vocative /'vnk';}tlv/ n. or adj. 1. A noun phrase used for direct 
address, such as Lisa in Would you .give me a hand, Lisa? 2. A 
morphologically distinctive case form occurring in some languages 
and typically serving this function, such as Latin amice, vocative of 
amicus 'friend'. 

voice /v:m/ n. The grammatical category expressing the relationship 
between, on the one hand, the participant roles of the NP argu
ments of a verb and, on the other hand, the grammatical relations 
borne by those same NPs. In European languages, the most familiar 
voice contrast is that between active and passive constructions. In 
an active construction, such as Lisa wrote this paper, the grammati
cal subject typically expresses an agent, and the direct object typi
cally expresses a patient. In the corresponding passive, as in This 
paper was written by Lisa, the subject is typically a patient and an 
oblique object, if present, expresses an agent. Other categories of 
voice exist in some languages, such as middle, reflexive, causative 
and adjutative, to name a few. See also diathesis, and see Shibatani 
(1988) for some discussion. 

volitive /'voIItIv/ n. or adj. The mood category which expresses a 
wish. sometimes subdivided into desiderative and optative. NOTE: the 
term 'boulomaic' is also found. but is rejected by Palmer (1986) as etymo
logically ill-formed. 
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VOS language /vi: au 'est n. A language whose basic word order is 
Verb--Object-Subject, such as Malagasy (Austronesian) or Terena 
(Arawakan). VOS languages are rare, the known examples all 
occurring in Mexico and Central America, in Amazonia or in the 
Austronesian family. 

vowel alternation I'voual :>:Ita,nelfr:U See Ablaut. 

VP See verb phrase. 

VP deletion /vi: 'pi:/ n. (also VP anapbora) The phenomenon in 
which the second of two identical VPs occurring in a sentence can be 
suppressed. This phenomenon is usual in English. Thus, for 
example, the second clause in Fenella won't have been writing 
letters, but Lisa will have been writing letters would nonnally be 
reduced to one of ... bur Lisa will have been e, ... but Lisa will 
have e or ... bill Lisa will e, the different possibilities reflecting the 
suppression of different VPs. 

VP preposing n. The construction, occurring in certain circum
stances in English, in which a verb phrase precedes the rest of its 
clause, as in She had to pass that exam, and [pass it] she did. 

VSO language Ivi: es '00/ n. A language in which the nonnal order 
of elements in a sentence is Verb-Subject-Object, such as Welsh. 
VSO languages universally tend to exhibit certain typological 
characteristics, such as prepositions, absence of case systems and 
right-branching structures in which modifiers follow their heads, as 
first pointed out by Greenberg (1963). 
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Wackernagel's Law l'vo:ka,no:gJz ,b:1 n. The statement that 

cIitics tend universally to occupy the second position in a sentence, 
where 'second position' can mean either 'after the first word' or 
'after the first phrase'. This tendency is illustrated by the following 
examples from Serbo-Croatian, in which mi and je are ditics: 

Taj-mi-je pesnik napisao knjigu. 
that-me-Past poet wrote book 
'That poet wrote me a book.' 

Taj pesnik-mi-je napisao knjigu. 
that poet-me-Past wrote book 
'That poet wrote me a book.' 

Wackemagel (1892). 

Wackemagel's position n. The second position in a sentence, in 
which ditics tend universally to occur. 

wanna-contraction I'wonal n. The phenomenon, observable in 
most North American varieties of English, by which the sequence 
want 10 (and other similar sequences) can be contracted if, and only 
if, there is no gap present between want and to. For example, I want 
10 do it can be contracted to I wanna do it; Lisa is the woman I want 
to see e can be contracted to Lisa is the woman I wanna see; but Lisa 
is the woman I want e to get the job cannot be contracted to * Lisa is 
the woman I wanna get the job. Such data have often been inter
preted as providing direct evidence for the existence of gaps in 
syntactic structures; their significance was first pointed out by 
Lakoff (1970). 

weak conditions of adequacy See under adequacy. 

weak crossover I,wi:kl n. The usual label for a set of crossover 
phenomena involving the coindexing with empty categories of NPs 
inside genitives. as in *Who j does his j mother love ej? This appears 
to be lll-formed, though perhaps less strongly so than case,s of strong 
crossover. but the coindexing of his with the empty category is not 
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prohibited by any of the principles of GB's Binding Theory. The 
Leftness Condition has been proposed to deal with cases of this sort. 

weak equivalence It'kwlv;Jl:msl n. (also string equivalence) The 
relation which holds between two fonnal grammars which have the 
same weak generative capacity. i.e .• which generate exactly the 
same set of strings. Cf. strong equivalence. 

weak generative capacity n. Of a particular fonnal grammar or 
class of fonnal grammars. the set of sentences which it can generate 
when these are regarded merely as linear strings of elements, with 
no consideration of any structures which may be assigned; d. strong 
generative capacity. Weak generative capacity might appear to be 
of limited linguistic interest. but. unlike strong generative capacity. 
it has proved to be mathematically tractable. and a number of 
interesting results have heen proved which are certainly of linguistic 
interest. See the Peters-Ritchie results, cross-serial dependencies. 
Ziff"s law, and see also the Chomsky Hierarchy. 

Weak Lexicalist Hypothesis n. The view that inflectional and 
denvational morphology are fundamentally different. in that deri
vational morphology is handled in the lexicon. while inflectional 
morphology is treated in the syntax. Cf. Strong Lexicalist 
Hypothesis. 

weak verb n. In certain languages. notably the Gennanic languages 
(including English), a verb which inflects by affixation. rather than 
by internal vowel change: fOlie. loved, loved; smile. smiled, smiled. 
Cf. strong verb. 

weather it Iwe();Jr 'It I n. The dummy it that occurs as the subject of 
weather verbs. as in It's raining. when this is distinguished from 
other occurrences of dummy it. such as that occurring in extraposed 
structures. 

weather verb n. A verb expressing a meteorological phenomenon. 
such as rain. snow. drizzle or freeze. Weather verbs. and weather 
expressions generally. universally tend to exhibit unusual syntactic 
properties; in English. for example. ",eather verbs require a non
referential dummy subject it. as in It's raining; they permit no other 
subjects at all. and are otherwise devoid of subcategorization 
requirements. 

well-formed lwei 'b:mdl adj. (also grammatical) Denoting a 
structure, particularly a sentence. which is consistent with all the 
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requirements of the grammar of a particular language. A well
formed sentence is not necessarily regarded as acceptable by native 
speakers: processing difficulties arising from length or complexity. 
or pragmatic implausibility. may induce a speaker to reject a pro
posed sentence which is incontrovertibly well-formed. As an 
example. consider the sentence Flounder flounder badger badger 
flounder. In any reasonable view of English syntax. this is well
formed. but speakers presented with it often reject it because the 
processing difficulties it presents are so formidable that they cannot 
understand it. (Cf. the identically formed sentence Games children 
play include marbles, which presents no such processing diffi
culties.) 

WG See Word Grammar. 

WH-c1eft l,dAblju 'eItII See pseudo-clert sentence. 

WH-dependency n. A type of dependency involving a WH-item 
and a corresponding gap. as illustrated by the example Who i did you 
say Lisa was lalking 10 ei? WH-dependencies in English and many 
other languages represent the outstanding examples of unbollDc:led 
dependencies. 

WH-Fronting See WH-Movement. 

whimperative IWlm'per:)uvl n. An utterance which has the form 
of a question but the force of a request or a command: Could you 
open Ihe door?; Would you sil down, please?: Can you hand me the 
pliers? Sadock (1970). 

WH-Island Constraint n. An island constraint which states that no 
dependency may reach inside an embedded WH-question, as illus
trated by the example * Who did Lisa tell you when she had seen e? 
Ross (1%7). 

WH-item l'allrpJ n. A lexical item which serves intrinsically to ask a 
question. such as who. what. when. where. why or how in English. 
or an equivalent item in another language. Such items have distinc
tive grammatical properties in many languages. NOTE: the name derives 
from the incidental fact that most of the English ones begin with the ortho
graphic r;equence ll'h-. 

WH-Movement n. 1. (also WH-Fronting, WH-Preposiog, WH
Raising) The phenomenon by which a WH-item appears in 
senterll:e-initial or clause-initial position. rather than in the 'logical' 
position typical of non-WH-itcms of the same category. Examples 
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include What did you say? Who was Lisa talking 10 last night? Did 
she tell you what she wanted? and The day when I met Lisa was a 
memorable olle. 2. In various derivational theories of grammar. the 
putative grammatical process by which a WH-item is moved from its 
underlying position to its surface position; in GB. this is regarded as 
a particular instance of Alpha Movement. 

WH-question n. A question involving a WB-item. such as What are 
you doing? Cf. yes-no question. 

WH-trace n. (also variable) In GB. the empty category whicn is left 
behind when a WH-item is moved and which is coindexed with the 
moved item. as illustrated by the derivation from Lisa was talking to 
who? of Who j was Lisa talking to ej ? See also Binding Theory and 
A-bar binding. 

wild tree /warld/ n. A three-dimensional type of tree structure 
resembling a mobile. sometimes suggested as appropriate for free
word-order languages; constituent structure is assigned in a conven
tional manner within the tree. but there is no linear ordering of 
elements. Linearization is produced by some kind of additional 
machinery. One novel proposal is that the tree should cast a 
·'shadow· onto a flat surface, with different crientations of the tree 
producing different linear orders, corresponding to the different 
word orders possible in such a language; such a tree is called a 
'Boas-Moulton mobile' by Nash (1980). While possibly appealing. 
the idea is very difficult to formalize in a useful way, and the 
suggestion has not been serinusly taken up so far. Sa~h (1980). 

word /w3:di n. 1. A lexical item; a single item belonging to some 
lexical category, having an identifiable meaning or grammatical 
function and typically a fairly consistent phonological shape. though 
possibly exhibiting a certain amount of inflectional variation reflect
ing its grammatical environment in particular sentences. In this 
sense of the term 'word'. such forms as go, goes, went. going and 
gone are all forms of a single word (lexical item) go. 2. A word 
form; a particular morphosyntactic form of a lexical item occurring 
in a particular grammatical environment. In this sense of the term 
'word', the forms go, goes, went. going and gone are all different 
words; in fact, they are usually regarded as representing more than 
five word forms. since the go of I go to Rome on Tuesday and the go 
of I want to go to Rome are regarded as syntactically distinct in spite 
of their identical form, and much the same is true of going and f!one. 
which also each represent two syntactically distinct forms \Inn.: 11 ." 
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essential to distinguish these two quite distinct senses of the term 'word'. 
Observe also that. outside grammar. the term 'word' is used in yet other senses, 
as in 'phonological word' and 'onhographic word'. 3. In formal language 
theory. a string that is a member of a language; a sentence. 

Word-and-Paradigm adj. (WP) Denoting an approach to gram
matical characterization which relies largely on the division of lexi
cal items into inflectional classes and the presentation of paradigms 
(complete sets of inflected forms) for all classes. The WP approach 
is strongly characteristic of traditional descriptions of Latin and 
Ancient Greek, two highly inflecting languages which lend them
selves to this sort of presentation, and is stiU used today by gram
marians of a traditional persuasion, but it finds no more than 
incidental use within the mainstream of linguistics. Hockett (1954). 

word class Iklo:sl See lexical category. 

word fonn Ib:ml n. (also morpbosyntactic word) A particular 
morphosyntactic form of a lexical item occurring in certain gram
matical environments. For example, singular book and plural books 
are two different word forms representing the single lexical item 
book in different grammati.c:al circumstances; the same is true of this 
and these and of eat, e.P.~ate,ellling and eaten (at least; in fact the 
eat of I eat too much a"rld the eal of I don 'I want to eat this are usually 
regarded as distinct word forms. since they occur in quite different 
grammatical circumstances, and similarly for the eaten of I have 
eaten the cake and the eaten of The cake has been eaten). The 
complete set of word forms which can represent a single lexical item 
constitutes the paradigm of that lexical item; an example would be 
the full conjugation of a Spanish verb or the full declension of a 
Russian noun. 

word fonnation Ib:'mcIIQI n. A collective term for the set of 
processes by which lexical items are derived from. or related to, 
other lexical items. In English and in many other languages. the 
principal devices for forming words are compounding and deri
vation (sense I), though other devices exist. The study of word 
formation is oftcn referred to as derivational morphology; this is in 
general quite distinct from inftectional morphology. In most lan
guages, word-formation processes constitute the most striking 
examples of partially productive processes. In the 1960s, there were 
attempts to integrate word formation into syntax, but these 
attempts were not verv successful. and most current frameworks 
handll: wont formation'by lexical rules contained within the lexicon, 
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though some approaches postulate a distinct component of the 
c;.·;<inmar to deal with word formation. 

word-formation rule n. In some approaches to word formation, a 
rule which is posited within that component of the grammar dealing 
with word formation and which serves to identify a (typically par
tially productive) process involved in the formation of certain 
words. A simple example is the following rule for the use of the 
English agent suffix -er, as in writer, singer, rider: 

[[X]v#er]]r-; 'one who XS habitually, professionally .. .' 

Word-formation rules were first proposed by Halle (1973); they 
have been particularly developed by Aronoff (1976) and Scalise 
(1984). 

Word Grammar n. (WG) A theory of grammar developed by 
Richard Hudson in the 1980s. WG is a version of dependency 
grammar: grammatical information is almost entirely contained in 
the lexical entries for particular lexical items. and syntax is seen as 
consisting primarily of rules for combining words. The central syn
tactic relation is that of dependency (sense 2) between words: 
constituent structure is not recognized except in the special case of 
coordinate structures. Statements about words and th?ir properties 
form a complex network of propositions, and there is little emphasis 
upon the conventional division between different grammatical 
components. The framework is presented in Hudson (1984, 1990), 
which are the most accessible introductions. 

word order /':):d;J/ n. 1. The linear sequence in which words occur 
in a constituent or in a sentence. 2. By extension, and 'rery fre
quently, the order in which phrases occur in a sentence. See also 
basic word order, free word order. 

WP See Word-and-Paradigm. 

wrap /rrep/ n. A cover term for the operations of right wrap and left 
wrap. 

W-star language /'dAblju sto:1 n. (also W* language, word-star 
language) A synonym for non-configurational language; the tcrm 
derives from the suggestion that such a language has as its only 
phrase structure rule the regular expression S -+ W*, where W 
represents the category 'word', most other syntactic machinery 
being located in lexical entries. Hale (l9Kl). 
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XADJUNCT In LFG, the usual abbreviation for open adjunct (see 

under open function). 

X-bar system l,eks'ba:1 fl. (also X-bar theory) A system 
designed to formalize the traditional DOtioo 'head of a construction' 
and to constrain the range of possible phrase structure rules. The 
heart of the system is the recognitioa daat syntactic categories are 
projected from lexical items w:dch are their lexical heads. so that 
the category Noun Phrase, for example, is analysed as differing 
from the category Noun primarily in respect of the value assigned to 
a feature conventionally called [BAR]: Noun is [NOUN] I]AR 0], 
while NP is [NOUN] [BAR 2] (variously abbreviated as N, N" or 
N2) in most current vemons of the syAem), though some earlier 
proposals suggested [NOUN] [BAR 3]). The system obliges us to 
regard syntactic categories as complex I' ....... Most versions of 
the system incorporate some kind of requirement that a category 
should have a head, a requirement which, in principle at least, 
greatly reduces the number of phrase structure rules which can be 
written. The X-bar system was first suggested, in a somewhat in
explicit form, by ZeUig Harris (1951); it was revived by Noam 
Chomsky (1970), and developed by Joseph Emonds (1976) and 
more particularly by Ray Jackendoff (1977). Almost all contempor
ary theories of grammar incorporate some version of the system; 
that associated with GPSG, as presented in Gazdar et aI. (1985). is 
particularly well articulated. A critical review of X-bar practice is 
given in Komai and Pullum (1990); these authors identify six 
properties which are commonly associated with the X-bar s}'Item: 

. lexicallty, succession, UDiformity. -ob.lky, centrality and 
optiooality . 

XCOMP In LFG, the usual abbreviation for open complement 
(see under open fu.octioa). 
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yes-oo question I jes 'n~1 n. A question which expects one of 
the answers yes or no, such as Are you coming?; a polar questioa. 

, 
Yiddish fronting l'jIdlJI n. A semi-jocular label applied to in

stances of the fronting of focused elements which are typical of the 
Yiddish-influenced English of the New York City area but which 
sound odd to most other speakers of English. Examples are My 
brother-in-law he wants 10 be and A German car J should buy? 
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zero See null element. 

zero anapbora /'zl;,r:)U! n. The use of a null elemeat as an anapbor 
(sense I), as in Lisa came in and e sal down. 

zer~bar category n. In the X-bar system, any category whose 
representation involves a bar value of zero; a lexical category. 

zero-derivation n. (also OODversioa) A type of word formation in 
which a word is shifted from one lexical category to another without 
the use of any affixes: for example, the derivation of the verbs 
access, nelwork and fUlpalm from the corresponding nouns, of the 
verbs goofproof and brown from the corresponding adjectives and 
of the nouns wash and delay from the corresponding verbs. 

zero determiner n. A determiner which. in some analyses, is 
postulated as being present in NPs containing no overt determiner, 
such as spagheni, Spanish wine and Lisa. Such a determiner is 
assumed to be an actual lexical item which happens to have no 
phonetic content. This analysis has the advantage of greatly simpli
fying the syntactic representation of such noun phrases by making 
them identical in form to other NPs containing overt determiners. 

zeugma /'zju:gm;,/ n. I. A construction in which a word or phrase 
which is required to be construed with two other items can in fact 
only be correctly construed with one of them: Have you ever wanted 
to learn French but didn'l know how 10 go aboul il? Cf. anacoluthon. 
2. (also syllepsi-;) A coordinate structure in which each conjunct 
bears a semantically or grammatically different relation to the rest 
of the sentence. the result ranging from the comical to the i1\
formed: He lOok his hal and his leave; He watched the battle with 
interest and a telescope; * Hiram picked up his rifle and off a British 
officer. 

Ziff's Law /'zlfs ,1::1:/ n. The observation that any arbitrary string 
can he interpreted as a proper name. This observation has poten· 
tially serious consequences for the investigation of weak geaeradve 
capacity: such a string as of admiralion delaying after sees whistled 
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never the go would not nonnally be regarded as a string of English. 
but what is to stop us from interpreting it as a well-fonned string of 
the fonn NP sees NP, v.ith two rather strange proper names as the 
NPs? Ziff (1960); Manaster-Ramer (1988). 



Abbreviations 

BLSn 

CLSn 

Compo Ling. 
FL 
/JAL 
JL 
LA 
Lg. 
U 
L&P 
NELSn 

NLLT 
SL 
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century'. 
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a shelf close to my desk'. 
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as recommendations about competing and conflicting usages. 
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